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STATIC
CONDENSERS

for ELIMINATION OF INTERFERENCE

in RADIO RECEPTION

The causes of interference in radio
reception may be classified under
three principal headings, as follows:

I. Atmospherics. 2. Supply Mains.
3. External.

Atmospheric troubles are usually
static, and cannot be eliminated by
means of condensers.

In the case of No. 2, trouble may be
experienced through the interference
being conveyed over the Supply
Authorities' distribution system.

In the case of No. 3, external inter-
ference, this is caused by direct
radiation and originates in electric
motors, vacuum cleaners, and any
other electrical apparatus in which
sparking takes place during operation
-for example, violet -ray apparatus,
or even when switching on or off any
kind of electrical plant.

In attempting to overcome such
interference it is necessary to try the
application of the remedy at the
source.

In many cases the use
of condensers alone is
sufficient to minimise
very largely, and often
entirely suppress, the
interference.

The Condensers em-
ployed must be suitably
designed for the work-
ing conditions, and
should have a 5 -ampere
fuse inserted between
the mains and the con-
densers.

Our type 212 Conden-
sers, as illustrated, are
designed with a liberal
factor of safety for this
duty. Write for leaflet.

BRITISH INSULATED CABLES LTD.

CABLEMAKERS AND ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS

PRESCOT-LANCS.
Telephone Nos.: PRESCOT 6571

London Office : Surrey House, Embankment, W.C.2
Telephone Temple Bar 4793, 4, 5 :0' 5

IF your set ought
to get Rome -but
nearly expires bringing
in the local
Regional

The reason for this lack of
ambition may be due to
weak valves, run-down accu-
mulator or any other cause.
Whatever it is-you'll soon
find out with a Pifco Trouble
Tracker. Every component
in radio can be tested quickly
and surely by these wonder
instruments. Don't endure
faulty reception any longer.
If trouble starts --solve the
problem immediately with
a Pifco Trouble Tracker.
Ask your dealer or electrician
for a demonstration of a
PIFCO.

PIFCO " ALL -IN -ONE "
RADIOMETER (altote). I r.r

battery sets. Makes any test in a few
seconds. Mottled bakelite case.
Complete with leads. Price 10.

PIFCO DE LUXE "ALL -
IN -ONE " RADIOMETER

I' //until, 11.5.10)4.)
ohms resistance. Tests iterythitte.
Tor electric radio, mains omits
battery sets. I. mollItst baltei:tr,
complete .rain !eta!, asd use.

Price £2 23.

PIFCO ROTAMETER. .4
radio testing instrument on

entirely new principles. One needle
operates on eight separate dials. For
electric or battery sets. .4ma,ing.'y
handy and accurate. No other
instrument in the world like it. In
black ha:elite, complete with leads.

Price 296

Irrued
PIFCO, LTD., High Street,

MANCHESTER,
or 150 Charing Cross Road,

London, IV.C.2.

INSIST ON. A PIECO AND

Advertisers Appreciate Mention of " A.W." with Your Order

SAVE. TROUBLE.
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News and Gossip of the Week
Beating No. 10

Ax the Maida Vale rink premises
recently acquired on a long

lease by the B.B.C., builders are
already hard at work on a really
big studio.

It will easily out -do the wharf
studio known as No. to. The
dimensions will be 72 feet wide,
125 feet long and 26 feet high.

Compare these figures with No.
10, which is 7o feet wide, 85 feet
long and 22 feet high.

Another " Clacque "
To clap hands in this new
studio, 15o people will be

accommodated in a gallery. Among
other things, the Maida Vale
studio will be equipped with all
the latest balance -and -control
apparatus.

And, presumably, we shall,
eventually, be regaled with "posh"
Maida Vale concerts. All nice
and highbrow, what ?

Big Tom Coming
WHILE Big Ben is being cleaned
up there is a suggestion that

the B.B.C. will take its micro-
phones into St. Paul's Cathedral.
From there you may hear Big
Tom from the South-west Tower.

How different Tom will sound
from Ben ! Close to, Big Tom
has an A flat note, but in the
distance it becomes E flat.

Quarters would be struck on
bells, only the hours coming from
Big Tom.

Chasing the " Hets "
TATSFIELD has been busy again.
This time chasing' up those

poisonous heterodynes on London
Regional. A note of 5,000, cycles
has been registered-very annoy-
ing to listeners about 3o miles out.

But is it a carrier or is it a
harmonic from a long -waver
causing all the bother? Not yet
proved.

Plenty of Them!
SEEMS to be a perfect spate of

these " hets " just now. Scot-
tish Regional has one-but here
the cause is definitely a long -wave
station's harmonic, says Tatsfield.

London National had a bad
spell from two causes-Luxem-
bourg's harmonic and a similar
offshoot from Millilacker. When
the last-named ceased on his
temporary aerial, the trouble
went.

No Censorship!
APRIL 6 should go down to

history as the night on which
the B.B.C. talks censor had his
night off. For on that night we
are to hear an informal discussion
relayed from the Ingle Nook of
the Lygon Arms, Broadway.

The issues will be those that
naturally arise between town and
country people-nothing very
dangerous, of course, but it just
shows that the B.B.C. is not
frightened to take the gloves off
sometimes.

Henry on Saturdays
YES, Henry Hall every Saturday
night from now until at least

the end of the merry month of
May.

Thus Bert Ambrose's six years
unbroken record of Saturday -
night dance music is definitely
over-though what will happen
after May, no one seems to know.

Meanwhile, Henry Hall is fright-
fully bucked with life. Heard his
guest nights?

Now There Are 11

DID
you realise that the B.B.C.'s

exclusive ten wavelengths
has quietly and without any fuss
grown to I t ? Probably not. We
ourselves had not noticed it until
we came to reckon up-and then
we found that Plymouth and
Bournemouth are on what is
known as a national exclusive
wavelength.

Improved Newcastle
FOR the Newcastle station the

B.B.C. is putting in new
control and amplification appara-
tus, this being installed at the
Bridge Street premises recently
taken over.

All in readiness for the opening
of North-eastern Regional some
time in the not too utterly distant
future.

By Royal Command
LT ENRY HALL will appear before
11 Their Majesties the King
and Queen at the command per-
formance at the Palladium.

Henry's had a spot of bother
because he is not strictly a variety
act, but that is being overcome
by a week's appearance at the
Palladium before the command
performance. These things can
be arranged, you see.

Latest on Television
AFTER many false alarms, the

E.M.I. apparatus for high -
definition television on ultra -short
waves has now been installed at
Broadcasting House, London.

First test transmissions may be
expected very soon. Baird has
been busy at the Crystal Palace,
too. It will be interesting for
London lookers to compare the
two transmissions, won't it ?

A Long Way Off ?
ESPECIALLY as Mr. Louis Ster-

ling,1:i the managing director
of E.M.I., is alleged to have said.

Graphic Union photo.

This photograph shows you just what an audience saw in Wardour
Street when a mannequin was televised from the Crystal Palace

in a recent interview, that " We
cannot transmit over the ether even
a good imitation of the most crude
flicker pictures of the very early
movie days."

Extending the News
IN the autumn the B.B.C. is

thinking of extending its news
activities. Curious how this one
aspect of broadcasting is never
criticised in the papers-they like
it to be rotten, of course.

THE
PEN TA-

QUESTER
IS COMING !

See preliminary details
on page 363

The News Reel is coming back,
and we are to be regaled with the
exploits of the B.B.C.'s own news
reporters.

Relaying Daventry
GROWING interest in the Empire

stations is shown by the fact
that the Ceylon broadcasting
station relays our short-wave
Daventry programmes every night
on medium waves.

They have recently installed
the latest short-wave equipment
in order to pick up Daventry to
the best advantage.

Recorded Programmes
FOR the " bottled " programmes

distributed to the medium -
wave stations in various parts of
the Empire a great "material"
search is now being made.

Plays, news reels and so on are
of the stuff Empire people want,
because, of course, there is no
sense in doing acts that are
already available in ordinary
gramophone -record form.

B.B.C. Prestige
WHATEVER may be said against
the B.B.C. at home, it has

a wonderfully high prestige abroad.
J. Beresford Clarke, the Empire

Programme Director, has been
asked by the Egyptian govern-
ment to go over to Egypt to
advise them on a broadcasting
system.
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This view shows the type of screening from
buildings encountered in New York. Looking

up Broadway from the Battery

RECENTLY I hailed a radio cab on
Broadway and went for a run around
to try out this novelty. New York

wants its radio cabs and does not mean to do
without them, even at the cost of the increased
accidents put to their count. Personally I
should say the accidents are caused by the
increased competition for customers brought
about by the recent introduction of the radio
cabs.

I have seen three taxis locked right up solid,
back of one to radiator of other, in the mad
rush for a fare. So much money has been
spent on the fixing of radios, however, that the
Chief Commissioner was persuaded to, withhold
his decision to stop this practice.

Are Taxis Radio Equipped?
And it seems as if every taxi in New York

will thus soon be equipped with radio.
There is no doubt that radio is an attraction,

and especially so to women after finishing their
day's shopping, as taxis are always more used
in New York than in London owing to the
terrible crushes in the New York subways.
In the near future the Ford concern is planning
to place radio cabs on the roads.

It is easy to recognise one of New York's
radio cabs

It must not be thought that these new traffic
additions are merely old types with radios
attached; they are not. These cars are
specially designed with the radio portion well
to the fore and are placed on the roads as
complete installations.

To see what advantages there are in the
radio cab, I have made a point of using them
whenever possible. The loud -speaker and
controls are fitted in the rear portion of the
front seats facing the passenger, the loud -

Riding in a Radio Taxi
By Our U.S.A. Correspondent: LIONEL MERDLER

speaker being inset to be flush with the surface.
The radio is not left running and is only

bniught in -to use at the request of the passenger,
who has full use of the volume and tuning
controls. The set, like the majority of
automobile receivers, is a super -het with self--
adjusting volume control and. a remote tuning

View inside cab showing loud -speaker.
Tuning and volume controls for the super -het

are placed very accessibly

control with illuminated dial is fitted. There
is a choice of about half -a -dozen stations with
high field strengths and these, with the aid of
the S.A.V.C. control, keep background noises
at a minimum.

The chassis of the car has, of course, been
designed with a view to keeping all outside and
inside noises at an absolute minimum and even
without radio the cars are a pleasure to ride in
due to this quietness, which is an advantage in
noisy locations.

To give one of these radio taxis a complete
test, I directed the driver as follows : down
Broadway, where we have high buildings,
electric signs and electric trams, then through
Wall Street, where we have skyscrapers and
narrow streets, out on to the Battery, which is
open ground and faces the Hudson river, into
the town again and under the elevated electric
trains; and finally I directed him to pull up

right underneath a steel -structured elevated
station with trains constantly passing.

During the whole time I . was enabled to
enjoy pleasurable listening. In the noiser
locations I was reduced to a choice .of one or
two stations owing to the heavy background
noises. In the open localities a choice of
several stations was permitted at excellent
programme quality.

Under the elevated way, where we remained
stationary, reception was little affected, al-
though passing trains forced one to keep to the
more powerful broadcasts to prevent back-
ground noises upsetting programmes. Fading
of signals did not bother me at all as the
S.A.V.C. action appears to function exception-
ally well.

Programmes are radiated almost the whole
day through and the passenger is thus assured
of constant entertainment.

More of New York's screening ! View from
a steamer at the end of Manhattan

The question has been raised as to whether
the public want radio cabs. One newspaper has
actually been running a ballot to decide this
point. I think that the answer is given by
the number of radio cabs on the streets and the
fact that other concerns and private owners
are either fitting or considering fitting radios
on their taxis.

Society for Radio Pioneers
ON Li- a select few of our readers can

have been engaged in wireless experi-
menting for ten years or more. But

there must be some among you-some veterans
of this new science.

The question is whether you are one of them.
Because if you are, why, then, you ought to
join the Society of Wireless Pioneers.

This new organisation has sprung up, like
so many fraternity groups of its kind, in
America. It is headed by one of the vice-
presidents of the International DX'ers' Alliance
about which AMATEUR 'WIRELESS has already
written on several occasions recently.

Mike Mickelson is the man. He has just
sent Richard L. Rawles of the Publicity
Department of the I.D.A. in this country-
full details, which have been sent on to us.

The new organisation, the Society of Wireless
Pioneers, is being formed by those who have
been connected with high -frequency or short-
wave work for the past ten years. Commercial
operators, experimenters, short-wave listeners
and amateurs are all eligible, provided they
can furnish proof of their ten years' seniority.

The object is to bring together fellow fans
who may have lost contact with each other;
to form, in a word, a strictly fraternal organisa-
tion of real pioneers.

Local chapters will later be organised, these
to be self-supporting, all funds subscribed by
members to be paid to officials chosen-no
financial aid coming from headquarters.

What It Costs
Fees have been fixed-one dollar for life-

payable to headquarters. Annual subscription
to the official organ, the Globe Circler, to be

dollar 25 cents, or five shillings sterling. This
to be paid to C. A. Morrison, Preident of the
International DX'ers' Alliance, of soi8 North
Prairie Street, Bloomington, Illinois, U.S.A.

All application forms for membership are
to go to Mike Mickelson, 3229 Bloomington
Avenue, Minneapolis, Minn., U.S.A. The
forms of application can be obtained from
Richard Rawles, Publicity Department, I.D.A.,
Blackwater Corner, Newport, Isle of Wight.

It seems a good stunt. The only point is
whether there really are any ten -year -olds.
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Real Midget Valves for Battery Users
They Consume Only .1 Ampere at I Volt !

WE have in our possession the first
of the new midget battery valves to
be produced in this country. They

are real midgets-only 2 in. in overall height.
You only realise how very small this is when
you come to put the midgets up against the
ordinary battery valves, which are between 4
and 5 in. high.

The new midgets are made by the Marconi-
Osram Valve Company, Ltd., and will very

P shortly be marketed by the Marconiphone Co.,
Ltd., as Marconi midgets, and by the General
Electric Co., Ltd., as Osram midgets.

For Special Points
A lot of interesting points arise.
(i) No valve pins, because the contacts for

each electrode are brought out to side con-
tacts, which save over half an inch height. At
the same time these contacts make better
connection than the ordinary pin and spring
method, and they are self cleaning.

(2) A new base, a minute moulded bakelite
base, which is only two thirds the height of the
standard type of base.

(3) The glass bulb is not much larger than the
cap of a fountain pen-and roughly the same
diameter.

(4) The sealing pip of the bulb is at the top,
as in the earlier types of valve. The reason
for this is that when the pip is at the bottom
as in the standard valves of to -day there has
to be a clearance between the pip and the base

There are great possibilities in the new
midget valves announced on this page.
For some time, battery users have
complained of neglect by the valve
manufacturers, but here is a develop-
ment that will make them sit up and
take notice.

These valves take only .1 ampere at
I volt, so that not only are they small
in size but they take only a small current
from the low-tension accumulator.

The illustrations reproduced in these
pages show very clearly the small size
of the new valves when compared with
standard types commonly in use.

They do definitely represent a revo-
lutionary change in valve design-and
for once they appeal to the battery man.

to prevent the pip being broken off-and
this to some extent wastes space.

(5) The valve is mounted in rubber,
not unlike the Catkin mounting, so that
there is no cement to get loose, and the
troubles of microphonic noises are reduced
to a minimum.

From these five constructional points
you will begin to get some idea as, to how
the valve size is kept down. It is by
attention to details at every point in the
construction.

Nov for a few technical points. At
present there are only two types in the
Midget range, an Hu and an Li r. The
H type is for detection, while the L type
is a very small output valve.

These are the only valves of their kind
on the market to -day, as they have
filaments of only t volt. As they both
take x volt at ampere they can be
run in series from a 2 -volt accumulator.
Right away, then, you economise your

low-tension current, because of course
the total current when the valves are
in series is no more than that of one
valve.

The working characteristics of these
valves are of course largely deter-
mined by the minute electrode mount-
ing. The construction is similar to
larger valves, in that there is the usual
upright anode, mica bridge across the
top, into which the filament, and grid
supports are anchored.

The s -volt filament is of the single
inverted -V type and owing to the very
small clearances between the elec-
trodes, the characteristics are quite
reasonably good.

For example, the impedance of the
H11 is 30,000 ohms, with a slope of
.5 milliamperes per volt, giving an
amplification factor of 15.

The Li has an impedence of 12,500
ohms, a slope of .4 milliamperes per
volt, giving an amplification factor of
5. This is quite a good output valve
for headphone use, but if a loud -speaker
is wanted two of these valves would
have to be connected in parallel to
give enough output-this applying even
for the smallest loud -speaker.

The maximum anode voltage for
each of these valves is too volts, but as
a rule 6o volts will be found ample for good
results. For example, with about 5 volts grid
bias and 6o volts high-tension the anode
current of the Li t would be in the region of
2 milliamperes.

Of course the anode current of the H11 is
very small indeed, being only a fraction of a
milliampere. Actually, .5 milliampere is about
the average with normal high-tension and zero
grid bias.

From the characteristics mentioned, it will
be seen that these midget valves can be used
in the following ways : the His as either a
leaky grid detector or resistance -capacity
amplifier, or even ag a high -frequency amplifier

One of the new Marconi s -volt midget battery valves
photographed by the side of a standard type

Compare the new midget
construction, (below),
with (right), an acorn -
type valve as used in
1917. The filament of
the larger valve passed

.5 at 6 volts !

stage ; the Liz is simply a low -frequency
amplifier, although it will work as a detector-
but of course the amplification factor will then
give a rather low output.

Now what use are these midget valves?
Originally they were intended for deaf aid
equipments, and for pocket receivers for the
police force. As the manufacturers saw all
sorts of possibilities in these midgets they
decided to market them for everyday use.

At present the price of these valves is on the
high side, partly because they are somewhat
difficult to make, and the demand at first will
not be very widespread. Each valve of the
types mentioned will cost 15s. No doubt

this price will be lowered if the midgets get
really popular.

just a few examples of what you might do
with these midgets. A two -valve set can
be assembled to run from a small dry cell
for the low-tension and about a 36 -volt
high-tension battery. Such a set would
give you local -station results at least. On
earphones, of course-but only a small
aerial would be needed.

Into a Small Space
The whole thing could be put into a very

small box, and could be carried about on a
pedal cycle or motor bicycle quite easily. Or,
of course, it would make a nice little standby
set to keep in the pocket of your car.

There are lots of other interesting possi-
bilities. More ambitious portables might be
constructed. For example, a four -stage
set with two choke -coupled triode high -
frequency amplifiers is quite a feasible idea.
It involves a certain amount of experiment,
but there is no doubt that you could have a
lot of fun.

You could take full advantage of all the
midget components now on the market, such
as coils, condensers, resistances, high -
frequency chokes and so on.

We should emphasise that these valves
have already been utilised for police sets and
deaf -aid sets of all types.
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The ABC of High Tension
from the Mains

Ccmp!eting the assembly of the D.C. mains unit described
in this article. Two home-made smoothing chokes are

used-and' they can be made very cheaply

E are going to cover the mains high-
tension front-thoroughly. We are
going to tell you first of all how to get

your high tension from D.C. mains. Later, we
shall go on to A.C. mains, showing you how
the unit described now can be adapted by
additional gadgets.

By starting off with the needs of the D.C.-
mains merchant we are being quite logical.
For it so happens that the unit for D.C. serves
three functions. It can be made up right away
by the D.C.-mains user, who, if he goes over to
A.C., can simply add a rectifier section and thus
make the original unit suitable for the change-
over. The A.C. man
can make up this D.C.
unit and add on the
A.C. part to be des-
cribed later. In this
way we are catering
for all needs without
wasteful duplication
of effort.

D.C. to A.C.
We want you to

realise that when the
mains are changed
from D.C. to A.C., no
alteration at all is
involved in this D.C.
unit. You simply add
the extra components.
This is all part of a
well -thought-out plan
of ours-so don't ima-
gine that the A.C.
version is going to be'
a-er-botch.

Well, let's go. How
shall we start? By
assuming, say, that
you are on 250 -volt
D.C. mains. Maybe
You are actually on zoo, or 23o, or some other
quaint voltage. Never mind, the same idea
follows. Just listen to this. We have got
this voltage and we want to use it for the
high-tension supply of the radio.

Why can't we use this voltage right away?
Because it is rough, unsmoothed, varying
slightly up and down-nothing much so far as
electric lights and fires are concerned, but a
ghastly noise when it is turned into radio
power. Hum-and then some.

A simile might help. Imagine the upper
reaches of the Thames, where the water flows
rapidly at one part and sluggishly at another,
is deep in one spot and shallow in another.

The low -frequency choke com-
plete. It can be made for

as little as 6s. 9d.

Come down to, say, I3oulter's
Lock, and here the water is smooth
and at a level' depth.

Your mains unit is rather like
the lock. It smoothes out the
inequalities. Gives you a steady
output, free from ripples.

All very nice. But this is not a
fairy story-what about that
mains unit? What is there actually
in a D.C.-mains unit? The most
important components are chokes
and condensers-which together
smooth out the ripples and give us
that steady and level voltage.

It is not easy to explain exactly how con-
densers and chokes smooth out the mains, but
here is a rough-and-ready idea.

The choke coil is connected in series with the
mains lead. It has the property of inductance.
When a current flows through it a magnetic
field is set up around the winding.

This field produces a sort of inertia to current
change. So that when the current wants to
rise the field tends to absorb the extra energy,
whereas when the current wants to drop the
field energy is thrown into the fray and so
holds up the mean current. In this way you
can see that a choke has a very important job

in a mains unit.
Now what about the conden-

sers? As you know, condensers
have the property of capacity, an
'ability to store electrical energy as
a potential. A sudden surge of
current will be absorbed as an
increase in potential on the plates.
and likewise a sudden drop of
current will be made good by
stored poterktial energy that will
then flow as current. Here, again,
the tendency is for the condenser
to stop any change in the output
from the mains.

So much for the theory; in
practice we arrange one or more
chokes in series with each mains
lead, and a smoothing condenser
after the chokes-that is between
positive and negative. We don't
put a condenser in front of the
chokes because there is already a
very high capacity
across them-the
capacity of the mains
leads, which runs into
several microfarads.

If we take two leads
from the smoothing

condenser the voltage across those
two leads would be almost the
voltage of the mains-not quite,
because of losses. We will assume,
for example, that you want a high-
tension supply to feed your power
valve.

The average small power
valve needs about 15o volts at
so milliamperes. The voltage of
your mains, we assumed, is 250.
The resistance of the chokes is,
say, about Soo ohms.

From Ohm's Law we know that
when we pass so milliamperes

Tackle a
New Problem

through a resistance of 500 ohms we shall drop
5 volts across that resistance. As the drop

: across the chokes is only very small-to or
15 volts, at the most-we will ignore it, and
assume that the voltage available at the
output is actually 250 volts.

Now we really only want 15o, which means
that somehow or other we must dissipate
too volts. How are we going to do it?
Obviously, with resistances.

If we connect a resistance in series with the
positive side of the output condenser of the
mains unit and the high-tension terminal on

How the core laminations for the
frequency choke are arranged

-t-8

low -

the set, the -Yoltage will drop in accordance with
Ohm's Law.

That is not very helpful if you don't yet
know anything about Ohm's Law. We have
already said that you want to drop Too volts,
and that the power valve takes so milliamperes.
So we want a resistance of so,000 ohms.
Simple !

How did we know that? By dividing the
anode current of the power valve in milliamperes
into the voltage to be dropped, and nzultiplving
the answer by a thousand-this being necessary

The completed D.C. mains unit. The space on the left
is for adding A.C. gear
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because one unit is being expressed in
thousandths of the other.

A simple example will clear this up. Say
your voltage on the mains is 200. Suppose you
want. loo volts for your detector, and it takes a
current of 2 milliamperes. Applying Ohm's
Law-that is, dividing the voltage to be
dropped; in this case, loo-by the current
passed-in this case,
2 milliamperes-we
get a figure of 5o.
Multiplying this by
the L000, this gives
us a figure of 5o,000
ohms, which is the
value of the dropping
resistance needed
under these con-
'ditions.

Outputs _

In the modern set
you often need as
many as three -or four
different output volt-
ages from the power
supply. You can have
them all from a mains
unit, so long as you
arrange the right
values of resistances between the positive
maximum output and the various high-tension
terminals on your set. Between the set end of
each of these resistances and earth you must
connect a 1-microfarad fixed condenser to
prevent any back -coupling effects.

The series resistance method of voltage
dropping works very well providing that the
current flowing through each resistance
is 2 milliamperes or more. If it is less,
a high resistance has to be used, and it
is not then_ a very accurate method.

Usually, you can get high tension for
your screen -grid valve anode, detector
anode, low -frequency anode, and power
valve anode, using different values of
resistance for each. But for the screen
of the screen -grid valve, where only a
fraction of a milliampere is flowing, you
must make use of a different idea for
dropping the voltage.

Power and Detector Valves
By the way, valves in the PX4 power

class, wanting 200 volts or more high
tension, can be run directly from the
smoothed side of the choke, without any
resistance at all. And for the detector
*voltage a variable resistance is an
advantage, to vary the working voltage.

Assuming that the detector valve
takes 2 milliamperes use a variable resistance
of ioo,000 ohms. With this you will then be
able to vary the voltage from as low as 5o volts
right up to the maximum-which should cover
practically every working requirement.

Bobbin with continuous winding of
10,000 turns of No.38 enamelled wire
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Then about this screen -grid voltage
And for -the anode voltage of anode -bend
detector, which also take only a minute
current. For either of these valves,

milliampere maximum will be ample.
and we can therefore make use of a
potentiometer arrangement to feed them
with the required voltage.

If we obtain a
potentiometer with a
resistance of ioo,000
ohms and connect the
winding across the
positive and negative
of the mains output,
we shall obtain a
constant current flow
through it of 2.5
milliamperes with a
2 50-v olt supply, and
at the same time we
shall be able to vary
the voltage practic-
ally from zero up to
the maximum.

The slider of the
potentiometer is, of
course, taken to the
screen -grid high-
tension terminal on

the set. Such a tapping is also ideal for
anode -bend detectors-such as are
becoming very popular in television sets
to -day.

Now take our own little mains unit,
the pictures of which you can see with
this article. There are one or two little
points we have yet to explain. There is
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Circuit of the D.C. mains unit. Three fixed and two
variable outputs are provided

a switch in the negative side of the
mains input. This is followed by a I --
I -ampere fuse, one in each of the
mains input leads.

Then come two 6o -milliampere
3o -henry chokes, which
we have specially
designed for this unit.
The condenser is a
4-microfarad electro-
lytic type, which must
be connected the right
way round-that is,
with the case earthed
and the isolated spindle
to the positive side of
the mains.

We suggest that you
find out before you use
this mains unit what is
the polarity of your domestic
supply. Try the old dodge of stick-
ing two leads from the mains into
a large potato-the wire that
sets up a discoloration is the
negative. In a glass of salt water
the wire that bubbles most is the
negative.

7

404r',

MA N
SW TCH
P7riEt.

Tx 3 -

TO
OC.MAINS

BASEBOARD 12)(7,..

If desired, a full-size blueprint can be
obtained for 6d., post paid; ask for

No. A W430

Take a good look at the various illus-
trations and you will see how we have
designed this D.C. unit. Actually, the
unit gives the following outputs :

is completely variable, H.T.4-
gives zoo volts at 2 milliamperes,

2 gives 120 volts at 6 milli-
amperes, H.T.+3 is variable up to
15o volts at zo milliamperes, H.T.+ 4
gives the maximum output. This will
be practically the voltage of your mains,
and will hold good up to a maximum of
6o milliamperes anode current.

You may as well understand the
significance of the voltage and current
output figures. You can obtain a
certain voltage output only so long as you

This plan view should be consulted in conjunction with
wiring guide reproduced above

do not exceed the specified current. Normally,
if you go beyond this current limitation the
output voltage will fall. Conversely, if the
current taken from any tapping is very small
the output voltage will be slightly higher than
we specify.

There is just one component in the unit that
Continued on page 368
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The well-equipped amateur transmitting station, WIEOP, owned by Walter Dresser, of Calais,
Maine, U.S.A. From left to right the photographs show (i) the 5 -metre section; (2) the

20 -metre section; (3) the 85 -watt modulator and (4) the 1,000 -volt power supply

With the Short-wave Fans
By KENNETH JOWERS

IN response to my requests for reports from
listeners in the South of England, I have
had a shoal of letters all proving that

Scotsmen are not the only successful short-
wave fans.

One of the most interesting reports comes
from S. W. Mallett, of Great Holland, Essex.
He sends me an exceptionally fine log of
stations, all on the 20- or 80 -metre bands.
A straight two -valve receiver was used.

A Fine Bag of Stations
On the 20 -metre band he heard thirty-one

American amateur stations, six Canadians,
one from the Virgin Islands, one from Czecho-
slovakia, one from Finland, and one from a
boat off the coast of Mexico. That's a pretty
good start for a two -valve set, but there are
more to come.

On the 8o -metre band his log consists of
six Dutchmen, twenty-two G stations, in-
cluding such old friends as G6KV and G2DQ,
who is heard in the most unexpected places.
This log shows that the fine results achieved
ily our friends North of the Clyde are not due
to better conditions, but perhaps, may I say,
to more enthusiasm.

Speaking of Scotsmen, here is a report from
a consistent listener, J. Wilson, of Newmains,
who has done quite well, but not so well as
a Southern listener. He reports that conditions
are rather poor, particularly on the 8o -metre
band. However, he has logged \VIBES,
calling PAOASD at R6, which is quite good.
VK2ME was also logged at the same strength.

.
A New Station to Note

I have a new station for you to add to your
list. In a letter from Strattons they tell me
that their agents in Portuguese West Africa
are on the air from Loboto. The call -sign is
CR6AA, and the frequency is 7,177 kilocycles.

Commercial short-wave stations often have
some interesting problems to tackle. I have
just received some details of how the Dutch
station PHOHI was able to render some help
to a Dutch lady in trouble. This station-
owned by the Philips Company-received a
request to send an SOS message to Venezuela
on behalf of the lady, who was anxious about
the welfare of her family in that country.

The difficulty was that at that time of the
year it was almost impossible to receive
PHOHI in Venezuela and even should it be
received the percentage of Dutch -speaking
people was very small, so that the possibility
of contact was remote. The trouble was
overcome in rather a roundabout manner.

During one of the broadcasts to the Dutch
East Indies, amateur transmitters in that

country were asked to get in touch with
amateurs in- Venezuela to try to get a message
through to the lady's family.

For a long time nothing was heard, but at
length PHOHI received a letter from the
Dutch lady to say that the message had got
through and that her family were safe and
well. Once again PHOHI has been of help,
but it must be remembered that without
amateur assistance, it might not have been so
successful. Just another example of the
superiority of the short waves.

I have received a very interesting letter
from WrEOP, an American amateur of Calais,
Maine, U.S.A. Most of the letter consists of
details of his transmitter, part of which is
I lustrated on this page, but there is an

interesting paragraph which I am going to
quote to you

Amateurs In Wartime
"I wish to pass on a thought which struck

me the other day. I had been reading a
European newspaper as to the danger of war,
and I wondered what likelihood there would
he of armed conflict if the armies were recruited
from amateur transmitters.

"It would take a tremendous amount of
propaganda to make me kill a citizen of any
country if he could handle a transmitter.
I fear that a whistled test or C.Q. would start
a rally rather than a war. What do you
think ? "

Quite a number of letters I receive are in this
strain, so I cannot help but feel that the happy
relations that exist between amateurs of all
nations must have some effect on the feelings
of the people of the world.

Just consider some of the more important
amateur stations. A goOd example is the
Dutch PAOASD of Amsterdam. Every
amateur knows Messrs. Jacot and Porcelain,
who are in daily contact with amateurs all
over the world.

I have often mentioned in these columns the
English station G2IZ. Here is another good
example of this international friendship
business. Last year, week in and week out,
he maintained a daily schedule with the New
Zealand station ZL4AO nearly 52,000 miles
away.

Lucerne -coil Hints and Tips
By "The Experimenters"

A S our post bag has grown out of all pro-
portions through the Lucerne coils and

the sets that we have designed to embody
them, we are finding some difficulty in keeping
up with our correspondence. After collatinc, a
number of our letters we find that a lot of them.
can be answered en bloc by means of a short
article, so here are a few hints that will be of
use to some of the lucerne -coil constructors.

We have from time to time mentioned that
the detector valve in any Lucerne coil set
must be of a low -impedance type, such as a
Cossor 250 Det, otherwise the receiver may not
oscillate over the entire waveband. In spite
of our settling this point there are many
readers who will persist in using the R.C. type
of valve in Cossor Melody Makers and sets of
similar design.

To help you over this point, we have asked
the various suppliers of these coils to make a
slight alteration in the design, so that oscilla-
tion will be easily obtainable with high_

The construction of this Lucerne -coil crystal
set was fully described last week

impedance valves and a low -capacity reaction.
condenser.

The alteration is this : The medium -wave
winding is shifted up the coil instead of being
more or less in the middle as it is at present.
Actually the windings should commence at
approximately in. from the top of the out-
side former.

The idea is that you will bring the medium-
wave winding closer to the reaction coil, which
is on the insider former. If you are having
any trouble with reaction make this slight
alteration. Component variations may make
this alteration advisable.

Resistance -capacity Coupling
If you want to use the Lucerne coil with a

set that has the first stage resistance -capacity
coupled, we suggest that you use an anode
resistance of 50,000 ohms, with a maximum of
75,000 ohms.

Many who have bought the coils already
wound do not go to the trouble of making the
necessary adjustments to the aerial coil to
obtain the correct degree of selectivity. Those
who find the coils too selective should connect
the wire that goes to the terminal marked A to
the terminal marked GC. This will flatten the
tuning a little and at the same time increase
volume.

If you want an increase in selectivity, the
only alternative to experimenting with the
aerial coupling coil is to connect a .0003 -micro -
farad preset condenser in series with the aerial
lead-in wire and adjust the selectivity by means
of this to meet your own requirements. Some-
times it is an advantage to take the aerial
through the preset to the terminal marked cc
on the coil , instead of to the terminal marked A.
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Wireless Back Answers
AN American expert claims to have in -

vented a simple means whereby you and I
can let the people in the broadcasting studio
of our local station know just what we think of
a particular item-. By the mere pressin,,,t' of a
button on the receiving set we are to be able,
so it is said, to discharge our radio bouquets-
or bricks.

I cull this information from a lay paper and
in these cases it is always a little difficult to
disentangle the facts from the quaint words in
which they are wrapped up. So far as I can
see, though, the device would consist of a
" fly -power " micro -wave transmitter incor-
porated in the receiving set itself. It would,
I imagine, be permanently tuned to the wave-
length of the local station.

The Applause Meter
BUT that is by no means all. In the studio

is what we may call an applause (or the
other thing) meter. Incoming impulses are
received by special apparatus and the united
impulses are then passed on to a reflecting
galvanometer whose spot of light, moving over
a scale, indicates the amount.

The idea is that at the end of a particular
item the announcer will say : " Will those in
favour please press button A ? " Having
observed the figure recorded on the scale, he
then directs those against to press button B
and then reads off the second figure. The
people at the station then know immediately
whether their listeners were pleased'or not.

The only snag that I can see is that the
output of all the midget transmitters would
have to be absolutely standardised, for anyone
with a wattage slightly on the high side would
obtain several votes at once. Still, it's a great
idea.

Amazing Wireless Figures
TN the course of last year very nearly a
1. million receiving sets were sold. When we
take into consideration the fact that a large
number was also built by home -constructors
we find that about one listener in
five stood himself a new set during
the year.

The exact figures for ready-made
apparatus were mains sets 523,000,
battery sets 376,000, radiograms
67,000 ; a total of 966,000. The
average price of mains sets fell from
7,1;16 in the previous year to i:15.

On the other hand, the average
for battery sets increased from
£9 los. od. in 1932 to L'io 135. od.
in 1933. This was, of course,
largely due to the increased popu-
larity of the superheterodyne with
its greater number of valves.

Battery sales totalled 44,845,000,
and those of components and
accessories, including valves,

3,631,000.
The grand total spent on wireless

during the year was twenty-two and a
half million pounds and on the
production side alone no less than
75,000 people were employed in the
wireless trade.

Radio is a great thing and the
world owes a lot to it --in all walks
of life.
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By Thermion
Battery News Next Week!

SINCE this issue of " A.W." goes to press
much earlier than usual on account of the

Easter holidays I won't give the readings for
the test batteries riow. Next week you will
be able to see how the five-bobbers have fared
after a four weeks' run.

Meantime, I would just like to say some-
thing about the claims made by a reader some
weeks ago for cheap batteries. If you re-
member, he stated that in a set requiring on
the average 12 milliamperes and run for five
hours a day these batteries gave him from
three and a half to five months' service.

Some Service Life!
LET'S just see what these figures mean.

Taking months at thirty days for sim-
plicity's sake, they are equivalent to a service
life of ro5 to 150, or 525 to 75o hours. Suppose
we strike an average of 600 hours and deal
kindly with the current drain by assuming it
to be so milliamperes instead of the 12 claimed.
This would mean a total of 6 ampere' hours
from standard -capacity cells.

So far so good. Now we come to an inter-
esting point. Every primary cell works by
burning up zinc. So far as I know no better
result than I/2 grams of zinc to the ampere
hour has ever been obtained in practice. Very
well then : for 6 ampere hours we require 9
grams of zinc at least.

BUT the weight of the average standard -
capacity cell can is rather less than 9 grams,
and that includes " useless " portions such as
the part covered up by the top sealing and the
double bit at the seam. Therefore, each cell
of this amazing battery must actually have
used up more zinc than it originally con-
tained. I take off my hat to it.

Rash Service Claims
IT is a great pity that these rash claims are so

often made for batteries. I know that they
are made in all good faith. A parallel case is
that of the man who assures you that his six-

Kolster Brandes photo

Sidelight on radio -set production-a moulding plant in one of
Britain's leading wireless receiver factories
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cylinder 20 horse -power car does 33 miles to
the gallon. He honestly believes that it does,
but he bases his assumptions on very rough
and ready calculations. The only real test
is to empty the tank, to put in one measured
gallon and then to drive until the car stops.

So with batteries. The only. test that is of
value is that in which the current and the
voltage are measured by precision instruments
and an exact record is kept of the working
hours.

You can very easily see whether your own
claims will hold water if you remember (a) that
2 ampere hours would be an exceedingly good
performance for a standard -capacity battery
and (b) that you can find the ampere hours
given by your battery if you multiply the
service hours by the milliamperes expressed
as decimals of an ampere. One milliamp is
.00r ampere, and to milliamperes is .oI ampere.

America's Midget Valves
SOME time ago I told you about the tiny

valves no bigger than a flashlamp bulb
which had been developed experimentally in
the States for micro -wave working. Now I
have news of another kind of miniature valve
brought out in that country.

Curiously enough, it is of the Catkin type, the
plate forming the envelope of the valve. It is,
however, of tiny dimensions, simple valves
measuring' inch in diameter by inches
long over all, whilst pentodes with their
greater number of bits and pieces inside are
3/4 inch in diameter by 1% inches in length.

I believe that miniature tubes have been
-developed already in this country and I should
not be surprised if we hear more of them in the
neat future. (See our exclusive news story
about miniature valves on page 355-ED. )

Grids Galore
THERE seems to be no limit nowadays to

the number of grids that you can pack
away inside a valve bulb. One of the latest
valves-the octode-has a cathode, a plate
and no less than six grids. If things go on at

the present rate I foresee the coming
of the triacontode with fifteen
grids, fourteen plates and a heater,
which will contain the entire valve
outfit required for a superheterodyne
including high -frequency, first
detector, intermediate -frequency,
second detector, automatic volume
control and push-pull output stages.

In the old days of wireless, it
used to be a case of :

"Come and see my new set; it's
a pretty big affair with four valves."

"Oh, that's nothing. Mine's a
a five-valver."

In a few years' time if the same
two enthusiasts meet the conver-
sation may run :

"My new set's good. Eleven
stages and only two valves."

" A bit out of date, aren't you ?
I've just finished a fourteen stager
with only one valve."

Stages To -day and
Yesterday

EVEN to -day we whack things
up a good bit in the matter of

making one valve do the work of
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several, or in using gadgets to replace vale es.
For instance, I am just finishing a battery
super -het which, though it contains but five
valves, is a good deal more efficient than the
old and tried friend scrapped to make room
fez it, which had no less than nine.

Here's how it works out.
The new set has a high -frequency pentode to

begin with, followed by a heptode, which is
both detector and oscilla-
tor in one. Then comes
another pentode as I.E.
amplifier followed by two
Westectors, one of which
is second detector, whilst
the other looks after self-
adjusting volume control.
Only three valves so far.
The last two are a driver
and a class -B twin, which
is of course two valves in
one.

The old set had a vari-
able -mu high -frequency
valve, a screen -grid
first detector, a triode
oscillator, one variable -mu
I.F., and separate valves
for second detector and
S.A.V.C. We have now got
up to six. There followed
a first -stage low -frequency
valve and two power
valves in push-pull for the
output-total nine.

Think of the savings in
space and in both low-
tension and high-tension
current.

Wanted, the All -
wave Set

A )1 RICA seems to
-L-1 have gone right ahead
in the production of what
are called all -wave re-
ceiving sets. Of course
they don't really cover all
waves, but they are cap-
able of dealing efficiently
with anything between
about 13 and 2,000
metres.

They are big fellows of the super -het type
containing as a rule from to to 16 valves (and
that number of modern portmanteau valves
really means something !). Quiet self-adjus-
ting volume control is a feature of most of
them and all have one -knob tuning.

I am quite sure that sets of this kind would
be very popular in this country. I have a
feeling that short-wave reception has so far
failed to become as popular as it ought to have
largely because of the lack of super -heterodyne
receiving sets with S.A.V.C. suitable for the
purpose. With the ordinary three -valve
short-wave " straight " fading is a great
nuisance and, as I have pointed out before, the
effects of fading are intensified by a regenerative
set.

Short Waves are Worth While
MOST listeners, even if they don't possess

short-wave sets, can judge for them-
selves quite easily just how good short-wave
reception can be if the most suitable apparatus
is used. You have all heard the great " Round -
the -World " Christmas broadcast.

The greetings from distant parts of the
Empire come through clearly and well, except
so far as I can remember in one case when there
was a certain amount of very quick fading.

They were all picked up on first-rate short-
wave sets and passed on to the B.B.C.'s net-
work for relaying. Were receiving sets of the
same kind available to listeners at reasonable
prices I believe that there would very soon be
a real boom in short-wave work.

Marconi photo

" Fair" treatment for a Catkin
valve-its rugged construction en-
ables you to take all sorts of liberties
with it. New midget battery valves

are described cn page 355
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It means a great deal, you know, to have
half the world on tap for the mere turning of
a wave -change switch and a tuning knob.

Ridiculous Accumulators
T T is time someone protested about the

absurdly small accumulators that are
fitted to some battery sets nowadays. Yes, I

know all about space -
saving and portability
and that kind of thing
but what on earth's the
use of making a set small
and light if it means that
your accumulator lasts
on the average something
under a week at one
charge?

The worst case I have
come across is that of a
set whose filament battery
won't give beyond four
days with ordinary use.
Besides being bad for the
temper and the pocket of
the user, this also means
definitely a short life for
the accumulator.

Generally speaking, in
the type of accumulator
used for wireless work the
maximum load should be
such that the battery runs
at least sixty hours at one
charge. Use such a small
battery that it runs down
n fourteen or fifteen hours

and you can be pretty
sure that the plates will
drop to bits in a matter of
months.

If only a little more
commonsense had been
used in the design of
battery sets this season,
their sales figures might
well have been doubled.
As it is, many manufac-
turers will not realise that
low initial cost is not
attractive unless it is
combined with reasonable
running costs.

Talking of portables, how do you like the
idea of painting your portable some bright
colour, as suggested in Wireless Magazine
for a new set called the Spectrum? Quick -
drying hard -surface- paints are now available
in a wide range of colours and are very easy
to work on wood.
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The

PENTA-
QUESTER

Is Coming !
See preliminary details on page 363

Radio Drama
DID you notice how cleverly the various

characters of The Seagull were "pre-
sented " to listeners before the beginning of
the play ?

To a subdued background of Russian music
each actor in turn came before the micro-
phone, spoke a few words from his part, and
then faded out. I thought it rather an interest-
ing experiment, though the idea is obviously
borrowed from the extracts one sees of "next
week's " show at the local cinema. AS a
matter of fact there is plenty of room for more
of this kind of technique in radio drama
because, after all, when you can't actually see
the actors, anything that helps to get their
personality across is so much to the good.

100 Per Cent. Modulation
AKEEN fan wants to know what exactly

is meant by too per cent. modulation in
broadcasting. The expression is perhaps a
little misleading, as it certainly does not mean
that the carrier wave disappears.

What does happen is that the applied signal
causes the amplitude of the carrier to fluctuate
between zero and double its normal value.
Under these circumstances the sidebands carry
5o per cent. of the carrier power, but, since the
changes in carrier current are then at a
maximum, we call it too per cent. modulation.

Other things being equal, this gives a station
the longest " reach,' though the signal quality
is not at its best. With 5o per cent. modulation,
the total sideband power falls to one -eighth
the radiated power, which usually means
a shorter range but better grade reception.

For Programme Sponsors
T HAVE always been rather surprised at the
1 calm way in which Americans accept the
advertising side of their broadcast programme
service. Of course, it saves them the

cost of our annual B.B.C. tax,
and no doubt in time they learn
to turn a deaf ear to the announcer,
when he is blurbing, say, Plug -
man's Pallid Pills for Pink People.

However, it seems that even the
Americans can have too much of a
good thing, for an inventor now
claims to have perfected a device
for automatically cutting out the
reception of any publicity item.
How exactly it is done is not ex-
plained, but one is left with a
vague impression that either a fuse
goes or the grid leak bursts imme-
diately on the arrival of any adver-
tising "slogan." e

H.M.V. photo

" Scottie" does a spot of listening ! Many dogs seem to
have quite a penchant for listening, as this picture

quaintly proves

A Howler
ENTERING a wireless shop front

which he had recently pur-
chased a wireless set, a man com-
plained to the salesman that it was
suffering from "anticipation."

Upon inquiring what he meant,
the purchaser replied : " You know,
'an'ticipation-when you put your
'and to the set, it 'owls."
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Real -quality Series. -4 By Noe! Bonavia-Hunt, M.A.

High -frequency
Amplifiers

for Real Quality
T.) ROFESSOR : Last time we were together we

discussed the question of the aerial and its
tuned circuit, and we agreed that the highest
quality results were to be obtained from a
tapped aerial coil wound on a former in
accordance with the older practice instead of
using an iron -core inductance coil.

AMATEUR : That is so. But you never said
a word about the actual former itself, its
material and size, or the kind of wire recom-
mended for the coil winding.

Dimensions for Tuning Coil
PROFESSOR : No, I didn't. As a matter of

fact, we can settle these small points right
away. The former can be made of Paxolin,
r y2 to 3 in. in diameter, and wound with
No. 28 gauge D.C.C. wire for the medium
waveband.

AMATEUR : What about Litz wire?
PROFESSOR : This is more selective than

HT+ GO VOLTS
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rely on a big amplifying
system after this stage
has been passed.

AMATEUR : The ideal
aerial coil, then, is a
Litz -wound Pa x o 1 in
former of 3 in. diameter,
with a tapping at a
fraction of the total
number of turns from the
bottom end, if so desired.

PROFESSOR : That is
for the medium -wave
coil. However, before
pursuing this question

Photopress photo

Students at the Music Trades School, Northern Polytechnic,
Holloway, busily at work on radio sets of all kinds

further, we must switch on to the high -
frequency amplifier. I have already made it
clear that if a band-pass filter circuit is
introduced, as may be necessary in unfavour-
able conditions, this should be worked in after
the first valve and as part of the coupling

between the high -frequency valve

H.F.
Choke

-0003

Detector
.)Tune

To
Tuned

Cod

Fig. 1.-Typical aerial circuit. Fig, 2.-Choke-
coupled high -frequency stage; a screen -grid valve is

used

D.C.C. wire, and is really the best wire of all,
though rather expensive. But if you do use
it, the former must not under any circum-
stances be less than 2 in. in diameter, and in
fact a better signal strength results from a 3 -in.
former, which shows that the diameter of the
winding is of importance.

It is safe to say that the present narrow -
diameter coils lose a lot in actual signal volts,
and that the iron core loses even more. That
would not matter if it were possible to make
up these losses by increasing the high -frequency
amplification.

AMATEUR : But why can't you ?
PROFESSOR : Well, you see, the amplification

of high frequencies has to include unwanted
as well as the wanted signals; it brings in
a noisy background which upsets all our
careful designs for high quality.

AMATEUR : Then it is possible to amplify
the pure signal without including the back-

, ground noises?
PROFESSOR : It would be safer to say that

the ratio of unwanted to wanted signals can
be reduced to a negligible point in the majority
of districts under existing conditions. It is
most important to encourage the signals in the
first tuned circuit of the receiver, and not to

and the detector.
The reason for this is that we

want a reasonably constant char-
acteristic input over the tuning
range before the signals are
amplified by the high -frequency
valve. A constant load, km other
words, is much to be desired in
the aerial circuit. So let us take
the circuit with which we are al-
ready familiar (see Fig. and work
from this point onwards.

AMATEUR : Right you are. I take
it we are to be content, for the
purposes of this discussion, with a
single stage of high -frequency
amplification?

PROFESSOR : Yes, I think so. As
I have already hinted, if the
demands of selectivity insist on
two stages of high frequency, it is
easy enough to add the extra stage.
In most cases a single stage will

answer the purpose.
AMATEUR : Shall we deal with the high -

frequency valve first?
PROFESSOR : Just as you please. Now the

great point to notice in this connection is the

lamentable fact that it is not possible in the
present stage of wireless development to make
anything like full use of the amplification
factor of a modern screen -grid valve, owing
to the necessity of screening the tuned coils.

There is naturally a limit to the size of our
wireless cabinet, and we are therefore compelled
to place the coils reasonably close to one
another. This means screening to prevent
unwanted couplings, or what is called inter-
action. The latter causes instability, as you
know full well; so we are driven to the
expedient of screening to hold the circuits down.

AMATEUR : All that is quite clear. But
there is no reason why we should nat choose
for our high -frequency valve the one that has
the best characteristics, is there?

PROFESSOR : I suppose you mean the highest
amplification factor?

AMATEUR : Well yes, I do.

Importance of Impedance
PROFESSOR : Then I must warn you that

this is not the criterion at all. What we have
to consider is the impedance or A.C. resistance
of the valve. You must remember that a
valve by itself is a perfectly useless component;
it can never be regarded apart from the
coupling circuit with which it is associated.

Now, we have to couple our screen -grid to
the detector, and coupling circuits have their
limitations. For instance, it is not easy to
wind a suitable coil possessing an inductance
of more than 350,000 inicrohenries, because
we have to keep the resistance down as law

as possible.
The impedance of a screen -grid

valve can be as high as 1,500,000
ohms, though some have the much
lower impedance of 200,000 ohms.
An attempt should be made to
match the impedance of both
valve and coil, and herein is our
problem.

AMATEUR : I am afraid I don't
quite understand. What coil are
you referring to?

PROFESSOR : I wanted to ask
you that question ! The whole
point is that the coil used in the
anode circuit of the screen -grin:
valve (as in other types ofvalve)
must bear some relation to the i' -
ternal impedance of that valve. In
the case of the screen -grid wive
that relationship should be measur-
able in both ohms and micro -
henries. Thus, the D.C. resistance

2,"° Cod

3,-Use of tapped tuned -grid coil
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Fig. 4.-Typical arrangement of screening boxes

of the coil should not be more than a
thousandth part of the A.C. resistance of the
valve, while the inductance of the coil should
be approximately the same in microhenries as
the resistance of the valve in ohms.

If this very simple rule is carried out, we
shall find that the high -frequency amplifier is
capable of responding to all frequencies
between, say, 23 and ro,000 cycles with ease,
and further that it can do so without distortion.

AMATEUR : Very interesting, I am sure; but
even now you do not make it quite clear to me
what coupling you recommend between the
high -frequency valve and the detector.

PROFESSOR : What I am driving at is this;
there are, as you probably know, three main
types of coupling adopted in modern high -
frequency circuits-transformer, tuned -anode,
and choke coupling. In the case of the first,
it is not possible to use a sufficiently large
primary winding to suit the internal impedance
of a screen -grid valve; so this is ruled out.

Objections to Tuned Anode
In tuned -anode coupling the same objection

applies, since the tuning varies the charac-
teristics of the coil, which is too dreadful to
think about. Also the coil has to be too small
for the valve impedance, as otherwise it could
not be tuned in to the medium wavelengths.
This leaves us choke coupling, which fills the
bill admirably.

AMATEUR : So choke coupling is necessary
to good results as far as quality is concerned?

PROFESSOR : That is so. Now, as I need not
tell you, with this form of coupling we use
a high -frequency choke in the anode circuit of
the valve, that is, between high-tension
positive and the plate of the valve. Being
untuned it does not vary the external load
while stations are itinei in, and consequently
the valve is not upset by the tuning as
in the case of tuned -anode coupling.

We next place a fixed condenser be-
tween the plate of the valve and the tuned
coil of the detector. The latter coil can
be tapped, of course, as the aerial coil
was, though, if a tapping is used, it is
better to make it half way. Here is the
complete circuit of the coupling (see
Fig. 2). It is quite a well-known one.

Choke Requirements
AMATEUR : What choke should be used

here ?
PROFESSOR : I have already given you

the requisite data for this.
AMATEUR : Oh yes; I note that most

high -frequency chokes have an induct-
ance of approximately 200,000 to 255,000
microhenries, and a resistance of from
25o to 300 ohms. So I suppose it would
be easier to select a screen -grid valve to
match the choke than vice versa.

PROFESSOR : I agree with you. If you
choose a valve with an impedance of
2C0,000 to 350,000 ohms, you will be

pretty safe. There are plenty of such
valves in the 2 -volt class as well as
in the A.C. indirectly -heated class.

AMATEUR : That's that. You do
not mention the capacity of the
coupling condenser.

PROFESSOR : As far as quality is
concerned, the value is not critical.
But we may as well ensure that the
circuit is as selective as possible
without affecting quality, and to
do this we must keep the capacity
of this condenser fairly low. A
very good value is .0003 micro -
farad, so I will mark this value in
the diagram (see Fig. 2).

AMATEUR : What about the tuned
coil in the detector circuit?

PROFESSOR : I do not suggest
the use of Litz wire for this.
D,.C.C. wire of No. 28 gauge wound
on a Paxolin former of the same

diameter as that employed for the aerial coil
will answer the purpose admirably. For
selectivity I recommend a tapping at half way.
In this diagram (see Fig. 3) you will see that
the coupling condenser is shown connected to
this tapping.

AMATEUR : Does it matter what gauge of
Litz wire is used for the aerial coil ?

PROFESSOR : No, not
really. We can use what
is called " 9/40 gauge."

AMATEUR : With re-
gard to the screen -grid
valve, you have not
told me whether you
prefer the ordinary type
to the variable -mu type.

PROFESSOR : I much
prefer the fixed -mu type.
It lends itself to match-
ing the coil circuit, it
consumes far less anode
current, and is altogether
simpler in its biasing
arrangement.

AMATEUR : I presume
that you are in favour
of screening the tuned
coils and other com-
ponents that make up
the high -frequency am-
plifier ?

PROFESSOR : Screening is a necessary evil in
the present stage of radio development. We
have already seen that stability, which is
essential to quality, can only be obtained by
screening. But if a single stage of high
frequency is adopted, the screening need not
be so thoroughly carried out as in the case of
two or more stages.

It is only necessary- to screen the tuned coils

and their tuning condensers. The valve can
be of the metallised type, and the choke can
be one of the canned type.

AMATEUR : Do you believe in the modern
system of " canning " each coil separately and
tuning them simultaneously by means of a
gang condenser?

PROFESSOR: This is, of course, a convenient
method for the set owner. As far as quality
is concerned I deprecate the canning of tuned
coils. In our single -stage high -frequency
amplifier I should much prefer to employ a
screened two -gang condenser, and to place on
either side of it a separate screen box containing
the aerial and detector coils respectively.

Arrangement of Screen Boxes
The size of these two screen boxes will

depend on the size of the coils. The aerial
coil is, as we have seen, best wound on a 3 -in.
former, the length of which would be about
4 in. To this must be added the long -wave
coil; and as we want to avoid a break -through
of the medium waves on the long, it is safest
to wind the latter coil on a separate former,
using a slotted bakelite former for the purpose.

This must be placed at right angles to the
medium -wave coil to prevent break -through,
and therefore the size of the screen box cannot
be less than 6 in. by 6 in. by 41/2 in. The other

Fig. 5.-Complete diagram of high -frequency amplifier for high -
quality receiver -

Gulliland photo
Making wire -wound resistances in a Continental factory

screen box will be a replica of the first and will
contain a similar set of coils. The boxes are
best made of aluminium-and earthed. (Fig. 4).

AMATEUR : How many turns of wire do you
suggest for the medium -wave coils in each
case ?

PROFESSOR : Fifty turns for each, the detector
coil having a tapping half way, and the aerial
having two taps at the twelfth and twenty-

fifth turn respectively. You would only
use one of these tappings after ascertain-
ing which one suited your particular
conditions best. With an indooi aerial
the half tap would probably work quite
well. A variable series condenser in the
aerial lead will also help matters.

AMATEUR And what about the band-
pass filter?

Complete Arrangement
PROFESSOR : We. will hope it is not

needed. If it should be, it will take
the place of the tuned detector coil,
the circuit having been already given
you when we had our chat about aerials.
Here is the complete diagram of the
proposed high -frequency amplifier which
forms part of the high -quality receiver
we are discussing. (See Fig. 5.)

The high and low tension, also grid
bias, are derived from batteries, though
of course, it is quite easy to substitute
an A.C. mains unit.

To be continued
in the next issue
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The PENTA-QUESTER Is Coming!
We Announce Something. Entirely New in Three-valvers

QUIETLY during the past two or three
months our research men have been
working on the design of a really "hot"

three-valver. They have gone through the
gamut of all the possible circuits, rejecting
one after another because they were not
satisfied that they had hit on the "hottest"
possible three.

Really, it was not a question of hitting on the
right circuit. The way our men went about
the job was much too systematic to allow
hit-and-miss methods to enter into the business.

Exciting Quest!
It was an exciting quest. The quest for the

hottest thing in threes. Needless to say, if
they had not found the right combination you
would not now be reading this preliminary
article.

Here we are not attempting to go into the
technical details of the set. All we want to do
is to draw your attention to the coming of the
set-to the production in our pages of every
working detail needed to make the hottest
three in history.

Now don't run away with the idea that the
set we are introducing to you is a tricky
hotted -up affair. It is the most stable set we
have yet tried out-yet it holds in hand a truly
enormous reserve of power.

How has this miraculous increase in power
been obtained ? Quite simply by making full
use of the latest developments in valve
technique.

This new three is an all -pentode three.

Pentode Power All the Way !
just think out what that means. It means

pentode power for high -frequency amplifica-
tion. Pentode power for detection. Pentode
power for the loud -speaker stage.

Power-almost unheard-of power-all the
way through, from aerial to loud -speaker.

We have called it the Penta-quester. A
name derived partly from the all -pentode
nature of the set. But also from the fact that
this set represents at once the culmination of a
quest by our technical men, and a set that will
always be ready to set out on a quest in the
ether.

That questing will always be an exciting and
remunerative affair. In your quest for foreign
stations to amuse you tins new set will never
let you down. It will always be ready to
unleash some of its
phenomenal power-no r
matter what demands
you make upon it.

The Penta-quester
represents the ultimate
to date in threes. You
cannot build a hotter
three, no matter what
circuit you try, or what
components you buy.

True to its essentially
modern note, the Penta-
quester is a wood -chassis
set. A set that has all
the advantages in neat-
ness and efficiency of
the old metal -chassis set
with none of the dis-
advantages of difficult
construction.

The chassis is the
heart of the set, but not
the whole. Many a set
in the past has been
spoilt by insufficient

attention to the cabinet work. That is why
we say that the Penta-quester chassis, for all
its circuit and constructional attractions, is not
the end of the story.

We have clothed our chassis in a cabinet that
strikes out into a bold new line. Great
imagination has been displayed by the designers
in their successful attempt to make this radio
cabinet of real family appeal.

Something entirely new in tuning dials takes
the centre place in this cabinet. It is a tuning
dial designed like a clock face-a dial that will
appeal at once to the keen constructor and to
his non -technical family. More about the
dial we will not say this week-but you can
take it from us that it does strike a really novel
note.

Modernity is exem-
plified in the cabinet
design by the striking
vertical chromium -
plated bars at each side.
Ornamental to a degree,
they have as well a
practical function in the
set's operation.

These bars are ingeni-
ously arranged so that
they form a unique
form of local -station
aerial. In this way the
cabinet set can be made
entirely self-contained
for reception of local
and nearby stations.

Now that the Lucerne

note that the Penta-quester makes use af the
very latest method of ensuring maximum
volume output with minimum anode current
drain.

Pentode push-pull amplification is incorpor-
ated at the output stage-the latest phase of
Q.P.P. and push-pull systems.

Coupling this output stage to the pentode
detector is a high -ratio low -frequency trans-
former-another potent example of the enor-
mous amplification gained at every point in
this set.

And so we could go on, elaborating the many
features that you will see for yourself when the
full story is disclosed next week.

The Penta-quester is a three that more than

Extracts from a Preliminary Report on the
Penta-quester, by Capt. E. H. Robinson :

"The set is completely stable at all wavelengths. . . .

The aerial -coupling condenser works satisfactorily as a
volume control. . . . The steady no -signal current is

between 9 and 10 milliamperes. . . . The voltage ampli-
fication seems to be correctly proportioned, that is to say,
the detector is in no circumstances overloaded before the
output valve is overloaded. . . . Considering the extreme
simplicity of the circuit and the small number of com-
ponents used, the performance of this set is very good."

plan has worked out so
well on the medium waves it behoves everyone
to see that his set is worthy of the new condi-
tions. The modern set, to do the Lucerne
plan justice, must be selective.

The Penta-quester is selective-more so than
the average three-valver. Its selectivity is
genuine-obtained from two well -designed iron -
core coils and a two -gang tuning condenser.

Points that will appeal to the technical
readers include a high -frequency transformer
for coupling the first two pentodes, and a
differential aerial condenser for volume control.

The Penta-quester abounds in subtle tech-
nical advantages, all of which combine to make
it, as we claim, the hottest three yet designed.

In view of all the controversy about the life
of high-tension batteries, it is interesting to

A member of the AMATEUR WIRELESS Technical Staff at work
in our Fetter Lane laboratories. Look out for full details of the

Penta-quester next week

lives up to the enviable name AMATEUR
WIRELESS has earned for its "boom" sets in
the past few years. It is a set that represents
a great deal of hard work on the part of our
research and constructional departments.

They have put all they know into making the
Penta-quester an outstanding three-valver.
Tests already conducted on the finished job
show that they have made a startling success.
The Penta-quester, on results alone, justifies
your very serious attention. But when you
consider its many detailed points of develop-
ment you will in any case be attracted to it.

This spring we expect thousands of amateurs
will go " penta-questing " for foreigners. And,
judging again by our prodigious logs on test,
they will not quest in vain.

Easy For the Amateur
One of the happiest aspects of the new

design is the ease with which the amateur can
make it up. Our working drawings will show
you the way, profuse illustrations helping you
to visualise the set at every stage in its con-
struction.

For example, there will be given in our pages
next week a clear working layout diagram,
from which you will be able to see the sim-
plicity of the arrangement of the components
on the wooden chassis.

This will also help you to follow the wiring,
which, as with all our sets, is numbered in a
most convenient sequence, so that as you go
along you can cross out the wires on the dia-
gram or blueprint as they are actually made
in your own set. In addition, our photographer
has taken special pains to " catch " the Penta-
quester from every useful angle.

These pictures, studied in conjunction with
the very complete story of the set, will enable
every reader to build the Penta-quester with
the very minimum of trouble.

Just make a note, then, and tell your keen
amateur friends-the Penta-quester is coming t
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A Chat with CLAUDE HULBERT
--Comedian and Radio Constructor

HIS FIRST CRYSTAL SET :: CRAZE FOR SHORT WAVES :: BEDSIDE LABORATORY :: HIPPODROME AERIAL MAST

CAN you imagine what a chat with Claude Hulbert is
like-about any subject under the sun? If you
have listened to him on the wireless with his wife

Enid Trevor, or seen him acting the fool on the films, or
heard him on a gramophone record-if, in a word, you
have " experienced" Claude Hulbert, you can imagine just
what happens when you go to chat with him.

Yes, it is a scream, from start to finish. Only there
doesn't seem to be a start. And as for the finish that
depends on you, not on Claude. He would go joyfully
babbling on forever, I think. Unless dear Enid, his wife,
put down her dainty little foot.

Enid Trevor has to be considered in the Hulbert menage,
believe me. - Claude would, I imagine, be rather lost if she
weren't forever there to sort him out.

Well, this is not getting on with my chat. I arrived on
one of those pouring wet mornings recently at Claude
Hulbert's place in West Kensington-half an hour late
owing to a slight misunderstanding on the tube railway.
Claude was toasting his toes with a mournful air before a
huge coal fire, absent-mindedly prodding Wolf,
his long-suffering Alsatian, whose huge bulk
stretched negligently across the hearth rug.

Radio Star-And All That!
Claude Hulbert, radio .star, film star, recording

star, brother of Jack Hulbert, the also stellar -
famed, greeted me with what I thought was a wan
smile. But he was really glad to see me, only the
wet weather had upset everything. Hence the
slightly dejected air. Hurried consultations with

to clear the air, metaphorically if not
literally, and Claude warmed visibly.

I set the interview ball rolling. "My friend
Whitaker -Wilson tells me you blurted out to him that
you were a dab at set -building. Can this be true,

Claude, and if so, wilt thou spill the proverbial beans ? "
"Oh, yes, rather," exclaimed Claude, "I should jolly well

think 1 am a radio fan.
" How did it all begin ? Ah, now your asking me.
"It must have been when I was touring in Manchester-

years and years ago. Why, yes, of course, it was in
Manchester-must have been, because my very first station
was the old 2ZY.

Exclusive Interview with ALAN HUNTER

" What sort of set ? Oh, yes, of course. A crystal set,
you know. No, I hadn't got the craze enough then to
make one. I bought it for some fabulous price-at least it
seemed so at the time.

"At first I had terrific difficulty about the aerial-or
rather lack of the aerial. Couldn't put up one, you see, I
was on tour-in Manchester, too.

"Then some silly ass or other had what he thought was a

4.IV."ptu.to

This is the desk at which Claude Hulbert, the famous radio and film star, composes his
new acts. Our photographer catches him in thoughtful mood. Actually, he was

working at that moment on a new turn for the microphone
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Claude Hulbert and Eve Beck
making a new gramophone

record to amuse you

brain wave. He said why
not use your bedroom mat-
tress as an aerial? This
seemed dashed silly to me,
but I was jolly keen to get
my crystal set going, so I
tried out the scheme.

"Of course I had a bit of
a fight with my wife, but I
persisted, and, well, I got

' Manchester-you can bet I
was pleased with myself.

"All went well until my
landlady got wind of my
experiments. Then there
was the most terrific row.
She wanted to know what
the devil I meant by unmak-
ing her bed every time she
made it.

"Of course, the poor
old soul couldn't possibly
be expected to know
what it was all about.
Little did she realise

what it was all going to mean-nor did I. for that matter !"
Now comes a statement I am most delighted to be able

to make. Claude, fired with his success on the crystal set,
decided to read up wireless ' forthwith blued three-penceFIon a copy of AMATEUEb ELESS.

"It's a fact," emphasiseiff aude, noting perhaps my
surprised look, "I bought your jolly old paper and started
to mug up the game.

" What I specially liked your blueprints. I knew
nothing about wireless, of c , but I found I could trace
out the connections quite y with these prints. I
decided that the veriest silly fool could make a set if he
followed your plans-and so, ijr, I made a set myself.

" Yes, and you needn't laugh'. I got the thing to work, too !
" You can imagine what happened after that. I built all

kinds of sets. Went straight over from my humble crystal
to a one-valver, added amplifiers, built bigger and bigger
sets-and then I switched over to the short waves."

Can you imagine that, readers? Claude Hulbert a
short-wave fan? Well, he was-and is still, judging by
the super short -waver I saw in his rooms.

Claude Hulbert on Short Waves:
"Yes, I became in due course a short-wave specialist," he

continued, "which means that I never went to bed at all.
Enid? Oh, she went to bed all right. At first she said she
didn't mind me mucking about as long as I didn't make
too much noise.

"But that didn't last long. There was a simply terrific
row. Enid said it was disgraceful sitting up all night making
myself ill. She said she wouldn't put up with it.

All
do-I must bring my short-wave set into the bedroom.'
That caused another row. I tell you, I had to fight for my
radio rights.

"Enid said she wasn't going to have the bed-
room turned into a blessed workshop for anyone,
But, well, in the end she agreed to let me try the
idea-on one condition-that I kept the apparatus
on my side of the bed, and that it was kept all
nice and tidy.

"Well, that lasted about one night. The tidi-
ness, I mean. Then the room began to be
smothered in gadgets and wires and things. I
was much too interested to bother about such
trivial matters. I was preparing for a great
moment in my life-the Dempsey-Tunney fight.

"My short -waver was all tuned up ready for it,
but unfortunately the relay was not due until
3 a.m. in the morning. That was a snag, because
my wife simply would not let me sit up and wait all
that time.

"So I arranged with my sister-in-law, who was
staying with us at the time, to set her alarm at
2.30 and to call me then wi t waking Enid.
That would give me half an -1W to fiddle around
with the tuning, I thought.

The Fight on Tvvolbadphones !
"Well, I got it-the fighf,i mean. lt came

through very well indeed on t-,ro pairs of.'phones.
1 had one pair and my sister-in-law had half the
other pair.

" The excitement was too much. I simply had
to wake Enid. She was absolutely furious with
me. But I made her listen with the other ear-
phone.

'' Then she got cramp and I arranged the 'phone
so that she could lie down on her pillow and listen
in comfort. But right in the middle of the fight
she fell asleep and pulled the whole blessed set
down off the table.

" That settled it. I said there was only one
thing for it-we must move into a bigger house,

so that I could have a
room for my wireless.

" While I was busy
moving some of my
things my darling wife
Enid paid a man ten
shillings to take away all
my wireless apparatus-
old muck, she called it.
Can you believe that ? "

I could. Women are
terribly tidy-minded.
Wireless mess seems to
drive them mad. Some
of my best sets have been
ruined by maids and
womenfolk doing a bit of
tidying up.

" Well, when I dis-
covered what my wife
had done," went on
Claude, "I said 'ha, ha,
now I'll have to buy all new stuff, my dear.' I took
this chance to build a decent set with a screen -grid stage.

"And then I thought it would be a good idea to put up
a really efficient aerial."

At this moment Claude was called away to the 'phone,
and his wife, Enid Trevor, took up the tale.

" One day we came home on a wet afternoon and found
one of the rooms swimming in water," she told me, "and
when the landlord came to see where the leak was he found

someone had been putting his feet through the slates ! "
Then Claude came back, all unsuspecting -like: " It was

a good aerial," he mused, "but it took a lot of trouble to
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Claude Hulbert-radio constructor ! Here he is in his wireless den, dismantling an old

set ready for the next. He likes our blueprints because they are so easy to follow !

get it up. I got a long batten from the Hippodrome. where
I was working at the time --I thought it would make a fine
aerial mast.

"Problem was how to get it home. I eventually tied it
to the car, with one end hanging over the front of the wind-
screen. But then I had the deuce of a job turning the car."

I will draw a veil over the journey home with that mast.
Claude had us in fits describing it.

"When I got the batten home I had a ghastly job getting
it up," went on Claude, "in fact in the end I decided that
the only Way to get it up was through the skylight. Some-
how or other a lot of glass got broken, I remember."

Settling Down to Wireless
Gradually, in their new home, the Claude

Hulberts settled down to this wireless business.
Claude was by then not only an experimenter
but also a radio star.
. His wife still suffered from the drawback of

so many wives of experimenters-whenever she
wanted a special item the set was being disem-
boweled to take a new gadget.

"Enid said the only thing to do was to buy
her a set so that she could get London when she
wanted it. ' Very well, darling,' I replied, but
first we shall have to move-there is no room
here for your set and mine.'

"And that's how we came here, as a matter
of fact. I have noticed; by the way, that as
the craze has worn off a little my wife has
become more friendly, for some reason. Can
you explain that ? "

I could. I have noticed the same thing at my
home. When the family eventually got its own
set there was an end to all domestic troubles.

And so I found these Hulberts at peace with
the world, a glorious automatic -record -changing
radio -gramophone in one corner and a super
short -waver in the other.

In Claude's Wireless Den

-.4. W." photo
In spite of the " rows" so frequently mentioned in this special interview,
Claude Hulbert leads a life of real domestic bliss. Here you see him with
his wife Enid Trevor their youngest daughter, and, of course, Wolf the dog

Downstairs Claude has a den crammed full of
many an old set relic; Gallant "twos" and
"threes" of the past had found a resting place
among the home-cine junk and the children's
dolls' house. -

"Pity about that dolls' house," remarked
Ch tide, "the cat has just had kittens in it."

Which is just the sort of rollicking fun that
seems inseparable from Claude-the radio star
known to you all, the radio constructor you
probably never suspected. He's one of us
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A Chat with CLAUDE HULBERT
--Comedian and Radio Constructor

HIS FIRST CRYSTAL SET :: CRAZE FOR SHORT WAVES :: BEDSIDE LABORATORY :: HIPPODROME AERIAL MAST

CAN you imagine what a chat with Claude Hulbert is
like-about any subject under the sun? If you
have listened to him on the wireless with his wife

Enid Trevor, or seen him acting the fool on the films, or
heard him on a gramophone record-if, in a word, you
have " experienced" Claude Hulbert, you can imagine just
what happens when you go to chat with him.

Yes, it is a scream, from start to finish. Only there
doesn't seem to be a start. And as for the finish that
depends on you, not on Claude. He would go joyfully
babbling on forever, I think. Unless dear Enid, his wife,
put down her dainty little foot.

Enid Trevor has to be considered in the Hulbert menage,
believe me. - Claude would, I imagine, be rather lost if she
weren't forever there to sort him out.

Well, this is not getting on with my chat. I arrived on
one of those pouring wet mornings recently at Claude
Hulbert's place in West Kensington-half an hour late
owing to a slight misunderstanding on the tube railway.
Claude was toasting his toes with a mournful air before a
huge coal fire, absent-mindedly prodding Wolf,
his long-suffering Alsatian, whose huge bulk
stretched negligently across the hearth rug.

Radio Star-And All That!
Claude Hulbert, radio .star, film star, recording

star, brother of Jack Hulbert, the also stellar -
famed, greeted me with what I thought was a wan
smile. But he was really glad to see me, only the
wet weather had upset everything. Hence the
slightly dejected air. Hurried consultations with

to clear the air, metaphorically if not
literally, and Claude warmed visibly.

I set the interview ball rolling. "My friend
Whitaker -Wilson tells me you blurted out to him that
you were a dab at set -building. Can this be true,

Claude, and if so, wilt thou spill the proverbial beans ? "
"Oh, yes, rather," exclaimed Claude, "I should jolly well

think 1 am a radio fan.
" How did it all begin ? Ah, now your asking me.
"It must have been when I was touring in Manchester-

years and years ago. Why, yes, of course, it was in
Manchester-must have been, because my very first station
was the old 2ZY.

Exclusive Interview with ALAN HUNTER

" What sort of set ? Oh, yes, of course. A crystal set,
you know. No, I hadn't got the craze enough then to
make one. I bought it for some fabulous price-at least it
seemed so at the time.

"At first I had terrific difficulty about the aerial-or
rather lack of the aerial. Couldn't put up one, you see, I
was on tour-in Manchester, too.

"Then some silly ass or other had what he thought was a

4.IV."ptu.to

This is the desk at which Claude Hulbert, the famous radio and film star, composes his
new acts. Our photographer catches him in thoughtful mood. Actually, he was

working at that moment on a new turn for the microphone

H.M.V. photo

Claude Hulbert and Eve Beck
making a new gramophone

record to amuse you

brain wave. He said why
not use your bedroom mat-
tress as an aerial? This
seemed dashed silly to me,
but I was jolly keen to get
my crystal set going, so I
tried out the scheme.

"Of course I had a bit of
a fight with my wife, but I
persisted, and, well, I got

' Manchester-you can bet I
was pleased with myself.

"All went well until my
landlady got wind of my
experiments. Then there
was the most terrific row.
She wanted to know what
the devil I meant by unmak-
ing her bed every time she
made it.

"Of course, the poor
old soul couldn't possibly
be expected to know
what it was all about.
Little did she realise

what it was all going to mean-nor did I. for that matter !"
Now comes a statement I am most delighted to be able

to make. Claude, fired with his success on the crystal set,
decided to read up wireless ' forthwith blued three-penceFIon a copy of AMATEUEb ELESS.

"It's a fact," emphasiseiff aude, noting perhaps my
surprised look, "I bought your jolly old paper and started
to mug up the game.

" What I specially liked your blueprints. I knew
nothing about wireless, of c , but I found I could trace
out the connections quite y with these prints. I
decided that the veriest silly fool could make a set if he
followed your plans-and so, ijr, I made a set myself.

" Yes, and you needn't laugh'. I got the thing to work, too !
" You can imagine what happened after that. I built all

kinds of sets. Went straight over from my humble crystal
to a one-valver, added amplifiers, built bigger and bigger
sets-and then I switched over to the short waves."

Can you imagine that, readers? Claude Hulbert a
short-wave fan? Well, he was-and is still, judging by
the super short -waver I saw in his rooms.

Claude Hulbert on Short Waves:
"Yes, I became in due course a short-wave specialist," he

continued, "which means that I never went to bed at all.
Enid? Oh, she went to bed all right. At first she said she
didn't mind me mucking about as long as I didn't make
too much noise.

"But that didn't last long. There was a simply terrific
row. Enid said it was disgraceful sitting up all night making
myself ill. She said she wouldn't put up with it.

All
do-I must bring my short-wave set into the bedroom.'
That caused another row. I tell you, I had to fight for my
radio rights.

"Enid said she wasn't going to have the bed-
room turned into a blessed workshop for anyone,
But, well, in the end she agreed to let me try the
idea-on one condition-that I kept the apparatus
on my side of the bed, and that it was kept all
nice and tidy.

"Well, that lasted about one night. The tidi-
ness, I mean. Then the room began to be
smothered in gadgets and wires and things. I
was much too interested to bother about such
trivial matters. I was preparing for a great
moment in my life-the Dempsey-Tunney fight.

"My short -waver was all tuned up ready for it,
but unfortunately the relay was not due until
3 a.m. in the morning. That was a snag, because
my wife simply would not let me sit up and wait all
that time.

"So I arranged with my sister-in-law, who was
staying with us at the time, to set her alarm at
2.30 and to call me then wi t waking Enid.
That would give me half an -1W to fiddle around
with the tuning, I thought.

The Fight on Tvvolbadphones !
"Well, I got it-the fighf,i mean. lt came

through very well indeed on t-,ro pairs of.'phones.
1 had one pair and my sister-in-law had half the
other pair.

" The excitement was too much. I simply had
to wake Enid. She was absolutely furious with
me. But I made her listen with the other ear-
phone.

'' Then she got cramp and I arranged the 'phone
so that she could lie down on her pillow and listen
in comfort. But right in the middle of the fight
she fell asleep and pulled the whole blessed set
down off the table.

" That settled it. I said there was only one
thing for it-we must move into a bigger house,

so that I could have a
room for my wireless.

" While I was busy
moving some of my
things my darling wife
Enid paid a man ten
shillings to take away all
my wireless apparatus-
old muck, she called it.
Can you believe that ? "

I could. Women are
terribly tidy-minded.
Wireless mess seems to
drive them mad. Some
of my best sets have been
ruined by maids and
womenfolk doing a bit of
tidying up.

" Well, when I dis-
covered what my wife
had done," went on
Claude, "I said 'ha, ha,
now I'll have to buy all new stuff, my dear.' I took
this chance to build a decent set with a screen -grid stage.

"And then I thought it would be a good idea to put up
a really efficient aerial."

At this moment Claude was called away to the 'phone,
and his wife, Enid Trevor, took up the tale.

" One day we came home on a wet afternoon and found
one of the rooms swimming in water," she told me, "and
when the landlord came to see where the leak was he found

someone had been putting his feet through the slates ! "
Then Claude came back, all unsuspecting -like: " It was

a good aerial," he mused, "but it took a lot of trouble to

".4. W." photo
Claude Hulbert-radio constructor ! Here he is in his wireless den, dismantling an old

set ready for the next. He likes our blueprints because they are so easy to follow !

get it up. I got a long batten from the Hippodrome. where
I was working at the time --I thought it would make a fine
aerial mast.

"Problem was how to get it home. I eventually tied it
to the car, with one end hanging over the front of the wind-
screen. But then I had the deuce of a job turning the car."

I will draw a veil over the journey home with that mast.
Claude had us in fits describing it.

"When I got the batten home I had a ghastly job getting
it up," went on Claude, "in fact in the end I decided that
the only Way to get it up was through the skylight. Some-
how or other a lot of glass got broken, I remember."

Settling Down to Wireless
Gradually, in their new home, the Claude

Hulberts settled down to this wireless business.
Claude was by then not only an experimenter
but also a radio star.
. His wife still suffered from the drawback of

so many wives of experimenters-whenever she
wanted a special item the set was being disem-
boweled to take a new gadget.

"Enid said the only thing to do was to buy
her a set so that she could get London when she
wanted it. ' Very well, darling,' I replied, but
first we shall have to move-there is no room
here for your set and mine.'

"And that's how we came here, as a matter
of fact. I have noticed; by the way, that as
the craze has worn off a little my wife has
become more friendly, for some reason. Can
you explain that ? "

I could. I have noticed the same thing at my
home. When the family eventually got its own
set there was an end to all domestic troubles.

And so I found these Hulberts at peace with
the world, a glorious automatic -record -changing
radio -gramophone in one corner and a super
short -waver in the other.

In Claude's Wireless Den
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In spite of the " rows" so frequently mentioned in this special interview,
Claude Hulbert leads a life of real domestic bliss. Here you see him with
his wife Enid Trevor their youngest daughter, and, of course, Wolf the dog

Downstairs Claude has a den crammed full of
many an old set relic; Gallant "twos" and
"threes" of the past had found a resting place
among the home-cine junk and the children's
dolls' house. -

"Pity about that dolls' house," remarked
Ch tide, "the cat has just had kittens in it."

Which is just the sort of rollicking fun that
seems inseparable from Claude-the radio star
known to you all, the radio constructor you
probably never suspected. He's one of us
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The old type KLi- -
the first indirectly -
heated cathode mains

valve

poNG
D.AT these

valves!
They are

inst as microphonic
a, my old detector
\\ as four or five
\ cars ago. Why
can't valve makers
get down to it and
make a really quiet
valve to suit mod-
ern sets !

canI imagine
Thermion satingthis

before writing.
his notes; and,
what is more, I
sympathise with
him, or with any
other sufferer from
this annoying
trouble. But there

it ends, for I definitely refuse to accept the
imputation that nothing has been done to
effect a cure.

You all know what we mean by microphony.
It is caused by the sound waves from the
loud -speaker reaching a valve and setting some
part of the electrode system in vibration.
This vibration produces a change in the
clearances between the electrodes, and hence
varies the valve's internal impedance.

This variation in turn gives rise to changes
in the anode current, which are passed on to
the next valve, amplified, and thence reach
the loud -speaker windings.

Valve -bulb Vibration
Now, if these vibrations take place at a

frequency within the audible range, the
loud -speaker reproduces a steady note,
generally of medium pitch. This note sets up
a steady train of pressure waves on the bulb
of the offending :valve at exactly the same
frequency.

So the snowball grows, until you hear that
faint "pong" building up and up in intensity;
colouring the music or speech with its tone;
finally bursting through and subduing every-
thing in a glorious ringing hoot !

I said a moment ago that electrode vibration
in the valve was the root of this evil. Let us
be more explicit, and determine exactly what
the phrase means.

The first picture which springs to mind is
that of a delicate filament, quivering at every
note from the loud-
speaker, and reson-
ating like a violin
string under the
caress of the bow.
That is the tradi-
tional cause of
microphony, true in
fact a few years
ago, and still partly
responsible to -day;
but the changes
that have occurred
in valve and re-
ceiver design have
increased the im-
portance of other
modes of electrode
vibration, equally
difficult to dea 1
with, and even now -
often troublesome.

If any confirma-
tion of this fact i.-

necessary, one need
look no farther
than mains valves,
which certainly (brzght-emitter) valves

[READ ABOUT MIDGET
VALVES ON PAGE 355

One of the original R

By VALVEMAN

look rigid enough, yet do not escape criticism.
The truth is that microphony is a relative
phenomenon dependent on a number of
widely varying factors, many of which are
entirely outside the valve maker's control.

Filament vibration depends on the un-
supported length, the thickness, the stiffness,
the tension, the temperature and the type of
coating. Our early valves had short, straight
filaments of relatively heavy wire under
moderate tension, and were actually not too
bad.

When the first low -current dull -emitters
arrived, the trouble started, but we were still
able to carry on because loud -speakers were
outside the set and power output was small.

Then came the change to the V -filament,
with higher slopes and smaller clearances, both
factors which increase the risk of microphony.
The high -slope valve will show a greater change
of anode current for a given filament vibration,
hence producing a greater "microphonic

voltage" on the
grid of the following
valve. Similarly,
the less the clear-
ance between grid
and filament, the
more important any
movement of either
becomes.

Added to this,
larger output
created a demand
for more power,
which again stiff-
ened the task of
avoiding micr o -
phony. And when
designers began to
make portable sets
and table models
with the loud-
speakers in the
cabinet, no more
than 6 in. from the
valves themselves,
valve makers had

ample grounds for throwing up their hands in
despair !

But of course they didn't. They set to work
and produced a new construction which
included better methods of springing, shorter
unsupported lengths of wire, and more rigid
supports.

Since then, the valve man's life has been
one long struggle against increasingly severe
demands, culminating in the modern set where
anything up to 4 watts of energy is let loose

Electrode assembly of
latest type of indirectly -
heated mains valve.
Showing rigid assembly,
cross -braced anode and
mica spacing pieces at

top and bottom

in a box some 18 in.
square by 8 in.
deep ; the valves are
of high efficiency,
in high -gain cir-
cuits, and are
mounted in rigid
holders placed in a
row against a thin,
resonant back
panel.

Strictly, it is not
so much surprising
that one does meet
an occasional
microphonic speci-
men, as that there
are so few of these
cases.

The result of all
the work done is
clearly seen by com-
paring old valves
with the new types.
Compare the gen-
eral structure of the
first battery types
with recent pro-
ductions. Clearly,
the filament has
long ceased to be
the only important
factor; to -day every electrode has to be
stiffened and the whole system held rigidly
together.

Mica spacers and"- glass beads prevent
relative movement; anodes are ribbed; grid
supports are much heavier; the filament itself
is made of an alloy having less elasticity than
tungsten, and is supported -at five or seven
points, with insulated hooks or mica strips.

Then mains types : rCoriapare an old valve
with a new type and see the- same tale over
again. -in a different. form; culminating: in the
new cylindrical metal anode valve where
rigidity is such that a 6 -ft. drop, or even
more, will not displace the electrodes by a
fraction of a millimetre.

The producer of such a construction may be
tempted to take a breather, but he dare not
for, as surely as in the past, someone is going
to design an amplifier which calls for higher
gain and more output; which must be rigidly
fixed within an inch of a loud -speaker
diaphragm vibrating at greater amplitudes --
and when he hears that first faint "pong," he
is going to say " Drat these valves ! They
are just as microphonic as my old detectors
were four or five years ago !"

How the electrodes are
rigidly arranged in a

Catkin valve

What is an Electron ?
SOI\IE remarkable facts were divulged

recently by C. C.. Paterson, director
of the research laboratories of the General

Electric Co., Ltd., in the course of a lecture to
members of the Institution of Electrical
Engineers.

The lecturer explained that it would be
erroneous to think that we understood all
about the electron. To -day Ave know we do
not understand it so well as we thought we
did three or four years ago. Nevertheless, we
know its speeds of travel. We know its weight
as a travelling missile. We know how many
there are in any given quantity of electricity
and the exact number which go to form the
elemental structure of every substance we
know of. And we know it is only one
hundred millionth of the size of the smallest
particle whose shape the most powerful

microscope would reveal. But there was one
very disturbing enigma about the electron.
We had difficulty in satisfying ourselves as to
its form and substance.

We had spoken of it as if it were a minute
particle, which might look like a little sphere
of glass if it could be magnified up sufficiently.
It was true that it sometimes or often behaved
as if it were as solid and definite a particle as
this. But under other conditions its behaviour
was such as to make it necessary to picture it
as if each electron were a minute packet or
group of undulations or waves, and the puzzle
was that it appeared to be entirely indifferent
whether it had the particle or the wave
characteristics.

Whenever the electron acted on or influ-
enced anything else at a distance it had to be
treated as a wave.
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More Home-made
Parts for the

Schoolboy's Three
Last week PERCY W. HARRIS, M.I NST.RA D.E.,
described the construction of a simple three-valver,
most of the parts being home-made. This week he shows
how still more of the components can be made at home
with a few simple materials. He also explains how to
add detector decoupling and substitute a transformer

for the resistance -capacity low -frequency coupling

WE have had great fun with the school-
boy's set described last week. It has
a fascination of its own and as soon

as you have put it together you will find a
number of different ways of working it.

Naturally it wants a little practice to get the
best out of it-otherwise what would be the
advantage of the more elaborate sets which
sell for high prices ?-but all the same, as you
will have found by now, it works very well
indeed with a little care and adjustment.

Typiccl pre-set condenser. One of these can
be used for reaction control

You will notice in the drawings that the
aerial comes straight to the coil, which is
tapped about a third of the way from the
bottom, and this coupling may not - suit all
aerials. For example if you have a big aerial,
it is a help to put a small fixed condenser in
series with the aerial tapping. (Note, by the
way, that the coil should have only fifty turns
and not sixty-five as I indicated last week.)

This is very easily done by taking two pieces
of insulated wire about a foot long each and
twisting them together, joining the aerial itself
to one end of one of the wires and the aerial
wire of the Schoolboy's Three to the other end
of the other.

In this way there will be no direct connection
between the aerial and the set but there will
be a good radio path by means of the condenser
formed between the two pieces of twisted wire.
Be sure that both aerial and set are not
connected to the same wire, otherwise you will
not get this condenser action.

Sharpening -up the Tuning
The effect of the small condenser will be to

sharpen up the tuning and in some cases will
make feaction easier. Careful adjustment of
the reaction is necessary in order to get the
best signals from the more distant stations
(don't expect to get the whole of Europe,) or
else you will make the set oscillate and disturb
your neighbours.

I have proportioned the windings and the
capacity of the condenser so that there is a
fairly constant reaction over the whole tuning
range, but to get the utmost refinement here
some form of accurately variable condenser is
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Two youngsters completing the construction of the Schoolboy's
Three-a detector and two low frequency combination

needed. Look around among your odds and
ends and see if you have a .0002- or .0003-
microfarad compression condenser such as is
often used for inserting in the aerial lead of a
set. If you haven't one you can buy one for
about 9d. (they are often called pre-set
condensers) and use this in'place of the wooden
sliding condenser I described last week.

All you have to do is to disconnect the two
wires from the tinfoil- on the set and con-
nect them to the two terminals of this fresh
condenser, which should be screwed down to
the baseboard to hold it firmly. You will
then be able to make a very accurate setting
of the reaction by turning the knob of the
pre-set condenser.

With regard to the variable condenser for
tuning, the maximum capacity of this will
depend on the space between the two tinfoil
coatings, and if the wood is slightly warped
or the baseboard a little irregular you may not
get the maximum capacity possible with just
the weight of the wood.

If therefore at the top end of the scale you
find that you are not reaching high enough up
in wavelength just place a rather heavy weight
on top of the sliding piece of wood and then
make your adjustments again. This will
increase the capacity by reducing the space
between the two plates and thereby will
increase the tuning range.

Some readers may ask why I did not describe
how to make the fixed condensers and the
anode resistances, which are shown in the design
as being ready made. Well, I spent a lot of
time thinking about this for both the conden-
sers and the anode resistances can be made at
home quite conveniently but I did not want
too many critical items to be home-made at
first.

30,000 Ohms
(New)

100,000 Ohm:,

H.F. Choke
(Mew)

Detector
Valve.

2 Mfd. (hew)

-002 mfd.

To HT+
L.E
Valve

I want all readers who build this to get good
results from the start without having to spend
a great deal of time testing out various parts
which may have gone wrong, and as all of the
parts so far described are not only simply made.
but very unlikely to give trouble, the risks of
the set not working are few.

Now that your set is working, you will,
I am sure, be interested to try the substitution
of home-made parts for those you have already
used in manufactured form. Let us see what
we can do.

Making Anode Resistances
The anode resistances can be made in the

same way as the grid leaks except that you
will want more sheets of paper. Take ten
strips of paper the same size as those described
last week for the grid leaks, soak them in
Indian ink and let them dry thoroughly, then
lay them on top of one another and roll them
up into the tightest possible little roll, but do
not use any adhesive anywhere.

Now with this little roll quite tight, bind it
with string in the middle only, so as to prevent
it unrolling, and then wrap tinfoil round the
ends in just the same way as I described for
the grid leaks. Make the spacing between the
tinfoil about half of that for the grid leak and,

LET US KNOW
HOW YOU GET ON

WITH THIS SET !

To Grid

of
Valve

To Reaction Condenser---.- GB -1 Earth

Adding decoupling to the detector stage of
the Schoolboy's Three

HT

L.E Transformer
(flew)

G.B.

To N.T.+

To Grld

of Power
Valve

To G.B.-2
Substituting a low frequency transformer for

the resistance -capacity coupling

finally, add an extra piece of tinfoil at each
end with enough projecting to enable you to
make electrical contact with each end just as
you did with the grid leak.

Make both of the anode resistances in the
same way and attach them to a convenient
part of the baseboard near the .002-microfarad
fixed condensers.
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Tuning in stations with the Schoolboy's Three, which is both cheap
and simple to make. Full constructional details were given in last

week's AMATEUR WIRELESS

When I am using manufactured anode
resistances I make the values those shown,
but as- you will not be able to make your own
accurately enough to match particular values
it is just as well to make them of the same size.
Substitute one (either first or second) for the
manufactured resistance, and if it works satis-
factorily substitute the other.

Mica -dielectric Condenser
Now the fixed condenser for a resistance

amplifier of this kind must be of high quality
and I do not recommend the use of anything but
mica as the dielectric here. Fixed condensers
could be made by interleaving pieces of metal
foil and pieces of mica with the right degree of
overlap, but as the various sheets of mica
that you can get differ in thickness it will be
very difficult to tell you exactly how to make
these condensers and still have the values -
anywhere near the right figure.

You might try making the .0002-microfarad
fixed condenser for the detector as this is not
quite so important as the .002-rnicredarad fixed
condensers used for coupling. Take two strips
of tinfoil from a cigarette packet, 1/2 in. wide
and about 2 in. long, and take a piece of wax
paper 3/4 in. wide and about r 72 in. long.

Lay the first piece of foil upon this wax

paper so that there is
an equal space each
side of it (1 in.), but
withthe foil projecting
from the paper at one
end. Now lay another
piece of wax paper on
top of this and a second
piece of foil projecting
from the other and so
that the overlap of the
foil with the paper
between it is about

in.
Lay a third piece of

paper on top of this
and a third piece of
foil, this time exactly
over the first piece.
A fourth piece of wax
paper can be now
placed on top and the
whole condenser so
formed. gripped- tightly -
between two pieces of
wood, which should be
of such a size as to over-
lap the paper at each
side so as to enable two
screws to go through
the wood alone and

hold the whole device tight.
You will now have three pieces of foil pro-

jecting, two at one side and one at the other
side.

Make the electrical connections to these -
just as I have described for the grid leaks,
and this condenser can then take the place of
the .0002-microfarad fixed condenser used
before the detector valve.

Almost any odd wireless parts that you
happen to have around can be worked into this
Set. For example, if you have a low -frequency
transformer and you want to try transformer
coupling, all you have to do is to take out the '
second anode resistance and the second
.002-microfarad fixed condenser and make new
connections as folloWs

Plate of the second valve to plate terminal
of transformer; high-tension positive terminal
of transformer to high-tension battery; grid
terminal of transformer to grid of the third
valve; and grid -bias terminal to the grid -bias
plug of the second valve.

Decoupling the Detector
Improved results with this, as with prac-

tically all other sets, will come by decoupling
the detector. To introduce decoupling into
this set you want a further anode resistance

with a value of about 30,000 ohms and a
2-microfarad condenser.

All you have to do, then, is to disconnect
the wire going from the first anode resistance
to the other and to high tension and join it to
the new anode resistance, the other terminal
of which is now joined as before to the high-
tension positive lead and to the second resis-
tance. At the point of junction between the
two detector anode resistances, connect one
terminal of the 2-microfarad condenser, the
other terminal of which should be joined to
earth.

Better Quality-and Louder
This change will improve the quality

and enable you to get a louder signal without
distortion and reaction will be further improved.

If you have an old radio -frequency choke,
this can be inserted between the anode terminal
of the detector valve and the first terminal of

Wood Top

-4-Paper

Foil

Paper

Paper

Wood Base

Paper ilia 344-. Wood11;axV2

Details for making a .000z-microfarad
approximately, fixed condenser

the anode resistance. The connection to the
.002 -microfarad condenser should then be
taken from the point of junction between the
radio -frequency choke and the anode resistance,
the reaction condenser being taken from the
plate terminal of the valve as before.

And so you can add various parts as you
desire, but you will find the set as described
last week will give quite good results. ' If it
has taught you how simple a wireless set can
be, and if you have found out from it just what
the various parts do, it will have served its
purpose.

The ABC of Mains High
Tension

Continued from page 357
has not been mentioned, the 2-microfarad
fixed condenser in series with the earth terminal
on the unit and the negative side of the mains.
You must remove the earth connection from
your set and connect it to the earth terminal
on the mains unit. Leave the set's earth
terminal blank.

The set is then earthed via the a-microfarad
fixed condenser, which is put in the unit to
prevent a short circuit should the positive side
of the mains happen to be earthed.

Adding an A.C. Rectifier
In our next article on mains working we will

describe how to add the rectifier if you want to
get your high tension from A.C. mains.
Remember that all the existing unit will be
needed, so if you like you can go ahead now.
And, of course, those with D.C. mains have
here a complete unit ready for use with their
sets.

Although the chokes for this D.C. mains can,
of course, be bought already made, you may

like to tackle a little job of work for yourself.
If so, the bobbins and other materials for home
assembly of the chokes can be obtained from
several firms advertising in this journal.

Complete kits of parts can be obtained from
McDaniel & Co., Ohmic Accessories, and Peto
Scott, Ltd. These kits are absolutely complete,
and with 'them you can easily make up your
own- chokes as shown clearly by our diagrams
this week:

You will find that the bobbin with all the
wire is already' wound for you. It consists of
io,boo turns of No. 38 wire. That is why we
recommend you not to wind your own-it is
not a job for the ordinary amateur to tackle
-without good experience of this sort of thing.

The only real job you have to do is to fit the
laminations of iron into the bobbin. You are
supplied with T and U shaped pieces-just as
with that little low -frequency transformer we
described a few weekS ago. These are No. III
irons-in case by any chance you want to buy
them separately.

Having put in alteinate U's and T's in each
side of the bobbin until the whole lamination
assembly is complete, you will have only to
fix the outside iron supports, feet and terminal
strip to complete the construction.

COMPONENTS NEEDED FOR THE
D.C. MAINS UNIT

BASEBOARD
1-12 in. by 7 in.

CHOKES, LOW -FREQUENCY -

As -described in article.
CONDENSERS, FIXED

4-1-microfarad. 250 -volt D.C. peak.
1-2-microfarad, 250 -volt D.C. peak.
1-4-mierofarad, type electrolytic.

HOLDER, FUSE
1-Twin, complete with fuses.

PLUGS, TERMINALS, ETC.
6-Plugs and sockets, shrouded type, marked :-

H.T.+, H.T.+1, }LT.+ 2, H.T.+ 3, 4,

1Tertninal marked "Earth."
RESISTANCES, FIXED

1 -20A00 -ohm.
1 -75,000 -ohm.

RESISTANO7.$, VARIABLE
1 -5,000 -ohm.
1 -100,000 -ohm.

SUNDRIES
Connecting wire ,and sleeving.
1-Condenser mounting bracket.
Ebonite strip, 7 in. by 3 in.

SWITCH
1-On-off toggle.
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Calling the World with
Half-a-million Watts

(I =tar Wittie

First Details of W8XO, Cincinnati, by ALAN HUNTER

I LAVE
you heard W8XO yet? The

Cincinnati giant, as it deserves to be
called, is now testing on a wavelength

of 428 metres every night except Sunday, from
5 until r r a.m. G.M.T.

Many listeners have reported reception early
in the morning, one reader having logged

Joseph Chambers, technical supervisor of the
Crosley stations, handling one of the twenty
giant 100,000 -watt water-cooled valves of

W8XO at Cincinnati, U.S.A.

W8XO on an ordinary portable receiver.
By far the most powerful broadcasting

station at present transmitting in any part
of the world, W8XO is the latest phase in the
pioneer developments of the Crosley Radio
Corporation of Cincinnati, U.S.A.

This organisation has been famed for many
years in the States on account of WLW, "The
Nation's StatiOn " as it is justly known, a
50 -kilowatt station that led the way in high -
power broadcasting at a time
when 5 kilowatts was con-
sidered good going.

And now comes the suc-
cessor to WLW, a transmitter
ten times as strong----5oo
kilowatts ! W8XO aims at
an enormous service area, a
possible reception area with a
minimum radius of 5,000
miles. This embraces the
whole of the States, and, of
course, the British Isles.

Next month
At present only testing, the

new giant station will come
regularly on the air next
month. It is therefore oppor-
tune to give you a few inside
facts about this amazing
development in broadcasting.

At Mason, Ohio, about 22
miles north of the studios
in Cincinnati, the 500 -kilo-
watt equipment has been
erected on the site of the
present Crosley WLW trans-

mitter. Overshadowing the plant is an
enormous tower, 831 feet high. This consists
of a new -type vertical -radiator aerial, which is
already in regular use for WLW, having
increased the signal strength by at least 5o
per cent.

Foundations for this huge- tower go down
into the ground 7o feet. The
steel weighs 136 tons. The
total load on the base insu-
lator is, 450 tons. The tower
is insulated from the ground,
for it is itself the aerial. It
reminds me somewhat of the
Budapest aerial.

Technical features are natu-
rally out of the ordinary.
One hundred per cent. modu-
lation, a frequency charac-
teristic substantially flat from
3o to io,000 cycles, law
harmonic radiation, and class -
B low-freqilency amplifica-
tion; these are just a few of
the big points.

Joseph A. Chambers, tech-
nical supervisor to Crosley's,

In the main transmitter hall of W8XO, the half -a -million -watt
Cincinnati giant station now testing

Powel Crosley, jun., president and founder of the Crosley Radio
Corporation, pressing the switch that brought W8XO on the

air for the first time

,61,1611
ataa

For the Cincinnati giant transmitter this
vertical -radiator aerial has been erected. The

steel mast is 831 feet high

comments on the possible
range of the new station.
"The signal strength will be
31/4 times as strong as at
present. The increase will
not be noticeable where
WLW is now well received;
but where WLW is now only
comparable to the static
level listeners will get good
reception in spite of the
noises."

The main reason for put-
ting up this 500 -kilowatt
giant is to further Mr. Powel
Crosley's aitn to serve those
parts of the States not well
covered by a local station.

According to Barkley
Schroeder, Publicity Direc-
tor of Crosley's, "the reliable
service area will be ex-
panded to include a gigantic

circle whose diameter is more than 5,000 miles.
Mr. Crosley adds, though, tht his station will
have thousands of listeners beyond these limits.
With a good set and a good location a listener
should be able to hear the new WLW anywhere
in the world."

Powel Crosley believes that the only way
to wipe out static effects is to "over -ride "
them with really high -power signals. He has
for this reason been the champion of high -
power broadcasting for many years.

Grand Story of Progress
It is a grand story of progress that this man

Crosley can tell. He. started in 1922 with a
20 -watt transmitter; then followed successive
increases through 5o watts, 500 watts, the
pioneer 5,000 -watt remote -controlled station,
the first 50,00o -watt station, known as WLW,
and now this 500,000 -watt transmitter.

Will this giant upset other stations in
America-even European stations? Mr.
Crosley .thinks not. ' It has been definitely
disproved over a period of years through the
many power increases of WLW," he claims.
"Listeners may expect all-round improvement
without any sacrifice."
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Making a Television Receiver
to Suit Your Purse By Kenneth Jowers

Front view of simple disc receiver, showing position of
hooded lens

COMPONENTS NEEDED FOR DISC
TELEVISION RECEIVER

CHASSIS
1-Peto-Scott to specifica-

tion.
DISC

1-Peto - Scott 20 - in.
diameter (or Mervyn).

HOLDER, LAMP
1-China type screw -in.

HOLDER, LENS
1-Bennett double adjust-

able type, complete with
two lenses.

MOTOR
1-Peto-Scott 6 -volt type

(or Saunders).

RESISTANCE, VARIABLE
1 -2 -ohm.
1 -2,000 -ohm.

SUNDRIES
1-Osram neon lamp, bee-

hive type without resist-
ance.

Wire and sleeving for con-
necting.

Aluminium strip 9 in. by
2 in.

TERMINALS
4-Belling - Lee, type B,

marked : L.T. , L.T.-.
Output (two).

IN describing how to construct a simple disc
television receiver I am not going to tie
you down to any definite components

unless it is essential. If I did so some of
you might not be able to afford to build a
machine; but you might be quite prepared to
use cheaper parts, although knowing full well
that the results would not be quite so good.

The More You Spend the Better
After reading the preliminary details last

week, you will have realised that the more
money you spend, up to a point, the better
will be the results obtained, but even with the
cheapest components fair pictures will be
obtained.
- The one component that you
really can make at home is the
wooden chassis which is only an
inverted box with a slit in the top
for the scanning disc. The box is
made of three-ply and is of the
following dimensions. Overall
length, 28 in., with an outside
height of 7 1/2 in. and a width of
12 in. This chassis can be easily
made even with the simplest of
tools.

A point you must remember is
that although you are using a
zo-in. disc, you do not cut a 20 -in.
slit in the top of the chassis. As
the disc is raised above the top
the disc need only be 18 in. long
and I 1/2 in. wide.

Having made the chassis, the

next thing to do is to mount the motor.
You will Want for this a block of wood
31/2 in. wide, 2 in. deep and about 6 in.
high. Hollow out the top until you
form a cradle into which the motor
can rest. The spindle of the motor,
when it is fitted into the cradle, should
be exactly 51/2 in. above the top of the
chassis, so you must scoop out the
cradle until it drops to this level.

A piece of aluminium 9 in. by 2 in.
is then nailed to one side of the wood-
work, pulled over the body of the
motor and firmly secured on the other
side. The fixing of the motor must be -
very carefully done, otherwise there
may be slight movement, which would
ruin the pictures.

We now come to the
point where you must use
your own discretion. The
most expensive but at the
same time the most important
component in a disc machine
is the motor. To obtain
perfect pictures it must be
capable of revolving the disc
75o times a minute and keep
that speed constant. If it
varies in speed (which may
increase with a rise in tem-
perature) then it is not worth
having. You can pay as much
as four or five guineas for a
motor of this kind Or, on the
other hand, it is possible to
obtain them for as little as
15s. I have tried a Peto-
Scott motor at 3os., and a
Saunders motor at three
guineas and both are very
satisfactory.

The next component to fit is the
neon lamp and here again you have two alter-
natives, the standard beehive or the 1/2 -watt
indicator type. Last week we illustrated a
disc receiver using an indicator type of neon.
You can see from this the best method of
mounting-simply a batten holder fixed
horizontally on a piece of wood so that the
centre of the neon anode is exactly 5 in. up
from the top of the chassis.

The end of the neon bulb should be as
close as possible to the face of the disc, but
remember that at slow speeds the disc will
wobble so that if the lamp is too close they
may touch.

ui running by Itnd. if you like,

Underneath view of the chassis, showing the variabi, resistances
used for controlling the neon voltage (left) and the speed of the

motor (right)

and fix the block to hold the neon as close as
you can to the disc.

If you use the beehive type of neon you can
either use the batten or screw type of holder.
This type of lamp is mounted vertically and
should be raised by means of a block until
the anode is again 5 in. above the top of the
chassis.

Mounting the Lens Holder
The same sort of trouble applies to the lens

holder. If you use the Bennett, or any other
type of double lens holder, this should be so
fitted that it comes as closely as possible to the
face of the disc.

When fitting the neon lamp it is advisable
to apply 200 volts or so, either from batteries

Rear view of machine, showing the neon lamp and
the driving motor

or mains, so that it begins to glow. Then
adjust it until you can see the glow through all
the holes in the scanning disc.

If you examine these holes you will find that
they are all at a different distance from the
edge of the disc. The first one is approxi-
mately 1/2 in. from the edge, whereas the last
one is a little under 1 in. from the edge.
Adjust the neon from side to side until you see
the glow through all the holes.

Keep the neon glowing and then adjust the
placing of the lenses. You should be able to
see the hole nearest the edge of the disc in the
top right-hand corner of the lens and the
innermost hole in the bottom left-hand corner.

Now come the two variable
resistances. On the right-hand side
(you can see the position from the
underneath view) the 2 -ohm
variable resistance for controlling
the speed of the motor. On the
left-hand side, underneath the
lenses, is a 2,000 -ohm variable
resistance which slightly varies the
voltage applied to the neon lamp
and thus controls the definition.

Except for four terminals at the
back of the chassis, that is all the
fixing you have to do. The two
terminals marked low-tension posi-
tive and negative are fixed about
4 in. apart and fairly close to the
motor. The other two terminals
are for the neon -lamp connections.

To be continued
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More Favourable Wavelength Channels
AS could be foreseen, the mere suggestion

that more favourable channels could
be found for broadcasters in the long -

wave band was enough to prompt some of the
stations to take up their new allocations
without further delay.

No' Flourish of Trumpets
Motala, one of the most worried of the

transmitters since the change -over, is already
on 1,389 metres (216 kilocycles), and Radio
Paris, without any flourish of trumpets, has
slipped into its new position on 1,648.3 metres
(182 kilocycles), leaving the 1,796 metre
wavelength to the tender care of Lahti.

No doubt it would have been better if all
the new moves had been made on the same
date, as to all appearances it will still take
some little time before the mess is cleared up.

At time of writing I learn that when the
Dutch studios exchange transmitters on
April 1, Kootwijk may be found working, on
I kilocycle less than hitherto, namely, 1,886.7
metres, which doubtless will involve a corres-
ponding alteration in the channel used by
H3sunas, 1,948 metres instead of 1,933 metres.

Complicating the Question
Moscow (i), in view of Radio Paris, is also

going to 1,724.1 metres. The presence of the
Eiffel Tower which, for a few days, was
working on almost the same channel as
Motala, is still complicating the question, and
it is hoped that it may be withdrawn from the
long band at an earlier date than originally
promised.

Interference I had noticed on the Vienna
transmissions lately and since confirmed by

By JAY COOTE

Austrian engineers is said to be caused by a
Russian transmitter, but whether Archangel
or Astrakhan has not yet been made clear-
neither of these stations should be in that
portion of the band ; Murmansk is the only
Soviet transmitter in that section, and is said
to be working on 491.8 metres or 12 kilocycles
away.

Another violent deviation is also registered
in Budapest (2) which, as in the past, is
operating on 840 metres. As it happens,
Hungarian listeners complain of this channel,
and the authorities may choose another
wavelength.

The increase in power of stations in neigh-
bouring states is prompting Switzerland to
place her transmitters on an equal footing,
and work is to be started at once on the
reconstruction of both Beromfinster and
Sottens to bring them respectively up to roo
and 5o kilowatts.

So far, no decision has been taken regarding
Monte Ceneri. It may be recalled that
Switzerland was anxious to secure a long -wave
channel, but was unable to get one; increased
power of her stations might act as com-
pensation.

Kaunas is a station which can be heard in
London at fairly good strength as the channel
is at the very top of the band and mostly
clear from broadcast interference. Its power
-now 7 kilowatts ---is likely to be much

higher by the end of this year,"as the Lithuanian
Government is planning the purchase of a
roo- or 120- kilowatt transmitter.

Look for Memel
Whether it will be installed near Kaunas

is not quite clear, as there is a question of
erecting a relay at Klaipeda, on the Baltic,
to work on 222.6 metres. (If you want to find
Klaipeda on pre -War maps look for Memel,
of which it is the native name.) Possibly if this
scheme is carried out the high -power station
would be installed at a site further east than
its present position.

No doubt you have heard of the Oberammer-
gau Passion Play which has been regularly
performed every ten years since 1634. This
summer will mark its tercentenary, and to
commemorate the historical event the
Germans, at some date in May, propose to
relay an excerpt to all their stations as well as
to any other European and American trans-
mitters who care to take it. So far, _the
inhabitants of the village of Oberammergau
who take part in this sacred play have zealously
guarded their rights and the performance
was only available to actual visitors.

Running Commentary
I believe I am right in stating that although

on the last occasion a very substantial sum
was offered to secure the filming rights, the
permission to do so was unanimously refused.
However, if you cannot see it, at least you
will be able to hear what it sounds like. I
expect arrangements will be made for a
running commentary or at least a verbal
description of the event.

HOW TO USE the
" DAILY EXPRESS"

TELEVISION RECEIVER
WITH YOUR RADIO SET !

The April issue of "TELEVISION," now on sale, contains
operating details of the television receiver recently described in
the Daily Express.''

It also explains how this receiver can be successfully worked
with your existing radio set.

The April ''TELEVISION " contains many other useful and
exclusive features which everyone interested in television
development will find invaluable.

Get a copy to -day from your newsagent or bookstall.

On Sale To -day

PRICE I -

Currents at

frequencies of up to

1500 KILOCYCLES
may now be adequately
rectified by means of the

WX WESTECTOR
the new metal detector

WRITE FOR DESCRIPTIVE LITERATURE.

THE WESTINGHOUSE BRAKE & SAXBY SIGNAL CO., LTD.
(Dept. A.M.), 82 York Road, King's Cross, London, N.1
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Lawrence Wright, the music publisher, tries out the Pye
model EjRGIAC super -het radiogram

IT is surprising, in view of the size of the
average house, that the modem radio
gramophone should be supplied in such a

massive cabinet. There are exceptions to this
rule, but the average radiogramophone has been
rather on the large side and much too big for
the normal house. It has not been until this
season that any attempt has been made to
introduce receivers of this kind that are
comparable in size to the ordinary acoustic
instruments.

Reasonable Size
One of the first radio gramophones of reason-

able size that we had the opportunity of testing
was the Pye E/RG/AC which used the popular
five -valve super -het radio chassis. When this
outfit was introduced at the popular price of
twenty-six guineas it was immediately in great
demand.

We have been able to give this receiver a
very extensive test under average conditions,
and have no hesitation in saying that it is one
of the most suitable sets of its kind for use in
moderate -sized houses.

This view shows the layout of all the controls
on the Pye set

The cabinet, always the most striking point-
at any rate for the first few weeks-is construct-
ed of dark walnut -grained oak and is except-
ionally well finished. One is immediately
impressed with the size, neither too large nor
too small. Manufacturers are inclined, in
bringing out new models, to go from one
extreme to the other when considering economy,
and so produce a model which looks as if it
has been made to a price. This is the last
thing that can be said of the Pye model, while
the design and workmanship are above re-
proach.

The width is about 3o in., with a depth of
56 in. and an overall height of 36 in.
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Sets of the Season Tested

Pye Super -het
Radio Gramophone

while it is of the horizontal
type with the gramophone motor
and pick-up and radio controls
side by side on the top. The loud-
speaker is internal, the fret
being in the centre of the cabinet.
Just above this is the master
volume control, so that when
either gramophone or radio is in
use, the lid can be shut down and
volume adjusted externally.

Simplicity of control has
always been a feature of Pye
receivers and, if anything this
model is slightly better than
usual in this respect. The
controls are grouped consisting
of a master tuner, tone corrector,

combined wavechange and gramophone switch.
The tone corrector takes the form of a

variable condenser and is very smooth and
effective in operation. When listening to
the radio it will cut out both background
noises and high-pitched heterodyne whistles
while for gramophone work it will reduce
needle scratch from the gramophone pick-up to
a very low level.

The tuning scale is calibrated in wavelengths
and station names. On medium waves the
waveband covered is between 196 and 558
metres and on the long waves between goo
and 2,000 metres. This means that the lower
wavelength English relay stations and Radio
Normandy can be obtained without trouble,
while on the long waves the transmissions
from Croydon are received very strongly.

We have found in the majority of receivers
that the dial light is inclined to be rather
unreliable and sometimes when they bum out
are not too easy to replace. Although we did
not have any lamp troubles during our tests
we were intrigued by a novel feature which we
have illustrated on this page. We refer to
the dial lamp holder which consists of a metal
tube 4 in. or 5 in. long with a bulb fitted in one
end. This tube is held in the bracket so that
it can be pushed into the tuning dial without
any difficulty.

The first valve is a high frequency amplifier
followed by a high -frequency pentode as- the
frequency changer. The intermediate -

The bulbbulb lighting up the tuning scale is mounted so as to
provide easy removal and adjustment

frequency fransformers are tuned to 554
kilocycles and the third valve, the single inter-
mediate -frequency amplifier is a steep -slope
variable -mu screen -grid. For second detector
and automatic volume control, a Mazda
double -diode -triode is used which gives
distortionless rectification. This valve is in
turn coupled to an output triode by means of
a parafed transformer of special design which
gives partial tone correction. In their en-
deavour to keep quality at the highest possible
level the Pye Company have used a Mazda
PP3/25o triode output valve which gives
approximately 2,500 milliwatts, for only
5 per cent. second harmonic distortion.

A Pye loud -speaker of the energised type

IN A NUTSHELL
Makers : Pye Radio, Ltd.
Model: E/RG/AC.
Price : £27 6s. od.
Valve Specification : High -frequency stage,

Mazda AC/SGVM, frequency -changer,
Mazda AC/S2/Pen, intermediate -fre-
quency stage, AC/SVM, second detector,
double-diode,triode, Mazda AC/HL/DD
triode output, Mazda PP/35o.

Power Supply : A.C. mains Zoo -250 volts,
40-6o cycles.

Type : Super -het radio gramophone.
Remarks : An excellently designed receiver

at a very low figure.

with a 7 -in. cone gives very level reproduction.
Mains rectification is by means of a Westing-

house metal rectifier and a distinctive feature
is the almost entire freedom from mains hum.
Actually on a zoo -volt A.G. supply, the amount
of hum in milliwatts is approximately .12.

Sensitivity is very good and, what is more,
level over both wavebands. For example, at
33o metres it is 6.3 microvolts per metre, rising
to 3 microvolts per metre at 500 metres. On
the long waves sensitivity is approximately
so microvolts per metre at 1,500 metres,
dropping slightly to 11 microvolts at 1,755
metres.

On test with an aerial of approximately
4o -ft. total length and at a distance of 30

.miles from Brookmans Park
the selectivity was a little better
than 9 kilocycles, sufficient to
separate most of the stations under
the Lucerne Plan. Due to the
pre -first detector high -frequency
stage the range was exceptionally
good, 7o stations being a normal
evening's log.

With Indoor Aerial
Even with an indoor aerial very

little difference was noticed except
perhaps a slight increase in back-
ground noise.

We had no difficulty in receiving
several American stations at good
loud -speaker strength, and, what
is more, owing to the low back-
ground noise level they were well
worth hearing.

With a pick-up, volume was
sufficient for small parties of
fifteen or twenty couples dancing,
so that altogether this Pye model
can be su,mmed up as an efficient
set at a reasonable figure.
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My Broadcasting Diary
Monday

HARLOT, sweet Chariot, but do something
v1/4--4 about your funny lines. They taxed
even Leonard Henry. My Uncle Andre has
let me down a little. Feel I must tell him so.
Oh, what a naughty nephew am 1 !

Still, there it is. Not nearly so good as I
thought it would be. " Jane" out- Janed her-
self so much that I am afraid I said ." Bother
the child !" half -way through.
Tuesday

ABSOLUTELY the high -spot of the year
so far as drama is concerned. The Sea-

gull is one of .the most intensely lovely plays
I have heard thus far.

Profound respects to Barbara Burnham for
her adaptation and producing. A tip-top cast.

That scene between Madame Treplov and
Boris Trigorin (where she makes love to him)
was a perfect piece of high -comedy acting.
Tickled to death at the idea of Jeanne de
Casalis making love to Val Gielgud, all the
same. A word, also, for Gwendolen Evans
and Ronald Simpson. Both first rate.

The length of the play was perhaps against
it, but for once in a way it must be excused
because of the delicious writing in it. That's
the way : we grumble at long plays when we
are not absolutely thrilled by them, and
forgive everybody everything when we are.
A fine play, finely acted.
Wednesday
WAITING for Mr. Lloyd George, I chanced

V V upon the end of the Wireless Military
Band programme, and wished I had heard
more. Liked the Gerrard Williams piece

immensely. Listen to this band, some of you-
but you do, surely?

I imagine most listeners were deeply
impressed by Mr. Lloyd George's talk in the
Whither Britain ? series. He left me with
something to think about. Even if he had
talked at random I should have been im-
pressed simply because he is an orator. The
test always comes, though, when one reads the
report in cold print. This I did, as a matter
of fact, and was stilt impressed !

Did a bit of dashing about to -night. Wanted
to hear Adolph Busch play the Elgar violin
concerto, and yet not to miss Gillie Potter in
" Whither Hogsnorton." Likewise George
Graves speaking that 'Ole in the Road.

To enjoy three such differing types of broad-
cast needs a mental switch. I have developed
one since I took up radio criticism and used
it to -night.

The concerto attracted me as it always does,
and I found in Busch a satisfying interpreter.
Vastly different in places from any I have
heard before-but then he is a very individual
violinist.

Gillie amused me intensely. He got
"socked" for his last broadcast by nearly all
the critics, but he is now forgiven, I imagine,
and restored to favour. He was very funny.

So was George !

Thursday
THE London Pavilion edition of the Old

Music-Halls series very surprising and
decidedly entertaining. Dear old Marie
Kendal, still at it after forty years of variety

mateur Wireleb

work. She deserved every moment of the
reception accorded her. All the best to her.

Bertha Wilmott and Tessa Deane tip-top in
their contributions. Also John Rorke. Felt
sorry for Denis O'Neil : he had a shocking
cold, but did admirably considering.
Friday
SOME good singing to -night. Elsie Suddaby

and Stuart Robertson in songs by Sir Walford
Davies. Very charming, and very English.

Saturday
IHEARD only the last part Of the Elgar

Memorial Concert-where Astra Desmond
was singing at the end of the Dream of Gerontius.
No one supposes the Dream is everyone's
dream, but it is one of our loveliest English
choral works.

In Town To -night quite sprightly to -night.
What with Compton Mackenzie as well as a
Piccadilly shoe -black, it was quite varied
enough for anyone: This feature is now
thoroughly established.

The Music -Hall very good where it was
good at all. On the other hand, there were
no really bad turns. I enjoyed Stanelli and
Edgar. They were amusing, and their clever
imitation of the Boy Scouts on their fiddles
was exceedingly clever. None but good
violinists could bring off such things.

High -brows may object to the desecration
of a serious instrument, but for vaudeville
an occasional piece of good fun of this descrip-
tion cannot be objected to, surely?

Norman Long as trustworthy as ever. I
loved his song, " I've brought you some
Narcissississis." Like the way it looks in
print, too.

Roy Fox's band, of course, was excellent.
None of the tunes have remained with me.
I used to say I never forgot music once I
heard it. Nowadays, I try to forget some of it.

The SPECTRUM PORTABLE
Have it Any Colour You Like.

This new three -valve portable
which you can build at home,
is painted in any colour desired.
The quick -drying paint gives it
that " professional " finish, is
hard wearing and waterproof,
too.Although the SPECTRUM
uses only three valves, the mov-
ing coil speaker gives plenty of
volume and between 20 and 30
stations can be logged with ease.
The whole set is easy to carry
and all controls are totally
enclosed. Full constructional
details of the SPECTRUM
portable will be found in the

April issue of

WIRELESS
MAGAZINE

April issue
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MK SAW\
BEAMS

For
Consistent Quality and
Unrivalled Performance

Always use"Eclipse" Hack Saw Frames

Obtainable from all Tool Dealers

Sole Manufacturers

JAMES N E1LL &. CO. (Sheffield) LTD,
Composite Steel Works, SHEFFIELD, 11

ANY INTELLIGENT
MAN OR WOMAN

CAN EARN UP TO itaWEEKLY
THEY are Pat _nted Articles in daily demand in connection

with Radio. Many people like you have doubled their
Incomes. Commence at home in spare time: no expensive
Machinery, Capital or Experience or Technical Knowledge
required. All Tuition Free. Profits Guaranteed. Up to £6
weekly can 6, arned. This is a genuine, straightforward,
honest Homework Scheme at which many men and women
are making h msorce profits regularly. There's room for
YOU. 2d. st imp for particulars to ENGLAND-RICHARDS
CO., LTD., 1229 King's Lynn, Norfolk.

Broadcast
Wavelengths

This week we give details of the pr:ncipal short -
wavers and the European long -wave stations. Next
week we shall publish a list o medium -wave

transmitters.

Principal Short -wavers
Kilo- Station and Call

Metres cycles Sign Country
6.86 17,790 Daventry (GSG) Great Britain
6.878 17,772 Bound brook (W3XAL) NJ United States
6.89 17,760 Zeesen (DIE) Germany
9.55 15,340 Schenectady (W2XAD) United States
9.68 15,234 Paris (Colonial) (FYA) France
9.71 15,210 East Pittsburgh (W8XK) United States
9.73 15,200 Zeesen (DM) Germany
9.82 15,140 Daventry (GSF) Great Britain
9.84 15,120 Vatican (HV1) Italy

25.00 12,000 Moscow (RNE) U.S S R
25.25 11,880 Paris (FYA) France
25.25 11,870 E. Pittsburgh (W8XK) United States
25.28 11,865 Daventry (GSE) Great Britain
25.32 11,840 Wayne (W2XE) United States
25.40 11,810 Rome (2R0) Italy
25.53 11,750 Daventry (GSD) Great Britain
25.57 11,730 Huizen (PHI) Holland
25.58 11,720 Middlechurch (VE9JR) Canada
25.63 11,705 Paris (Colonial) France
30.0 10,000 Madrid (EAQ) Spain
31.25 9.600 Lisbon (CTIAA) Portugal
31.26 9,590 Philadelphia (W3XAU) United States
31.26 9,590 Sydney (VK2ME) New South Wales
31.297 9,585 Daventry (GSC) Great Britain
31.33 9,570 Boston (WIXAZ) Unitad States ...
31.38 9,560 Zeesen (DJA) Germany
31.46 9,530 Schenectady (W2XAF) United States
31.545 9,510 Daventry (GSB) Great Britain
31.55 9,510 Caracas (YV3BC) Venezuela
37.33 8,035 Rabat (CNR) Morocco
38.47 7,797 Radio Nations (HBP)... Switzerland
42.92 6,880 Oslo (LCL) Norway
43.86 6,840 Budapest (HAT2) Hungary
45.38 6,610 Moscow (RW72) U.S.S.R.
46.5 6,451 Barranquilla (HJIABB) Colombia
46.66 6,425 Boundbrook (W3XL) United States
48.86 6,140 Pittsburgh (W8XK) ... United States
49.02 6,120 Wayne (W2XE) United States
49.07 6,1/0 Halifax (VE9HX) Nova Scotia
49.08 6,112 Caracas (YVIBC) Venezuela
49.15 6,110 Chicago (VV9XF) United States
49.15 6,110 Boundbrook (W3XAL) United States
49.19 6,095 Bowmanville (VE9GW) Canada
49.23 6,090 St. John (NB) VE9BJ ... Canada

49.31 6,080 Chicago (W9XAA) ... United States
49.39 6,070 Vancouver (VE9CS) ... Brit. Columbia
49.4 6,073 Skamlebaek (OXY) ... Denmark
49.41 6,072 Maracaibo (YV2AM) ... Venezuela
49.47 6,065 Nairobi (VQ7LO) Kenya Colony ...
49.48 6,060 Byberry (W3XAV) United States
49.48 6,060 Mason (W8XAL) United States
49.5 6,060 La Paz (CPS) Bolcra
49.59 6.050 Daventry (GSA) Great Britain
49.83 6,020 Zeesen (D1C) Germany
49.93 6,005 Montreal (VE9DR) Canada
50.0 6,000 Moscow ERNE) U.S.S.R.

50,26 5,969 Vatican (HV1) Italy

Long -wave Stations
Kilo- Station and Call Power

Metres cycles Sign Country (Kw.)

1,107 271 Moscow (RCZ) U.S.S.R i00

1,176 255 Oslo * Norway 60

1,224 245 Leningrad * U.S.S.R. 100.0

1,250 240 Vienna (Exp) Austria 3.0

1,250 : 240 Kalundborg Denmark 30

1,304 230 Radio Luxembourg..: Grand Duchy ...200.0
1,345 223 Kharkov * U.S.S.R. 35.0

1,389 216 Motala Sweden 30

1.389 216 Eiffel Tower (Paris) France 8.0

1,415 212 Warsaw * Poland 120

1,442 208 Minsk U.S.S.R. 35.0

1,500 200 Daventry National Great Britain ... 30

1,554 193 Ankara Turkey 7

1,570.7 191 Konigswusterhausen Germany 60

1,613 186 Istanbul Turkey 5.0

1,639 183 Reykjavik Iceland 21

1,648.3 182 Radio Paris France 50.0

1,724.1 174 Moscow (I) * U.S.S.R. 500

1,807.2 166 Lahti a Finland 40

1,186.7 159 Kootwijk (Huiz:n
prog.) Holland 50

1,886.7 159 Brasov Roumania 20.0

1,943 154 Kaunas Lithuania 7

* Will probably be heard testing on another waveleng0
after broadcasting hours.

*L.F. CHOKES
as Specified by "A.W."

Complete kit of parts for the L.F. Choke as described
in this issue, consisting of wound and tested bobbin,
laminations, tap spacer;, nuts & bolts. Guaran- Ar /9
teed approved by the Experimenters. Price ILK
or completely assembled, tested and 04/9
guaranteed. (Postage 6d. extra in both cases) ea

Immediate Delivery.

LUCERNE COILS
Complete Lucerne Coils for the LUCERNE MINOR,
the FOUR STATION CRYSTAL SET and LUCERNE
S.G. RANGER. Guaranteed "A.W." specification.
per pair 6:- post free. EACH all

Post 6d. extra. ap,
McDANIEL & Co., 178 Mawney Rd., Romford

Are You Building the
"Daily Express"

TELEVISION SET
The April issue of TELEVISION, now on
Sale, price 1/-, gives invaluable assistance
for building and operating this new receiver

HOME RADIO MIKES
New No . 11 Solo for Home
Broadcasting o n your
Radio. Solid
Bakelite cases,
metal grille 5/6

Send for April Bargain
PO. 11, 5/6 - List "A" -

ELECTRADIX RADIOS
218, UPPER THAMES ST., LONDON, E.C.4

Phone : Central 4611

"'drain& it
FOR GOOD RADIO

RECEPTION

THE up-to-date
method of

cleaning corroded
Accumulator con-
nections. No -
scraping -no mess-no trouble.

Cleans like Magic. Prevents high resistance,
crackling and under charging. Order at once.
1,3, post 3d. A. INSTANTBRITE, PEEBLES
WORKS, PALMERSTON ROAD, LONDON, N.W.6

RADIO SUPPLIES
Send your list of Radio needs for our quotation. Kits, Parts,Sets, etc. Everything in Radio stocked, prompt delivery.
7 days' approval, Catalogue free. Taylez & Standard Wet

H.T. Replacements stocked.
A. TAYLOR, 9 GROVE ROAD, BALHANI, S.W.I2

GET YOUR
NEWSAGENT

to deliver

RADIO
PICTORIAL

213. Every Friday

See announcement on cover id 'of this
issue
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Listeners' Letters
QUALITY APPRECIATION

To the Editor, AMATEUR WIRELESS.
PLEASE allow me to thank you for, and to

congratulate you on, getting Mr. Bonavia-
Hunt to contribute the articles on " Real
Quality " which are appearing in AMATEUR
WIRELESS.

Now that wireless has existed long enough
for people to get over the first fine enthusiasm
which enabled them to listen on just the
" average" kind of set, I think you are per-
forming a great service in pointing out that
real quality reproduction which will maintain
interest.

I hope you will get Mr. Bonavia-Hunt to
give full details of the construction of a mains
set for real quality, with self-adjusting volume
control, of course.

Best wishes for continued success.
J. BENNETT.

Merton Park, S.W.i9. [1047

A READER REPLIES
PERHAPS you will give me space to reply

as the " Old Hand" to "New Reader's"
letter No. io.44.

I value Thermion's opinion of me too much
to trouble about "New Reader's." At the
same time I might point out that I knew, and
told the makers, what was the matter, but as
they twice refused to believe me and returned
the coils as O.K.-their expression-it became
necessary to consult an independent expert,
whose report they were practically bound to
accept and, in fact, did so on the third return
of the coils,

"OLD HAND."
S. Devon. [1048

A HINT FROM SCOTLAND
THE idea of using the same chief com-

ponents such as coils, etc., for a two-, a
three- and a four -valve set is one that will
commend itself to your readers.

After -all, it is patent to the least thoughtful
that the average amateur constructor is not in
a position to purchase a new set of " specified "
components for every other circuit published.

With "The Experimenters" idea of inter-
changeability, the amateur can indulge fully in
his hobby. If this policy were pursued, it
would do more to encourage home construction
than anything else.

It is tke idea the amateur himself has tried
to carry out, not too successfully, perhaps.
With your guidance, he can do it.

Now -you've hit on the big idea keep it going
and lead the way in home construction.

J. Dicx.
Glasgow, E.2. [1049

NEED FOR A RELAY STATION

IT is
probably hoping too much to expect

that the B.B.C. will bother at all about the
recent pirate transmissions from Norwich.
But, to my mind, it emphasises a fact which
I have held in view for the last three years --
namely the necessity for a relay station in the
northern part of the Eastern Counties.

It is absolutely true to say that there is no
English transmitter on the medium waveband
that can be received without fading after dark

'on any but the most expensive sets; moreover,
only a super -het is selective enough for this
district and, believe me, I am not exaggerating
when I state that, unless one owns a super -het,
listening -in after about 7 p.m. is frankly
mpossible.

One presumes that the B.B.C. thought that
the claims of the Eastern Counties were dealt
with by the erection of the London Regional
and Daventry National stations. Admittedly,
when Droitwich is completed, the National
programme will be easily receivable but,
unless a station - at Norwich relaying the
Regional programme is provided, listeners in

Norfolk and East Suffolk will have no alter-
native programme.

Surely, if Bournemouth is allowed a relay,
Norwich should be entitled to one-the more
so as a reference to the B.B.C. service area
map will reveal that the greater part of
Norfolk and East Suffolk are outside the
service area of any station. This state of affairs
must be remedied --and very soon, too.

J. G. DEAN.
Southwold, Suffolk. [ro5o

CHEAP HIGH-TENSION BATTERIES
AT the risk of trespassing on your valuable

space, I venture to give the result of my
test of a five -bob battery. This battery was
used precisely in the same. way as the standard
battery I previously commented upon, and
had a life of seven weeks. This, when com-
pared with the life obtained from standard
batteries, justifies at first sight Thermion's
contention regarding cheap batteries but,
when reduced to money value, tells a different
story.

My results, reduced to a money basis,
which, after all, is the final test, are :-

Standard life, say 9 weeks, cost 9s. - is. per
week.

Five -bob life, say 7 weeks, cost 5s. - 81,42d.
per week.

The "five -bob" battery scores considerably
on this count, and as cost, other things being
equal, should be the final test, my contention
that standard batteries do not give the per-
formance claimed by the makers is justified.

In conclusion, I should like to thank you
very much for your kindness in allowing me
to air my views in your invaluable paper.

H. J. DUPONT.
Cinda, Neath. [1051

MORE ABOUT HIGH TENSION
ICLAIM to be an authority on this question

of cheap versus higher -priced high-tension
batteries. I not only speak as a user of both
for test purposes, but I have a technical
knowledge of the laboratory side, having been
chief assistant to one of the largest concerns
in the industry.

Let me put all of your "cheap battery "
correspondents wise. Support Thermion in
his data and advice; he is unquestionably
correct, and his articles are of the highest
value to your readers.

For those who desire consistent quality over
a reasonable period of useful life, the 5s.
battery can serve no useful purpose, and one
wonders what kind of reproduction these very
mean people suffer. My sympathy is with the
fellow who can (through circumstances) afford
no better.

Certain of your correspondents should
remember Thermion writes to help, not to
hinder. Certainly the remarks of your corres-
pondent H. A. Barber are rude and portray
an entire ignorance of the subject.

J. H. CLARK.
Stockton-on-Tees. [1052

MELODY RANGER RESULTS
ABOUT this time last year I built the

Melody Ranger, and was very pleased with
it, and I have yet to hear an all -wave four-
valver to come anywhere near it.

For its type, the selectivity is marvellous;
also the sensitivity even now. I have put a
class -B output stage on to it, and it now
surpasses all the general run of four-valvers.

This afternoon (March 15) at 5 p.m. I had
W8XK, 19.72 metres, on the loud -speaker,
which is a permanent -magnet moving -coil.

I have nothing but praise for this fine set,
which I think is the best four you have ever
published.

D. E. MORGAN.
Stafford. [1053

PILOT
KITS

exact p, -

LUCERNE RANGER
KIT "A" TairIriZte 39/-
Comprises the Kit of Parts as speefied. less Valves, Cabinet, and. Speaker.
Cash or C.O.D. Carriage Paid, 21, /9/0. .

Or Yours for 5,-. Balance in 11 monthly payments of We.
.................... .......

HIT "H."-As Kit ".4," but
with Valves only. Cash or
C.O.D. Carriage Paid,

S3/1.11/11. Send ' only 616'
Balance in 11 monthly pay-
ments of 6/6.

C."-As Kit " A." but
with Valves and Pete -Scott
Lucerne t'abinet. Complete
with B.A. Cone Speaker,
Cool, or C.O.D. 'Carriage Paid,
64/129. Send only 8/6.

Balance in 11 monthly pay-
ments of 8/6.

ASSEMBLED LUCERNE PARTS
* It Ready -assembled Lucerne Coils, H.F. Choke, and L.F.
Transformer required with Kit in place of parts fur saint;
add 5/- to Cash or C.O.D. prices or 66. to each monthly
payment. '

-LUCERNE COILS
mplete hit. comprbing 2 reatiyinilled Formers,

2 Reels of enamelled Wire, 6 B.A. Terminals, Nuts 2,6and Screws. Exact to specification for Aerial or Grid
Coil. Postage 6d. extra,
2 Complete Kits for both Aerial and Grid Coils,5/... re.tageshlenlo.

Ready Wound
LUCERNE AERIAL COIL AND
GRID COIL Per Pair
Wound exactly I

tAmateur '

specification.
Manufactured.
Tested and Guar-
anteed by Peto-
Scott. Postage 6d. Post Freeextra on singlecoils.

H.. Fa CHOKE PETS -SCOTT KIT, comprising
machined and slotted ebonite

tamer, ready drilled, complete with terminals, fixing screw and
44 enamelled wire to "Amateur wireless" speeihuation. 1/6
postage 6d. extra.
Read, assembled and tested by Peto-Scott, postage 6d. extra.. 2/6

LF. TRANSFORMER PETS-SCOTT-SCOTTmouled
bakelite rase, ready -drilled and completedc with

prising
woundready

bobbin. 23 pairs of laminations and terminals, to /6
" Amateur Wireless " specification. Postage IM. extra. se,/
Ready assembled and tented by Pete-Scott, postage 6d. extra.. 5/ -

DISC TELEVISION
KIT 2iA80 Author's Kit of first specified parts as

detailed below but less 4..2 r ei
lamp. Cash or C.O.D. Carriage paid l' -o v

or 12 monthly payments of 7/ -
If Neon Lamp is required add 3,1 to Cash Price or 3d.
to each monthly payment. In. d.
1 Pete Scott Chassis as specified .. 4 6,
1 Pete Scott 20 -in. Disc 6
1 Bayonet china type Lamp -holder
1 Bennett Doable Adjustable type Lens -holder complete

6
1 Peto Scott 6 -volt type mot:or .. .. 1 10 0
I Pete Scott 2 -ohm variable resistance ......2 0
L Peto Scott 2.000 ohm potentiometer 3 0
I Peto Scott Aluminium Strip S -in. by 3 -inch -.. 1 0
I Belling -Lee marked Terminal, type B 2 0
}crews, flex, wire, sleeving, etc. .. .. 1 6
Kit "A " Cash or ..  . 23 15 0
1 Osram Neon Lamp. Reelds ,, it lint resistance .. 3 1

SEND FOR LATEST TELEVISION LIST
NEW W.B. P.I11.4.A MICBOLODE PERMANENT MAGNET Send
SpEAKEBcomplete with switch -controlled multi -ratio, input 5/9
transformer. Cash or C.O.D. Carriage Paid, 22/2/0.
Balance in 7 monthly payments of 5,9. only
W.B.P.M.6A. NICROLODE PERMANENT MAGNET SPEAKER Send
with switch -controlled multi -ratio Minh transformer. Cash 5/.
or C.O.D. Carriage Paid, 21/12;6.
Balance in 6 monthly payments of 5/-. only
IMPORTANT miscellaneous components, Parts. Rio.

Finished Receivers or Accessories for Cash.
or C.G.D. or B.F. Oa our own system of easy Payments. Send Lis a list
of year teams. We will quote you by return. C.O.D. orders value over
10i- sent carriage and post charges paid (GREAT BRITAIN ORILYIL
OVERSEAS CUSTOMERS CAN SEND TO US WITH CONFI-
DENCE. We carry a special export staff and SOW art delay. We pay
half carriage-pecked free. Send full value plus sufficient for half
eatridge. Any swishes refunded ammeaiaely. Hire Purchase Perms
are NOT available to Irish or Overseas =tom's., eov ,

PETO-SCOTT CO. LTD. 77 City Road, London, E.C.1 1

- Triephotie Cierketatall 940617. I
Weal End ShouvoontS: 63 High Holborn, Loudon,

Telephone: Holborn 3248.
Dear Sirs,

Please send me CASH/C.O.D./ILP
1

Ifor which I enclose £ s.
CASH/H.P./DEPOSIT.

I. NAME
I ADDRESS

aw., 744 :34 1

MIR IM 11 Mal MEM ammo. mom 41 Mml 1.1
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PREPAID ADVERTISEMENTS
Advertisements under this head are charged
THREEPENCE PER WORD, minimum charge

THREE SHILLINGS. DEPOSIT SYSTEM.
As tie publishers cannot accept responsibility for the bona

fides of advertisers in this publication, they have introduced
a system of deposit which it is recommended should be
rdopted by readers when dealing with persons with whom
they are unacquainted.

The amount of the Deposit and Fee must be remitted by
Postal Order or Registered Letter (Cheques cannot be
rccepted), addressed to
"Amateur Wireless," Advertisement Department,

58/61 Fetter Lane, London, E.C.4.

PATENTS. --Trade Marks, " Advice Handbook" free. -
B. T. King, Regd. Patent Agent, 146a Queen Victozia
Street, London.
GRAMOPHONES, RADIOGRAMS. -64 -page. How to
Make 'em, 3d. Motors, Arms, Pick-ups, Speakers, Horns,
Springs, Repairs. Accordions.-Itegentem, 120 Old Street,
London.
REPAIRS to Loud -speakers, Transformers, and Head-
phones, 41- each; Blue Spots, 5/-. Moving Coils a speci-
ality. Cones fitted, Eliminators and Sets quoted for.
Satisfaction guaranteed. Prompt service. Inquiries
invited. Terms to trade. -Loud -speaker Repair Service,
5 Balham Grove, London, S.W.12. Battersea 1321.
CHARGING WITHOUT MAINS 1 -Thousands are charging
their own accumulators, why don't you? "Tonic" trickle -
charger kits keep 2 -volt accumulators fully charged. Ideal
for remote districts. From 7s.; postage 9d. Full particu-
lars, stamp -Williams, Netherend, Cradley, Er. Birming-
ham.
" Sandfield Avenue, Lyminster, Littlehampton. 9-2-34.
'Tonic' received, I cannot find words of great enough praise
for its efficiency. I am delighted with it, and shall be
proud to recommend it to all my friends. Mrs. Pearl Walter."
SAMPLE OF 700 DUTCH BULBS, containing 200 Gladi-
oli, 31 by 4 in., in 4 varieties; 50 Early Flowering Gladioli;
20) Montbretias, in 4 varieties; 100 Clover of Happiness,
75 Ranunculus, 25 Anemones, 20 Double Begonias, 15
Beautiful Lilies, and 15 Gloxinias for pots for 10/- (C.O.D.
10/6, carriage paid and free from duty). -P. Walraven,
Stationsweg, Hillegom, Holland.
BANKRUPT BARGAINS. -List free with 3 -valve diagram.
Special: Three -valve S.O. Kit complete, less valves and
cabinet. Polar full -vision Dial 2 Gang, Igranic iron -cored
Coils, Igranic Transformer, all details, 27/6 ; post 1/-.
Worth more than double. S.T.300, 35/-; S.T.400., 45/-;
S.T.500, 52/6. Also many modern Mains Sets at keenest
prices. Eliminators, M.C. Speakers, Pick-ups, Valves,
Transformers, all smaller parts lowest prices. Trade
supplied in small quantities. Ask for quote. .I get all the
clearance lines. All S.T. parts. Igranic 1934 Coils, all
types, 3/- each. Polar 2 -gang Disc Drive, 7/6. Brown
Battery Superseder, second-hand, 16/6.-Butlin, 143b
Preston Road, Brighton.
HALLO ! HOME CONSTRUCTORS I -Take this oppor-
tunity of " dealing direct " at London's most sensational
prices. Only Guaranteed and Tested New Stock Radio
Goods offered here. Buy new stock goods at second
hand prices. Kits our Speciality: Lucerne Ranger, 28/6,
Straight 2v. Kit, 14/6; Straight 3, 17/6; S.G.3, 24/6;
Super S.G.3, 31/6; S.T.300, 39/6; S.T.400, 52/6;
S.T.500 66/6; New Leader Three 37/6; Class -B
Amplification Kit 23/6. Any outfit supplied. All cash
or C.O.D. Carriage Paid. Packed in sealed cartons with full
instructions. Clients receive free technical advice. Compo-
nents, Startling, Revolutionary, Sensational : Screened Iron
Cored Coils, 3/8; Transformers, 2/6; Eliminators 25 M.A.
D.C. 15/6; AC., 29/6. Huge quantities of radio parts: 2d.
stamp brings our new indispensable " direct to you"
catalogue. Get in touch now with Radio's Leading Postal
Stores. Immediate attention; no irritating delays. -
THE DIRECT TRADING COMPANY,
(Dept. A52), 58 Blandford Street, Baker Street, London,
W.1.

Iii

INFORMATION BUREAU
Will every querist Please observe the follow-

ing revised rules?
Please write concisely, giving essential particulars.
A fee of one shilling, postal order (not stamps),

a stamped, addressed envelope and the coupon on
this page must accompany all queries.

Not more than two questions should be sent at
any time.

The designing of apparatus or receivers cannot be
undertaken.

Slight modifications of a straightforward nature
only can be made to blueprints. For more serious
alterations the minimum charge is 2/6.

Blueprints supplied by us will be charged for in
addition, but of course, readers may send their own
blueprints for alteration.

Modifications to proprietary receivers and designs
phblished by contemporary' journals cannot be
undertaken. Readers sets and components cannot
be tested by us. Queries cannot be answered by
telephone or personally. Readers ordering blue-
prints and requiring technical information in addi-
tion should address a separate letter to the Infor-
mation Bureau and should see that their remit-
tance covers the price of the Blueprint and the
amount of the query fee.

We do not answer queries in cases where
the fee is omitted.
Queries should be addressed to the Query Dept.,
"Amato)? Wireless," 58/61, Fetter Lane, London,
E.C.4.
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WANTED. -Good Modern Wireless Parts, Sets, Elimina-
tors, Meters, Valves, Speakers, etc. Spot cash waiting,
Send or bring. We pay more than any other dealer. Open
9 -8. -University Radio, 142, Drummond Street, Euston,
N.W.1.
" UNIVERSAL " RADIO BARGAINS. Stamp for our
Huge Bargain Lists of Components, Kits, Sets.-" Uni-
versal," 20 Victoria Road, Peckham, S.E.15. New Cross
4933.
IF YOU WISH to save money and make money, send
stamp for our lists of amazing Radio Bargains. Keen
Quotations for Components, Kits, Sets.-Radiovision
Supplies .94 Grove Vale, East Dulwich, S.E.22

Notes and Jottings
THE

popularity of the new Exide indicator
(" battery time") cells has prompted the

manufacturers to extend this range to the
DXG type which, fitted with the indicating
device, will be known as the DXG-C type,
priced at 'cis. 6d.

The indicating device consists of a pointer
pivoted at one end, the tip being free to move
round an arc of a circle marked in sections
"Full," "Half," and "Empty." Thus at a
glance the condition of the cell can be seen.

- 
Although many sets are fitted with dials and

scales marked in wavelengths the majority of
dials are marked in degrees. To the users of
the last-mentioned the new Pola tuning graph
will be very useful. The graph is marked in
wavelengths on the verticle axis and in degrees
on the horizontal axis. Any reader requiring
one of these graphs should apply to Wingrove
and Rogers, Ltd., of 118-9 Strand, London,
W.C.2, sending 3d. in stamps.

A new model of mains suppressor, known
as the No. 2 unit, has been introduced by
T.C.C. In certain instances of interference it
has been found necessary to use larger units
than the standard, which consists of two
2-microfarad condensers and fuses, while the
No. 2 unit consists of two 4-microfarad con-
densers and fuses.

Postcard Radio
Literature

Here "Observer" reviews the latest booklets and
folders issued by well-known manufacturers. If
you want copies of any or all of them FREE OF
CHARGE, just send a postcard giving the irides
numbers of the catalogues required (shown at
the end of each paragraph) to" Postcard Radio
Literature," AMATEUR WIRELESS, 58161
Fetter Lane, E.C.4. "Observer" will see that
you get all the literature you desire. Pleats
la rite your name and address in block letters.

Crystal Loud -speakers
THE Rothermel piezo-electric loud -speaker

is claimed to be the greatest development
in sound reproducers since 1927, when the
moving -coil type was introduced. These
piezo-electric models are available as single
units or in combination with moving -coil
energised or permanent -magnet types. Readers
desiring further information about these new
loud -speakers should send for the catalogue
which gives full details. 153
Ferranti Tester
THE Ferranti list No. Wa529 deals with the

A.C.-D.C. circuit tester. Ali the normal
measurements of current, voltage and resist-
ance of a radio receiver can be made with this
compact little meter. Further information
can be obtained from the catalogue. 154
Wearite Components

THE new Universal coils are included in the
latest Wearite catalogue, as well as iron -

core intermediate -frequency transformers and
tuning coils, frame aerials, filters, variable and
fixed resistances, switches for all purposes,
mains chokes and transformers, and high -fre-
quency chokes. Numerous special compo-
nents, such as class -B transformers, are also
included. 155
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Available until Saturday,
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INFORMATION BUREAU
COUPON
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INSTANT DELIVERY
of OHMIC KITS for

L.F. CHOKES Ohmic Kits for the L.F.
Choke as described by the

"Experimenters," complete with ready- ija /9
wound and tested bobbin , laminations, etc. 111./
Completely assembled and bench tested ..

Postage 6d. extra

LUCERNE COILS Kits of Lcerne
Coils for thee" Lu-

cerne Minor," " Four Station Crystal Set" and the
"Lucerne S.G. Ranger" exactly to sped& /6
cation. Price, each AP/
Ready wound, assembled and laboratory ei6
tested. Postage 6d. extra. Per pair U/
Send to -day for immediate delivery :-

OHMIC ACCESSORIES
9 MYRON PLACE, CLOCK TOWER, LEWISHAM, S.E:13

'Phone : Lee Green 3491

FULL-SIZE BLUEPRINTS

. AW373
Signpost Four (SG, D, LF, Class B) AW398
Table Quad (SG, D, RC, Trans) WM303

FIVE -VALVE SETS (1s. 6d. each)
James Short-wave Super (Super -het) .. AW328
Simple Super (Super -het) . . AW340
The Etherdyne (Super -het) .. AW406
1934 Century Super (5v. Super -het) .. AW413
Class -B Quadradyne (2SG, D, Class -B) .. WM344

SIX -VALVE SETS (is. 6d. each)
New Century Super (Super -het with copy of

"A.W.," 4d., post free . AW363
1934 A.C. Century Super (Superhet) . AW425
James Super -straight Six (2SG, D, LF,

Push-pull) .. .. WM339
SEVEN -VALVE SETS (1u..6d...ewamc2h5)6

Seventy-sevenSuperSenior(

SsuuppeerrA-leet.)
C. Super -het) .. WM305

Q.P.P. Super 60 (Super -het) ..  WM319
PORTABLES (1s. 6d. each)

General-purpose Portable (SG, D, RC, Trans) AW351
Midget Class -B Portable (SG, D, LF, Class B) AW389
Holiday Portable (SG, D, LF, Class B) AW393

AMPLIFIERS (1s. each)
Universal Push-pull Amplifier - . .. AW300
"A.W." Record Playgr (LF, Push-pull) AW319
Battery -operated -Amplifier .. .. AW)62
"A.W.'s " Push -push Amplifier .. AW376
Class -B Gramophone Amplifier . AW391
Universal A.C. Amplifier (3 -valve) wAWm341151
Five Q.P.P. Output Circuits
Copies of the "Wireless Magazine and ci "Amateur Wireless"
containing descriptions of most of these sets can be obtained ails. 3d. and
4d. respectively, post tree. Index letters " A.W." refer to "Amateur Wire-

less" sets and " W.M." to "Wireless Magazine." Address letters :

When ordering, please send Postal Order, NOT STAMPS. Quote the
Blueprint number shown below not the number of the issue.

TWO -VALVE SETS (1s. each)
Home Station A.O. 2 (D, Pen) .. AW374
"A.W." Iron -core Two (D, Trans) AW395
"A.W." Iron -core Two with Q.P.P. AW396
Consolectric Two (13, Pen) .. AW403
Big Power Melody Two, With Lucerne Coils

(SG Trans) .. ..AW338A
B.B.C. National Two, with Lucerne Coils (D,

Trans) ... .. ..AW377A
Screen -grid Two (SG Det, Trans) .. WM289
A Two for 7 Metres (13, Trans).. .. WM295
New -style Radiogram (D, Trans) .. .. WM299
A.C. Quality Gem (D, Trans) .. WM312

THREE -VALVE SETS (1s. each)
Everybody's Home Radiogram (SG, D, Tram) AW381
S.S.3 (A.C.) (SG, SGDet, Pen) . AW390
"Up-to-the-minute Three" with *Class B. 1:6 ..AW384B
Class -B Three (D, Trans, Class B) AW386
A.C. Triodyne (SG, 13, Pen) _ AW399.
Home -built Coil Three (SG, D, Trans)
Fan and Family Three (D, 2LF) : : AWAW4140
£5 5s. S.G.3 (SG, D, Trans) .. AW412
A.C.-D.C. Universal Three (SG, Det, Pen) .. AW414
1934 Ether Searcher (SG, Det, Pen) Baseboard AW411
1934 Ether Searcher (SG, Det, Pen) Chassis .. AW419
Lucerne Ranger (SG, Det, Trans) .. AW422
1933 Economy S.G. Three (SG, D, Trans) .. WM306
A.C.Calibrator (SG, D, Pen) .. Wm309
£6 6s. Radiogram (D, RC, Trans) .. WM318
Simple -tune Three (SG, SG Det, Pen).. .. WM327
Tyers Iron -core Three (SG, SG Det, Pen) .. WM330
I.C.B. Three (D, LF, Class B) WM333
Economy Pentode Three (SG, 1, Pen).. .. WM337
Three -range Three (SG, D, Pen) .. WM336
FOUR -VALVE SETS (1s. 6d. each)

"A.C. Melody Ranger" (SG, D, RC, Trans) .. AW380
"A.W." Ideal Four (2SG, D, Pen) . AW402
"Words and Music" Radiogram (2SG, Ili, Trans) WM307
"Words and Music " Radiogram de Luxe

(2SG, D, Q.P.P.) ..WM307a
Home Short -waver (SG, D, RC Trans) .. W64311
Empire Short -waver (SG, D, RC,. Trans) .. W64313
Merrymaker Super (AC. Super -het) .. .. WM345
1934 A.C. Quadradyne (2 SG, D, Pen).. WM349
Lucerne Straight Four (SG, Det, Trans) .. WM359
Home -lover's New All -electric 4 for A.C. mains

(SG, D, Trans) AW383
Melody Ranger (SG, D, .itc, Trans) with copy

of "A.W.' 4d. postage

Amateur Wireless Blueprint Dept., roreqr,

Printed for the Proprietors and Publishers, BERNARD JONES PUBLICATIONS,
58-61 Fetter Lane, London, E.C.4, by The Sun Engraving Co., Ltd., London
and Watford. Sole Agents for South Africa : CENTRAL NEWS AGENCY, LIMITED,
Sole Agents for Australia and New Zealand : GORDON & GOTCH (A'sle), LIMITED.
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ONLY FOUR
FRIDAYS in APRIL!

Only four issues of " Radio Pictorial " this month!
Still, they'll be four you will thoroughly enjoy reading.
* Next Friday's issue April 6, contains :

A FULL -PAGE PORTRAIT of Sir WALFORD DAVIES
Should Cup -ties be Broadcast by

HUGHIE GALLACHER
(the Chelsea & Scottish International Centre forward)

The Man behind the Cafe Colette by
WALFORD HYDEN

Testing new B.B.C. Talent by JOHN TRENT
The Ideal Radio Home by R. ARBIB
The Syncopation Mystery-a thriller by

BERNARD BLAND
Exclusive interview with the WESTON BROS.
Etc. Etc.

A great twopennyworth!
Take a copy home on Friday-not only will you enjoy

it, but the rest of the family, too !

THEN GET YOUR NEWSAGENT
TO DELIVER "RADIO PICTORIAL"

EVERY FRIDAY

Fri.

13
20
27
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WITH

SIX
COSSOR VALV

ALL -ELECTRIC MODEL 635
Cossor A14Electric Super -heterodyne Receiver complete with Six
Cossor Valves, viz.: MVS/PEN met. Detector, MVS/ PEN met. 1.F.
Amplifier, 41 ME' Oscillator, Second Detector, MP/PEN Pentode
Output -and 442 BU Rectifier. Mains -Energised Moving Coil -
Loud Speaker, illuminated single dial tuning calibrated in wave-
lengths (200/570 aril 1,000/2,000 metres), combined vo'utne
control and on -off switch. Visual wave -band Indicator. Tone
control. Mains aerial. Handsome walnut -finished cabinet 13 in.
high, 18 in. wide, Ilk in. deep, with pick-up plug and socket, and
sockets' for extension Loud Speaker. For
A:C. Mains only, 200/250 volts (adjustable), £1414 010-400 cycles. Price a a

Hire Purchase Terms : 32/6 deposit
and is monthly payments of 2616. -

SSOR
SUPER-HETERODYNIF
R E C I V E R;S

brings you7every
worth - while station
-remarkable absence
of background noises

Illustration shows the handsOme cabinet of the All -Electric Model 635,
a receiver of truly magnificent performance. -

K bitte:y-Operated madel- is also available, the abridged specification
being as follows:-

-

5 Valve Eattery Superhet, Model 634
Class B Output, Movirg Coil Loud S'-eaker, Illuminated Single Dial tuning calibrated
in wavelen,ths; tone control, Walnut finished cabinet with space
for batteries. Pick-up p'11.4 and- socket. Price, less batteries- and E13 10 0accumulator - - - - - a

Hire Purchase Terms: 32,16 deposit and It monthly payments of 2.1h.

To A. C. COSSOR LTD., Melody Dept., Highbury Grove, London: N.5
Please send me a copy of four photogravure
catalogue'of Cossor Receivers (B.20).

Name

Address

B.204.W
a:70
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PENTODE POWER
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....

GIVES THE HOTTEST " THREE " YET !

 ,V `IFC,-*.:4. `wr,;4;41.. Vs. %rt. A

.1.

Registeild at G.P.O. as a newspaper

We Send
YOU a
Full-size

Blueprint,
FREE!

PEP
From

PENTODES
TONE CONTROL

LOCAL AERIAL

NEW STYLE DIAL

METALLISED BASE

April 14, 1131Vol. XXIV. No. 613
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You qd
BOTH
PqEd Radio
figegilian
AND

a/M0PitallE
mpurcluetion
IN THE NEW

TELSEN
"MODEL 1240

ALL -ELECTRIC RADIO GRAMOPHONE
The New Telsen 'Model 1240' is a Radio -
Gramophone of particularly outstanding
merit. A quality production in every de-
tail, it not only incorporates a unique
Band -Pass circuit, but it also embodies all
those detail refinements which you ex-
pect to find only in the most expensive
Radio -Gramophones. Yet the price of
this luxury instrument is only 18 Guineas.
Here is value indeed, but even more
remarkable than its value is its per -

4 -valve band-
pass tunedcircuit for
ultra -selectivity

formance - its ultra selectivity, its range,
and above all, its TONE. It gets you all
the stations you want, one at a time, with
a fidelity of reproduction which banishes
all thought of mechanism between per-
former and listener. It makes both radio
and records really live. No `mush'-no
`background'. Nothing added-nothing
missing. Simply the full beauty of the
original rendering. You must hear this
remarkable Radio -Gramophone.

9414

*
OR El PER MONTH FOR 20 MONTHS

after small initial deposit

Latest type All  electric Full -vision illumi- Magntficent inlaid
energised gramophone nated scale cali- figured -walnut
moving coil motor and brated in actual cabinet in dual

speaker pick-up wavelengths tones

Announcement of The Tclsen Electric Co. Ltd, Aston, Birmingham,
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News and Gossip of the Week
No Second Dance Band
LET us scotch once and for all

time the persistent rumours
about a second dance band at
Broadcasting House.

It will not happen. The B.B.C.
-rightly, we say-haS 'decided
that two permanent dance bands
are quite unnecessary.

Besides, variety is the spice of
life. With so many outside bands
to draw upon,  why should the
B.B.C. tie itself down to two inside
ones ?

Variety Orchestra Coming
WHERE these false alarms

probably started was in the
idea of a new orchestra to accom-
pany the variety turns.

That is another story. Very likely
Eric Maschwitz will have his own
miniature Theatre Orchestra
relieving for more serious work
the big Theatre Orchestra, now
being rather overworked.

For Ten Years' Workn RE of those pleasing little
ceremonies for which " B.H."

is noted took place the other day
when S. Kneale Kelly, leader and
sometimes conductor of the
Theatre Orchestra, was presented
with a gold watch.

This was a mark of esteem from
idlow members of the orchestra
on the completion of ten years
with the B.B.C.

Ether Police To Meet
TUNE 1 2 to 20 is the period fixed
J for the meeting of the Inter-
national Broadcasting Union in
London.

These policemen of the Euro-
pean ether, will get together for
their routine assembly, discussing
among other things the Lucerne
and Geneva plans.

Just before the meeting Vice -
Admiral Sir Charles Carpendale
will make one of his rare micro-
phone speeches by telling listeners
what the I.B.U. stands for.

Great Tom Circuits
wthe end of April Big Ben
will be silent and Great Tom

from the south-west tower of
St. Paul's will take over micro-
phone duties for a couple of
months. -

Two -line circuits are being
arranged for Great Tom, so that -
the amplifier for the bell micro-"
phone can be remotely switched

from the control room at Broad-
casting House.

You will like Great Tom's tone.
It is quite different from Big Ben.

This Air Age
FROM the early experiments of

the famous 1.Vright brothers
to the giant air liners of to -day
is a relatively short span of years
-yet full of incidents of daring
and courage.

Lance Sieveking will dramatise
this air epic on May 3, when he will
present to listeners a thrilling story.

Imperial Airways will figure
largely in the broadcast, as indeed
they must to give a true picture
of air developthents in this
country. A representative of the
firm will give a talk either before
or after the dramatisation.

Back to BB
1V -ow that the televisionaries

are snugly at home in their
special television studio at No. 16
Portland Place, the studio BB
in the tower of Broadcasting
House is again available, for its
originar purposehousing the
dance band:

Henry Hall is back there with
his boys. A lively little studio,
its bright decorations having a
cheering effect on the artists
Henry is now so frequently bring-
ing to the microphone.

Improved Children's Studio
STura° 3A is thus left by Henry

Hall for the children's hours-

We Send You a Free Full-size
Blueprint of the

PENTA-QUESTER
If You Send Us the
Special Coupon to be
Found on Page 404

it was originally built for them.
Before they move in again,

though, the walls are being treated
to resist sound conductivity-
which was a little troublesome
when Henry and the band were
there.

To Feed Funny Men
MAX RESTER, whose amusing

burlesques of B.B.C. acti-
vities have been such a success on
gramophone records, has now joined
the staff at Broadcasting House.

He will be invaluable in supply-
ing humorous material for radio
comedians, who quite naturally
find it a little hard to change their
acts as often as broadcasting
demands.

[L.N.A. photo
Keen followers of the Quorn Hounds make good use of a portable

in an interval of following the hunt

The Grisewoods

MosT
of you know of Freddie

Grisewood, London station
announcer, and his cousin, Har-
man Grisewood, the announcer
who appears in broadcast plays.

Now comes Peter Grisewood,
young brother of Harman, acting
in broadcast plays also.

Perhaps they will be known,
after the manner of solicitors, as
Grisewood, Grisewood and Grise-
wood.

Henry's New Pianist
Now that Eddie Carroll has

left the B.B.C. Dance Or-
chestra we expect most of you
want to know whp is Henry
Hall's new pianist.

He is none other than Bert
Read, who for a long time has been
with Bert Ambrose-one of the
most select bands in Town.

Morning Television
EUSTACE ROBB is metaphoric-

ally scratching his head.
Cabaret turns that are most
appropriate late at night are not
very suitable for i i a.m.

So Eustace is going to try
illustrated lectures. The first
will be by Shaw Desmond on
Ju- Jitsu and Fencing.

First Twelve Years
THAT radio cavalcade on April

12 is going to be a hot show.
Here are some of the artists :

Norman Long, Helena Millais,
John Henry, Mabel Constanduros,
Tommy Handley, Clapham and
Dwyer, Mario de Pietro, Henry
Hall, Elsie and Doris Waters,
Anona Winn, Harry S. Pepper
and Doris Arnold. Quite a gang
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New York Challenges the B.B.C.
By Our Special Correspondent : LIONEL MERDLER

IHAVE just returned from a visit to the
United States, where for two months I
have been investigating the American

broadcast system, and the conclusion I have
come to is that unless British broadcasting
is taken well in hand we are going to be in the
same position as we were in the film industry
five years ago.

In spite of the last few years of depression,
American radio has been forging' ahead and is
now one of the most prosperous businesses in

Note the tasteful decorati,,, ir, , ,fbi
headquarters in New York

the States. The National Broadcastin,
Company, which has just moved into the
Rockefeller Radio City, and the Columbia
System between them made a profit of over

3,000,000 last year, and there is not a penny
licence fee paid by a single one of the
6o,000,000 listeners.

Radio stars are earning Z2,000 a week, and
Hollywood magnates are having to keep a
tight hold on their staffs to prevent their being
overcome by the lure of the microphone. The
radio star is made overnight : at one moment
he may be unheard of-with a single broadcast
he is on everyone's lips and has a fame far
bigger than the greatest movie actor ever
dreamed of.

The Radio Playboy
The publicity arc lights are turned full on,

and from that moment the radio playboy
knows little peace until, with the suddenness
with which he appeared, he passes out of the
public eye. Some of the older hands are playing
their cards more carefully and it is these that
form the backbone of the radio drive now
furiously progressing in the States.

There are over six hundred transmitting
stations in America, and in New York alone,
with the simplest sets, there is the choice of a
dozen or more programmes. The broadcasters
fight to attract the attention of the listener,
headed by the two giant network systems the
N.B.C. and the C.B.S., which have eighty
stations each, closely linked together  and
operating in every important town in the
States.

The programmes are sponsored, chiefly by
the manufacturers of national products,
cigarettes, cigars, and foodstuffs. Each
organisation vies with the others to produce
the finest programmes, and the competition
for stars is fierce. Advertising is subtly intro-
duced and, contrary to general belief, does not
detract from the entertainment value any
more than advertisements do in magazines
or other periodicals.

It is useless to criticise American broad-
casting from this point of view, as advertisers
realise that the first essential is to interest
the listener and to keep his attention riveted
on their station. Entertainment is the key
word, and brief mention only is made of the
programme sponsors. Through long experience
programme directors have now learned to
blend the two together and produce a har-
monious creation for the listener. '

No pains are spared to get the 'exact public
requirements, as failure to
do this reflects directly on
the revenue obtained from
the sponsors and American
business men do not throw
money away at times like
this unless it pays them.

Broadcasting starts at
7.3o in the morning and
proceeds without break
until after midnight and
sometimes later, Sundays
included. During this time
the whole amusement
world is at the feet, or
rather the ears, of the
listener - Eddie Cantor,
Rudy Vallee, Bing Crosby,
the Boswell Sisters, Paul
Whiteman, and other
prominent American
dance bands.

a In< ,` B.(,. Anybody and every-
body is dragged into the
broadcast net-film stars,

stage stars, politicians and national heroes : all
fall under the pressure brought to bear on them
in order, to feed the microphone eighteen hours
a day without fail. From coast to coast there
is no cessation in activity.

Hundreds of thousands of letters pour into
the broadcasting companies, and it is these
that seal the fate of the star or bring the
unknown to the public ear. The people are
getting what they want and are responding by
backing up what is fast becoming one of the
leading industries in the
States : over three million
sets were sold last year,
and manufacturers a r e
looking to the future still
more confidently.

With the installation of
radio' in their cars and in
public buildings the wire-
less fans can follow their
favourites at all hours of
the day, and the radio taxi
has now become firmly
established on the streets.
Gramophone records are
scarcely tolerated as there
is a demand for spontane-
ous programmes which
cannot be withheld. One
of the most ambitious ever
attempted is the broadcast
from the South Pole ex-
pedition of Admiral Byrd,
which American listeners
are following every week.

Compare this with the situation in this
country. London, with a population of ten
million people of wide and varied tastes, is
given magnanimously a choice of two pro-
grammes, and this more often than not becomes
the choice of one programme or switching off.
Amongst this population, in the greatest centre
of the world, are many whose occupations do
not permit them to listen at the normal hours,
and to these the best of radio is denied.

Sunday, the. best day for the listener, suffers
from restricted prografnmes and lack of
entertainment value.

The B.B.C. has  been granted the extreme
privilege of a monopoly of radio entertainment
which,- applied to any other art, could only
'result in stagnation. All other forms of enter-
tainment. must enter into direct competition
to attract the public interest; failure to do this
has only one end, financial ruin. A few years
back a monopoly may have been an advan-
tage; now it is almost a tragedy.

Stagnation Through Monopoly
Governmental control may perhaps be essen-

tial from the technical standpoint of radio, but
for the entertainment side it is an almost
inexcusable blunder. To monopolise art to
defend it from open rivalry can have only
one end-and that is stagnation.

There is no doubt as to the B.B.C. standard
from the educational and classical points of
view, but broadcasting is a national service,
and we would not tolerate, say, a " tube "
system that ran but two trains a day, even if
they were the best in the world.

It is a question of having a service that
entirely fills the country's needs. The pro-
fessional men and those who only supplement
their theatres and concerts with radio are
probably satisfied, but those who rely almost
entirely on their wireless sets for relaxation
in their leisure hours are continually subject to
programmes that are not to their taste.

The result is that the set is either left running
with nobody paying any attention, or is
switched off, so that even the bright spots of
the evening are left unheard.

Too few of the broadcast authorities realise
how big an item that ten shillings licence fee
is to many lisfeners-and to this is coupled the
expense of buying a set and keeping it in
working order. There are many who can
barely afford the luxury of a good wireless
receiver and those who have made the sacrifice
of other sources of entertainment expect to
be rewarded in this home enjoyment.

Here is the " powder puff room" at Radio City. Note the
vanity tables for lady artists

The point is : are we failing to recognise the
importance of radio to the British Empire,
and leaving America to exploit this field just
as she exploited the movie film ? I fear that
this is so unless some vital effort is made to
lift the B.B.C. from the slough into which it
is in danger of sinking.

We have not granted monopolies to the
theatre, movie film, or other entertainments-
theirs is a struggle for existence.
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A Novel Tuning Arrangement
By J. K. PERRY, Grad.I.E.E., A.Rad.A.

In this article the author puts forward some interesting
suggestions regarding tuning circuits. Many AMATEUR
WIRELESS readers will be keen to try these ideas out for
themselves experimentally and we shall be glad to hear how

they get on with the suggested arrangements

IT is the object of this article to describe a
type of tuning circuit which has been

designed by the author primarily for com-
batting all types of interference, but which
proves itself practically to be of great value in
problems of selectivity. Another advantage
which it possesses is that reaction may be
applied to any such tuned circuit without
involving the use of a reaction winding, the
tuning inductance being thereby made less
complicated as might be imagined.

Fig. 3
circuit.

-÷"

H.F.C.

A

(left).-High-frequency amplifying and detecting
Fig. 4 (right).-Use of aerial -tuning circuit as

scratch filter when pick-up is used

The majority of circuits to -day employ
parallel tuning, that is the tuning condenser
is in parallel with the tuning inductance.
This also applies to the various band-pass
tuning arrangements as well as "straight"
circuits. Some of us will, however, remember
the series -tuned circuit shown in Fig. 1.

When, this circuit is tuned to a signal, the
resonant voltages produced by that signal are
similar both across the capacity of the circuit
and the inductance; this is obviously so in the
case of parallel tuning. There-
fore, on the face of it, if we
altered the circuit to that of
Fig. 2, we should according to
the previous statement be able to
obtain results.

Resonant Voltage
They would be disappointing,

however, for this reason : between
the aerial and earth a certain
capacity obtains, which, in effect,
completes the high -frequency
circuit. The majority of the
resonant voltage would occur
across this capacity and very little
across the actual tuning condenser,
therefore signals would be very
weak indeed. This effect is, of
course, of little importance in
parallel tuning.

However, after some experi-
menting- with circuits of 'this
type the author found that the

circuit shown in Fig. 3 would work quite well
for high -frequency amplification or for de-
tection. The introduction of the condenser
c2 into the circuit causes a higher percentage of
the resonant voltage to obtain across the
tuning condenser cr.

A by-pass grid condenser and leak could be
used if desired for detection, but the arrange-
ment in Fig. 3 seems to work just as well.
The grid of the valve would be insulated from
earth but for the fact that the resistance R is

inserted between aerial and earth.
This fact makes for ease in applying
bias to the grid for any particular
purpose, as in the case of a
variable -mu valve. In the case
of a detector circuit the resistance

serves as a grid leak although
of considerably lower value.

Now comes an important point
concerning the circuit. It so hap-,
pens that the impulses at P, the
plate of the valve, are similar in
phase to those at A. At first, this
may not seem of any great impor-
tance, but it means that it is possible
to apply reaction to the circuit
merely by inserting a small variable
condenser between A and P.

As was stated at the commence-
ment of this article; there is there-
fore no need for a reaction
winding, and although reaction
may be applied magnetically if
it is so desired, the former

method is superior.
Now that we have the complete circuit, we

may examine its working theoretically.
Taking the case of a signal out of tune; this
signal would find the inductance L acting as a
kind of buffer to it, but would be able to
dissipate itself to earth via the fixed condenser
c2. In consequence of this, very little signal
voltage indeed would be built up across the
tuning condenser

On the other hand, a signal in tune with the

Fig. z (left).-Series-tuned aerial circuit.
(right).-Alternative tuning circuit

Fig.2

circuit would not only build up a comparatively
high voltage across c1, but the signal itself
would be augmented by reaction impulses from
P. The circuit would therefore appear to be
very selective theoretically and it really
behaves so in practice.

As regards values of components; for the
fixed condenser c2, .00r-microfarad is a good
average value, the tuning coils and condensers
are normal,. the reaction condenser about
.0002-.0003 microfarad, the resistance R is,
however, only 2,000 ohms (approximately).
This latter resistance may be replaced by an
iron -core choke if it is so desired, and if b. pick-
up were being used it could be connected as
shown in Fig. 4; the inductance and con-
densers would then act as a scratch filter.

It would then merely be necessary to dii-
connect the aerial in order to play records, or
alternatively, a record could be superimposed
on a radio programme.

It will be noticed that reaction may be easily
applied in any high -frequency circuit from the
plate of the high -frequency valve itself; this is
very useful in making a high -frequency valve
do its utmost in a circuit employing a Westector.

Extra Tuning Capacity
One other point which might be mentioned

is that it is often advisable to connect a small
fixed condenser, of say .000z microfarad,
across the tuning condenser, as if the capacity
between grid and earth is too low, as when the
tuning condenser is at its minimum value,
then reaction becomes difficult.

The foregoing is but a brief introduction to
something different in tuning arrangements,
and which may prove useful in spite of or even

because of the now very popular
super -het. The final diagram, Fig.
5, shows the complete circuit to-
gether with component values,
of a four -valve set (screen -grid,
detector, low - frequency and
power) which the author is at
present using as a domestic
receiver, actually as a radiogram,
employing this circuit.

The high -frequency stage is ap-
propriately screened, the tuning
condensers are not ganged and the
tuning inductances are each made
from three honeycomb plug-in coils
suitably switched. The wavelength
band covered by a .0 o o 5
microfarad condenser is somewhat
narrower with this method than
with parallel tuning, hence the use
of three wave -change positions.

The set gives very good results
and is very selective even on a large
outdoor aerial.

M
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Fig. 5.-Complete four -valve circuit with component values

(Wave -change switches, Si and s2; s3 and s4 are mechanically coupled so that screen -grid
filament is off when pick-up is in use; LI, LE, 14 and 15 are 50 -turn honeycomb coils;

and 13 and I, are each of 200 turns)
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This interesting photograph shows the small size of a metal
rectifier for high -frequency rectification

AYEAR AGO radio designers were
startled by the introduction of the
metal detector for radio -frequency

work. This unit, which was known as the
Westector, has' become very popular in certain
types of set, but hitherto its application has
been limited because it was not suitable for the
higher radio frequencies above about 200
kilocycles.

The Westinghouse people have recently
announced a new type of Westector, known
as the WX series, in which some of the
difficulties have been overcome. The principal
trouble is due to the self -capacity of the
rectifier, which absorbs energy from the tuned
circuit across which the rectifier is connected
during the periods when no rectification is
taking place-that is, every alternate half
wave.
FROM H.F VALVE

TO
POWER
VALVE

Fig. 1 -Simple rectifying circuit using the
new metal rectifier

60v
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New Metal Rectifiers
Simplify Design
Great interest is being taken in the possibility of a new
type of metal rectifier for high -frequency rectification.
Here J. H. REYNER, a.sc., shows how the new

device can be used in practical circuits.

tuning poll or some alternative connection is
adopted to minimise the damping.

The results are still not up to those obtained
with a diode, but there is no doubt that a
considerable advance has been made.

Fig. r shows a simple rectifying circuit
using the new WX6. This is a circuit which
will appeal to quality listeners who are inter-
ested in really good reproduction from the
local stations.

This circuit requires a fairly strong signal
of the order of 3 to 5 volts to operate it suc-
cessfully, so that it should be applied after
one or more high -frequency stages. The
circuit, of course, gives no amplification, and
therefore must be fed into a sensitive output
valve like a 22oHPT or an AC2Pen, requiring
only 3 volts to fill it.

Alternatively a stage of low -frequency
amplification may be added. This can be a
simple resistance -coupled stage giving quite
a low step-up.

Where more sensitive results are required
it is desirable to bias the rectifier because it
does not operate efficiently with very small
voltages. The optimum bias is just under
1.5 volts. Fig. 2 shows a circuit using this
arrangement and also including a resistance -
coupled low -frequency stage.

As an additional refinement the voltage
developed across the detector resistance is

used for developing self-
adjusting volume control and

To
20,000 POWER

VALVE

114.-

."/%1\ 5600
+.

G.8-34In E.F.0

Fig. 2.-Biased rectifier with resistance -capacity coupling for
low -frequency amplification

This energy loss is quite marked, and the
result is that the signal strength is nothing
like as good as it should be.

The new WX series has an appreciably
smaller self -capacity than the earlier types,
so 'that the absorption of energy does not
become serious until a considerably higher
frequency is, reached. Actually it is claimed
that the new type is satisfactory up to fre-
quencies of 1,500 kilocycles (too metres), and
my tests indicate that it is certainly capable
of use at such high frequencies, although it is
still not ideal.

Whereas a rectifier of the ordinary W type
will give practically no signals at 200 metres,
due to the very heavy capacity loss, the WX
type will operate quite well, particularly if
the rectifier is tapped a little way down the

EXISTING
DETECTOR

is therefore fed back to the
high -frequency valve. The
somewhat unusual method of
feeding the self-adjusting vol-
ume control line is adopted to
avoid the steady polarising
voltage on the detector from
affecting the low -frequency
valve. Otherwise this valve
receives 1.5, volts bias which
usually reduces the gain Con-
siderably.

The' simple circuit shown has
no delay thereon so that the
self-adjuSting volume control
will come into operation at
once. It is possible to avoid
this by the use of two rec-
tifiers, but the scheme shown
kill operate quite satisfactorily:

TO L.F.

001

0.25 P^II

Av.C.VOLTAGE

Fig. 3.-Arrangement of self-adjusting
volume control

Another self-adjusting volume contra.
arrangement which has been used with existing
receivers to quite an extent is that shown in
Fig. 3. Here the high -frequency current in the
anode circuit of the detector valve, which
is normally by-passed to earth, is routed
through a rectifier and caused to develop a D.C.
voltage.

The effectiveness of this depends upon the
efficiency of the rectifier, so that with the
older W type of rectifier the self-adjusting
volume control produced was relatively in-
sensitive. With the new WX type quite a
considerable voltage can be developed,
volt applied to the detector giving approxi-
mately so to 15 volts automatic volume control.

An Essential Point
The actual value depends upon the effective-

ness with which the circuit itself is arranged.
The essential point is to make sure that the
high -frequency component of the rectified
current in the anode circuit of the detector is
reasonably large and that as much of it as
possible is routed through the rectifier.

Fig. 4 shows a method of doubling the self-
adjusting volume control voltage obtained by
using two WX type rectifiers in series. This
is a variant of the well-known voltage -doubling
arrangement used in high-tension units, and is
often useful.

Less Voltage on Shorter Waves
It should be noted that even with the new

type of, rectifier the efficiency is not constant
over the tuning range, so that the self-adjusting
volume control will tend to be less effective
on the shorter wavelengths. This, however,
is a disadvantage which we must be prepared
to tolerate for the time being.

No doubt further improvements will con-
tinue to be made in this' form of rectifier, till
we obtain an efficiency approaching that of the
diode over the whole broadcast range of wave-
lengths.

The WX6 does not constitute any improve-
ment over the older .type as far as superhet
receivers are concerned, except for those more
modern types which are using intermediate
frequencies of between 4po and 500 kilocycles,
and here it will doubtless find distinct
application.

Vi:
Fig. 4.-Doubling the self-adjusting volume
control voltage by using two rectifiers in

series

of
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Detectors for
Real Quality

By

NOEL BONAVIA.HUNT, M.A.

AMATEUR : Last time we met we dis-
posed of the subject of high -frequency
amplification. . . .

PROFESSOR : Excuse me interrupting, but I
am afraid I cannot admit that the subject was
" disposed of -; there is a great deal more to
be said about it, but I propose to leave it alone
for the present, at any rate, as we can rest
satisfied with the high -frequency circuit
designed for our little set and proceed to the
discussion of detector valves.

AMATEUR : All right. The detector comes
next in the chain and I understand that the
choice of a suitable valve is of the utmost
importance.

PROFESSOR : It is. The high -frequency
amplifier we have so far agreed upon will give
us a reasonably faithful presentation of the
studio wave -forms, so that up to this point in
the chain we are tolerably free from anxiety.

Of course, the quality of the transmitted
signals is in the hands of the engineers in
charge of the transmitting station and of the
land lines. Variations are inevitable in the
existing state of things; but our home receiver
must take what is sent over and make the best
of it. We must see to it that we ourselves are
not to blame for any deviation from the
standard we have set up for that receiving
apparatus.

If the Detector Distorts
Now, if the detector distorts in the process

of rectifying the high -frequency wave -forms,
all our efforts to design a good amplifier are
wasted.

AMATEUR : That sounds obvious enough. I
suppose most people use detectors that distort
without knowing it.

PROFESSOR : They do, sure enough. There
are three principal types of detector: (I) the
leaky -grid, (2) the anode -bend, and (3) the
diode.

AMATEUR: Shall we discuss each type in
turn?

PROFESSOR : If you like.
AMATEUR : I suppose the leaky -grid detector

is the commonest.
PROFESSOR : Naturally, since it is the most

sensitive of all. People with indoor or frame
aerials find this method of detection extremely
useful. In some homes the conditions are such
that no other form of detector will produce a
sound in the loud -speaker.

The aerial system is so inefficient and the
set owner's finances are so limited that he
cannot afford to spend money on boosting up
the high -frequency signals to the degree
required to load any other type of detector.
The leaky -grid method is the salvation
of his set.

AMATEUR : If that is so, how can
the poor fellow hope to secure real
quality ?

PROFESSOR: You think, then, that
leaky -grid detection is radically bad?

AMATEUR : Isn't it?
PROFESSOR : Well, I am not at all

inclined to damn it so ruthlessly.
Granted that nine tenths of the sets
employing it distort the signals pretty

e
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badly, it is quite pos-
sible to avoid distor-
tion to a large extent
by controlling the
input load to the
valve. As you know,
the input must be
quite small; given this
small input, the valve
rectifies with reason-
able linearity.

AMATEUR : In that
case we must incor-
porate some system
of volume control
before the signals
reach the detector.

Cmololir Wirpl I%

Real -quality Series -5

L.N.A. photo

" On the line." Commercial receivers undergoing final tests in a
factory. Note the gravity roller track to save handling

PROFESSOR : That is, of course, one way of
doing it. But you will find pre -detector volume
controls play the very dickens with the wave-
forms. It was thought that the variable -mu
high -frequency valve would completely solve
the problem of pre -detector control, and,
indeed, some people still make this claim.

They think that altering the biasing voltage
preserves the characteristics of the wave -form
in proportion to the amplitude, but it doesn't.
The variable -mu valve is not without its useful-
ness in the design of a special receiver for
logging distant signals while the local station
is still working, but if your aim is the faithful
reproduction of speech and music, the variable -
mu valve, as such, is no better than the ordinary
type of screen -grid valve.

In any case, to get back to the point we are
discussing, pre -detector volume control does
not solve our problem.

AMATEUR : Then if we happen to be able to
use a decent aerial system or to amplify the
signals efficiently before they reach the
detector, we ought to scrap the leaky -grid type
altogether.

PROFESSOR : I don't know that that would
be an altogether wise step. You see, we might
want to be able to tune -in to a weak signal
(not necessarily a foreign one) and the input
in this case might be too small to load the
other type of detector we were using, with the
result that the tone of the music or speech
would be distorted.

What I mean is this. There are, roughly
speaking, two distinct types of detector, as far
as loading is concerned-leaky-grid and diode.
The former-leaky-grid-is very easily loaded
and therefore needs only a small input, while
the latter-the diode-needs a bigger input
altogether if it is to function properly.

Obviously, the leaky grid is the best where
weak signals are received and the diode the

HL2 F.-.
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Figs. is and lb.-Parallel and series leaky -grid detec-
tors. Fig. 2.-Anode-bend detector

best where strong signals are received. Get
this simple fact into your head and you are
more than half way on the road to the solution
of our little problem of securing undistorted
rectification. Also you know what to avoid.

You know that it is wrong-very wrong
indeed-to attempt to tune -in a weak signal
and hand it to your diode to detect, and that
it is equally wrong to tune in a strong signal
and expect your leaky -grid detector to handle
it without distorting it.

AMATEUR : In that case it would seem that
both the leaky -grid and the diode should be
employed in the same receiver, with switching
arrangements to bring either the one or the
other into operation, as required.

PROFESSOR : That is certainly possible.
However, let us be quite clear in our minds
what are the good and Up.d points in the
working of each type of detector. First, the
leaky -grid type. We have already seen that
this is good on weak signals and bad on strong
ones.

Series or Parallel ?
AMATEUR : I take it that by the leaky -grid

detector you are referring to the older circuit,
as shown in this diagram (see Fig. 1). I have
given both forms of circuit, one in which the
grid leak is in series with the condenser, and
the other showing it in parallel. Which do
you prefer?

PROFESSOR : It does not matter two pins.
If you wish to incorporate this type of detector
in your set and also wish to be able to switch
over to diode detection, it is more convenient
to adopt the parallel grid -leak circuit. The
value of the condenser is best .0002 microfarad,
and that of the grid leak need not be more
than t megohm.

AMATEUR : But isn't this rather out of date ?
I mean, nobody thinks of using the parallel

leak nowadays; and, besides, what
about power -grid detection? Hasn't
that superseded the older methods?

PROFESSOR : My dear fellow, if you
are - out for real quality, you must
not bow too obsequiously to the fashions
of the moment. We are not primarily
concerned with present-day practice,
which may be good or may be. bad-
we want quality.

Now, you have just mentioned the
Continued on next page
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Detectors for Real Quality
Continued from preceding page

power -grid method. This is doomed, as I defi-
nitely prophesied it would be in an article which
I contributed to the wireless Press more than a
year ago. It came in with a great flourish of
trumpets and was almost universally adopted.
We were told that large inputs could be
handled without distortion, but insufficient
notice appeared to have been taken of the
equally important matter of coupling the
detector valve to the first low -frequency valve.

Defect of Power Grid
It was found that practically only one kind

of coupling would work, and that one coupling
possesses very serious defects from the quality
point of view. You have to pass at least.5 or
6 milliamperes of current on the plate of the
detector valve, and that means using a special
choke in the plate circuit which is capable of
standing up to this high current without
saturation.

In any case, whether an anode resistance or
an anode choke is used, it is impossible to make
it large enough to . respond to the lower
frequencies of the musical scale because too
much current will be dropped through it and
the valve will cease to function as a power -grid
detector.

In shcrt a linear detector is no good if it
does not allow a properly designed low -
frequency coupling to be incorporated between
it and the first low -frequency valve. In any
case, the power -grid detector is ruled out from
our small set. We'simply haven't got the high-
tension voltage required.

AMATEUR : Of course, I realise that the diode
is superseding the power -grid method. But
what about anode -bend ?

PROFESSOR-: You mean this one? (See Fig.
2.) Well, it has a history, in that it replaced
the early form of leaky grid in the days when
the quality of the transmissions and that of the
receiving apparatus was less good than it is
now. The anode -bend system had two distinct
advantages over the leaky grid.

First, it could handle larger signal inputs
without distortion, though its capacity to do so

is, you must understand, strictly limited, and
far short of what the diode is capable of ;
secondly, it did not pass the higher musical
frequencies so well as the leaky -grid detector
did, and this was very noticeable.

The result was a purer reproduction in days
when high notes were terribly distorted by
horn -type loud -speakers. There were addi-
tional advantages, too, which users of anode -
bend noticed. Greater selectivity was one, and
another" was that reaction worked extremely
well and largely compensated for the lack of
sensitivity which marks the anode -bend
detector when compared with its leaky -grid
rival.

I may remark in passing that the falling
treble characteristic which is so noticeable
with the anode -bend detector makes it specially
suitable in cases where the output valve is a
pentode, which latter has, as you know, a
rising treble characteristic. '

AMATEUR : So much for anode -bend. Now
for the diode. This, I understand, is the
perfect detector.

PROFESSOR : Hardly. The perfect detector
would be one that is capable of handling any
voltage input without distortion. That is, it
should be able to handle a microvolt as
perfectly as 50 volts. A diode with such
characteristics has yet to be discovered.

The crystal will deal quite well with very

.0062
+ W4 -

100,C100
.8.
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Fig. 3.-Arrangement of switch for changing
over from diode to leaky -grid detection

small inputs, but its output is non-linear.
The copper -oxide detector in its present stage
of development, likes a big input, and its output
is linear only when the input is big. The
Westinghouse people have just introduced a
more sensitive detector (on the lines of their
present types W4 and W6.

What we want is the sensitivity of the old
crystal and ,the linearity of the Westector.
Till this ideal detector arrives we must be
content with the alternative switching arrange-
ment you hinted at earlier in our discussion.
In Fig. 3 you will see this arrangement, by
which it is possible to use either the leaky -grid
or the Westector, as desired.

Choose a Good Switch
When vou switch over to the left you get

leaky grid; when you switch over to the right,
you get the diode. Providing you have no
objection to the switch, the arrangement works
quite well. It is essential to choose for the
switch one that makes efficient contacts, such
as the throw -over type. The rubbing -contact
type is useless.

We are dealing with high frequencies here
and faulty contacts set up high resistances.
The contact must be a locking one, in which
there is no possibility of varying pressure after
the contact is made. If there is the least
suspicion that the switch is likely to. become
faulty with use, don't have it. A small throw -
over switch fixed to the panel is best, and it is
readily accessible for cleaning.

'AMATEUR : What about the therrnionic
diode valve?

PROFESSOR : I do not see the point in using
heated valves when the cold valve is available
and costs no more. To be able to dispense with
filament heating and to have ayalve that lasts
practically for ever is a great recomthendation.
In, sets that aro run from A.G. Mains, the
indirectly heated diode valve is productive of
mains hum, while the substitution of the cold
valve removes all trace of hum froth this
source.

So you see that the best and most convenient
form of diode is the cold -metal one, and it
takes no more room in the set than our old
friend the grid leak.
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MULLARD PENTODE POSSIBILITIES

"We've seen to that!"

Because man with the accumulator, the man
who listens -in to battery reception, you mustn't think
you're at a disadvantage. You're not ! Don't think that
the fellow with the all -electric, up-to-the-minute receiver
has "got one over on you." He hasn't-we've seen to
that ; for while electric radio has claimed the world's
attention for a time, Mullard technicians have been working
solidly for you-planning, improving, testing-and have
produced these wonderful new Battery H.F. Pentodes.
They are Mullard production at its best-the high-water
mark of high -frequency amplification for battery receivers.
Wait until you hear them. " Mullard's again " you'll say.

BATTERY H.F. PENTODES
V.P.2 MULTI -MU SCREENED PENTODE 15/6

S.P.2 SCREENED PENTODE 15/6

Mullard
THE  MASTER  VALVE

The Mullard W ire! ess Service Co., Ltd., Mullard House, Charing Cross Road, London, VI: .0 .2.
Arks
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RELIABILITY

Battleships and T.M.C. HYDRA Condensers have this in common
-both are built to give reliable service-both have to pass the
strictest tests-and both are made only with the finest materials.

When you build a T.M.C. HYDRA Condenser into your set you
can rest assured that it is the best your money can buy-it is a
product of the most up-to-date condenser plant in the world-
and tests, repeated at intervals throughout its making, have
proved its quality and capacity to give you a long life of unequalled
reliability. Equip your set, then, with T.M.C. HYDRA Condensers
-you will get better results.
T.M.C. HYDRA Condensers are made in all standard capacities,

with soldering tags or screw terminals
at the same price.

Write to the Sole Sales Distrib-
utors if you have any difficulty
in obtaining supplies of T.M.C.
Hydra Condensers.

BRITISH MADE

CONDENSERS
Price List from

SOLE SALES DISTRIBUTORS FOR
GREAT BRITAIN :

HARWELL LTD
The Sessions House, Clerkenwell Green, London, E.C.I

Telephone : Clerkenwell 6905

Made by TELEPHONE MANUFACTURING Co.,Ltd.

*NE M=Me_
Write for
Catalogue
No. A.W.

10.

CHASSIS PRICE

70L

Blue Spot "Star"-tEe speaker with the new magnet-will
cause a sensation in the Radio World. Its performance as

marked an advance on present-day standards as the Mov:ng-
coil Speaker on the old balanced -armature speakers of a
year or two ago.

 NEW HAG NET SYSTEM
The magnet material is enclosed in four chromium -plated tubes. The
high flux density and many other special features gives a hitherto unattained
degree of power and quality.

 UNIVERSAL MATCHING
The transformer is designed on unique and highly efficient lines and is
zrranged cx match ANY OUTPUT STAGE from Power to Push-pull Pentode
and Class B. It can be used under all conditions and with any type of
speech coil without loss of efficiency. Full instructions cn back place of
speaker.

 ON &OFF SWITCH or REMOTE VOLUME CONTROL
A switch plug is provided cx cut speaker out of circ.i.t wilen desired.
This switch is interchangeable with Blue Spot Remote Volume Control
Unit.

 EXTENSION SPEAKER SOCKET
A socket is provided for an extension speaker to be plugged into the Blue
Spot "Star."

 DUST -PROOF
The cap in the centre of the cone and the special dust covers which surround
the speech coil and magnet gap render the speaker completely dust -proof.

 DIE-CAST CHASSIS
Ensuring no loss of magnetism, complete rigidity and absence of chisssis
resonance.

 SPEECH COIL
Low resistance and high efficiency, giving minimum variation of impedance
with frequency. The entirely new design of outside suspension gives great
freedom of movement with ce m?lete lateral rigidity.

'one: BRITISH BLUE SPOT co., LTD.
Bina Spot House, 94-9,, Rosouum She, t

Rosebery Avenue, London, B.C.1.
To ',phone Cloorkentedl 3570.
Taltranid " Bloospot, Ming, London."
Distributors for Northern England, Scotland
and Wales H. C. RAWSON (Sheffield and
London), Ltd., Sheffield ; HO St. Mary's
Parsonage, Manchester; 177 Westgate Road.
N41,,,stle-upon-Tyne ; 37, 38, 39 Clyde

Glasgow.

To Ensure Sneedv Delivery Mcntion "A.W." to Advertisers
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Big Ben Strikes
ON Easter Monday, Big Ben went on strike

and didn't strike, if you see what I mean.
The great clock of Westminster is due to stop
for a couple of months for repairs on April 3o,
but the B.B.C. were flabbergasted to find that
a whole month earlier the 10.15 a.m. chimes
were not available.

Pips had to be sent out instead so we were
able to set our watches right enough. But
what happened to this most reliable of clocks?

It turned out that it wasn't Big Ben's fault
at all. The tower at -Westminster is under
repairs and a piece of tarpaulin attached to the
scaffolding had been blown across the face of
the clock by the wind and had fouled the
minute hand.

Understudy Chimes
DURING Big Ben's rest the broadcast

chimes will come from St. Paul's. It's a
pity that we cannot hear Great Paul, the big
bell at the cathedral, for he is the largest bell
in London and weighs two and a half tons more
than Big Ben.

Great Paul, though, does not undertake
hour -striking duty. This is done by Big Tom,
who weighs only five tons against Big Ben's
thirteen and a half.

You may find St. Paul's chimes rather dis-
appointing during May and June, for they
haven't the Westminster richness. There are
only two notes instead of Westminster's four.

If Big Tom doesn't weigh as much as Big
Ben, he is a good deal older. Ben was cast
less than eighty years ago, in 1858, but Tom is
well over a couple of centuries old, having been
made in 1709.

German Stations Made Easy
UNLESS your set was accurately calibrated

-and how many sets are ?-it
has always been rather a difficult
business to pick out the German
stations. The language doesn't help
much, since it is spoken by the
Austrian stations, by Beromunster,
by Luxembourg, by Strasbourg,
and not infrequently by stations in
other countries.

A new regulation makes matters
a whole lot easier for the searcher
after foreign stations. Since Easter
the German stations have used the
word Reichsender (pronounced
Ryshe-zender) in front of their own
names.

Thus Berlin now calls itself
Reichsender Berlin and so on. As
German stations give their call -
signs pretty frequently, this will be
of the greatest assistance. It is a
pity that other countries cannot
do likewise.

Nightmare Calibration
IF you are calibrating a new set

it is sometimes astonishingly
difficult to identify stations. The
stars in their courses occasionally
seem to fight against you. On the
first night you try you notice that
Budapest is giving a concert,
including a number of well-known
pieces, at nine o'clock. Sharp to the
minute you -switch on and instantly
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identify one of the tunes on a setting rather
below the middle of your dial.

Thinking the set must have gone mad, you
wait a bit and presently hear Budapest's call -
sign. Puzzled, you twiddle the knobs and
discover Budapest all over the place. Then
the solution dawns. It is one of these inter-
national broadcast nights.

Or, again, you may find that half the
European stations are indulging in language
lessons or news bulletins in foreign languages.

But perhaps the most trying moment of all
is when you have sat up late for America and
tune in a spot of music which bears every sign
of coming from the other side of the Atlantic.

You have to wait a long while for the call-
sign-and when it does come you find that it is
some wretched little Spanish station sitting up
late, like yourself. I suppose that long-
distance listening wouldn't be half so much fun
if these things didn't happen.

S 0 S By Pocket Wireless
THE tiny sets used in some towns by

policemen on their beats have already
proved their worth, though the general public
-which means you and me-doesn't hear much
about them.

The other day there was a very striking
instance of what they can do in time of need.

A window -cleaner at work in Brighton fell
from his ladder on to a flat roof below. A
policeman found him, but could not move him
without assistance. A wireless S 0 S call was
sent out and picked up by four other bobbies,
who arrived post haste. Good work, wasn't it?

Valvelets
SOME of the miniature valves designed for

use in these pocket sets, as well as in
portable deaf -aid appliances, have just come
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my way. Except for the now extinct Weco
valves, these are the smallest tubes that I have
yet come across. They measure only a couple
of inches over all and an inch in diameter.

The caps are actually the biggest part about
them, for the bulbs are of the size and shape of
an ordinary thimble.

They are not intended for use in broadcast
receiving sets, for they are not as efficient as
their full-sized counterparts and you cannot
work a loud -speaker from them. But for their
own job they should be admirable.

The filament current is .r ampere at r volt,
which means that you can run two of them in
series from a midget 2 -volt accumulator. Only
45 volts high tension is required. With this
the detector passes about 1 milliampere and
the low -frequency valve just a trifle more.

Battery News
NOW that Easter is over and we have

settled down again to regular publication
dates, and so on, I will be able to give you week
by week an account of the five -bob r2o-volt
batteries which are being run at six hours a
day for eleven weeks to see whether a reader's
claim that they will give this service under a
nominal load of 7 milliamperes will hold water.

Perhaps I had better show you now how the
batteries have fared during the first four weeks
of their test that have just been completed.
The figures given below show the readings for
each battery (they are labelled A ands respec-
tively) at the beginning and the end of its
test run on the last day of each week. Remem-
ber that the readings are taken under load.

Here they are :-
First Second Third Fourth
Week Week Week Week

ffr x 6 .9 99.2 87.6 84.8
1107.2 88.8 76.o 72.8
5-06.o 106.4 91.2 87.2
1107.6 92.8 79.6 75.2

Volts and Milliamps and
Things

MOST tests are considered at an
end when the voltage drops

to nine -tenths of a volt per cell,
for the internal resistance is then
usually so high that the battery is
of no great uss for operating a
wireless set.

This for a r2o-volt battery means
72 volts, and you will see that
battery A is already within .8 volt
of the normal cut-off, whilst battery
B is only 3.2 volts above the limit.
In these tests, however, we are
going to run right on for eleven
weeks, irrespective of the voltage,
just to see what is the state of these
batteries when people get such long
service from them.

The voltage will naturally fall
much more slowly now. The
current was originally 7 milli-
amperes, but it is now down to a
little over 4 milliamps, which makes
a whole heap of difference.

The triple -capacity battery, by
the way, which is going through a
io-milliampere test at four hours
a day, has now done ten weeks.
Its starting voltage under load is
07.2 and it finishes four hours

later at ioo.8. Some difference,
isn't there? Remember; too, that

Battery A

Battery B

Golden -voiced A. S. Hibberd, the Chief Announcer at Broad-
casting House, photographed during a spare moment with his new

car outside his house at Bickley,' Kent
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it is still called upon to supply nearly 9 milli-
amperes.

Saving Constructors' Time !
USUALLY I make my own chassis when I

am building sets, but the other day, when
I was having rather a busy time (or, at any
rate, liked to think that I was !), I ordered a
ready-made one of a certain design with a
view to speeding up the building of a new set
that I was making. And did I save time?
Well, just read on.

To begin with the firm from which it was
ordered took over a week to deliver it. When
it did come I unpacked it and found (I) that
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Personally, I would far rather have a first-
rate three-valver than a cheap jack superhet,
and I much prefer a set that makes a little
noise nicely to one which makes a lot of noise
unpleasantly.

WLW Going Strong
FROM WLW, the 500 -kilowatt station at

Cincinnati in the States, I hear that the
testing period is now nearly finished and that
application is to be made to the Federal Radio
Board for permission to use the big plant
during normal broadcasting hours.

The station is at present operating only
between 6 a.m. and it a.m. G.M.T., which

corresponds to a period
between midnight and

French material has gone exclusively into Radio
2o:-Ailotoatt sponsor station. Here is a view of

panels of Europe's radio giant

one of the holes was cut for a five -pin instead
of a seven -pin chassis -mounting valve holder
(2) that those for the fixing screws of the
variable condenser did not register (3) that
the whole thing was rickety, and (4) that some
of the brads holding down the aluminium
covering of the base had been so badly driven
that they had split the wood and were left
with protruding points.

In the time required to set that ready-made
(help !) chassis to rights I could have made the
whole thing myself and had I done so it would
have cost me just about a fifth its price.
Emphatically not good enough.

Are Sets Too Cheap?
SOME time ago I suggested

that there was a tendency for
receiving sets to become too
cheap to be really good, and I
still have a feeling that there is a
good deal of truth in this. It is
proverbial that what the eye
doesn't see the heart doesn't
grieve over and an elaborate
cabinet can cover up a horrible
mess inside. When you do
examine the insides of some of
the very cheap sets the spectacle
presented is enough to make
angels weep.

I am not saying that you
shouldn't be able to buy a battery
set complete for a fiver or less, or
a mains set for 0 or 9. What I
do maintain is that we expect
nowadays too much for our
money. The battery set must be
a multi-valver-a superhet if
possible; the mains set must
certainly be a superhet, and we
like to boast that, whatever it
costs, it is capable of several
watts output.

Wide World photo
Luxembourg, the
one of the meter

5 a.m. by its local time.
Many people over here
heard it some weeks ago,
when conditions were
particularly good for
before -breakfast trans-
atlantic reception. Re-
ports of good reception
have also been obtained
from all over North and
South America, as well
as the West Indies and
Australia.

If the permission in
question is granted,
WLW should be as easy
to pick up just after
midnight next autumn as
the average Continental
station.

.
Television Wonders

AFEW days ago I
attended an aston-

ishing demonstration of
the latest Baird i8o-line

television. The transmission was made
between the Crystal Palace and a private film
theatre in Wardour Street. I had been to
other demonstrations, but this one was run
specially for me, because I particularly wanted
to make a test or two of my own.

There was a telephone line between the
theatre and the Crystal Palace, eight miles
away. I called up the announcer at the far
end heard the telephone bell ring by means
of the " sound " link, and saw him pick up his
receiver. Then I asked him to come closer
and then to move farther away. Next, I got
him to move sideways, first in one direction
and then in the other. This is a pretty exacting
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test, but no part of him went out of focus or
lost illumination.

After that I saw and heard a talkie, as well
as performances by one or two artists. As
you may know that in the past I have been
more cautious than some other writers in
acclaiming television, you would probably like
to hear my impressions.

Thermion the Enthusiast
MAY I say at once that what I saw and

heard convinces me that real television
is an accomplished fact? In the ifio-line system
twenty-five complete pictures a second are
transmitted, each of them being divided into
18o -line strips by the scanning disc.

There is no flicker, no eye -strain. Images are
so cleai- that the wealth of detail is astonishing.

One of the talkies that I saw and heard was
an extract from I Was a Spy. You may
remember that in one scene the heroine wears
a shepherd's plaid coat with quite a small check
pattern. I went right up to the viewing lens
and looked into the picture. The pattern was
"sharp" and, further than that, you could see
almost every hair on the lady's head.

Captain West tells me that with the newest
tube eight lines of lettering, each containing
twenty letters, can be televised. From what I
have seen, I can well believe this.

The whole thing is an amazing achievement,
and once the country is covered by a network
of ultra -short-wave relay stations-remember
that these transmissions are made on wave-
lengths in the neighbourhood of 6 metres=
the televisor will definitely take its place
beside the loud -speaker in our homes.

That Subdued Hum
A PROPOS a recent remark of mine on the

subdued hum which is usually heard on al
mains -driven set-when it is "off tune "-I
have been taken to task by a reader who says
that his speaker is "absolutely silent at all
times." I hardly think he really means what
he says, though that is beside the point.

However, I gather from his letter that he
is only using a high-tension eliminator from
the mains and a battery for the filaments. In
these circumstances I thoroughly agree with
him. A well -designed high-tension eliminator
ought to be dead silent so far as speaker hum
is concerned. In many ways the high-tension
unit plus battery combination is an ideal one
-in spite of the fact that it is a bit out-of-
date nowadays.

Mains -energised Moving -coils
OF course, in the case of a

moving -coil speaker which
is energised directly from the
mains-as distinct from the
permanent - magnet variety-
there is an extra risk of getting
"hum" from the mains, unless
the field supply is well smoothed.

Sometimes it is difficult to
know whether the trouble really
arises here or in the receiver
circuits, though one can always
make sure by disconnecting the
primary winding of the output
transformer on the set. If hum
still persists in the speaker, then
it can only come from the field
current and one must take steps
accordingly.

To revert to my preceding
paragraph, can anyone really
claim to have produced an all -
mains set that is utterly free from
huni-as free, that is to say, as a
battery set? I think not, but I
am always open to conviction.
Usually there is a slight resi-
dual hum, no matter how good
the design.

Don't forget to use the Coupon on page 404 and get
a full-size blueprint of the PENTA-QUESTER !

This drop curtain is used in the opening scene of " En Ville Ce Soir "
at the Prince of Wales Theatre, London. When the lights go up

behind the curtain the scene revealed is a broadcasting studio
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The Hottest Three in History !

The PENTA
QUES TER

Designed by the " A.W." Technical Staff

MEET the Penta-quester ! Learn now
why it is called the hottest three in
history.

Learn how the quest for pep, selectivity,
economy of operation, range, quality, ease of
control and good looks ended when. we finally
evolved this set.

The three-valver is still the backbone of the
wireless industry; still the average set; still the
set the ordinary listener can afford to build

but over the usual screen -grid type of valve.
There is less damping of the detector tuning,
and therefore greater selectivity with a pen-
tode. Further, the tendency to microphony
is reduced if you use a high -frequency pentode
detector.

Add these advantages to the over-riding
advantage of pentode power, and you begin
to see why, taking three pentodes as a basis for
a circuit, something pretty hot can be evolved.

Not that our men have
been content to let the

Why the PENTA- QUESTER
Is the Hottest "Three" in Radio
-Because it uses three of

the most up-to-date and
powerful pentode valves.

-Because it has screened
iron -core coils for great
selectivity.

-Because it has continu-
ously variable tone con-
trol to please all ears.

-Because a metallised
wood chassis gets the
greatest efficiency from
the components

-Because it has a new and
attractive style of tuning
dial.

-Because the cabinet is
provided with a special
local -station aerial.

-Because, as a whole, it is
the most advanced design
available to the home
constructor.

and maintain without too costly renewals.
Of threes there has been an endless line.

Each has had some special claim to your
attention. Yet with many such sets advan-
tages gained in one direction have been lost
in others.

Is the Penta-quester just such a set? No,
emphatically not ! The Penta-quester
represents absolute sanity in set design. It

gets there" without any wild
stunting or extravagant claims.

Yet it is a three with points not
to be found in any other set of
equivalent valve stages. Mainly
because, of course, each stage in
the Penta-quester is a pentode
stage-and you all know what
pentodes mean.

At the very lowest estimate they
mean greater power. So that
even on that score the Penta-
quester with its three successive"
stages of pentodes is manifestly a
powerful set.

Modern Pentodes
But pentodes-modern pen-

todes, anyway-mean a great
deal more than just increased
power. In a high -frequency stage,
for example, a pentode means
greater stability of working.

In a detector stage a pentode
confers several advantages, not
only over an ordinary triode valve

three pentodes do all the
work. They have ex-
perimented at every
point to make sure that
each stage shall give its
very best:

You will find the out-
put employs the very
latest type of push-pull
output circuit utilising
a pentode class -B valve
for great volume with the
very minimum of anode
current consumption.

Take it from us, what
with tone control, differ-
ential reaction and input
volume control, the
Penta-quester circuit is
just about as " hot " as
anything you have ever
struck in threes.

Nor do Penta-quester
attractions cease with the circuit, interesting
though that undoubtedly is alike to technician
and non -technical amateur.

For this circuit has been built up into the
latest form of amateur constructional design-
a chassis arrangement evolved specially for the
amateur to retain the advantages of the factory
chassis without the complicatiohs inseparable
from the use of metal for the baseplate and

Front view of the Penta-quester chassis, showing the arrangement
of the four controls for tuning, volume, wave -change switching

and reaction adjustments. All very simple, don't you think?

This photograph shows the attractive
appearance -of the new clock -face tuning

used on the Penta-quester

side pieces. The best of two worlds I
It is a wood chassis, with the top surface

metallised. As easy, to make as the old panel
and baseboard type of set but infinitely more
efficient, owing to the scientific alignment of
the c'oinponents above and below the main
chassis board. ,

Take a look at any of the photographs of the
Penta-quester and you will see how starkly
simple is the top layout. Just the tuning
condenser and the valve holdersall the rest of
the parts are neatly and efficiently grouped
below.

Don't Forget the Free Blueprint !
As we tell elsewhere in this issue, the assembly

of the chassis is perfectly within the capabili-
ties of the average amateur-especially if full
advatange is taken, as we hope it will, of our
quite exceptionally generous offer of a full-size
blueprint free of charge.

When the circuit and chassis of the Penta-
quester have passed your critical examination,
look for a moment at the cabinet arrangement.
It represents a startling departure from the
usual run of radio designs, yet it is also utterly
devoid of catch -penny stunts.

There are two outstanding features about
this cabinet, quite distinct, we mean, from the
generally high standard of workmanship and
finish.

First, the clock -face tuning dial. More of
this on another page. Here all we need point
out is that, this form of dial does strike out

along a new line-something useful
as well as ornamental.

By arranging this dial inside the
loud -speaker fret a real con-
structor novelty has been achieved.

"Local" Aerial
Secondly, there is the " local

aerial arrangement. You will find
two strikingly attractive chromium
vertical bars at each side of the
front of the cabinet. These are most
ornamental, but in addition they
act as a miniature aerial and earth.

So powerful is the set that you
can pick up locals at full strength.

Well, there it is. The Penta-
quester claims your attention on
three distinct scores. Its " hot "
circuit; its rugged wood chassis; and
its original cabinet. Examine it
from all angles. Read all about the
technical theory of it. Study the
constructional details. And then
agree with us that the Penta-quester
is the hottest three in history.
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Putting the Penta-quester Through Its Paces
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How the Stations Come In
Results of a Special Test by ERNEST H. ROBINSON

THE first thing which strikes one about
this remarkable receiver is that it looks
like a clock. Why a wireless set should

be made to look like a clock any more than a
clock should be made to look like a wireless set
I do not know. I have been told that the
clock -face tuning dial makes remembering the
settings easier than an ordinary dial. Maybe
it does.

Certainly a full -circle tuning dial is an

Reducing the volume control aids in obtain-
ing selectivity and advancing the reaction
control does the same thing. To cut out
interference all you have to do is to reduce
volume on the right-hand knob and then bring
it up again on the left-hand knob.

On more than half the medium -wave stations
I brought in I found that with the reaction
condenser about half -way between minimum
and the oscillating point I had to reduce

volume considerably to
prevent overloading and
that reduction was quite
enough to ensure good
reception without inter-
ference.

A glance at the list of
stations will show that
they are well received
over tuning range. On
the medium waves good
reception starts at 12.05
on the scale with Fecamp
and from there statiort%
come in fairly evenly
right round the clockface
until Budapest No. s is
reached at 12.57.

Very likely in other
districts some of the small
fry below 24o metres
can be had but the per-
formance of the set was
so excellent without them
that I did not waste any
time on them, though I
heard (but did not iden-
tify) two medium loud
stations which I believe
to be Milan No. 2 at 52.07
and Montpellierat x 2.07 I/2
They were both inter-
fered with, I believe by

Dublin, which comes between them; but which
I could not separate.

As is only to be expected, the local stations
spread a bit. London National covers about
4 minutes on the dial even with volume reduced.
Regional spreads about 6 minutes and inter-
feres badly with Toulouse,though I was able to
get the Too -kilowatt Hambourg transmission
clear quite easily. Not bad on too ft. of
wire

Those who spend much time testing sets are

LIST OF STATIONS RECEIVED
"D," daylight reception.

Long Waves

Clear of interference
noted.

at night unless otherwise

Station Dial
Station Dial Sottens 2.401

Huizen ... 12.47 D Paris PTT 2.39
Lahti. (Interference Stockholm ... 2.38

from Paris) ... 12.1i Rome No.I 2.37/
Radio Paris ... 12.38 D Munich ... 2.35
Kbnigswusterhausen 12.35 D Midland Regional ... 2.321 D
Daventry ... 12.32 D Leipzig. (When Mid-
Eiffel Tower ... 12.27 D land Regional not
Luxembourg ... 12.24 D working) ... 12.31
Kalundborg. (When Scottish Regional ... 12.30

Luxembourg " not Berlin ... 12.27/
working) ... 12.21 London Regional ... 12.25 D

Oslo 12.17 Toulouse. (Interference
Croydon ... 12.06 from London and
Heston ... ... 12.04 Hambourg) 2.231

Medium Waves Hambourg 2.23
Budapest No. 1 12.57 Post Parisien 2.20/ D
Beromunster 12.55/ West Regional ... 2.19/ D
Athlone ... 12.54 Hilversum ... 2.18/
Miihlacker 12.52 Scottish National ... 2.16
Vienna ... 12.50/ Madona. (When Nat-
Florence ... 12.48 ionals not working) 2.14
Brussels No. I 12.47 D London National ... 2.131, D
Prague No. 1 12.45 Frankfurt ... 2.12 D
Lyons PTT 12.44 Trieste ... 2.10
North Regional I2.42i Ficamp 2.5 D

improvement on the
we are usually given.

When a man is going to build a set, par-
ticularly one that departs in many ways from
usual design features, and is also cheap, he
wants to know what it will do. My tests,
carried out during one afternoon and evening,
gave me thirty-three stations on the medium
waves, all but four clear of interference. Eight
of these were daylight stations, all but one at
medium or full strength. Brussels No. t was
the faint one.

The usual long -wave stations
come in, most of them at full
strength, day or night.

Very Severe Test
My test was a very severe one,

for I connected up to a too -ft.
aerial, 4o - ft. high. If a set is
going to give any trouble at all from
lack of selectivity such an aerial will
" give it socks." In my opinion the
Penta-quester came triumphantly
through this test.

There are two controls on th e
front of the cabinet besides the
tuning knob and wave switch. On
the left is the reaction control and
on the right a volume control,
which is a small variable condenser
in the aerial circuit. This will, no
doubt, be explained in the con-
structional article; but I refer to
the arrangements because they are
of great importance in working the
set properly. They are easy to use.

small arc or half -circle

A rear view of the Penta-quester, showing the particularly neat
appearance of the chassis. Don't forget you can get a real 1s.

blueprint free by using the coupon on page 4041

only too well aware that the designers often
sacrifice the long -wave portion of the reception.
This, I believe, is sometimes because they find
the long waves difficult to stabilise, particularly
in straight sets. I was delighted to find that
in this instance long -wave reception is equally
as good as that on medium waves.

Of course, a full-length aerial flatters Ii5ng-
wave reception on the sensitivity side; but it
also tends . to flatten the selectivity. Those
who build the Penta-quester need have no fears.
I found that all the usual stations came in well
by daylight and that, barring that Radio Paris
cuts out Lahti and presumably also Moscow
No. r, and that Eiffel Tower, being where it
should not be, I could not get Warsaw No.
and Motala was obliterated, selectivity was
very good indeed.

Heston Weather Reports
The weather reports from Heston are being

more and more listened to, particularly at
week -ends and holiday times, and it is therefore
all to the good that this station comes in well.
I found it at 12.04 on the clock -face dial and had
to cut it right down on the volume control to
prevent overloading.

Working round the dial Croydon comes in
at 52.06 and from there we jump to '12.17,
where Oslo is to be found. I did manage to
hear Aloscow No. 2 very faintly at 12.11 on
the dial; but it is not on my list because it
really was so small a fish, in the way of pro-
gramme value, that it was not worth counting.

The last station at the upper end of the
scale which I found was Huizen, very faint on
its morning and afternoon low power, .but at
fine volume after 3.40 p.m. when the high power
is turned on.

How the Reaction Works
Reaction control is very important in a

straight three-valver of this kind; but the
amplification given by the use of two high -
frequency pentodes is so good that over a
dozen stations want no reaction at all.

The reaction is rather quick working in the
set I had to run over. I mean the knob has to
be turned a very little to start oscillation. This
is, in a way, a good fault, for obviously as the
high-tension battery runs down the oscillation
point will be found only after more condenser is
brought into play. An arrangement which
only oscillates with almost full reaction when

the battery is at its best is very
disappointing and, indeed, exas-
perating to use.

There is practically no reaction
" backlash " and what there is does
not matter. I found a little at the
lower end of the long -wave tuning -
that was all. I should call the
reaction control on this set dis-
tinctly good.

High -frequency pentodes are just
a little expensive in current but
the expense, judging from the
results obtained, is well worth
while. I found the standing
current, using 540 volts on the
H.T.+ 2 plug and 8o on the
H.T.d- (screening grid plug), with
7 1/2 volts negative grid bias, to be
9 milliamperes. This indicates that
a super -power battery will be an
economy since loud reception will
put the fluctuating current up
considerably. The valves are very
economical of low-tension current.

Continued on Page 394



which can be set anyNN here from
minute past 12 o'clock to

minute to is o'clock the other
side.

By this means non -technical
listeners can gain a homely idea

from the clock face
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Some of the Outstanding Features

Clock -face Dial and Local Aerial
Tune -in by Time with the Penta-quester !

ON this page we give you three fine
artist's views of outstanding features of
the Penta-quester.

Note, first, the clock -face dial for tuning,
reproduced below. This is one of the most
attractive aspects of the cabinet design, and

GET A FULL-SIZE
PE NTA-Q UESTER
BLUEPRINT TO-
MORROW BY
SENDING US THE
COUPON ON
PAGE 404
TO -DAY. A
Is. PRINT
FOR ONLY

1d.!

Clock -face tuning is effected with this simple chain -
and -sprocket mechanism, supplied with the cabinet

we should like to stress that the
mechanism for obtaining this novel
effect is actually an integral part of
the cabinet, being supplied with the
cabinet itself.

The variable condenser has the
usual slow-motion knob fitted and
on the spindle there is a large
sprocket wheel, connected by a
chain to a smaller wheel behind the
face of the clock at the top of the
cabinet.

This chain -and -sprocket mechan-
ism, which is really very simple.
gives a 2 -to -I reduction, so that a
complete 36o -degree rotation of the
hand on the clock face turns the
condenser plates through the usual
18o degrees, that is, it varies the
capacity from maximum to mini-
mum.

The hour hand is arbitrarily fixed
at 12 o'clock, and then logging is
done by turning the minute hand,

of the correct tuning
adjustments for their
favourite stations.

Don't forget that
the sprocket wheels
and chain, shown in
black by the drawing.
are supplied with the
cabinet.

Next week we will
give you more ex-
plicit instructions
on how to fit up this
mechanism, but in
the meantime you
can see for yourself
that it offers the
advantage of an
attractive and novel
form of tuning dial.
Backing it is, of
course, the loud-
speaker, the grille of
which forms the in-
side of the face of
the clock dial.

So much for clock -
face tuning. Now a
word on the second
feature-the special "local" aerial
system. This is well illustrated by
the drawing on the right of this
page, from which you will see
that two vertical metal plates,
actually chromium -plated brass,
act as miniature aerial and earth
rods.

We have found on test that this
system acts perfectly well for the
reception of the locals, and it
does provide a very good excuse
for ornamenting the cabinet in a
very striking way, as you will
agree when you see the cabinet.

The connections for the local
aerial and earth are made by
means of short flexible leads
already supplied soldered to the

YOUR FRIENDS WILL
LIKE TO KNOW ABOUT
THIS AMAZING DESIGN !

P

EARTH AND
AERIAL STRIPS

How the two chromium -plated pillars for the local
aerial are set into the cabinet. Useful as well as

ornamental !

two vertical pillars of the cabinet. So there,
again, you will have no difficulty in putting this
new idea into practice.

At first sight it may seem ridiculous that
such tiny high -frequency "pick-ups" can be
effective, but then it must be remembered
that the set itself is unusually sensitive, and
for this reason can bring in stations with
practically no aerial at all.

Experimenting with the Pillars
You can experiment, if you like, with the

use of both pillars as the aerial, but in general
there is no improvement over one. By using
the remaining one as an earth you balance up
the aerial circuit, though we would stress the
point that you can quite easily use just one
pillar for the aerial and ignore the earth. If
you put on your proper earth with one of the

pillars as the 'aerial, you can log
some foreigners as well as the
locals.

How the two little switches for the two screened coils are ganged
together on a three-ply mounting

The illustration at the bottom of
this page is a close-up of the coil -
switching ganging mechanism. You
should note that the two separate
little switches are mounted on a
piece of three-ply before being
mounted on the baseboard of the
chassis, in order to line up the
spindle with the other variable
controls. This will be clear from
the lower photograph on page 391.

Well, there you have some
further sidelights on this hottest
three in history. The Penta-quester,
as our diagrams and drawings
prove, is a set with highly indivi-
dualistic features. And they all
have a purpose-and improve
results !
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The Technical Story of the Penta-quester

Amazing All -pentode Circuit
V
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How Pentodes For All Stages Produces The Hottest. Three_ In History
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Theoretical circuit diagram of the Penta-quester, a three-valver with
three pentodes for high -frequency amplification, detection and power
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WHEN we set out to design an all -
pentode circuit arrangement we knew
beforehand that the results theoreti-

cally possible were extraordinary. But,
having got the circuit to work we were never-
theless amazed at the great power, the inherent
stability and the ease with which tuning could
be arranged for good selectivity.

We engineered this circuit to meet the
present-day conditions. That goes almost
without saying, of course. But in practice
this meant that we had to strike a neat balance
between power and selectivity.

Infinite Possibilities
Needless to say, had we not been able to

strike this balance, the Penta-quester would not
now be presented to you. Three pentodes may
have been used before in a three-valver; we
don't happen to have come across such a set,
if it exists; all we know is that the circuit
finally evolved did open our eyes to the infinite
possibilities of triplicated pentodes.

So let us just run over this circuit, from aerial
to loud -speaker. First, though, one or two
general points in the circuit specification will
clear the air.

The basic circuit is high -frequency amplifier,
detector and quiescent push-pull output, three
valves arranged in the most popular sequence.
Two tuning circuits, worked by a two -gang

G.B.-2

condenser ; input volume control ; differen-
tial reaction ; high -ratio transformer between
the detector and the output ; and tone control,
fixed and variable, across the output.

Starting at the aerial lead you see a .0003-
microfarad variable condenser. This is the
input volume control, and provides, in addition
to a good wide range of volume audibility,
a ready means of sharpening up the tuning if
desired. As the capacity of the condenser is
decreased the selectivity is increased and the
volume decreased.

The aerial tuning consists of a high -frequency
transformer, actually a screened iron -core coil.
The secondary is tuned with one of the .0005-
microfarad sections of the two -gang condenser.

Follows the variable -mu VP2 high -frequency
pentode. .Actually in this circuit it is not
used as a variable -mu, but as a straight high -
frequency pentode, with the grid taken back to
negative. Its working characteristics make it
suitable for this circuit-that is why the parti-
cular type was chosen.

There is nothing special about the high -
frequency stage, but you might note that a
seven -pin valve holder is used for the valve,
which has five pins and a terminal at the top.
The suppressor grid of this valve is brought out
to one pin but it is connected across to negative.

So we come to the high -frequency trans-
former coupling to the high -frequency pentode

to the detector, which is also a high -frequency
pentode, actually an SP2 valve. The detector
stage is surprisingly simple, perhaps, to those
who imagined that the use of this type of
valve was a somewhat complicated business.

As you can see from the circuit, the usual
.0002-microfarad fixed grid condenser and
i-megohm leak are employed. The connec-
tions for the pins are the same as for the high -
frequency stage, with the suppressor grid
brought out as before and taken to negative.

Coupled to the secondary of the high -
frequency coupling transformer is the usual
reaction coil, which is connected up in a rather
special way for this circuit. You should note
that there is a differential reaction condenser
between the anode of the detector and the
reaction circuit.

This is really two .0003-microfarad condensers
with a common moving -plate section, so that
as reaction is decreased by reducing one half of
the capacity the bypass capacity on the other
half is increased, thus maintaining a constant
high -frequency bypass between the anode and
earth.

Smoothing the Reaction
In series with the reaction side of the

differential and the reaction coil is connected
a boo -ohm fixed resistance, which has the
effect of smoothing out the reaction very
considerably. Another example of a small
point that makes a big difference.

After the detector we have the high -ratio
low -frequency transformer, actually a t- to'
15 -ratio, with centre -tapped secondary for
the QP2I pentode.

You should make a special note of the
little 1/4-megohm resistance in series between
the centre tap of the secondary and grid bias.
This is an anti -oscillation component, and
on no account must it be omitted.

So we come to the final output. You will
see that across the loud -speaker terminals
there is a .006-microfarad fixed condenser.
This provides a fixed amount of high -frequency
tone correction for the pentodes, but in addition
there is a variable tone control across this
condenser, taking the form of a variable
resistance in series with a fixed condenser.

The WB loud -speaker has an integral centre-
tapped transformer suitable for the QP2 r,
and the three terminals from the set are
connected to the appropriate three terminals
on the loud -speaker transformer.

For pick-up work two terminals are pro-
vided, one going to the grid of the detector and
the other to a grid -bias tapping of the grid -
bias battery in the usual way.

COMPONENTS
CHASSIS

1-Peto Scott Metaplcx, 12 in. by 8 in. by Si in.

NEEDED FOR THE PENTA-QUESTER
PLUGS, TERMINALS, ETC.

0-Belling-Lee wander plugs, marked : H.T.+1,
H.T.+2, H.T.-, G.B.-1, G.B.-2, G.B.+

TRANSFORMER, LOW -FREQUENCY
1-Wearite, type PPA.

UNITCHOKE, HIGH -FREQUENCY (or Clix, Eelex). 1-Bulgiii tone control, type CT2.1-Graham Farish screened, type LMS (or Bulgin,
Telsen).

2-Belling-Lee spade terminals, marked : L.T.-,
L.T.+ (Clix, Eelex). ACCESSORIES

COILS
2-Telsen dual -range screened, type W349

5-Belling-Lee terminals, type R, marked : A, E,
L.S. (two).

BATTERIES
1-Drydex 120 -volt high-tension, type H1012 (or

CONDENSERS, FIXED 1-Telsen terminal block. Lissen, Ever Ready).
2-T.M.C. Hydra, tubular type, values : .0002-,

.006-microfarad (Dubilier, T.C.C.)
RESISTANCES, FIXED

3-Graham-Farish 1f -watt type, values : 000-
1-Exide 2 -volt accumulator (or Lissen, Fuller).

CABINET
1-Dubilier .1-microfarad. tubular type (T.M.C., ohm, Y., and 1-megohm, (or Ferranti, Lissen). 1-Peto Scott, type PQ, with clock -face dial and

T.C.C.) SUNDRIES chain drive.
CONDENSERS, VARIABLE

4-yds. thin flex.
Connecting wire and slecving. LOUD -SPEAKER

1-British Radiophone two -gang .0005 -micro- 2-British Radiogram 11/z in. metal mounting 1-W.B., type P314A (or Amplion, Blue Spot).
farad with slow-motion drive, type PQ bracket. VALVES

1-Graham Farish .0005-microfarad, reaction type 1-Bulgin knob, type K14. High -frequency amplifier, Mullard VP2.
(or Lissen, Telsen). 1-Strip of wood 4!, in. by % in. Detector, Mullard SP2.

1-Telsen .0003-microfarad, differential reaction SWITCHES Output, Marconi or Osram QP21.
type (or Graham-Farish). 2-Bulgin on -off toggle, type S80B, complete with SUITABLE MAINS UNIT

HOLDERS, VALVE 6 in. by 5/32 in. rpd. 1-Atlas CA25 (or Ekco) for A.C. mains, or
3-Clix seven -pin, chassis -mounting type. 1-Bulgin on -off toggle, type S80T. 1-Atlas DC 15/25B (or Ekco) for D.C. mains.
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More Penta-quester Test Results

Putting the Set Through Its Paces
pROLONGED tests of the Penta-quester

were made in the AMATEUR WIRELESS
laboratories before the design was

passed for publication. But that was not
enough and we therefore arranged for exhaus-
tive trials to be made out of London. A
report from Siu-rey appears on page 388; here
is a further test from Essex :-

" I was privileged this weekend to have the
chance of testing out " A.W.'s" new three-
valver-the Penta-quester-at my home at
Westcliff-on-sea.

" I was inclined to look on this little job as
rather a boring way of spending an Easter
holiday, but a few minutes at the controls
showed me that I was going to be well enter-
tained.

"I wondered at first where the peculiar
name for the set originated, but I soon under-
stood how the ' quester ' was arrived at.
This little set brought stations in from far and
near.

Forty-six Stations !
"My aerial and earth systems were not first

class, rather below average in fact, the aerial
being only about 15 to 20 ft. high and about
35 ft. long. However, this did not seem to
have much effect on the distance -getting
properties of the set and under these conditions
I was able to bring in forty-six stations
between 7.3o and 8.3o p.m. on Sunday.

" Nine of these were long -wave stations, which
represents quite a good ' bag ' for my aerial
system. Radio Paris, Luxembourg, Eiffel
Tower and, of course, 5XX were excellent
signals and called for quite drastic use of the
input control.

" By careful juggling with the controls,
Konigswusterhausen was received at comfort-
able loud -speaker strength without noticeable
interference and Eiffel Tower was received quite
clear of 5XX.

"Croydon came in at good strength. At the

Eveu claim we make fc r the. Penta-quester in these pages will
be substantiated when you build it !

top end of the scale Hilversum came in easily.
"It was on medium waves, however, that

the distance -getting properties of the set were
most evident. Below London Regional the
set simply bristled with stations. On the
more powerful foreigners, such as Poste
Parisien and Hilversum, the input control
was rarely more than one-third of the way in,
with the result that the selectivity of the set
was of a high order.

Test Results in Essex and Yorkshire

" Frankfurt was obtained clear of London
National and Hamburg came in at full loud-
speaker strength without interference from the
Regional.

" I was surprised at the strength with which
North Regional came in, as this is a pretty
poor signal in my part of the world. Athlone
also provided excellent
entertainment.

" A surprising feature
of the medium wave-
band performance of
the Penta-quester is the
low minimum wave-
length, which must be
below 200 metres.
Fecamp at sot, metres
came in quite a few
degrees from the
bottom of the dial.

" There is not the
slightest doubt that the
new QP2r valve is a
great improvement.
The quality and output
from this set on the
local compared favour-
ably with a mains set
which was working in
the next room.

"By means of the
control on the back of
the set the tone could
be varied quite con-
siderably. This control
is also useful for elim-
inating heterodyne whistles which occur on a
few stations.

"The current consumption of the set seemed
very economical, being but 8 to 9 milliamperes
with no signal. The test meter needle
flicked up to about x5 milliamperes when a
loud signal was being received and over a
period of time I should think that the average

consumption was from
is to r 2 milliamperes.

"The clock -face
cabinet gives the set an
original appearance and
gets away from the
decorated box with its
inevitable loud -speaker
fret."

So much for the- East
Coast report, which is
clear evidence of the
merits of the latest
AMATEUR WIRELESS
design. Now for a few
bright and breezy com-
ments specially intended
for Yorkshire readers :

"To my North
country brothers !

Now you Tykes and
other inhabitants in the
'County of Broad Acres'
-here's a set to suit
both your purse strings
and critical listening -

in requirements.
"As I had arranged to spend Easter in

Yorkshire, I decided to try out the new
"A.W." Penta-quester to settle my curiosity
as to its capabilities. After weathering some
very rough handling in transit, I at last got
the set to its destination-and commenced to
connect to high-tension, low-tension and
grid -bias also loud -speaker, earth and
aerial.

"Here let me say 'the receiving station'-
(see back of Post Office licence, if you're
not a pirate !) was located seven miles east of
Wakefield, fourteen miles north of Doncaster
and about thirteen miles south of Leeds.
Roughly, the test aerial would be some thirty
miles away from r loorside Edge-where the

Trying out the Penta-quester-a member of the " A.W."
Technical Staff experiences clock -face tuning for the first time

North Regional and National transmitters are
built.

"After placing the valves in their respective
holders I pressed the small toggle switch on the
back of the chassis and-! ! !-music. For a
little while I played about with the various
controls to get the 'feel' of the tuning, and also
adjusted the tone control at the back to the
required brilliance.

"My first impression was excellent, as the
dial was literally 'full of stations.' The idea
of my test was not so much to find what
stations I could log as to find out how many, so
I set the variable condenser at minimum,
switched to medium waves, and commenced to
move up the scale.

Ticking Off the Stations
"For every station I got at anything like

listening strength I made a tick on a piece of
paper. Of course, such stations as my locals,
Poste Parisien and a number of Germans,
were too loud and I reduced them by means of
the selectivity control or the reaction condenser.

"On I went to the top of the dial, logging
each good station and found them all practi-
cally clear of each other. There was a spot of
jamming on one or two stations, but I dis-
regarded these transmissions. On counting
up my ' bag,' I found thirty-seven stations on
the medium waves.

" I then went on to long waves and by the
same procedure got seven good stations-
forty-four in all.

"In the words of the Tyke-' a reight
champion artfit '."

Well, there you have two reports from
widely different parts of the country-from
the East Coast and the heart of Yorkshire.
These reports by independent amateurs prove
that the Penta-quester is one of the best threes
ever put out. Its " hot " circuit ensures a
host of entertainment signals under the most
adverse conditions.
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These three photographs are close-up views of the under side of the Penta-quester chassis. They overlap to some extent, but all the details are very clear.
up with the aid of a full-size blueprint there will be no difficulties as each lead is numbered in sequence

If the set is wired

Using Your Free Blueprint
to Build the PENTA-QUESTER

We want to make the construction of the Penta-quester as simple as possible for every reader, and for this reason we
are presenting a genuine full-size blueprint of the set quite free to everybody who completes the application form on page

404. Send your coupon to -day and get your blueprint by return of post!

you attempt to build your assembled before we finally reached the designBEFORE
Penta-quester, you will not fail to send that you will know as the Penta-quester.

6 to us for your free full-size blueprint, will A wood -chassis set. What does that mean ?
you? Because, with this full-size working It means a set built on the modern -chassis
layout of the components and wiring, your principle, without the complication and diffi-
task is immensely simplified.

Not that the job of construction is difficult
culty of an all -metal construction. It means
a very clean top layout, and a good grouping

-even without a blueprint. Our various of components beneath the top side of the
illustrations prove that it is, indeed, one of the
cleanest three's of the chassis type yet turned

baseboard. It means short connections
between vital parts-resulting in greater high -

out. frequency efficiency, and therefore greater all -
But, still, -there is the gift horse-don't look it round performance.

in the mouth ! What is a wood chassis, in practice? It

0

O

0

We will plunge right into the sort of infor- consists of a flat piece of wood forming the
mation you constructors really need=assum- baseboard or main section; two side pieces to
ing that you have written for your blueprint hold the baseboard off the bottom of the
and have received it. - Assuming also-and cabinet; and sometimes, as in this Penta-
this is quite important-that you have quester, a back piece on which to mount
gathered together all the components as speci- subsidiary controls.
fled in our list on page 39o. In the Penta-quester the main wood section

is r2 in. by 8 in., and it is supported by two
Is Your - Blueprint Ready? side pieces 31 in. deep, with a similar depth

Very good; all the parts on the table or of course for the back piece.
bench and the blueprint spread out before you. The top surface of the large piece of wood
No need to labour the description of the layout is rnetallised-has a coating of a special metal
-that must surely be obvious to you from the substance sprayed on to give it good conduc-
layout and the pictures. tivity. To all intents and purposes this piece

What we will do is to give you the gist of of wood acts as a metal baseplate-but with
the notes we made when assembling the final the great advantage that it is easy to work upon.
set-the "posh" model you see illustrated, not The rest of the chassis structure is plain
the many and various "hook-ups" that were wood-no metallising at any point. And don't

forget that the underside of the wood base-
board is not metallised, either. Some of our
experimental models have metal all over the
place, but gradually we have pruned it down
so that in the final job only this one metal
surface is necessary.

As you can see, the top layout is childishly
simple. Just three seven -pin valve holders, a
two -gang condenser and a terminal strip. For
the valve holders you must have drilled out
three circular holes of r I/4 in. diameter. These
holes are already drilled if you buy your metal
chassis from the people specified, but if you
want to do the job yourself it is quite easy with
a brace and centre bit.

Easy to Fix the Gang Condenser
The two -gang condenser is very easy to fit.

You need two screws and a bolt with a nut on
the end of it. That bolt is important. It is
used to contact the metal screening of the
tuning condenser with the earth system
underneath.

To the underside of the bolt, when slipped
through the little foot on the bottom of the
condenser, put on a soldering tag, to which
you later take a lead from earth. In this way
the condenser shielding and moving plates are
earthed.

You will find no difficulty about fitting the
twin terminal block for the pick-up connections

40*0
at the back of the
chassis, though later
we shall have a word
or two to say on its
connections.

Now let us take a
look at the back of the
chassis. Starting from
left to right we have a
row of fitments; the
aerial and earth ter-
minals one above the
other at the extreme
end, a toggle switch
for on -off work, a good-
sized hole to take the
three lots of leads from
the battery flexes, the.
knob for the tone con-
trol, and on the
extreme right three
terminals for the con-
nection of the Q.P.P.
loud -speaker, one ter-
minal being for the
centre tap connection.

Just a point here.
If by chance you
decide to make the
chassis all metallised,
don't forget that you
must cut away the
metallising surface for
all the terminals except
the earth. Also you
will have to cut away
round the hole that
takes the spindle of
the tone control, which
is, technically speak-
ing, alive.

We can at this stage
conveniently take a
look at the front
arrangement. There
is no actual front to
the chassis, as the con-
trol spindles are
mounted on brackets
on the baseboard.

Looking below the
surface of the base-
board, the centre knob
is for the wave -change
switch. To the right

of that we have fitted the series aerial con-
denser. And to the left a differential type
reaction condenser.

About this wave -change switch. The two
switches are of the independent type, that is
to say that they are not part of any coil
assembly, nor are they in a single gang arrange-
ment. This makes for simplicity, and you can
easily see from the blueprint the exact positions
of each of the two switches in relation to the
coils.

For the sake of symmetry the spindle of the
switches must be levelled up a little. You
can do this with some %-in. plywood packing.

iiThis will bring them up to the level of the other
two controls, that is the series condenser and
differential aerial condenser. These two com-
ponents are mounted so that their spindles
come as far as possible up to the baseboard
when slid in the holes of the adjustable
brackets.

There are two screened coils, as you will have
gathered. These are eery easy to mount,
but when you come to this job make quite
sure that you mount them in such a way that
the numbers r, 2 and 3 face the front of the
baseboard, as indicated in the blueprint.
Many constructors slip up over this kind of
thing-to their intense chagrin when they
come to the wiring -up process.

Looking into our note -book, we find that

there is nothing special to tell you about the
fixing of the low -frequency transformer, nor
of the twin high -frequency choke. The rest
of the parts after these two consist of such
things as resistances and condensers, which
are wired in mid-air, so to speak.

The wiring is sufficiently rigid and strong to
support them, and so there is no point in
elaborately screwing them down, especially as
that would tend to. lengthen connections.

Insulate Your Connections!
The job of wiring is best done with the stuff

we used-No. 20 gauge round -tinned copper.
Over each length of wire you will slip insulated
sleeving, so as to avoid the disagreeable effects
of any two wires touching. We use s -mm.
sleeving, which goes over The No. 20 gauge
wire nicely, without being loose when put on.

A certain amount of soldering is involved in
the wiring up of the original model now before
us as we write. The little condenser and some
of the coil switching, for example. The rest of
the connections are well clamped without
soldering.

There is no need to be scared by soldering.
It is a very simple process --and much easier
in practice than trying to make fiddling small
terminal pressure contacts.

The great secret of soldering is cleanliness.
You must clean the soldering
bit and the wires to be sol-
dered. You must heat the
iron just below red hot-but
not actually red. Use the flux
sparingly, and tin the bit fre-
quently. Obey these simple
but important rules and you
can tackle any job of soldering
with the utmost confidence.

When you are wiring up you
will want to study the blue-
print. Don't forget that you
can obtain this priceless aid to
home construction from us for
just the cost of a stamp.

May we take the liberty of
impressing upon you that the
blueprint we shall send you upon
receipt of your request is a real
blueprint, for which we should
normally charge you one shilling.

It is a contact print or photo-
graphic representation of our
draughtsman's original draw-
ing, not a cheap printed affair.
It is accurate, checked and
re -checked by experts. It
gives the full dimensions
appertaining to the layout of
the components, and what is
ever so important to the
average constructor it gives
you every wire in a numbered
sequence.

Wiring Sequence
That is to say each lead is

numbered from No. r up to
No. 6o, the first wire and the
last. You cross out on the
blueprint each wire as you
make the corresponding con-
nection in your own set, and
then at the end of the job you
have the comforting know-
ledge that you have neither
missed out any of the vital
wires nor put in any that
should not be there.

While we are on this sub-
ject of wiring, it is a -good plan
to give you a few detailed hints
jotted down as we went along.
The valve holders, for example.
You will see that the shanks .410 414     ++04 *O.** 4 4  **AO*  0*  40.0.
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of the holders come through the holes under-
neath the chassis, and that you make connec-
tions by pushing the bare ends of the connect-
ing leads through the little eye holes in each
leg, tightening up with the screws.

Note that the screen -grid connection of the
high -frequency pentode used for the high -
frequency stage has a flexible wire pushed in
as well as the condenser wire from nearby. It
is not a bad thing to solder the flex end to the
end of the condenser connection,' and push the
solid wire thus formed into the little hole.
That is not essential, so long as you make sure
both wires do actually make connections.

Those Flexible Leads
Another point. Two 6 -in. long flexible

leads must be taken up through the chassis
baseboard to the anodes of the two high -fre-
quency pentodes. One comes from the No. 6
point of the high -frequency coil and the other
from the moving plates of the differential
reaction condenser.

Furthermore, two wires have to be taken
from the coils underneath the chassis to the
two variable condensers in the two -gang
assembly on the top. The two leads actually
involved are from the No. l's of the coils to the
fixed plates of the condensers.

Apart from these you must not overlook

Note the clean appearance of the top of the Penta-quester chassis

Complete view of the underside of the chassis. Compare with the
three views at the top of this page

ea
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These three photographs are close-up views of the under side of the Penta-quester chassis. They overlap to some extent, but all the details are very clear.
up with the aid of a full-size blueprint there will be no difficulties as each lead is numbered in sequence

If the set is wired

Using Your Free Blueprint
to Build the PENTA-QUESTER

We want to make the construction of the Penta-quester as simple as possible for every reader, and for this reason we
are presenting a genuine full-size blueprint of the set quite free to everybody who completes the application form on page

404. Send your coupon to -day and get your blueprint by return of post!

you attempt to build your assembled before we finally reached the designBEFORE
Penta-quester, you will not fail to send that you will know as the Penta-quester.

6 to us for your free full-size blueprint, will A wood -chassis set. What does that mean ?
you? Because, with this full-size working It means a set built on the modern -chassis
layout of the components and wiring, your principle, without the complication and diffi-
task is immensely simplified.

Not that the job of construction is difficult
culty of an all -metal construction. It means
a very clean top layout, and a good grouping

-even without a blueprint. Our various of components beneath the top side of the
illustrations prove that it is, indeed, one of the
cleanest three's of the chassis type yet turned

baseboard. It means short connections
between vital parts-resulting in greater high -

out. frequency efficiency, and therefore greater all -
But, still, -there is the gift horse-don't look it round performance.

in the mouth ! What is a wood chassis, in practice? It

0

O

0

We will plunge right into the sort of infor- consists of a flat piece of wood forming the
mation you constructors really need=assum- baseboard or main section; two side pieces to
ing that you have written for your blueprint hold the baseboard off the bottom of the
and have received it. - Assuming also-and cabinet; and sometimes, as in this Penta-
this is quite important-that you have quester, a back piece on which to mount
gathered together all the components as speci- subsidiary controls.
fled in our list on page 39o. In the Penta-quester the main wood section

is r2 in. by 8 in., and it is supported by two
Is Your - Blueprint Ready? side pieces 31 in. deep, with a similar depth

Very good; all the parts on the table or of course for the back piece.
bench and the blueprint spread out before you. The top surface of the large piece of wood
No need to labour the description of the layout is rnetallised-has a coating of a special metal
-that must surely be obvious to you from the substance sprayed on to give it good conduc-
layout and the pictures. tivity. To all intents and purposes this piece

What we will do is to give you the gist of of wood acts as a metal baseplate-but with
the notes we made when assembling the final the great advantage that it is easy to work upon.
set-the "posh" model you see illustrated, not The rest of the chassis structure is plain
the many and various "hook-ups" that were wood-no metallising at any point. And don't

forget that the underside of the wood base-
board is not metallised, either. Some of our
experimental models have metal all over the
place, but gradually we have pruned it down
so that in the final job only this one metal
surface is necessary.

As you can see, the top layout is childishly
simple. Just three seven -pin valve holders, a
two -gang condenser and a terminal strip. For
the valve holders you must have drilled out
three circular holes of r I/4 in. diameter. These
holes are already drilled if you buy your metal
chassis from the people specified, but if you
want to do the job yourself it is quite easy with
a brace and centre bit.

Easy to Fix the Gang Condenser
The two -gang condenser is very easy to fit.

You need two screws and a bolt with a nut on
the end of it. That bolt is important. It is
used to contact the metal screening of the
tuning condenser with the earth system
underneath.

To the underside of the bolt, when slipped
through the little foot on the bottom of the
condenser, put on a soldering tag, to which
you later take a lead from earth. In this way
the condenser shielding and moving plates are
earthed.

You will find no difficulty about fitting the
twin terminal block for the pick-up connections

40*0
at the back of the
chassis, though later
we shall have a word
or two to say on its
connections.

Now let us take a
look at the back of the
chassis. Starting from
left to right we have a
row of fitments; the
aerial and earth ter-
minals one above the
other at the extreme
end, a toggle switch
for on -off work, a good-
sized hole to take the
three lots of leads from
the battery flexes, the.
knob for the tone con-
trol, and on the
extreme right three
terminals for the con-
nection of the Q.P.P.
loud -speaker, one ter-
minal being for the
centre tap connection.

Just a point here.
If by chance you
decide to make the
chassis all metallised,
don't forget that you
must cut away the
metallising surface for
all the terminals except
the earth. Also you
will have to cut away
round the hole that
takes the spindle of
the tone control, which
is, technically speak-
ing, alive.

We can at this stage
conveniently take a
look at the front
arrangement. There
is no actual front to
the chassis, as the con-
trol spindles are
mounted on brackets
on the baseboard.

Looking below the
surface of the base-
board, the centre knob
is for the wave -change
switch. To the right

of that we have fitted the series aerial con-
denser. And to the left a differential type
reaction condenser.

About this wave -change switch. The two
switches are of the independent type, that is
to say that they are not part of any coil
assembly, nor are they in a single gang arrange-
ment. This makes for simplicity, and you can
easily see from the blueprint the exact positions
of each of the two switches in relation to the
coils.

For the sake of symmetry the spindle of the
switches must be levelled up a little. You
can do this with some %-in. plywood packing.

iiThis will bring them up to the level of the other
two controls, that is the series condenser and
differential aerial condenser. These two com-
ponents are mounted so that their spindles
come as far as possible up to the baseboard
when slid in the holes of the adjustable
brackets.

There are two screened coils, as you will have
gathered. These are eery easy to mount,
but when you come to this job make quite
sure that you mount them in such a way that
the numbers r, 2 and 3 face the front of the
baseboard, as indicated in the blueprint.
Many constructors slip up over this kind of
thing-to their intense chagrin when they
come to the wiring -up process.

Looking into our note -book, we find that

there is nothing special to tell you about the
fixing of the low -frequency transformer, nor
of the twin high -frequency choke. The rest
of the parts after these two consist of such
things as resistances and condensers, which
are wired in mid-air, so to speak.

The wiring is sufficiently rigid and strong to
support them, and so there is no point in
elaborately screwing them down, especially as
that would tend to. lengthen connections.

Insulate Your Connections!
The job of wiring is best done with the stuff

we used-No. 20 gauge round -tinned copper.
Over each length of wire you will slip insulated
sleeving, so as to avoid the disagreeable effects
of any two wires touching. We use s -mm.
sleeving, which goes over The No. 20 gauge
wire nicely, without being loose when put on.

A certain amount of soldering is involved in
the wiring up of the original model now before
us as we write. The little condenser and some
of the coil switching, for example. The rest of
the connections are well clamped without
soldering.

There is no need to be scared by soldering.
It is a very simple process --and much easier
in practice than trying to make fiddling small
terminal pressure contacts.

The great secret of soldering is cleanliness.
You must clean the soldering
bit and the wires to be sol-
dered. You must heat the
iron just below red hot-but
not actually red. Use the flux
sparingly, and tin the bit fre-
quently. Obey these simple
but important rules and you
can tackle any job of soldering
with the utmost confidence.

When you are wiring up you
will want to study the blue-
print. Don't forget that you
can obtain this priceless aid to
home construction from us for
just the cost of a stamp.

May we take the liberty of
impressing upon you that the
blueprint we shall send you upon
receipt of your request is a real
blueprint, for which we should
normally charge you one shilling.

It is a contact print or photo-
graphic representation of our
draughtsman's original draw-
ing, not a cheap printed affair.
It is accurate, checked and
re -checked by experts. It
gives the full dimensions
appertaining to the layout of
the components, and what is
ever so important to the
average constructor it gives
you every wire in a numbered
sequence.

Wiring Sequence
That is to say each lead is

numbered from No. r up to
No. 6o, the first wire and the
last. You cross out on the
blueprint each wire as you
make the corresponding con-
nection in your own set, and
then at the end of the job you
have the comforting know-
ledge that you have neither
missed out any of the vital
wires nor put in any that
should not be there.

While we are on this sub-
ject of wiring, it is a -good plan
to give you a few detailed hints
jotted down as we went along.
The valve holders, for example.
You will see that the shanks .410 414     ++04 *O.** 4 4  **AO*  0*  40.0.
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of the holders come through the holes under-
neath the chassis, and that you make connec-
tions by pushing the bare ends of the connect-
ing leads through the little eye holes in each
leg, tightening up with the screws.

Note that the screen -grid connection of the
high -frequency pentode used for the high -
frequency stage has a flexible wire pushed in
as well as the condenser wire from nearby. It
is not a bad thing to solder the flex end to the
end of the condenser connection,' and push the
solid wire thus formed into the little hole.
That is not essential, so long as you make sure
both wires do actually make connections.

Those Flexible Leads
Another point. Two 6 -in. long flexible

leads must be taken up through the chassis
baseboard to the anodes of the two high -fre-
quency pentodes. One comes from the No. 6
point of the high -frequency coil and the other
from the moving plates of the differential
reaction condenser.

Furthermore, two wires have to be taken
from the coils underneath the chassis to the
two variable condensers in the two -gang
assembly on the top. The two leads actually
involved are from the No. l's of the coils to the
fixed plates of the condensers.

Apart from these you must not overlook

Note the clean appearance of the top of the Penta-quester chassis

Complete view of the underside of the chassis. Compare with the
three views at the top of this page
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This is a quarter -scale reproduction of the Penta-quester blu3-
print. A full-size blueprint will be supplied free to every

reader who completes the application fo: m on page 404

the wire for the connection of one of the
pick-up terminals to the grid of the detector
valve. This wire is taken over the top part
of the baseboard for screening, and not under -
math as you might imagine.

The other side of the pick-up terminal block
is of course taken to the grid -bias battery by
the usual flexible connection.

Talking of flexes, the rest of the wiring is
done with flexible wires going from the various
points under the chassis to the batteries, plugs
and tags.

Well, that should bring you to the end of
the most arduous part of the job of assembling
the Penta-quester. Not at all difficult, is it?
just a plain straightforward construction that
every amateur can tackle with gusto.

Using the Free Blueprint for the
Penta-quester

just a few final hints gathered as we went
over the final checking of the blueprint may be
of service to constructors.

See that toggle switch at the back? The
inside is in no way connected to the outside
metal portion, so that if you happen to use
another type of switch and the back section of
the chassis is metallised make sure that you
don't. connect your switch to earth.

When you fix the components to the under -

again in the
blueprint layout.
If these are not
earthed, or one ie
not earthed, there
may be difficulty
in ganging up the
tuning condenser.

One last point:
The valve holders used, are of the seven -pin
type. The high -frequency pentodes for the
high -frequency stage and the detector have
six connections, one pin of , each .being left
blank. The connections used are : filament,
control grid, screen -grid, suppressor Odd and
bulb metallising.

Next week we will go into the operation of
the Penta-quester.

Actually the operation of this Penta-quester
is delightfully easy. Tuning resolves itself into
the adjustment of one knob-or you can work
the minute hand of the clock -face dial.

Then your subsidiary controls' are perfectly
manageable. One knob for volume and another
forAthe very smooth reaction. At the back the
variable tone control.

To get the best results from the Penta-
quester you need some form of external aerial
and a good earth, but don't forget that local
stations will come in on the cabinet device.

side of the chassis with
wood screws do take
care to see that the ends
of the screws do not
project through to the
metallising surface on
the top side of the
baseboard, for the sake
of safety-and of the
appearance.

In the circuit diagram
the coil switching is
shown as a single three-
point switch. This is
done for simplicity, and
that is actually what the
switching comes to.
But in practice of course
there are two separate
little two -point switches
ganged together as
already explained.
These have one side of
each "commen to earth,
as you can see by follow-
ing out the connection
from the blueprint. We
mention this point in
case the apparent dis-
crepancy may confuse
you.

Those tuning coils
are of the screened type,
you will note. It is
quite essential that the
earthing tags fitted to
the bases of the screens
be earthed, as indicated

,This view shows the sprocket wheel
attached to the gang condenser for driving

the 2 pe:ial clock face tuning dial

HOW THE STATIONS COME IN
Continued from page 388

Of course, when I had put the set through its
paces I pulled the chassis out of the cabinet to
"see the works." I was amazed at the
simplicity of so excellent a performer. Those
who build it will have the benefit of some very
fine design work.

It must have taken hours and hours and
hours of thought and experiment to turn out
so simple a receiver with- such a performance.

Having discovered that, so far as I could see,
there was. no decoupling in the ordinary sense
of the word, I thought I would " make the
begget howl." I fished out an old 150 -volt
battery that showed a bare 95 volts on load
and connected it up. I got quite decent
reception and no howls.

Hats Off to the Designers
I left the set running for an hour and then

found that the pressure on load had gone down
to 75 volts. Quality was pretty bad-but
there were no howls. Good enough. I take
off my hat to the designers.

The next " bad treatment" experiment was to
see what would happen on a very poor aerial.
I disconnected and earthed the main aerial
and connected the set to 15 ft. of No. 212

cotton -covered wire, looped anyhow round the
room, no -portion being more than 4 ft. above
the set. In fact a very bad aerial indeed.

With this ridiculous arrangement I expected
nothing much. To my astonishment I had
Fecamp, Frankfurt, West National, Poste
Parisien and London Regional at good or full
strength and North National, Hamburg,

Scottish Regional, North
Regional and Prague No.

faint but quite clear.
I had no time to test on

a really good 3o -ft. indoor
aerial properly put up ; but
results should be, from this
experiment, very good
indeed. -

I could not think of
anything else that would
really test the set except
discdnnecting the earth.
Nord 'my earth is a par-
ticularly good one and
removing ,it has often a
most disastrous effect on
performance.

In this case it certainly
did reduce volume on the
long -wave stations, but
seemed to have no 'effect
at all on the lower half
of the medium -wave
stations and not much on
the upper half until I got

to over 50o metres, when volume was
distinctly down.

Satisfied that "no earth" did not make for
instability and had less than the expected effect
on sensitivity, I twisted an earth connection
round a main water pipe and tried that. Just
twisted the wire, that was all. Reception
seemed just as good as with my nearly perfect
earth.

Finally-quality--my own particular pet
subject. Well. It is not excellent. It is
good. Since I do not know a battery -operated
set that can be used in an ordinary house, by
an owner not a millionaire, that gives "ex-
cellent" quality, I am content.

Most listeners will find littlefault with the
Penta-quester. The volume as well as the
quality on local stations is very satisfying. At
the price we cannot ask for more. No man
who builds it need be ashamed of letting his
critical friends hear it "do its stuff "

To Be in the Fashion You Must PENTA-QUEST
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The Pilot Kit
SERVICE was
founded in 1919

-LUCERNE RANGER-
(For detailed list of Parts see our

previous advertisement)

KIT fffSSCASH OR C.O.D. 39
Carriage Paid. 1 -

Comprises the Kit of Parts as detailed, YOURS FOR
less Valves, Cabinet and Speaker.
Cash or C.O.D. Carriage Paid, 5f
Et /1910.
Balance in 11 m'thly payments of 3/6. DOWN

K IT,, ,, As for Kit " A " but with -Send
valves only. Cash or C.O.D. 6/6

Carriage Paid, 5310/3.
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 6/6 only

K IT if IP Astor Kit "A"but with valves Send
and Peto-Scott Lucerne Cab- I2

7/6inet. Complete with B.A. Cone speaker. Cash ...1
or C.O.D. Carriage Paid. 54/12/9 only

Balance in 11 monthly payments of 8/6

ASSEMBLED LUCERNE PARTS* If Ready -assembled Lucerne Coils, H.F. Choke, and
L.F. Transformer required with Kit in place of parts for
same add 6/. to Cash or C.O.D. prices or 6d. to each

monthly payment.

-LUCERNE COILS ETC.
Complete kit comprising 2 ready -drilled Formers,
2 Reels of enamelled Wire, 6 B.A. Terminals, Nuts 2,6and Screws. Exact to specification for Aerial or Grid
Coil. Postage 6d. extra.
2 Complete Kits for both Aerial and Grid Coils, at-. Postage W. extra

Ready Wound
LUCERNE AERIAL COIL 03
GRID COIL Each
Wound exactly to
'Amateur Wireless'
specification.
Manufactured,
Tested and Guar-
anteed by Pets-
Eccut. Postage 61. Extra

8/6 Per Pair Pest Free

1.

H. F. CHOKE TEIM-SCOTT "m"'"machined and slotted ebonite
former, ready drilled, complete with terminals, fixing screw and
44 enamelled wire to " Amateur -Wireless " specification.

Postage 6d. extra. 1/6
Reaciy assembled and tested by Peto-Scott, postage ILL extra.. 2/6

L.F. TRANSFORMER PETC"C"T KIT'comprising moulded
bakelite case, ready-drilied and completed with ready -wound
bobbin, 25 pairs of laminations and terminals, to 3/6"Aniateur Wireless" specification. Postage 6d. extra.
Ready assembled and tested by Peto-Scott, postage 6d. extra. 5/-
MAINS L.F. CHOKE Complete Kit of Part!,

exact to " A.W." speci-
fication, comprising ready -wound bobbin, laminations, ag
ciamoing strips and bolts. Postage 6d. extra WI
Reedy f nemble3, leste 1 and guaranteed
by Peto-Sett, Postage 8d. extra. 8/9
A.G. MAINS TRANSFORM ER"P'"eK it of
Parts, exact to " A.W." specification, comprising ready -wound
bobbin, with coloured leads, net of laminations, clamping 13/6strips, fixing coerces. Postage free.
Ready csaemb'el, tested and guaranteed
by TeM-Emtt. Postage free 16/6

-DISC TELEVISION-
KIT ifAsy Author's Kit of first specified parts as

detailed below but less zei g
lamp. Cash or C.O.D. Carriage paid 1.0. 4.8",

or 12 monthly payments of 7/ -
If Neon Lamp is required add 3/1 to Cash Price or 3d.
to each monthly payment, x s. d.
1 Pet° Scott Chassis as specified .. 4 6
1 Pets Scott 20 -in. Disc 12 6
1 Bayonet China type Lamp -holder .. .. 1 6
1 Bennett Double Adjustable type Lens -holder complete

with 2 lenses 16 6
1 peso Scott ii -volt type motor .. .. 1 10 0
1 Pets Scott 2 -ohm variable resistance 2 6
1 Pets Scott 2,000 ohm potentiometer .. .. 8 0
1 Peto Scott Aluminium Strip 0 -in. by 2 -inch .. 1 0
1 Belling -Lee marked Terminal, type B .. 2 0
screws, flex, wire, steering. etc. 1 6
Kit "A" Cask or C.O.D. .. LT 15 0

1 Osram Neon Lamp, Beehive type without resistance 3 1

SEND FOR LATEST TELEVISION LISTS

See the PILOT
on the carton. It's
a real guarantee.

IMPORTANT Miscellaneous Components, Parts, Kits, Finished Receivers or Accessories for Cash, C.O.D. or
H.P. on our own system of Easy Payments. Send us a list of your wants. We will quote you by

return. C.O.D. orders value over 10/- sent carriage and post charges paid (GREAT BRITAIN ONLY). OVERSEAS
CUSTOMERS CAN SEND TO US WITH CONFIDENCE. We carry a special export staff and save all delay. We pay
half. carriage -,packed free. Send full value plus sufficient for half carriage. Any surplus refunded immediately. Hire
Purchase Terms NOT available to Irish or Overseas customers

KIT "A" CASH or C.O.D
ANY ITEM SUPPLIED SEPARATELY - ORDERS
OVER 10/- SENT C.O.D., CARRIAGE AND POST

CHARGES PAID.

1 Pete -Scott Metaplex chassis, 12 in. by 8 in. by s. d.
3 6

1 Graham Farish screened H.F. choke ... ... 4 6
2 Telsen dual -range screened coifs, type W349 ... 17 0
2 T.M.C. Hydra condensers, tubular type, .0002-

1 3
1 Dubilier type tubular .1-mfd. condenser... ... 1 4
1 British Radiophone two -gang condenser, .0005,

mfd., with S.M. drive, type PQ 18 0
I Graham Farish .0005-mfd. reaction condenser ... 2 0
1 Telsen .0003-mfd. condenser, differential type... 2 6
3 Clix seven -pin chassis -mounting valve holders... 3 0
6 Belling Lee type wander plugs ... ... 1 0
2 Belling Lee spade terminals ... 4
5 Belling Lee type It terminals ... 1 3
1 Telsen terminal block 6
3 Graham Farish (Amite resistances, type 600,

and 1-nieg. and t meg. ... ... 4 6
2 Bulgin on -off toggle switches, S80B, with 6 in.

by 5/32 -in. rod ... ... 4 6
1 Bulgin on -off toggle switch, type SSOT 1 3
1 Wearite transformer, type PPA ... 13 6
1 Bulgin tone control, type CT2 ... 5 0

2 B.R.G. brackets and Bulgin knob, wire,
screws, flex, etc. ... 2 6

1 Set of 3 Specified Valves

KIT " A " CASH OR C.O.D. £4 7 6
12 13 6

£4 . 7 . 6
KIT"A" Author's Or yours for

Kit of
First Specified parts, in-
cluding ready -drilled META-
PLEX Chassis, but less Balance in 11
Valves and Cabinet. Cash or m'thly. payments
C.O.D. Carriage Paid, £4/7/6 of 8/ -

KIT " B." As for Kit
"A," but with set of
Valves only. Cash or
C.O.D. Carriage Paid,
S7/1/0.

Or 12 monthly payments
of 13/-.

KIT "C." As for Kit
" A," but with Valves
and Peto-Scott type PQ
Cabinet. Cash or
C.O.D. Carriage Paid,
58/16/0.

Or 12 monthly payments
of 16/-.

RECOMMENDED PETO-SCOTT PERMANENT -MAGNET
MOVING -COIL SPEAKER. Cash or C.O.D. Carriage Paid,
19/6, or add 1/9 to deposit and each monthly payment.

FINISHED INSTRUMENT. Completely assembled.
Exact to specification. Aerial tested. With valves,
specified Pete -Scott cabinet and Pete -Scott permanent -
magnet moving -coil speaker. Cash or C.O.D. Carriage
Paid, 10 Geis. Or 12 monthly payments of 19/-.

PETO-SCOTT Exclusively Specified
PENTA-QUESTER
WALNUT CABINET.
This handsome hand French -polished Walnut Cabinet,
with its chromium -plated insets, has been specially
designed for the PENTA-QUESTER by PETO-SCOTT.
at the express requests of " Amateur Wireless." With
its unique 360 -degree open timing scale, both practical
and novel, it strikes an entirely new
note in cabinet craftsmanship. Complete
with 2-1 reduction sprockets driving
chain, scale and speaker baffle. Carriage 2/6 extra

Or 7/6 deposit and 5 monthly payments of 6/6. Carr. Paid

LUCERNE MINOR

5,
KIT "B." -As Kit " A " KIT " C." -As KIt l'A " but
but with Valves only with valves and Peto.Seott
Cash or C.O.D. Carriage Lucerne Minor Cabinet. Cash

Author's Kit'of First Specified Parts, including Metallieed Baseboard Paid, 62/11/0, Or .deposit or C.O.D. Carriage Paid.
and wood for Panel, 10 in. by 7 in. but less Valves and Cabinet. Cash 51- and 11 monthly pay- £3/8/6. Or deposit 6/- and
or C.O.D. Carriage Paid, 81/7/6. Or Yours for 4/-. Balance in 7 ments of 9/9. 11 monthly payments of 6,3.
monthly payment, of 319.ASSEMBLED LUCERNE PARTS -If Ready -wound Coil, H.F. Choke, and L.F. Transformer

required, add 3/3 to Cmia or C.O.D. prices or 3/3 to depoidt only.

KIT "A" C ACSaHr

Carriage Pad. 27/6

PETO SCOTT CO. LTD. 77 CITY ROAD, LONDON, E.C.1: Tel.: Clerkenwell 9406-7.
West End Showrooms: 62, High Holborn, London, W.C.1. Tel.: Holborn 3248.

Dear Sir, Please send me Cash-C.O.D. H.P

for which I enclose £ s d. CASH/H.P./Deposit

NAME .

ADDRESS AW.14/4/34

ANY ITEM SUPPLIED SEPARATELY -ORDERS OVER 1 0 / . SENT C.O.D. CArRIAGE AND POST CHARGES PAID

Advertisers Appreciate Mention of " AM." with Your Order
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My Broadcasting Diary
Tuesday

SPENT a few minutes listening to :Alfredo
Campoli-and his orchestra in the early part

of the evening. Admit I didn't hear much, but
enough to realise that the band is useful to
radio. Something distinctive about it. -

Entertainment Hour didn't entertain me a
bit. Switched off because everything was
being crooned. Even the announcing. Sloppy,
all of it.

Half an hour later remembered John Tilley
was in the show; also Beryl Orde.' Switched
on again. More crooning. Found out after-
wards I had missed Beryl.

John disappointed me. Surely he has
given that Boy Scout stunt before? Want
him to do something topical for next time.

This Soft Lights and Sweet Music stuff is
no good. Mr. Austen Croom-Johnson will
earn the pseudonym of Croon -Johnson if
he's not careful.

Wednesday

LIKED Playing the Game very much. Some
subtle lines. I admire Mr. Du Garde

Peach's technique in writing these things. He
has a delightful touch.

Bobbie Comber played with great restraint.
Often I have had other thoughts about him,
but he played so well to -night I feel I must say
so.

Thursday

DIDN'T feel like hearing anything light.
Looked about for something good. Found

it in the Griller String Quartet.
their. last item but felt satisfied.
Grillers !

Only heard
Thank you,

Good Friday

LT AD to listen when I could to -day. My
rj first was the City of Birmingham Orches-
tra and Hely-Hutchinson in Schumann's A
minor piano concerto.

Hely-Hutchinson has greatly improved
his playing lately. Hope he won't think
that a patronising remark. Don't mean it
that way, anyhow. Thought I detected a
deeper interpretation than I have heard
before from him.

On the whole, that concerto went extremely
well. Have to put it that way because, after
all, most of us music -cads know the thing
backwards, and as it is played so often we,
like the Western Brothers, get blase over it.

Glad the B.B.C. filled up the evening with
the St. John Passion instead of doing ParsifaV
So much more suitable.

How exquisitely Eric Greene sang ! The,
Evangelist's part is not easy to sing, but he
sang it sensibly. Gave me the idea he must
have been reading the sentences over and over
again to himself before he began singing them.

Of course, it may have been Bach's amazing
setting of the words. Don't think it can be
altogether that because he set a German
version.

The whole performance was good but I
simply can't get over Eric Greene's perfect
artistry.

APRIL 14, 1934

Saturday

LIKED that Gypsy -feller who told us about
the various cures they use. Noted one

omission. Nothing given to cure crooning.
Salts of lemon might do it.

The variety very good, on the whole. Arthur
Prince rather overdid the schoolboy howler
style with Jim's answers to questions obviously
prepared for him. Overwise very funny.

Next time can Jim weep a few tears? He
makes a delightful noise when they run down
his nose.

The Western Brothers as good as ever. I
liked their song "Aren't we all delightful
people ? " And, of course, " Play the Game."
That might be a stock stunt for them, with
new words each time. Hot topical, of course.
What about it, you two Cads? -

Elsie Waters made a good hit with her new
song on the wives of broadcasters. She
plagiarised Stanley Holloway admirably. BOth
were up to their usual standard in the Gert and
Daisy episode.

Can Doris have " hiccups - again one day ?
She had an attack a long time ago. Quite good
enough to revive after so long. Which, of
course, is only another way of saying it is
very good.

Easter Sunday

VERY suitable programmes all day. Only
heard two violinists-Alberts Sammons

and Sandler. No good comparing them. They
set out to do different things. Thought
Albert I might have avoided the Ireland
sonata. Not good broadcasting, stuff at all.
Thought Albert II hit the mark very well
with his light programme. Both fine violinists.
Wonder how they would have got on playing
each other's programme? Quite well, I expect.

The Amateur Wireless " designers' once again demonstrate the superiority of
- Radiophone " Matched Perfection " ; they have

Specified Radiophone Exclusively for the new

PENTA-QUESTER
What else could they do? A set of this
standard must have the very best-and
there is only one VERY BEST-
BRITISH RADIOPHONE.
Radiophone Components from the
smallest resistor to the latest multi-
gang condenser are made with the most

scrupulous attention to detail. Their
complete accuracy and absolute
efficiency is guaranteed. Have no hesi- -
tation about buying Radiophone com-
ponents. There are no better and
results invariably prove that it is worth
getting the best.

BRITISH RADIOPHONE LTD.
ALDWYCH HOUSE, ALDWYCH, LONDON, W.C.2

RADIOPHONE
"P.Q." 2 -GANG
Condenser and
Drive Assembly

as specified for the

PENTA-QUESTER

18L
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TWO

IRON -CORED SCREENED COILS
are

THE designer of the PENTA-QUESTER
has acknowledged the pre-eminence of
Telsen Iron -Cored Screened Coils in the

most convincing manner-by exclusively
specifying two of these famous dual -range
coils for use in his set. The result of exten-
sive research, these coils employ an iron -dust
core which has not only enabled their size to
be considerably 'reduced, but has also
achieved considerably improved magnifica-
tion and selectivity. They are not only the
most compact coils of their type ever pro-
duced, but also the most efficient in every
way. Insist on them --whether you build the
PENTA-QUESTER or any other set. They
make all the difference.

Twin Matched Coils - - 1 7f
Single 25816 Triple Matched

16Cotl_ Coils - - -

aek-C10 TELSEN
DIFFERENTIAL CONDENSER
Specified for the PENTA-QUESTER. Latest type, totally
enclosed in dust -proof bakelite case, with flexible pigtail
making positive contact to the spindle.

.0003 mfd. cap. 2/6.

PENTAQUESTER

TELSEN

0003
pfrQ'Eift7141

Above: View of the built-up PENTA.
QUESTER showing the position
occupied by the Telsen Iron -Cored

Screened Coals.

On left : The Telsen .0003
Differential Reaction Condenser.

TELSEN FOR EVERYTHING. IN RADIO
ANNOUNCEMENT OF THE TELSEN ELECTRIC CO. LTD., ASTON. BIRMINGHAM
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Graphic Union photo

John Logie Baird (right) explaining with the aid of a large-scale diagram
how television is transmitted from the Crystal Palace on short waves

CONNECTING the few components to-
gether is a very easy matter with a disc
receiver. Join one side of the motor

to one low-tension terminal, the other side to
one side of the 2 -ohm variable resistance,
taking the remaining side of this resistance
back to the second low-tension terminal.

Then connect the two points of the neon
lamp to the two output terminals. Experiment
with these two connections; one way will give
a brighter light. I hsre is nothing important
about these simple connections but, of course,
do not forget .to fix them to the side of the
chassis, otherwise they may foul the disc.

The receiver is now ready for operation, but
before you can do very much you will have to

Fig. 1.-This is the most simple way of
increasing the high-tension voltage should

it be below i8o volts

Fig. 2.-The simplest way of connect-
ing the neon lamp to the radio receiver.
Only to be used if the high tension is over

180 volts

decide -whether your radio set is suitable to
drive it.

Will the volume be sufficient? Is the output
circuit correct? Will there be sufficient high
tension?

These are all questions which must be
considered. The minimum output really
necessary to obtain results is between 1,30o
milliwatts and 1,500 milliwatts. This means
that practically any A.C. or D.C. pentode will
do quite well and the majority of triode mains
valves will give sufficient output.

It is the battery -set user who will have to
check up receiver Out -put. The largest battery
output valve is the Mazda Penz2oA and if
you are reasonably close to a local station it is
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All Ready
to Look -in

By KENNETH JOWERS

possible with about
100 volts high tension
and adequate bias to
obtain an output of
1,200 milliwatts, but
this is ,barely enough
to modulate the neon
lamp.

If you can afford the
high-tension current

the remedy fot this is quite simple. Use two
Pen22oA's in parallel and, if necessary, an
interyalve transformer with a high ratio of
6 Or 7 to I.

If the maximum high tension available is
only 16o volts, this will have to be increased by
means of a booster (high-tension) battery of
60 volts and connected, up in series with the
neon lamp as in Fig. I.

The striking voltage of a neon lamp is
approximately 187, with a starting current of
about 3o milliamperes, so you must remember
to use a high-tension battery of the triple -
capacity type.

If you are on D.C. mains and using a mains
output valve, then the circuit of Fig. 2 will
be more suitable, as the voltage applied to the
output valve will be in the region of zoo volts.
This voltage will be ample for the neon lamp,
so that there will be no need to alter the
existing output circuit in any way.

In practice the most suitable and universal
circuit is as in Fig. 3, where a a -to -I output
transformer is connected between the neon
lamp and the loud -speaker terminals of the
receiver. In this way you are able to connect
in series with the neon lamp and the trans-
former secondary an additional high-tension
supply of 180 to 200 volts. This voltage can
be obtained from dry batteries, D.C. mains or
from an A.C.-mains unit.

A circuit which is very popular and very
adaptable is shown in Fig. 4 and is intended
to be used when the radio receiver embOdies
choke -filter output.

Here again the additional high-tension
supply can be obtained from dry batteries,
D.C. mains or a high-tension mains unit from
an A.C. supply.

A trouble which is difficult to overcome if
vou have not had an experience with television
is a negative image. By this I mean a.picture
in which the light and shade are reversed. If
you are using a radio receiver with two
resistance -capacity stages, you. must either use
a third resistance -capacity stage or substitute
for the second resistance -capacity stage a low -
frequency transformer.

Reverse pictures are also obtained when the
disc is put on the wrong way round. This is
quite easy to remedy. Simply remove the
disc from the spindle arid replace it the other
way round.

The speed of the motor is a vital ,point. It
must be exactly synchronised with the ,trans-
mitter and kept at that speed. If the motor is
going too quickly the picture will tend to slide
from left to right, or from right to left if going
too slowly. The speed of the motor can be
adjusted by means of the variable resistance
before the transmission commences.

The most satisfactory way of doing_ it,
however, is to make a 750 -revolution strobo-

scope. This consists of eight spokes spaced
equally over 36o degrees. Actually, I have
painted these spokes on the disc itself, each
spoke being about 2 in. long.

Start up the motor at about ten minutes to
eleven, that is about ten minutes before the
programme starts. If the house -lighting bulb
is focused upon the stroboscope, as you vary
the speed of the motor these spokes will
appear to alter in speed until you come to a
point when they appear to remain stationary.
You then know the speed of the disc is exactly
75o revolutions per minute.

Holding the Pictures Steady
Without synchronising gear this speed may

vary from time to time, but with a good -class
motor you should be able to hold the pictures
comparatively steady for the whole of the
transmission.

If you are one of those fortunate people
who have a large mains set with an output of
3 or 4 watts, then the pictures will be very,
very good indeed, considering the cost of the
apparatus, but for the man who uses a battery
set With less than 1,50o milliwatts output,
pictures-although being amusing-will not
be good.

There are many points with this receiver
that can be altered and there is plenty of scope
for experiment. For example, if you intend to
make a compact outfit, you may feel inclined
to combine the radio receiver with the vision
receiver, or to reduce space you could use a
16 -in. disc, while the majority will in due course
change over to the flat -plate type neon lamp,
which gives such excellent pictures.

Fig. 3.-If you have a spare I -to -I output
transformer this is a good way of connecting
the lamp and the additional voltage to the

radio receiver

Fig. 4.-With choke -filter output a trans-
former is not required. This is the best way
of connecting up the lamp and high tension

nivo"An.n.wwwwo. READ " TELEVISIO N " AND KEEP UP TO DATE-MONTHLY I/- InnikArvvvvvvvwxn.AA,
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Broadcast
Bells and Chimes

SCARCELY an hour of the day goes by
without a broadcast of bells, chimes or
carillons from somewhere in Europe !

This may seem to be a wild exaggeration ;
but if you verify it by actual reception or
careful analysis of the published programmes,
you will find that every hour or so, from early
morning to midnight, one or more of the
principal European stations can be found
broadcasting bells or chimes.

Some of these bell broadcasts are daily time
signals; some consist of recitals on noted
carillons; others, again, are church peals
preceding broadcast services, and so on.

Famous Peals and Chimes
From time to time on the wireless you can

hear many of the most famous peals and
chimes in the world. But of all these broadcast
bells, undoubtedly the best known and best
beloved is Big Ben. With the majority of
Empire listeners, in fact, Big Ben seems to be
the most popular performer in the programmes.

Indeed, one listener in India, evidently
believing that one cannot possibly have too
much of such a very good thing, wrote to the
B.B.C. asking them if they would kindly
broadcast Big Ben every quarter of an hour !
Of course, one knows what he meant, but
strictly speaking it is only at the full hour that
the actual bell named Big Ben is struck; at
the intermediate striking (quarter -past, half -
past, etc.) the chimes alone are heard.

Big Ben weighs over 13 tons and is cracked.
The crack developed some little time after the
bell was cast, and had to be widened by filing
to prevent the broken edges setting up un-
wanted vibrations. But the bell is not really
quite as cracked as it sounded on the occasion
of its first broadcast in 1923, when the sound
of the striking was picked up somewhat
imperfectly by a microphone rigged up on a
near -by roof !

Nowadays, with the excellent permanent
microphone arrangements in the tower, the
sound is so perfectly realistic, when reproduced
by a good set, that an Empire listener
thousamds of miles away can hear it almost as
well as anyone standing in the street outside
the Houses of Parliament.

Although Big Ben is the most famous of all
broadcast time signals, other noted chimes in
various parts of the Continent have become
familiar sounds to many long-distance listeners.

Chimes from Copenhagen
The Copenhagen Town Hall chimes, for

instance, form a regular feature of the pro-
grammes relayed by the Kalundborg high -
power station. The chimes of the Potsdam
Garrison Church, or those of Berlin Cathedral,
find a place periodically in. the Deutschland -
sender programmes. Barcelona and Madrid
each broadcast chimes several times daily.
Silesian chimes can be heard from Breslau
and Gleiwitz, Swiss chimes from Sottens, and
so on.

On the occasions when the Ceremony of the
Heys is relayed from the Tower of London, a
clock  chime features prominently in the
broadcast. The ceremony and the descriptive
commentary are so timed that the Tower
clock is heard chiming and striking the hour of
ten just before the sounding of the Last Post.

Some world-renowned carillons have been
broadcast at various times; they include that
of the carillon school at Malines, in Belgium,
where carilloneurs are trained; and the
Wellington War Memorial carillon that was in
Hyde Park for some time before being shipped
to New Zealand. Carillon recitals can be

Continued on page 407

PETO-SCOTT
EVERYTHING RADIO-CASH-C.O.D.-or H.P.

IM PORTANT Miscellaneous Components, Parts, Kits, Finished Receivers or Accessories for Cash, C.O.D. or
.P. on oor own xy,telm of Easy Payments. Send us a list of your wants. We mill ouote you by

return. C.O.D. orders value over 10/- sent carriage and post charges paid (GREAT BRITAIN ONLY). OVERSEAS
CUSTOMERS CAN SEND TO US WITH CONFIDENCE. ll'e carry a special export staff and sore all delay. We pay
half carriage-packed free. Send fall raise plus sufficient for half carriage. Any surplus refunded immediately. Hire
Purchase Terms NOT available to Irish or Overseas customers.

CONVERT YOUR PRESENT SET

TO A MAGNIFICENT RADIOGRAM

1934 WALNUT
ADAPTAGRAM
Do you realise how simple it
is to convert your set to a
handsome Radiogram with
this amazingly popular Pets -
Scott Cabinet. Including
motor -board, ready to take
your gramo moor, set,
speaker and power equip-
ment. Built by leading crafts-
men of London's Piano trade.

28 in. I.igh, 22 is.
wide. 131 in . deep.
Speaker Com-
partment: 17 in.
by 191n. by 19 in.
MODEL "A"-Cash or C.O.D., 63/-. Carriage and Packing
2/6 extra. Yours kr 8/3 or 11 monthly paynieuts Cl 5/9.
(Carriage Paid). Baffle, 3/6 extra.YODEL "C "--Standard
MODEL "B "-With Double 1934 Adaptagmin Cabinet.
Spring Motor, 12 in. Plush Collars Induction Electric

Motor with Tone -arm, Vol-
ume and Control in one Lnit,
12 -in. Plush Covered Turn-
table. Automatic Stop, Auto-
matic Needle Cup. A.C.
Mains only, Cash or C.O.D.
Carriage Paid, 7 Ons. Or 12

Carriage Paid, 6 Gas., cr 12 ,,,,2.tbgayiliecn,tse^nt slp3pit

payments of 12/-. cation.
-SEND FOR 1934 CABINET CATALOGUE
TELSEN 323 KIT. Less Valves. Cash or C.O.D.
Carriage Paid, 29,6.

Balance in 6 monthly payments of 6/3.
TELSEN 326 STAR KIT. Less Valves. Cash or
C.O.D. Carriage Paid, 11/918.

Balance in 6 Monthly payments of 5/3.

Covered Turntable, Auto,
mails Stop, B.R.G. Tone -
Arm with Pick-up and Vol-
ume Control, Automatic
Needle Cup. Cash or C.O.D.

Plain front or
netted to take
panels 14 in. by 7
in., 16 in. by 7 in.,
18 in. by 8 in.
Special drilltnge or
special eat -out de-
signs add 31- extra
to Cash Price or 3d.
to each monthly.
pa3-ment.

LISSEN SKYSCRAPER THREE. Chassis model
with (Lissen) S.G. Detector and Pentode Valves.
Cash or C.O.D., 14/11/13. Carriage Paid.
01151ice in 11 monthly payments of 8/3.
NEW W.B. P.M.4A. MICROLODE PERMANENT
MAGNET SPEAKER, complete with switch -
controlled multi -ratio input transformer. Cash or
C.O.D. Carriage Paid, 82/2/0.
Balance in 7 monthly payments of 5/9.
BLUE SPOT 99 P.M. PERMANENT MAGNET
MOVING -COIL SPEAKER, complete with tapped
input transformer. Cash or C.O.D. Carriage Paid,
82/19/6.
Balance in 10 monthly payments of 6/-
ROLA F.6P.M. PERMANENT MAGNET MOVING -
COIL SPEAKER, with input transformer. Cash
or C.O.D. Carriage Paid, 112/9/6.
Balance in 8 monthly payments of 6/-.
ATLAS C.A.25, for A.C. mains, Class -B and Q.P.P.,
four tappings : 60/80, 50/00, 120, 150 volt, 25 m.a.
('ash or C.O.D. Carriage Paid, 82/19/13.
Balance in 10 monthly payments of 6/-.

Send

5/ -
sold
5/-
only

Send

8/3
only

Send

5/9
only

Send
6/_
only

Send

6/ -
only
Send

6/ -
only

PETO-SCOTT PERMANENT -MAGNET-.
MOVING -COIL SPEAKER

Cash or C.O.D.

19/6
Carriage Paid.

Power or Pentode.
Complete with in-
put transformer.
Send 2/6 with
order, balance in
6 monthly pay-
ments of 4/-.

Class " B " Model, Cash or C.O.D.,
ctrrialo Paid, 21/2/6 or 2/6 down
and 6 monthly payments of 4/-.

;
BARGAIN

5
VALVE BA:ANCED ;PHIL SUPER -HETERODYNE 1

II
LOWBOY CONSOLE MODEL 56.

All Electric; seven tuned circuits with single dial control. Gives I
Iamazing performance with new economy in operating costs. Duo

wavelengths; no leak between Lands. Illuminated dial, no I
I reaction; ectitts'edan11.C.thfinpinekeer"tnargflealleartt ub givesbr
I exquisite, full tone. Beautiful cabinet in Walnut and Oriental

I

woods with rich inlays. Height, 281 in.
I LIST ,21. OUR 12% IS 1
I PRICE GNS. PRICE

Or 18 Monthly payments of 16 6.L- - - - - - -- - - - --,..!
ALL THE RACE

PILOT CLASS B'
Speaker -Amplifier Kit
Assemble this amazing Unit
yourself in less than half an
hour. Gives seven times the
volume with mains quality
from your existing battery set.
Complete Kit comprises B.V.A.
Class " B " Valve, Peto-Scott
Permanent Magnet Class " B "
Moving Coil Speaker, 11.11.0.
Driver Transformer, seven -pin
Valveholder, Peto-Scott Baffle I.
and Baseboard Assembly, all Cash or/
necessary Wires, Screws and Carriage Paid.Vftor
plug-in Valve Adapter, with Or send only 6/-.
full-size Diagrams and P slembly Balance in 11 monthly
instructions. payments of 15/-.

SUITABLE FOR ANY BATTERY SET

--PETO-SCOTT, 30 Ratio-'--
EXTENSION SPEAKER!

I
Suitable for 1,001 Receivers, including I
Class .6B," Q.P.P.,
Super -power and

I Pentale output.
I Instantly adjusted

I
ratios. Cash or
C.O.D. Cm riage

I Paid, 29'6. Yours
for 216, Balance in
8 monthly pay -

L __-.- MEM OMB MO MI MM.\ =MN= IMM =111
ments of 419.

AVOMINOR NEW UNIVERSAL MODEL Mess- Send.
tires 0-6, 0-30, 0-120 in.a.; 0-6, 0-120, 0-300 volts;
0-10,000, 0-60,000 and 0-1,200,000 ohms, complete c/6
with leads. Cash or C.O.D. Carriage Paid,

821010.
Balance in 7 monthly payments of 6/6. only

-PILOT Class " B " CONVERSION KIT-
Converts your present Battery Set to Class "B"Amplification.
Complete with all
necessary component,
including driver trans- CLNSS
former, Class " B "
output choke, W.B.
7 -pin valve -holder,
B.V.A. 24013 valve,
wire and screws, etc.
Full-size Blueprint, as-
sembly instruction,
and diagrams. Cash
Of C.O.D., 37/6. Bal-
ance in 7 monthly
payments of 5/6.

PILOT
CONVERSION KIT

rrETO-SCOTT CO. LTD. 77 City Road, London, E.C.1
Telephone : Clerkenteell 9406/7

I West End showrooms: 62 High 'fathom, London, W.0.1.

IDe" Sir,,
Telephone : ilolborn 3248.

Please send me CASH/C.O.D./H.P

I
d

I1.?f,STIAell.kj/IYIlaff.
S.

I NAME

I ADDRESS

III erutift 6rt Pea"-
A.w., 14/4/34 1

Inmeleta with Speaks
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Mystery of the Portuguese Stations By JAY COOTS

AT present, Portugal is somewhat of a
mystery. The official 20 -kilowatt trans-.
mitter under construction at Barcarena,

which was to be opened on October 5, 1933,
and of which the building has been so delayed
owing to conflict between the Portuguese
Office of Works and the Ministry of Public
Monuments-whatever that may be !-should
be testing shortly on 476.9 metres. (Curiously
enough, the Portuguese Press gives the wave-
length as 431 metres.)

On the Heilsberg Channel
In the meantime, however, Radio Parede,

which so far has been working on 396.7 metres,
has taken up its correct position on 291 metres;
whether it will stay there is another matter, as
this is the Heilsberg channel. CTIAA, Lisbon,
is no longer reported in the medium waveband,
so it is to be presumed that it has closed down.

Although seldom mentioned, Portugal
possesses three other privately owned trans-
mitters which broadcast entertainments and
news bulletins at regular hours.

They are CT 'DR, on 216.6 (G.M.T. 11.00-
12.30) and CTIDH, on 212.6 metres (G.M.T.
12.30-14.30, and from 22.00-24.30), also
located at Lisbon. In addition, CTIRP, at
Oporto works on 245.9 metres between G.M.T.
21.3o and 23.3o nightly. They are all of low
power, but this does not mean necessarily that
their transmissions cannot be picked up in the
British Isles when conditions are favourable.

Although at the lower end of the medium
band the channels accommodate a welter of
European and North American stations work-

ing on powers varying from Too -25o watts, it
is a curious fact that on some nights it is
possible to secure quite a number of even the
smaller ones.

Spain, France and Belgium operate a shoal
of stations on channels between 200 and 206
metres and from time to time you may log
some very easily.. Spain, by the way, has a
crop of private broadcasters numbering over
fifty; in fact, so many have been recently
installed that the authorities are refusing
licences to stations unless they are at least
twenty miles distant from an existing trans-
mitter. Twenty miles, mark you, and working
at Too watts !

An occasional search on these low channels
frequently results in pleasant surprises; in fact,
in the early hours between 2 and 3 a.m. it is
possible to hear some North American broad-
casts fairly clearly.

The reception of transmissions from the
United States and the Argentine Republic on
the medium waves still continues to be good ;
on fair nights it is also on the cards that you may
again capture WKAQ, San Juan (Porto Rico),
and one or two of the More powerful Mexicans.

Jumping Wavelength Channels
You will notice that Radio Vitus and

Radio LL, both in the French capital, still
retain their old habit of jumping channels in
order to find more favourable positions than
their colleagues, and these transgressions at
times cause widespread trouble.

Such an example is unfortunately catching

as during the past few days Agen (France),
equally dissatisfied with its allotted position on
zoo metres, has worked respectively on 205.5
and 207.3 metres, and has suddenly slid into
a region of the band where it has interfered on
several occasions with Radio Toulouse, Stras-
bourg and even London.

In the long waveband Vienna Experimental
has reappeared on 1,250 metres, close to the
channel on which it operated before the
change -over in January.

New Station at Sofia
The new Sofia (Bulgaria) station was

recently inaugurated and is now in daily
operation on 352.9 metres, a channel common
to Valencia and to some Norwegian relays. It
is not a powerful broadcaster and I doubt
whether its signals will be heard in Western
Europe, inasmuch, as working to Eastern
European time, it closes down before the others
are off the air.

On the other hand, Radio Beograd (437.3
metres), which has been transferred to a more
favourable site at Makis, near the Jugo-
Slavian capital, and to which a more effective
aerial system has been donated, may now
come within our reach-although the power
has not been increased materially. The
authorities are contemplating a super station
of some 5o kilowatts in the near future.
Careful tuning to log Beograd will be necessary
as it is sandwiched between Paris Y11 and
Sottens, with Frederiksstad working on a
channel with only 2.5 kilocycles separation.

Two BIFOCAL FOCUSSING COILS in a 3 -valve S.G.
Det-Power Receiver

NICORE
HT+ POWER H.E CHOKE

L.S.- H.T.+ DST. S.G.60 to 80 vol tS Earth Aerial A. W.
...11111.1.1.M.a./.91011.1.1.11111BM WWWWWWW ill1191101

Countless simple sets that were satisfac-
tory when first designed cannot now get
the increased number of stations in
operation to -day. The Varley Bifocal
Focussing Coil, with its revolutionary
design, means entirely new life to these
sets. A typical circuit of a three -valve
receiver incorporating two Bifocal Focus-
sing Coils is shown in the diagram.
Installing these new coils is so simple-
the operation being no more difficult
than any existing arrangement with a
fixed aerial coupling. Send coupon for
full information, together with FREE
circuit diagrams.

Ailey
11101111011101.0.111.112170.11........ ...111,19 .........MOM= WWWWW ZOONSIS.

To Messrs. VARLEY,
Kingsway House, 103, Kingsway,

LONDON, W.C.2.
Please send me full information of Bifocal
Focussing Coils together with FREE Circuit
diagrams.

NAME

ADDRESS

Advertisement of Oliver Pell Control Ltd., Kingsway House, 103, Kingsway, London, IV C.2. Teleplz3ns Ho!. 5303
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Short-wave Notes
By KENNETH JOWERS

THERE are certain parts of the country
where short-wave reception is unusually
good and results obtainable which cannot

be achieved elsewhere. A particular spot that
I have in mind is Luton, whence I have been
receiving reports for quite a long while. Most
of these reports are exceptionally good.

This week I had one from Mr. Jeeves, which
is one of the best short-wave reports I have had
this year. For example he logged W8NAL on
49.5 metres at midday. Although signal
strength was poor and atmospherics very bad
it was the first time that I have ever had a
report of a 49 -metre station being heard so
early in the day. At 13.45 Sydney, on 31.28
metres, was picked up and held for almost an
hour at good strength, to be followed by.
\V3XAU, on the same wavelength at 14.45.
From 20.02 to 21.30 WIXAZ, Springfield was
heard giving a miscellaneous programme. At
23.00 Wi NAL was logged giving a special
programme to passengers on board the
American liner Washington on its way to
South America.

No Lack of Variety
In addition to all this the locals, such as

llaventry, Moscow, Rome, Zeesen and sundry
French stations, were all heard at varying
strengths, so that no complaint could be made of
lack of variety.

All of these stations were heard on a con-
ventional screen -grid, detector and power
receiver, and all during one day. I know these
results are exceptional, but as I am continually
getting reports that are almost as good it does
sow that the stations are there and can be
picked up if you go the right way about it.

I went to visit some friends last Sunday
afternoon and, as usual, the conversation
veered round to radio-more particularly the
reception of American stations. I naturally
made the suggestion that the only way to get
American programmes decently was with a
short-wave set.

Faults in an Adaptor
A friend of mine chimed in that he used to be

of the same opinion after reading some of these
notes and made for himself a two -valve battery -
operated plug-in adaptor, consistinc, of a
screen -grid high -frequency stage and leaky -
grid detector.

This was plugged in to the detector stage of
his broadcast receiver, which had two low -
frequency stages so that he had the equivalent
of a four -valve short-wave set. He had used
all the very best components and had made the
unit exceptionally well, but although he had
had it two or three years all he had heard was
two or three American stations, now and then,
and a lot of morse.

The unit was duly brought out for me to
examine. It certainly was made very well-
Stratton condensers, low -loss valve holders and
so on. At first sight it seemed excellent in
every way, but there was a different tale to be
told after it was put- on test. The tuning
condenser seemingly made a nasty noise every
time you touched it.

But this was tracked down to the tuning
dial and not to the condenser. The metal
plate behind the dial intermittently touched the
metal panel of the receiver. A new dial
cleared this trouble and the receiver was then
quite easy to tune.

Then came the coils. Neither of them was
anywhere near the same inductance so that when
you tuned in to, say, the 25 -metre band one
condenser was reading 70 degrees and the other

Continued on page 407

DESIGNER'S FIRST CHOICE

AGAIN!
all PENTA-QUESTER

Models)

Model PM4A

Mansfield ' magnet,

magnet of
crisp attack.
Most of the " Great Names in Radio " have appeared under whole-
hearted tribute to the revolutionary performance of this great range
of speakers.
You should not fail to hear the difference a Microlode'
will make to your set. It will amaze you!

equal

Never in the history
of radio has any
speaker been so con-
sistently and unani-
mously chosen by

famous technicians.
The W.B. Microlode ' -

since its introduction first
astonished the radio world-has

been specified solely or as author's
first choice for practically every

important constructor set. There are
vital reasons for this universal en-
thusiasm among leading technicians.
0 Perfect matching to the receiver, due
to the unique Microlode ' feature, gives
better balance of tone. 0 The unique

30 per cent. stronger than a good cobalt -steel
weight, gives better sensitivity and wonderfully

'MICROCODE'
Regd. Trade Mark

MOVING -COIL SPEAKERS
PM 6
PM 4A
PM 2A
PM IA

- 32/6
42/-
79/6
120: -

Handsome cabinets are also available.
Write for the W.B. folder.

111:111111illill11111iiiiirmilii011111Illi1111111111
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Whiteley Electrical Radio Co., Ltd., Dept. A., Radio Works, Mansfield, Notts.
Sole Agents in Scotland : Radiovision Ltd., 233 St. Vincent Sr., Glasgow, C.2. Sole Agents in I.F.S. : Kelly and Shiel,

Ltd., 47 Fleet Street, Dublin.
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HT ANY VALVE
Whatever type of pins your
valves may have you can be
certain that the patent turned
resilient sockets of Clix Chassis
Mounting Valveholders will
give you perfect full -surface con-
tact-the more pins a valve has,
the more important it is that you
should use Clix Valveholders.
The range includes:-

FLOATING TYPE
7 -pin with terminals - - 1: -

Specified for the
" PENTA-QUESTER "

8 -pin with terminals, 1'3

Popular Wire-
less" said:-
" Effinent contact
is assured at eachpin-to obtain
such a completely
successful result
with nine pins is
an achievement."

STANDARD TYPES
5 -pin with terminak, 9d.
4 -pin with terniiiial, Sd.

(9 -Pin) AIRSPRUNG TYPE
5 -pin with terminals 1:3
4 -pin with terminals 1:2
All above models supplied without terminal..

for 3d.
Leek° Lint Ltd.,

79a, Rochester
Row, London,

S.W.1.

" V ere F unite and Solder, When firing your aerial,
The reliable pair; Be sure not to shirk-

Famous for Soldering-
" SOLDER " your

everywhere t A good spot of work !
See that Fluxite and Solder are always by
you-in the house-garage-workshop-
anywhere where simple, speedy soldering is

needed.
ALL MECHANICS WILL HAVEMIME
IT SIMPLIFIES ALL SOLDERING

All Ironmongers sell Fluxite in tins: 4cl.,
8d., is. 4d., and 2s. 8d. Ask to see the
FLUXITE POCKET SOLDERING SET
-complete with full instructions -7s. 6d.
Ask also for our leaflet on HARDENING
STEEL with Fluxite.

FLUXITE LTD.,
(Dept. 326), BERMONDSEY, S.E.1

FOP ALL REPAIRS!

Sets of the Season Tested

Telsen Radiogram
A FEW weeks ago we were bold enough to

forecast a still greater increase in
popularity for the combined gramophone

and radio instrument. The only proviso that
we Made was that the price must be reduced to
amore reasonable level to bring such receivers
within reach of the aYerage listener.

_

We have been of the opinion for a long while
that there has been far too big a difference in
price between a standard radio receiver and the
combined radio and gramophone. This has
caused far too many listeners to put up with the
inconvenience of a gramophone pick-up as a
separate unit.

High- class --But Inexpensive
So far this year has seen the introduction of

quite a number of radio gramophones at quite
reasonable figures; and now the introduction of
the new Telsen Model 1240, a really high-class
and at the same time inexpensive radiogramo-
phone, sets a new standard for its price.
This new Telsen model will do a lot to popularise

The attractive appearance of the new
Telsen-radio gramophone is well shown by

this special "A.W," photograph

the gramophone pick-up and the pedestal type
of radio cabinet.

The finish of a pedestal -type cabinet should,
if anything, be better than that of the normal
table type of set because it is more imposing
and in addition to being merely a radio set is
regarded in many homes as a standard piece
of furniture.

Size a Happy Mean
It is not possible adversely to criticise the

design of cabinet or the workmanship of the
1240 receiver. A happy mean has been struck
in the size, as it is not bulky but at the
same time space has not been cramped so as
to make the cabinet look small and, perhaps,
cheap.

Highly -polished grained walnut inlaid with
a similar wood of a darker tone gives a very
pleasing finish. A weak point with this type
of receiver is often the design of the lid, but with
the Telsen set this part of the cabinet has been
finished off very tastefully.

The frontal design is pleasing, consisting of a
simply designed fret in the left-hand bottom
corner, a horizontal wide -vision escutcheon and
three control knobs. On the right-hand side
are two more switches, one a wave -change,
with long and short waves calibrated on the
switch plate and the other a radiogramophone
switch which puts the pick-up in or out of
circuit as desired,

Simplicity of control, a feature that cannot
be too highly stressed has, in this case, been
given special consideration. There are only
three active controls-the master tuner, which
is in the centre under the escutcheon, a dual
volume and a simple reaction control.

Dual-purpose Volume Control
When the gramophone pick-up is used the

one volume control will be found to operate on
both radio and gramophone. This is quite a
useful arrangement because you can adjust the
volume with the pick-up in action and the
cabinet lid down. On some receivers of this
kind every time the volume has to be adjusted
you have to lift up the lid to make any adjust-
ments and quite often, in doing so, upset the
pick-up.

The tuning control actuates a knife-edge
pointer which covers a tuning scale calibrated
in wavelengths between 200 and 535 metres on
the medium waves and 835 and 2.040 metres
on the long waves. This tuning dial is illum-
inated by twin dial lamps, which can be
replaced, if necessary, in a matter of seconds.
The reaction control is quite normal. It is
simply used as a signal booster or as an aid to
selectivity.

At the rear of the chassis will be found the
mains connections; sockets for additional
loud -speakers, external mains aerial and an
earth socket. The receiver is sent out with
valves packed separately, but they can all be
plugged in the correct holders without any
trouble, as the four valve holders are in line
at the rear of the chassis.

The first valve is a straight grid -base high -
frequency pentode and is on the extreme left
at the back. It is followed by a second high -
frequency pentode-used as a detector
then a Mazda AC/S/Pen and finally a Mullard
D.W.3. full -wave rectifier.

Behind the rectifying valve is a black strip
marked "input ", containing three sockets
marked with varying voltages. This voltage
adjuster is provided for matching up the
primary of the receiver with the mains voltage.

Between valves 2 and 3 there is a hum
adjuster. Should there be any noticeable hum
when the receiver is working, vary this resi-
stance by means of a small screw-driver, until
you find a position where the hum is reduced
to a negligible quantity.

The Circuit
For the technical listener the most important

part of a receiver is the circuit and the system
employed to obtain the maximum ampli-
fication coupled with good selectivity and
quality.

The aerial is bandpass coupled to a fixed
grid -base high -frequency pentode, which is in
turn coupled to a similar valve as a detector.
To obtain the maximum amplification from the
high -frequency detector it is necessary to use
a very closely matched resistance -capacity
circuit, when the output is sufficient fully to
load a poWer pentode.

The output valve in this receiver is a
Mazda AC/2/Pen, which, with only a small
input of 2.6 volts, gives an undistorted output
of 3,400 milliwatts. In practice this means
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IN A NUTSHELL
Makers : Telsen Electric Co., Ltd.
Model : 1240 Radio Gramophone.
Price : L18 18s.
Valve Specification : High -frequency pen-

tode stage (Mullard SP4), high -
frequency pentode detector (Mullard
SP4), super -power pentode output
(Mazda AC/2/Pen), and full -wave in-
directly -heated valve rectifier (Mullard
1W3).

Power Supply : A.C. mains, 200 250 volts,
50-60 cycles.

Type : Upright pedestal model radio
gramophone.

that even the weak Continental stations which
might not be heard with a standard output
valve can, with this set, be listened to com-
fortably on the loud -speaker.

The combination of resistance -capacity
coupling, pentode output and a carefully
matched moving -coil loud -speaker give quality
well above the average standard.

Those who live in fiats or are unable to erect
an external aerial need not be deterred from
buying this type of receiver because after a
very brief test with the mains -aerial attach-
ment and no earth connection we were able to
log over twenty-eight stations, without having
to fiddle with the tuning controls.

Aerial Length Needed
Under normal conditions this log could have

been increased considerably, while with an ex-
ternal aerial the maximum number of stations
received depends solely on local conditions.
A receiver of this kind needs an aerial having
a total length of about 45 to 5o ft.

A separate loud -speaker can be fitted in
the kitchen or any other rooms and connected
up to the two terminals marked " L.S." on
the back of the chassis. The point to remember
here is that unless you are going to use- an
additional output matching transformer the
loud -speaker should be of the high -resistance
type.

The gramophone pick-up will give excellent
reproduction with absence of chatter, providing
the correct type of needle is used.

Another view of the new Telsen radio
gramophone, which has a very well -

finished cabinet

This is
VOLliP

rartirtiliCHT"
You, who study wireless know how
vitally important efficient earthing is.
Every expert does. But millions of
non -technically -minded listeners do
not. Hence FILT FORTNIGHT --a
nation-wide campaign to stress the
fact that an efficient Earth, the only
direct contact with the Transmitting
Station, is the fundamental basis of
good reception. Help this good work,
reduce interference, increase Selec-
tivity by using and advising your
friends to use FILT, the ever -damp
Earth that every Expert recommends.

GRAHAM FARI S H

PERCOLATIVE EARTH
ADVERTISEMENT OF GRAHAM FARISH LTD., BROMLEY, KENT

On the back of this announcement
is a coupon entitling you to
a free full-size blueprint of the

PENTA-QUESTER
Each blueprint is a genuine full-size engineer's contact print made from the original
drawing prepared by the AMATEUR WIRELESS draughtsmen. It is in every way
identical with the blueprints normally sold at Is. and Is. 6d. By using the coupon you
will get a real Is. blueprint for the cost of ',d. postage. Send your coupon to -day

and get a full-size Penta-quester blueprint by return of post !
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ELECTRADIX BARGAINS
SELENIUM CELLS. light sensitive resistance,
,old grids, moisture -proof. L to 1) ratio 5 to 1,
si- each: Mounted in llakelite, 7/6. Super Model
in Oxy-brass body with window, 10/-. Belays 7/6.

R.C.A. PHOTO CELLS, 25/- 15/-. Osram,
C.M.G.8.
S. G. BROWN DOUBLE TURNTABLE, in strong
steel portable case, fitted two powerful Universal
electric motors and non -sync. turntables, with
cinema pickups, double fader to outside amplifier
,w radio set... ... Price. £22 10 0

RANGE FINDERS.-Barr and Stroud Artillery rangefinders,
£50 type £15. Gun -sight telescopes, 17/6. Navy spotting
telescopes, 15 -.
BRIDGES.- Lulu.type, -v% ith marine reflector galvo.,
al ; G.P.O. Standard bridge, ET, with Weston galvo.,
g9/9-.

LENSES.-Concave lenses, liin. diameter, in brass housing,
skin, long; fitted snap shutter in centre of housing, 7/6.
Concave lenses, 3M. diameter, fitted in brass housing,
long, 1216. Concave lenses, 21in. diameter, in brass tube, fin.
long, 74. Concave lenses, 4in. diameter, in brass housing,
7in. long, focal length, 6in., by Dallmeyer, 46/-. Concave
lenses, Ifin. diameter, in brass housing, 10in. long, focal
length, Sin., by Ross, 50/-.

PROJECTOR LAMPS.-Phillips' 220 -volt, 600 -watt, S.C., 2
at 1.7/6 each; Siemens, 100 -volt, 400 -watt, S.C., 2 at 15/ -

each; G.E.C. 10 -volt, 500 -watt, S.C., 15/- 100 -volt, 1,000
watt, S.C., 17/6 ; 18-voIt, 500 -watt, S.C., 15/-; 6 -volt, 300 -
watt, S -.C., 2 at 12/6 each; 0 -volt, 1,000 -volt, S.C., 21/-;
0 -volt, 400 -watt, S.C.,12/6; 12 -volt, 48-c.p., C.C., 3/6.

Our April Bargain List " A " is
full of Radio and Electrical bargains.

ELECTRADIX RADIOS,
218, UPPER THAMES STREET, LONDON, E.C.4.

Telephone : Central 4611.

 "A W TRANSFORMER
Built to the experimenters' specifica-
tion, also suitable for any mains set? 13/6
up to 4 valves. Kit of parts complete.
Made up, tested and guaranteed. 1516Post 6d.

"A.W." L.F. CHOKE
Complete kit of parts for the L.F. Choke as des-
cribed in this issue, consisting of wound and
tested bobbin, laminations, tap spaces, nuts &
bolts. Guaranteed approved by the /9
Experimenters. Price ur
or completely assembled, tested and
guaranteed. (Postage 6d. extra in both ' 8/9

Immediate Delivery.

 LUCERNE COILS
Complete Lucerne Coils for the LUCERNE
MINOR, the FOUR. STATION CRYSTAL SET
and LUCERNE S.G. RANGER. Guaranteed
-A.W." specification. per pair 6/- apost free. EACH

-Mention this Advt. in reply. Post 6d. extra.

McDANIEL & CO.,
178 MAWNEY ROAD, ROMFORD

A Simple Unit for
Increasing Selectivity

A3

A2

Ai

Try it if You Are Troubled by Interference

Coil of roo turns of No. 28 gauge enamelled
wire on 2 -in. diameter former with tappings
at every twenty turns.

These components are arranged in the
circuit given on this page, and can be mounted
in any suitable manner.

When no interference is experienced, aerial
plug can be left in Ai and condenser c2 at
maximum. In -this position switch s is closed
and therefore neither the wavetrap nor the
series aerial condenser is in operation.

T2

c(soonmfd)

b\ Ca (-0003 ri(ii)

AL (To Set.)

Arrangement of simple unit for increasing
sclect;vity

MBE following small unit, which can be
used in conjunction with any straight set,

will be found very useful for suppression of
interference on the medium waveband, due to
lack of selectivity of the set itself.

The components required are :-
.0005-microfarad variable condenser (prefer-

ably with slow-motion control).
.0003-microfarad variable aerial series con-

denser with cut-out switch which comes into
operation when the condenser is at maximum
capacity.

Minimising Interference
Mild forms of interference can usually be

suppressed by reducing input to set by varying
e2 and then bringing volume up to normal
again by use of reaction control on set. Should
the interference be too strong for this to be
sufficient then the wavetrap is brought into
operation by plugging aerial into A2 or A3 and_
turning condenser c1 until interference is
minimised.

Slight readjustment of c5 and set controls
may also be necessary in order to secure the
best results. Alternative tappings, T1, T1, and
T3, for condenser connection can be provided
with advantage. Experience will determine
which one will be most satisfactory at any
particular part of the waveband. A. H. T.

Listeners' Letters
THE LUCERNE RANGER

To the Editor, AMATEUR WIRELESS.
IHAVE just finished making up the Lucerne

Ranger, and feel I must write and con-
gratulate you on a three -valuer which will
no doubt meet the needs of thousands of
enthusiasts both as to performance and price.

H. Comas.
Dalston, E.S. 1.1054

SCHOOLBOYS' TELEVISION
CONGRATULATIONS on the schoolboy

features. I think it a bright idea. Too
long have the boys been neglected. You have
given them a break by presenting those enter-
taining, simple, yet instructive articles. They
needed such a start.

One day the lads will be men, and thank you
for your guidance from the bottom of the
wireless educational ladder.

. VM =MEM V VIVVVV aro

Send This Coupon for a My Name and Address :

Free Full-size Blueprint
of thePENTA-QUESTER

Send this coupon, in an envelope bearing
id. stamp, to "PENTA-QUESTER" BLUE-
PRINT, Amateur Wireless, 58-61 Fetter
Lane, London, E.C.4," and write your
name and address CLEARLY below AND

in the space on the right.

..A.W.", Ap-il 14

Woolworth's should now stock their shops
with those cheap lenses, not forgetting to
indicate that they are very useful for building
boys' television sets.

If wireless traders are "alive," they will not
miss the opportunity of retailing the com-
ponents mentioned in the articles. They also
could help to let the boys know that someone
has at last taken them under the wireless wing.

"A VERY OLD BOY."
Leyton, E.to. I.1055

" THE EXPERIMENTERS "
APPRECIATED

THERE is no doubt that the Experimenters
have got IT. I look forward to their

articles just as much as I do to my breakfast,
and I am one of those mortals who can't
start the day without a good meal.

They have certainly put me right on many
points. I wish that we had had them in 1922;
I certainly needed tips then, when I was
labouring-that's the word-with miles of
wire making coils, etc.

I won't waste any more of your time. Thanks
for a good paper.

ERIC WEBSTER.
Guernsey, C.I.

CHEAP HIGH-TENSION BATTERIES
TT is with admiration that I read Thermion's
-I. determined campaign against so-called
"cheap" high-tension batteries.

A correspondent in reply to my remarks
of a few weeks ago re quality and cheap
batteries states that the question of quality
is irrelevant to the discussion. On the con-
trary, it is in the highest degree relevant.

Surely the extent to which one is satisfied
to listen to reproduction limited by high
resistance and very low voltage in the high-
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tension supply is governed by the listener's
ability to understand and tolerate distortion.

It is not sufficiently stressed in these days
that really good reproduction is possible with
a battery receiver.

In conclusion, I would say to listeners that
the finest. method is to compare the receiver
starved of high-tension current with one
working with a really generous supply and a
gco3 large undistorted output, and you will
dump the cheap (?) battery, which is responsible
for a great deal of bad reproduction.

In A.D. 1934 we should listen to something
better than the horrible noises oft -times
masquerading as speech and music.

F. SMITH.
London, S.E.13. [1057

MELODY RANGER RESULTS
T AST March I built the Melody Ranger.L Since then I have received programmes
from Canada, America, South America,
Africa, Russia, and the whole of Europe.

Some of the most notable programmes
received from America were an account of the
crash of the Akron by a survivor; General
Balbo's landing; Commander Settle's attempt
on the Stratosphere; the Harmsworth Trophy
race of last year; Betty Nuthall; and The
Street Singer.

The amateur transmitters are also, well
received.

W3XAL (16.87 metres).has been received on
quite a number of occasions in the afternoon.
On the medium and long waves America has
been logged about a dozen times in one night,
besides the whole of Europe and Croydon
weather reports to aeroplanes. These have
all been received on a moving -coil loud-
speaker.

Thanking you for a really fine set.
A. CHAPPLE.

Cardiff. [1058

THE modern set is nearly always
capable of improvement in tone,

according to the tastes of the user. The
Bulgin " Controlatone enables precise
adjustment and minimises shrillness,
mush, whistles, etc. It is simply connected
across the speaker or output choke

THE FOLLOWING ARE SPECIFIED
FOl THE PENTA-QUESTER "
 PENTODE " CONTROLATONE
Variable resistance in series with fixed
capacity. 50.000 Ohms. and 0.01 uF. Panel
mounting, totally enclosed in moulded case.
Working voltage, 250 D.C. max.
List No. C.T.2 ... EACH VP"'
PANEL ON -OFF TOGGLE SWITCH
Nickel -plated metal parts and laminated
bakelite insulation. Contact resistance
=0.01 Ohms. insulation resistance:- :over
50M.Ohms. Tag connections. Rating
250v. 3a.
List No. 5.80T. EACH /3
BASEBOARD ON -OFF TOGGLE

SWITC H
For rotary operation by S/32 -in. shaft
(available); otherwise as type S.80T. above.
1.R.= over 50M.Ohms, C.R.=0.01. Ohms.
average. Rating, 250 v., 3 a. Tag con- 1 Jo
nections. List No. 5.806. EACH ,Pw

Trade BULGIN Mark

A. F. BULGIN & CO., LTD.
ABBEY ROAD, BARKING, ESSEX.

Telephones: Grongewood 3266, 3267.

CUT HERE.-
Please send the New 130.page Catalogue No. 153 -A-

l and Bulgin Literature tc,-

NAME

I ADDRESS

Enclose 2d. Paslage. (Block Letters, Please.) 1

Free Blueprints that simplify Set -building

LINACORE

Advertisement of Jackson Bros. (London) Ltd., 72 St. Thomas'

The J.B. Linacore employs the latest type of
iron -cored coils. It greatly simplifies set
building-making the most of its super selec-
tive coils by accurate matching of condenser
sections. Send coupon to -day for free
Blueprints of an ideal battery or mains model
Linacore circuit. Enclose 2d. only for postage.
For Battery receivers type B.P.B.
(as illustrated)
For Mains receivers type B.P.M. 07

To JACKSON BROS.,
(London) Ltd., 72 St. Thomas' Street, London, S.E.I.

Please send Free Blueprint of
Battery Model {Delete one not
Mains Model required

I enclose 2d. in stamps for postage.

NAME

ADDRESS

A.W.

Street, London, S.E,I Telephone: Hop, 1837
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BUILD YOUR OWN
BATTERY
CHARGER

Do you take your
accumulators to the
service station ?-if
you do, why not

start saving time and money? Build
your own Charger with a Heayberd
Kit of Parts. All you need is a Trans-
former, Rectifier, and a Resistance -
total cost as low as 32/-.

Cat cr_t this ad. fled serd NOW with 3d. in stamps
for 40-p. booklet giving full details of how to build

the Charger best si i:ed for your purpose.

F. C. HEAYBERD & CO.
10 FINSBURY STREET, LONDON, E.C.2

A.W.

-EASY PAYMENTS
" There's no place like HOLMES."
The first firm to supply wireless parts on easy payments.
Nine years advertiser in wireless press. Thousands of

salieed customers.
Monthly

Deposit Payments
TELSEN, latest 3 -valve kit 29/6 4/- 7 of 4 1

Lissen Skyscraper 4 .. 112/6 10/. 11 of 10,3

EXIDE H.T. Accumulator.
120 -volt 60/. 6/. 9 of 618

BLUE SPOT, 29PM. .. 32/6 4/5 7 of 4/5

ATLAS ELIMINATOR,
No. CA25 59/6 5/. II of 5/6

EPOCH, 2CthC PM. .. 25/- 4/19 7 of 4/19

W.B. Microlode 42/. 4/7 9 of 4;1

Parts for any Kit Set. Any make of Speaker.
NEW GOODS OBTAINED FOR EVERY ORDER

Send sis a list of the parts you require and the payments that
will suit your convenience, and see will send you a definite
quotation. Anything wireless.

H.W.HOLMES, 29, FOLEY STREET,
Great Portland Street, London, W.I.

'Phone : Museum 1414.

nsilantim
FOR GOOD RADIO

RECEPTION

'THE up-to-date
method of

cleaning corroded
Accumulator con-
nections. No -
scraping -no mess-no trouble.

Cleans like Magic. Prevents high resistance,
crackling and under charging. Order at once.
1.3, post 3d. A. INSTANTBRITE, PEEBLES
WORKS, PALMERSTON ROAD, LONDON, N.W.6

add 50/ -WEEKLY
to- tout -ea/9j
by charging accumulators in your spare time.
Complete plant incorporating Westinghouse
Rectifiers to charge 105 cells weekly. Trade
price, 4 guineas, or 8/- monthly. Models for
A.C. and D.C. mains also Charger for H.T.
Accumulate.. Send for descriptive booklet.

THE

oarimmennsnm.

Literature and
prices on

oir E request

NVA Slandard Telephones

ODER and Cables, Ltd.,
st. Chad's Piece, VG Gray's Inn

Road, London, W.C.I. 7'ertninue

yyvv EA SY TERMS..,.!
Everything radio supplied on convenient 4
terms. For really prompt delivery entrust .4 your order to us. Goods ordered cash or

10. C.O.D. despatched same day. Strict privacy.
Carriage Paid. Price List FREE.

t THE LONDON RADIO SUPPLY CO. 4
II, OAT LANE, NOBLE ST., LONDON, E.C. .4

10' 'Phone: NA Tional 1977. .4
E AAAAAAAA AA/J./44A AAAA AAA AAiii

Medium-wave Broadcasters
This week we give details of all the important European medium -wave stations.

Next week we shall publish a list of short- and long -wave transmitters.

Kilo- Station and Call Fewer Kilo- Station and Call Pcwer
Metres cycles Sign Country (Kw.) Metres cycles Sign Country (Kw )
201.1 1,492 Bordeaux-Sud-Ouese France .3 309.9 968 Grenoble PTT France 3.0
203.5 1,474 Plymouth Great Bri-ain ... .3 312.8 959 Poste Farisien, Paris France 60
203.5 1,474 Bournemouth Great Britain 1 315.8 950 Breslau Germany 60
204.2 1,469 Pecs Hungary 1.25 318.8 941 Algiers North Africa 13
206 1,456 Fecamp France 200 318.8 941 Goeteborg Sweden 10
207.1 1,448.5 Agen France .5 321.9 932 Brussels (2) Belgium 15
208.8 1,438 Miskclez Hungary 1.25 325.4 922 Brno Czechoslovakia.... 35
209.5 1,432 Beziers France 1.5 328.6 913 Limoges PTT France .7
209.9 1,429 Newcastle Great Britain I 331.9 904 Hamburg Germany . 100
211.3 1,420 Tampere Finland 1.2 335.2 895 Radio Toulouse France 8
215 1,395.4 Radio Lyon France .7 335.2 895 Helsinki Finland 10
218.2 1,375 Basle, Berne Switzerland .5 338.6 886 Graz Austria 7
221.1 1,357 Turin (2) Italy .2 342.1 877 London Regional ... Great Britain ... 50
222 1,351 Dublin (2) Irish Free State... 1.2 345.6 863 Poznan Poland 17.0
222.6 1,348 Koenigsberg Germany .5 349.2 859 Strasbourg France IS
222.6 1,348 Milan Vigentino (2) Italy 7 350.7 835.3 Porsgrund Norway .25
224 1,339 Montpellier France .8 352.9 850 Valencia Spain 3.0
224.1 1,338.8 Lodz Poland 1.7 352.9 850 Bergen Norway 1.0
225.6 1,330 Hanover and other 356.7 841 Berlin Germany 100

Hamburg relays... Germany 1.5 360.6 832 Moscow (4) U.S.S.R. 130
230.2 1,303 Danzig Germany .5 362.7 827.1 Radio LL, Paris Francs 1.2
231.8 1,294 Linz and other 364.5 823 Bucharest Roumania 12

Vienna relays ... Austria .5 368.6 814 Milan Italy 50
233.5 1,285 Aberdeen Great Britain ... 1 373.1 804 Scottish Regional .... Great Britain ... 50
235.1 1,276 Stavanger Norway 0.5 377.4 795 Lwow Poland 21.5
236.8 1,267 Nurnberg Germany 2 377.4 795 Barcelona (EMI) ... Spain 8
238.5 1,258 San Sebastian (EAJ8) Spain .6 382.2 785 Leipzig Germany 120
238.5 1,258 Rome (111) Italy 1.0 386.6 776 Toulous PTT France .7
240.2 1,249 Juan-les-Pins France 2.0 391.1 767 Midland Regional ... Great Britain ... 25
241.9 1,240 Cork Irish Free State. 1 395.8 758 Katowice Poland 16
243.7 1,231 Gleiwitz Germany 5 400.5 749 Marseilles PTT France 2.5
245.5 1,222 Trieste Italy 10 435.4 740 Munich Germany 103
247.3 1,213 Lille PTT France 1.4 410.4 731 Seville Spain 1.5
249.2 1,204 Prague Strasnice (2) Czechoslovakia... 3 410.4 731 Tallinn Estonia II
251 1,195 Frankfurt - am - Main 410.4 731 Madrid (Espana) ... Spain 1.0

and relays Germany 17 415.5 722 Kiev U.S.S.R. 36
253.2 1,185 Kharkov (2) U.S.S.R 3S 420.8 713 Rome Italy 50
2.55.1 1,176 Copenhagen Denmark 10.0 426.1 704 Stockholm Sweden 55
257.1 1,167 Monte Ceneri Switzerland IS 431.7 695 Paris PTT France 7
259.1 1,158 Morayska-Ostrava... Czechoslovakia... I I 437.3 686 Fredriksstad Norway 07
261.1 1,149 London National ... Great Britain ... 50 437.3 686 Belgrade Yugoslavia ...... 2.8
261.1 1,149 West National Great Britain 50 443.1 677 Sottens Switzerland 25
263.2 1,140 Turin (I) Italy 7 449.1 668 North Regional Great Britain ... 50
265.3 1.131 Hoerby Sweden 10 455.9 658 Langenberg Germany 60
267.4 1,122 Belfast N. Ireland I 463 648 Lyons PT) France 15
267.4 1,122 Nyiregyhaza Hungary 625 470.2 638 Prague (I) Czechoslovakia... 120
269.5 1,113 Kosice Czechoslovakia... 2.5 476.9 629 Trondheim Norway 1.2
269.5 1,113 Vitus (Paris) France 1.0 483.9 620 Brussels (I) Belgium 15
271.7 1,104 Naples Italy 1.5 491.8 610 Florence Italy 20
271.7 1,104 Madona Latvia 15.0 499.2 601 Sundsvall Sweden 10
274 1,095 Madrid EA.17 Spain 3.0 499.2 601 Rabat Morocco 6
276.2 1.086 Falun Sweden .5 506.8 592 Vienna Austria 130
276.2 1,086 Magyarovar Hungary 1.25 514.6 583.2 Riga _ Latvia IS
276.2 1,086 Zagreb Yugoslavia .75 522.6 574 Mu Hacker Germany 100
278.6 1,077 Bordeaux PTT France 13 531 565 Athlone Irish Free State... 60
280.9 1,068 Tiraspol U.S.S.R 10 539.6 556 Beromunster Switzerland 60
283.3 1,059 Bari Italy 20 549.5 546 Budapest Hungary 120
285.7 1,050 Scottish National ... Great Britain 559.7 536 Wilno Poland 16
288.5 1,040 Leningrad (2) U.S.S.R. 100 569.3 527 Viipuri Finland 13.0
288.5 1,040 Rennes PTT France 1.3 569.3 527 Ljubljana Yugoslavia 7
291 1,031 Heilsberg Germany 60 578 519 Hamar Norway .7
291 1,031 Parede Portugal 5.0 696 431 Oulu Finland 1.2
293.5 1,022 Barcelona (BM IS) Spain 20 726 413.5 Boden Sweden .6
296.2 1,013 North National ... Great Britain 50 748 401 Geneva Swi:zerland 1.5
298.8 1,004 Bratislava Czechoslovakia... 14 748 401 Moscow U.S.S.R. 20.0
301.5 995 Huizen Holland 20 765 392 Ostersund Sweden .6
304.3 986 Genoa Italy 10 824 364 Smolensk U.S.S.R. 10.0
304.3 986 Cracow Poland 1.7 840 357 Budapest (II) Hungary 3.0
307.1 977 West Regional Great Britain 50 845 355 Rostov (Don) U.S.S.R. 20.0

NOTE: -The following wavelengths are common to several transmitters: 206 m.
(1,456 kcs.); 207.3 tin. (1,447 kcs.); 208.6 m. (1,438 kcs.); 211.3 m. (1,420 kcs.);
218.2 m. (1,375 kcs.); 221.1 m. (1,357 kcs.); 225 6m.2 14 m. (1,330 kcs.); 228.7 m.
(1,312 kcs.); 235.1 m. ( 1,276 kcs.); 236.8 m. (1,267 kes.); 251 m. (1,195 kcs.).

PENTA-QUESTING
is made as simple as possible

for every constructor by our
free blueprint offer. Use the

coupon on page 404 to -day !
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Broadcast Bells and Chimes
Continued from. page 399

heard periodically from several of the Conti-
nental stations, Beromiinster" being notable.

Church bells of every magnitude are heard
on the wireless from time to time. On one
occasion they may be the homely peal of some
small village church, and on another the bells
of some great cathedral or abbey in the midst
of a huge and bustling city.

Round about the end of 1933 and the
beginning of .1934 there were some striking
contrasts in this way. Shortly before Christmas,
for instance, you may have heard the rural
peal froM the little church of St. Hilary, ringing
out in the silence of the Cornish countryside on
the occasion of the annual Nativity play.
Then, of course, on Christmas afternoon there
was another village church peal-the Bredon
bells, echoing at the foot of the famous Bredon
Hill in Worcestershire.

Above the Rumble of London's Traffic
On New Year's .Eve, by way of contrast,

there was the majestic peal from Westminster
Abbey crashing out above the rumble of
London's traffic,. then the Parliament chimes
and Big Ben striking midnight, and finally the
bells of Canterbury Cathedral. -

Between these two extremes, on Christmas
Eve listeners in five continents heard a
triumph of bell broadcasting-the world-wide
relay of the bells of the Church of the Nativity
at Bethlehem.

A previous New Year's Eve --back in 1927.
if I remember rightly-was the occasion of
another interesting bell broadcast.. On that
night Big Peter made its microphone debut
from York Minster. Big Peter is one of the
largest existing bells in England, weighing over
to tons.

The New Year's Eve in question was
the thirteen -hundredth anniversary of York
Minster, and the thanksgiving service held in
this connection was followed by Big Peter
striking midnight. The ordinary peal of bells
also featured in the broadcast.

On another occasion some years ago, the
Curfew Bell from York was included in a
miscellaneous programme under the title of
"Round About the North."

One can hardly think of bell broadcasts
without calling to mind the playing of hymn
tunes on the bells of St. Martin -in -the -fields
immediately before the Sunday evening broad-
cast service.

Some little time ago one of the German
stations broadcast a talk (or possibly it was a
series of talks-I forget, now) on " Bells
Through the Centuries," illustrated by actual
examples of church chimes in Germany.

The B.B.C. might well adopt a similar idea.
Many listeners in this country, as well as those
in distant parts, of the Empire, would un-
doubtedly be interested in a talk or two on
British bells, with relays of chimes and peals
from various famous belfries and clock towers
by way of illustration. W. OLIVER.

Short-wave Notes
Continued from page 40 t

3o. I put two turns on one of the coils and
that brought the 25 -metre band round to about
3o degrees on both dials and the 19 -metre
band at about S or 9 degrees.

When I tuned in the only strong signal going,
I found that the reaction suffered from chasing.
I mean by that that you could vary the wave-
length to which the unit was tuned by altering
the reaction. This made careful tuning
impossible.

I then had another look at the reaction
coil and decided to space the reaction winding
in the same way as the grid winding. This
did the trick.- When the reaction condenser
was varied it did not alter the grid tuning
more than a fraction of a degree..

By this time the receiver was getting a bit
more shipshape and I knew whereabouts the
various stations should be so I made a pencil
note of the tuning positions of the five com-
mercial short-wave bands and started to search
through very carefully. Within a very few
minutes I had logged WSXK, W2XAD, Rome,
Copenhagen, and a phone station from Beunos
Aires, but the strength was not good. The
only station that was really suitable for the
loud -speaker was Daventry.

Aerial Alterations
Then I had a look at his aerial. It seemed

quite all right, but the lead-in trailed along
the picture rail for quite a long way. I removed
the whole set to within a foot or, so of the
lead-in tube. Immediately it put up the signal.
strength 25 to 3o per cent., and during the
course of the next hour or so some fifteen or
twenty long-distance stations were picked up at
good Strength.

It should interest all those sceptics that write
to me so frequently that a little attention to
detail will most probably show a different state
of affairs.

I have just been looking at an American
Philco catalogue of this year's sets, and I was
surprised to see how many of them tune
from 13 to 575 metres, instead of just on the
medium waveband. Large family radiograms
are all the same in this respect.

Americans Ahead of Us
The Americans are certainly ahead of us

in the design of short-wave sets, and the use
of these sets by the man in the street is bound
to increase interest in short-wave reception.
Unfortunately in this country one is supposed
to find out these things by listening to the
set manufacturers' words of wisdom or by
reading their catalogues.

This year there does seem to be a tendency
to produce short-wave sets, even if they are
intended for our Colonies.

Judging from readers' reports and coupled
with my own experiences, it looks as if this
season must be given the palm for consistent
reception conditions. Most of the old favourite
stations have been on tap at the usual times,
although one or two of them have been
missing. One thing about the missing is that
they do not turn up at odd intervals.
.. Reception of Sydney has not been so simple
for many years. Before breakfast on Sunday
morning with a good set reception has been
roo per oent. reliable, and, what is more
interesting, is that the afternoon session has
also been worth listening to and plenty of
readers report reception up until 19.0o.

Notes and Jottings
OWING

to pressure on our space this week,
" The Experimenters" are unable to con-

tinue their series on high tension from the
mains. We hope to see,them back again next
week.

The Croydon Wireless Society is taking a

keen interest in television. A lecture on the
cathode-ray tube and its application to tele-
vision was recently given.

Glasgow readers will be interested in the
Glasgow and District Radio Club. Applications
for membership should be addressed *to the
secretary, Henry Duff, of go Budhill Avenue,
Shettleston, Glasgow, E.2.

Wails/ rekats I
Strict Privacy Guaranteed
-we deal with you direct

N TS C LASS
' * SP EA K ER-AMPLIFI R

GIVES SEVEN TIMES
SENT CN 7 DAYS' TRIAL.
Ready Assembled with Class "B"

Valve.
Bend only 6/- for 7
days' trial. It ap-
proved. balance in 11
monthly payments of

cash or C.O.D. Car-
t Lige Paid, 2211910.
Simply plug-in to your
existing battery set.

THE VOLUME

TELSEN "323' KIT
Complete Kit of Parts for new
Telsen Straight 3. Send only 2i6 ;
balance In 6 monthly payments of 5 -.
Coal] or C.O.D. Carriage Paid, $1;9 .6.

If valves re-
quired, add
81,13,6 to
cash price
or 8/- de-
posit and
Smoothly
payments
of IV-.

W.B.P.M. 4 MICROLODE
MOVING - COIL SPEAKER

SENT ON 7 DAYS' TRIAL
With Switch -controlled multi -ratio input

transformer.
Send only 6)- for
7 days' trial. if
approved, balance
In 8 monthly pay-
ments of 516. Cash.
or C.O.D. Carriage
Paid. 62/2/0.
W.B.P.M .8. Send
only 2/6. Balance in
8 monthly pay-

ments of 4/3. Cash or C.O.D. Carriage Paid 21./11/6

ATLAS ELIMINATOR
SENT ON 7 DAYS' TRIAL.
Yodel C.A.25. Suitable for all
outputs, baluding ekes " B "

and Q.P.P.
Send only 3/6
for 7 days trial.
If approved.
Balance pay-
able hill mon-
thly payments
of 5/8 (orcash
in 7 days),
22119/8. Carr-
iage Paid.

D.C. Model 11.25. Cash or
C.O.D. Carriage Paid 51/19/6
or 4/- down niM 10 monthly
payments .1: 4 -.

BLUE SPOT 99 P.M.
MOVING-COIL SPEAKER

SENT / DAYS' TRIAL
Complete with in-
put trans( °role,
Send only 6/- for 7
days' trial. If ap-
proved, balance in
11 monthly pay-
ments of 5/6.
Cash or C.O.D. Car-
riage Paid, 62/196.

BLUE SPOT 29 P.M. MOVD7G-COIL
SPEAKER. Cash or C.O.D. Carriage
Paid. 91/12/6 or 7 monthly payments
of 5/-.

Any items advertised in this journal CASH,
C.O.D., H.P. Send for quotation by return.

NeweimesSalesCo
56 LUDGATE HILL, LONDON, E.C.4
Dear Sirs :
(a) Please send me

(b) I enclose Cash/Deposit

NAME

ADDRESS

Ai'. 144,34

FIRST WITH EASY TERMS IN 1924
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PREPAID ADVERTISEMENTS
Advertisements under this head are charged
THREEPENCE PER WORD, minimum charge
THREE SHILLINGS. DEPOSIT SYSTEM.

s He publishers cannot accept responsibility for the bona
Ides of advertisers in this publication, they have introduced
a system of deposit which it is recommended should be
adopted by readers when dealing with persons with whom
they are unacquainted.

The amount of the Deposit and Fee must be remitted by
Postal Order or Registered Letter (Cheques cannot be-
: cceptec), addressed to
"Amateur Wireless," Advertisement Department,

58/61 Fetter Lane, London, E.C.4.

'REPAIRS to Loud -speakers, Transformers, and Head-
phones, 41- each; Blue Spots, 5/-. Moving Coils a speci-
ality. Cones fitted, Eliminators and Sets quoted for.
Satisfaction guaranteed. Prompt service. Inquiries
invited. Terms to trade.-loud-speaker Repair Service,
5 Balham Grove, London, S.W.12. Battersea 1321.
CHARGING WITHOUT MAINS !-Thousands are charging
their own accumulators, why don't you? "Tonic" trickle -
charger kits keep 2 -volt accumulators fully charged. Ideal
for remote districts. From 7s., postage Ud. Full particu-
lars, stamp-Williams, Netherend, Cradley, Er. Birming-
ham.
" Sandfield Avenue, LymInster, Littlehampton. 0-2-34.
'Tonic' received, I cannot find words of great enough praise
fbr its efficiency. I am delighted with it, and shall be
proud to recommend it to all my friends. Mrs. Pearl Walter."
SAMPLE OF 700 DUTCH BULBS, containing 200 Gladi-
oli, 31 by 4 in., in 4 varieties; 50 Early Flowering Gladioli;
200 Montbretias, in 4 varieties; 100 Clover of Happiness,
75 Ranunculus, 25 Anemones, 20 Double Begonias, 15
Beautiful Lilies, and 15 Gloxinias for pots for 10/- (C.O.D.
10/6, carriage paid and free from duty).-P. Walraven,
Stationsweg, Hillegom, Holland.

HALLO ! HOME CONSTRUCTORS I-Take this oppor-
tunity of " dealing direct " at London's most sensational
prices. Onl Guaranteed and Tested New Stock Radio
Goods offeredy here. Buy new stock goods at second
hand prices. Kits our Speciality: Lucerne Ranger, 28/6,
Straight 2v. Kit, 14/8; Straight 3, 17/6; S.G.3, 24/6;
Super 5.0.3, 31/6; S.T.300, 39/6; S.T.400, 52/8;
S.T.500 66/6; New Leader Three 37/6; Class -B
Amplification Kit 23/6. Any outfit supplied. All cash
or C.O.D. Carriage Paid. Packed in scaled cartons with full
instructions. Clients receive free technical advice. Compo-
nents, Startling, Revolutionary, Sensational : Screened Iron
Cored Coils, 3/8; Transformers, 2/6; Eliminators 25 M.A.
D.C. 15/8; A.C., 29/6. Huge quantities of radio parts: 2d.
stamp brings our new indispensable " direct to you"
catalogue. Get in touch now with Radio's Leading Postal
Stores. Immediate attention; no irritating delays.-

DIRECT TRADING COMPANY,
(Dept. A52), 58 Blandford Street, Baker Street, London,
W.I.
WANTED..-Good Modern Wireless Parts, Sets, Elimina-
tors, Meters, Valves, Speakers, etc. Spot cash waiting,
Send or bring. We pay more than any other dealer. Open
9-8.-University Radio, 142 Drummond Street, Euston

.

BENNETT METAL LENS ASSEMBLY (specified in
"A.W."), with viewing tunnel, 10/6; with matched pair
non -distorting lenses, Mei; or lens only, 6/-. 16 -in. Scan-
ning Discs, 7/6.-Bennett Television Co., Station Road,
Redhill.

BANKRUPT BARGAINS,-List free with 3 -valve diagram.
Three -valve Kit, 17/-; S.T.300, 35/-; S.T.400, 45/-; S.T.500,
52/6. Any KR supplied. 1934 Mains Sets. Universal
4 valve, M.C., £7. Ditto, Super -het, £8/5/.. Majestic
4 -valve A.C. Super -het, £4/15!-. Blue Spot Pedestal ClassB
Set, complete, £6'15/-. Burgoyne Class B 3, £4/5/-.
Transformers, 1/9. Dual Coils, 1/9. Anything radio.
Quotes return. Part exchange.-Butlin, 143b Preston
Road, Brighton.

INFORMATION BUREAU
Will every querist please observe the follow-

ing revised rules ?
Please write concisely, giving essential particulars.
A fee of one shilling, postal order (not stamps),

a stamped, addressed envelope and the coupon ou
this page must accompany all queries.

Not more than two questions should be sent at
any time.

The designing of apparatus or receivers cannot be
undertaken. .

Slight modifications of a straightforward nature
only can be made to blueprints. For more serious
alterations the minimum charge is 216.

Blueprints supplied by us Will charged for in
addition, but of course, readers may send their own
blueprints for alteration.

Modifications to proprietary receiver and desigris
published by contemporary journals cannot be
undertaken. Renters sets .and components cannot

- be.. tested by us. ..Qiierias caunOt :be,:guswerell by
telephone or personally. Readers ordering blue-
prints and requiring technical information in addi-
tion should address a separate. letter to 'the Infor-
mation Bureau and should see that their retui;
tance covers the price of the Bluepr:ut and the
amount of the query fee.

.

We do not answer queries in cases where
the fee is omitted.
Queries should be addressed to the Query Dept.,
'Amateur Wireless," 53/61, Fetter Lane, Loudon,

E.C.4.

O

THE PENTA-QUESTER SPECIFIED KIT, ST (6/6
monthly). Positively no alternatives. Write to -day for
lists of this and other Kit Bargains-cash, C.O.D., or H.P.
-Melforad, 5 Queen's Place, Hove. (Trade Supplied.)
RADIO AT LESS THAN COST from "THE GOLD -
MINE STORES." This week's special "A.W." clearance
offers. Supplies strictly limited. All brand-new goods.
COMPONENTS : Lucerne Iron -cored Dual -range Coils,
1/11. Four -pole Balanced Armature Units, 2/6. Variable
Condensers, .0005, .0003, .0001 mfd., 1/-; Differentials,
Ild. L.F. Transformers, 3 : 1, 5 : 1, 1/11. " Duotune "
S.M. Extensers (list 18/6), 2/11. Class B Driver and Out-
put Transformers, each, 3/8. Fixed Condensers, 1 mfd.,
rid.; 2 tad., 1/3; 4 mfd., 2/4; .0001, 2, 3 mfd., 3d. each.
Erie 1 -watt Resistances, from 10,000 ohms, 41d. each
Grid Leaks, 1, 2, 3, 5 megs., 21d. each,. MISCELLANE-.
OUS : P.M. M.C. Speakers, 12/6. Eliminator Kits (with
Westinghouse rectifiers), 25 ma.. A.C.. 21/-; D.C., 9/6;
A.C., Class B, 29/6. SPECIAL KITS OFFERS, complete
with diagrams, instructions, and all sundries. Straight 2,
8/6; 3 -valve, 10/6; S. Wave 3, 12/6; S.W. Adaptor, 8/8;
Class B Adaptor, 10/6; Class B 3, 18/6; Leader 3, 25/8;
S.G. Ranger, 19/6. Enclose also 3d. stamps now for April
issue of " THE RADIO GOLD -MINE "-The Miracle
Medium in Modern Radio. It will. save you pounds. The.
Greatest Surplus Lists In Radio.-LONDON 'EAST
CENTRAL TRADING COMPANY (Dept. A.55), 23 Bar-
tholomew Close, E.C.1. (Telephone : NATional 7473.)
All goods cash, C.O.D., or deposit system. Please enclose
sufficient postage extra on above special offers.
EPOCH.-Final clearance of surplus Epoch Loud -speakers
and other articles. Thousands of bargains for callers. New
list, with additions from all departments, on application.
EPOCH.-Greatest bargain es-er offered. The famous
11 -in. Super P.M. Speaker. The finest moving -coil
speaker in its class. Brand new, perfect,'and guaranteed.
Fitted with Universal transformer, including ten matching
ratios for power, super power, and, pentodes, as well as
terminals for Class B. Handles 1/10th to 8 watts. Equally
as good in every way as the standard 11-1n. Super listing
at 45/-. To clear at 20/- each, carriage paid. Similar
Speaker, hut energised, 6 volt, 2,500 or 4,000 ohms fields.
List at 37/6; to clear at 18/6., Cabinets 12/6 extra.
EPOCH.-Another wonderful bargain. The famous Super
Dwarf P.M. The tiny.5-in. Speaker with the big perform-
ance. Multi -ratio or Class B transformer. New and
guaranteed. List price, 23/6; to clear at 11/-, carriage
paid.
EPOCH Radio, Exmouth House, Exmouth Street, E.C.1 (at
junction of lt,,,hery Avenue and Farringdon Road).

RADIO CONNECTIONS
specified for the

PENTA-QUESTER

Wander Plu;
Price ecch 2d.

1,1

.7.11

111111111iii

Nes,

type
Price ecch 3d. Cambridge Arterial Road, Enfield. Mdx.

6 wanderplugs - lettered
H.T.+1,H.T.+2, H.T.-,

G.B.-2, G.B.+

2 spade terminals-lettered
L.T.+, LT. -

5 R type terminals-let-
tered A, E, LS., L.S.-1-

Spade termilal
Pike each 2d.

The designers of the Pants -muster models ea-
dorse the opinions of all the leading technicians
in specifying Belling Lee terminals, etc. They
realise the necessity for perfect connections.

BELLING -LEE
FOR EVERY RADIO CONNECTION

"ENGINEERS!
LOOK WHAT YOU
HAVE AT YOUR
FINGER TIPS!

Do not let a first-class post slip,
Sr through your fingers for the

.1 sake of a few letters after your
name. - Whatever your experi-

ence, age, or education, you should send to -day for
"ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES." This free 256 -
page Handbook shows the easiest way of preparing for the

A.M.I.Mech.E., A.M.I.E.E.,A.M.I.A.E.,M atria,
G.P.O., etc., exam,. The book also gives details of all
liratiehes -of Civil, Mech., Elec., Motor, Aero., Wireless,
and " Talkie " Engineering, and explains the unique
vantages of our --Appointments Department. Send for the
valuable Handbot,/k to-day-FREE, and post free.
BRITISH INSTITUTE of ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY,
400 Shakespeare House, 20/31 Oxford Street, London, W.1.

RADIO SUPPLIES
Send yidsr list cf Radio needs for our quotation. Kits, Parts.
Sets, etc. u.serything in Radio stocked. prompt delivery.
7 slays' approval. Catalogue free. Taylex & standard Wet

H.T. Replacements stocked.
A. TAYLOR, 9 GROVE ROAD, BALHAM, S.W.19

=tem. Wit
FEE 1/-

INFORMATION BUREAU
COUPONj Available until Saturday,

APRIL 21, 1934,

FULL-SIZE BLUEPRINTS
When ordering, please send Postal Order. NOT STAMPS. quote the

Blueprint number shown below : not the number of the issue.

TWO -VALVE SETS (Is. each)
Home Station A.C. 2 (D, Pen) .. AW374
"A.W." Iron -core Two (D, Trans) .. AW395
"A.W." Iron -core Two with Q.P.P. AW396
Consolectric Two (D, Pen) : . AW403
Big Power -Melody Two, with Lucerne Coils

(SG Trans) ..AW338A
B.B.C." National Two, with Lucerne Coils (D,

Tram) .. .. AW377A
Screen -grid Two (SG Det, Trans) .. WM289
A Two for 7 Metres (D. Trans).. WM295
New -style Radiogram (D, Trans) WM299
A.C. Quality Gem (D, Trans) WM312

THREE -VALVE SETS (1s. each)
Everybody's Home Radiogram (SG, D, Trans) AW381
S.S.3 (A.C.) (SG, SGDet, Pen) .' AW390
"Up-to-the-minute Three" with Class B, 1/6..AW384B
Class -B Three (D, Trans, Class B) AW386
A.C. Triodyne (SG, D; Pen) .. . AW399
Home -built Coil Three (SG, D, Trans) AW404
Fan and Family Three (D, 2LF) AW410
£5.5s. S.G.3 (SG, 0, Trans) AW412
A.C.-D.C. Universal Three (SG, Det, Pen) AW414
1934 Ether Searcher (SG, Det, Pen) Baseboard AW41/
1934 Ether Searcher (SG, Det, Pen) Chassis .. AW4I9
Lucerne Ranger (SG, Det, Trans) .. AW422
1933 Economy S.G. Three (SG, D, Trans) .. WM306
A.C.Calibrator (SG, D, Pen) .. WM309
£6 6s. Radiogram (D, RC, Trans) ' . , WM313
Simple -tune Three (SG, SG Det. Pen).. WM327
'Fyers Iron -core 'Three (SG, SG Der, Pen) .. WA/1330
I.C.B. Three (D, LF, Class B) WM333
Economy Pentode Three (SG, lb, Pen).. .. WM337
Three -range Three (SG, D, Pen) WA4336

FOUR -VALVE SETS (1s. 6d. each)
"A.C. Melody Ranger" (SG, D, RC, Trans) .. AW380
"A.W." Ideal Four (2SG, D, Pen) .. AW402
"Words and Music" Radiogram (2SG, D, Trans) WA/1307
"Words and Music " Radiogram de Luxe(2SG, D, Q.P.P.)..W VI307a
Home Short -waver (SG, D. RC. Trans) .. WM311
Empire Short -waver (SG, D, RC, Trans) WM3I3
Merrymaker Super (A.C. Super -het) WM345
1934 A.C. Quadradyne (2 SG, D, Pen).. .. WM349
Lucerne Straight Four (SG, Det, Trans) .. W.V1350
Home -lover's New All -electric 4 foe A.C. main;

(SG, D, Trans) AW383
Melody Ranger (SG, D, *RC, Trans) with copy

of "A.W." 4d. postage
Signpost Four (SG, D, LF, Clas.s.B)

AAwW339754

Table Quad (SG. D, RC , Trans) .. WM303

FIVE -VALVE SETS (1s. 6d. each)
James Short-wave Super (Super -het) .. AW328
Simple Super (Super -het) . A\V340
The Etherdyne (Super -het) AW406
1934 Century Super (5v: Super -het) .. AW413
Class -B Quadradyne (2SG, 0, Class -B) WM344

SIX -VALVE SETS (Is. 6d. each)
New Century Super (Super -het with copy of

"A.W.," 4d., post free .. . .. AW363
1934 A.C. Century. Super (Superhet) AW425
James Super -straight Six (2SG, D, LF,

Push-pull) . .. WM339

SEVEN -VALVE SETS (1s. 6d. each)
Super Senior (Super -het) .. .. WM256
Seventy-seven Super (A.C. Super -het) .. .  WM305
Q.P.P. Super 60 (Super -het) .. .. .. WM319
Copies of the "Wireless nineties " and cf "Amateur Wireless"
ecntaining descriptions at most of these sets can be obtained at ls. 3d. and
4d. respectively, poet free. Index letters "A.W." refer to "Amateur Wire-

less " sets and "W.A." to " Wireless Magazine." Address litters i

Amateur Wireless Blueprint Dept., 5tro-,,Ed11.`""
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LIST
FREE

pCAB! NETSse
65/- Regrar 35/-

NO MIDDLE PROFITS
Fin's, Radio Furniture at

'o B.B.C.

p cA,EIT'S
Cabinet (A M.) Walks. Be leyk nth Rea, London

sit

6i1 think your Battery BEST
SOLUTION TO H.T. PROBLEM"

Pre -tot Auk! ,istcner alter listener tells how
INV he wonderful Standard Wet

e'it*f minify putt a stop to H.T. troubles
for good. "I have bad battery
in use on various sets for 21 years

A V and think it best salution to H.T.
v,itale supplied problem," writes A.R.P., of Daze,
ham. Keeps up to strength amazingly, recharges itself overnight,

-annual replenishment all that is necessary. Decide to -day, no more
costly battery replacements, purer tone, better reception and H.T.
that lasts years. 120 v.,12,500 m.a. £2 complete, carriage paid.
Write for details of this money -saving Battery.

ALL STANDARD BATTERY -SPARES SUPPLIED.
THE WET H.T. BATTERY CO. (A.W.),

28 Link Street, London, W.C.2. Gerrard 6121

Printed for the Proprietors and Publishers, BERNARD JONES PUBLICATIONS, LTD..
58-61 Fetter Lane, London, E.C.4, by The Sun Engraving Co., Ltd., London
and Watford. Sole Agents- for South Africa : Cescra.u. NEWS AGENCY, LIMITED,
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EXPERTS INSIST ON ATLAS

 1111118118180
H. CLARKE & CO. (MICR.), LIMITED,

a Atlas Works, Pati.icroft, Manchester. 11

18 Please send me a copy of Booklet &7, telling roe how IN
111 to convert my- Battery Sct to Mains Operation with 10

 an " ATLAS " Unit.

f Name

Address 29/26

IlliElISIS510113111181511181818151111

NOW SPECIFIED for the "PENTA-
QUESTER" described in this number

. . All the leading radio authors specify " ATLAS " Units
to give the rr-ost efficient, west reliable, and most economical
results with their receiver designs. They have proved it,
in direct competitive tests, again and again.
No other units have won the Olympia Ballot for two years
running. None give such high reserves of voltage and
output-or are suitable for every type of set, even "Class
B " and " Q.P.P."-or are made for 25 -cycle A.C. Mains
without any increase in price. Insist on " ATLAS " for t' -le
"FENTA-QUESTER" and every battery set. Mains power
with an " ATLAS " Unit costs less than one shilling a year.

50 TIMES CHEAPER THAN BATTERIES

T IL
MAINS ILJAIIITS

There is an " ATLAS " Unit to convert
any Battery Receiver to Mains Operation
in a for., minutes without alteration to set
cr valves, giving more power, improved
tone, sharper selectivity at one -fiftieth
cf the cost of dry batteris.

mfro 39r6Prices cash or
I0/- down

TRY ONE 0 N YOUR SET
Ask ycur dealer for a free demonstration
and send coupon for FREE Booklet to
H. CLARKE & CO. (M/CR.), LIMITED,
Patricroft, Manchester. London: Bush
House, W.C.2. Glasgow: G.E.S. Co., Ltd.,
38 Oswald Street.

ASK YOUR DEALER. HE KNOWS

/111 I V IE 5 IE1034 PICK-UP
St4ier" *odd, Output, nearly 4 volts-average, 2 volts,
Slave man tee used in ally position. lick -up reed cannot go
out of adjltstinent IPa t. applied_ for). Ball -catch swivel head
for cosy needle -changing. Weight on record adjustable.
Mounted in ,111:11t brow o bakelito sale. a wily guarantce I.
f ),:or not stint: 41141Yerse 1934 Pick-ups, write

PRICE

22/6
IV I [1 i..ltiuet

1.1,t

(lhe'Broadcaster
and '7W,rdess
ketniter says

"NATURAL TONE
-- ENTIRELY

RELIABLE'
COSMOCORD i D'!:' Mil UNIVERSE WORKS, ENFIELD MIDDX

101- NOTES
FREE!

See Friday's

Get a copy of Friday's RADIO
PICTORIAL and enter the simple
competition for which 10,- notes are
being given as prizes.
Henry Hall, the famous B.B.C. Dance
Band Director, has personally auto-
graphed 1,000 two-colour portraits of
himself and these will be presented
FREE to the first 1,000 entries to the
compel lion.
ON SALE FRIDAY-Price 2d.

RADIO PICTORIAL

RECTIFICATION
at its best

Whether you need a rectifier for
detection, A.V.C., battery economy or
H.T. supply, there is no substitute for a
WESTINGHOUSE METAL RECTIFIER.

High efficiency, robustness and permanence
are but three of the features which make
it superior to all other forms.

Full particulars of both types are given in
" The All Metal Way, 1934." A 3d. stamp
to Dept. A.W. will bring you a copy.

WESTINGHOUSE
METAL RECTIFIERS
THE WESTINGHOUSE BRAKE & SAXBY SIGNAL Co., Ltd.
82, YORK ROAD, KING'S CROSS, LONDON, 81.1

Please Mention "A.W." When Correspondinz with Advertisers.
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An ESSENTIAL
SPECIFICATION for the

\N 00E.
??

The
114 P

110\14g01k1ASIt
No ??P\.

TYPE

PENTA-iQUESTER.

Here is the. famous
SCREENED UNIVERSAL

COIL
PRICE

sr_

Tunes 180 - 550 &
850 - 1950 Metres

Built especially to cover the more
exacting condi _ions of the Lucerne
Plan, these coils permit a
greater degree of selectivity
than hitherto. They are universal
in that the one type, is suitable
for Aerisl, H.F. or Band -Pass
Tuning.

Real Q.P.P. is now possible and in the " Penta-
Quester " the latest advance in this system has
been fully exploited. New valve development
calls for appropriate components-the Wearite
P.P.A. Transformer has been specially designed for
use with the new valve. So important is this
" team work " that only the Wearite P.P.A. will
co. Again Wearite research has prompted the
designer's choice.

REMEMBER-Wearite were the first in the field
with Q.P.P. and Class " B " apparatus-the
famous " B. Mag." Components have become a
standard in Class " B " operation.

These Coils are Specified for the

A.W. LUCERNE RECEIVERS

AERIAL COIL

PEGD. TRAM.' MARK

Originally designed by Amateur
Wireless " engineers far their Lu-
cerne Receivers, Wearite have used
ell the experience of many years of
coil making and have produced these
superveffident coils-guaranteed in
every respect to original specification.

PRICE per pair 10/6
or

A2rial Coil

Anode Coil . . . , 5'6

POST

THIS

COUPON

NDW

COUPON

ANODE COIL

To MESSRS. WRIGHT & WEAIRE Ltd.,
743, High Road, Tottenham, N.17.

Please send me a copy of your booklet No. A.I2 together .with details of
your Universal Coils and " L.P." (Lucerne Plan) Circuits, particulars of your
Class " B " Components (and Circuits) and also H.T. Power Packs wi.1? ei:cuits

Name

Address ..
A.W. 14/4/34

0 4827j,
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MAKING A POWER
TRANSFORMER

See page 413
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The " Amateur Wireless " designers once again demonstrate the superiority of
Radiophone " Matched Perfection " ; they have

Specified Radiophone Exclusively for the new

PENTA-QUESTER
What else could they do ? A set of this
standard must have the very best-and
there is only one VERY BEST-
BRITISH RADIOPHONE.
Radiophone Components from the
smallest resistor to the latest multi -
gang condenser are made with the most

scrupulous attention to detail. Their
complete accuracy and absolute
efficiency is guaranteed. Have no hesi-
tation about buying Radiophone com-
ponents. There are no better and
results invariably prove that it is worth
getting the best.

BRITISH RADIOPHONE LTD.
ALDWYCH HOUSE, ALDWYCH. LONDON, W.C.2

ittAIFTERY SET
OWNERS

ors
EACH

BENJAMIN AUTOCONTROLA
Automatic Control of Battery Consumption
A Benjamin _\..utocontrola used in conjunction with a
W.6 Westector and suitable resistance will eliminate
all H.T. waste in your battery set. Just connect the
Autocontrola to your receiver, approximately double
the grid bias (this ensures efficient working of the
unit) and the direct result will be halved running costs.

Ord2r one from your Dealer to -day.
IMPORTANT. Price 7/6 does not include Westector or

external resistance

THE BENJAMIN ELECTRIC LTD.
TARIFF ROAD - TOTTENHAM, N.17

RADIOPHONE
"P.Q." 2 -GANG
Condenser and
Drive Assembly

as speeihed for the

PENTA-QUESTER

__

Metal
detection
in "straight" receivers
is now a practical
proposition , ...

1

,

, . .

newThanks to the

,

,

X WESTECTOR
which adequately rectifies currents

1 frequencies of up to 1,500
1

I

WRITE FOR LITERATURE "AX(."

The Westinghouse Brake & Saxby Signal
82, Ycrk Road, King's Cross, London,

,

at
kilocycles

Co:, Ltd.,
N.1.
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News and Gossip of the Week
T' Coop !

Gee ready, lads, for the broad-
cast commentary on the Cup

Final at Wembley on April 28.
The technical arrangements will
be the same as in preceding years.

G. F. Allison and Derek
("Square Four") McCulloch will
do the show-and do it with
gusto, of course.

For Cardiff, Indeed
POPULAR J. N. Lampson, one

of the Empire announcers at
Broadcasting House, is going to
join the announcing staff 'at
Cardiff very shortly.

He is engaged, you may recall,
to Joy Riddock, who was until
lately in the B.B.C.'s Music
Department.

This Television !
STRIKING proof that the B.B.C.

television broadcasts are wide-
ly picked up is furnished by a
Bradford looker, who recently
sent Eustace Robb photographs
of images he had picked up on his
teleVision set.

From these photographs it was
posSible to recognise Betty Bolton
quite easily.

Considering that for the three
seconds' exposure needed to take
the images no less than thirty-seven
pictures were formed, it is a
remarkable feat.

Droitwich National
NOT long to wait now ! The

transmitter for Droitwich
National is all fitted up.

The high -capacity aerial is now
being slung between those loo -ft.
masts, ready for the first tests of
our new giant.

Is Your Aerial Short ?
SOME heartburning is bound to

follow the scrapping of the
medium -wave Nationals when
Droitwich passes out of its tests.

Mainly because there are so
many lop -sided aerials slung up
nyhow-they get the medium -

wave stations, but will prove
rather disappointing when the
National programme comes only
from long -wave Droitwich.

To Your Rescue
PUT those charming engineers

are busy preparing you a
nice little pamphlet, explaining
how to counter the sad effects of
the coming National upheaval.

We love these effusions. Such

beautifully trite technicalities-
neatly bound up with little bows
of red tape.

Seriously, though, the pamphlet
will give you a very good idea of
the proposed changes-and it will
show you how to make the best of
Droitwich. So shall we-don't
worry !

New -style Pirates
WHEN the Lisbon transmitter

comes on the air shortly the
Portuguese authorities will take
steps to tackle the problem of the
wireless pirate.

Only they don't call them that.
No, clandestine listeners is the
beautiful phrase. Precious, what?

Dramatising Religion
As a sequel to its efforts to

dramatise the talks, the
B.B.C. has decided to try the
effect of a more dynamic treat-
ment of its religious broadcasts.

It is searching for religious plays
specially written for the micro-
phone.

Caught Napping!

You
don't often catch out the

B.B.C. over S 0 S messages
-they are much too careful to
check up the facts before commit-
ting themselves.

But the other night a hospital

story was framed to hide the real
reason for the S 0 S-a young
girl had eloped.

And the B.B.C. fell for it.

Those Guest Nights
CERTAIN critics have been

frothing at the mouth be-
cause they thought the Guest
Nights so successfully developed
on Saturdays by Henry Hall were
coming to an end.

Not a bit of it. They are quite
definitely going on. Believe you
us.

Ridgeway Back
DMIRERS of Philip Ridgeway

11 will be glad to hear that he
will be back at the microphone
with his famous Parade.

The dates fixed are June r and 2,
Nationally and Regionally-as
usual. Philip will come fresh from
a very closely packed tour of the
country's halls.

Dance -music Variety
NEW -STYLE variety 'shows fea-

turing dance bands are
promised us by ever -energetic
Eric Maschwitz.

He plans to bring dance bands
to the microphone and to let them
rip with short interludes of funny
men.

Billy Cotton will come first,
with a programme mainly of

Barratts photo
This ambitious radio -gramophone installation is on show at the
"Daily Mail " Ideal Home Exhibition at Olympia. Anybody

would be proud to own it !

dance music and the rest gag stuff
by an English and an American
sailor.

The Command Show
FOR the Royal Command per-
formance the B.B.C. will not

indulge in any description of the
turns-previous efforts having
proved a washout.

While turns unsuitable for the

YOUR LAST
CHANCE

To get a FREE full-
size blueprint of the
Penta - quester - a
genuine contact print
normally sold at Is.-
is to send us by April.
28 the COUPON ON

PAGE 432

microphone are going on the
Theatre Orchestra will play.
Workers from the theatre, such
as electricians, scene shifters and
so on, will also give intimate
side -lights on back -stage secrets
of variety production.

Disillusioned!
THUS ends a letter received by

the B.B.C. from a listener :-
"I know the old reply to this-

that these stations are only built to
serve just a few miles short of the
district the conzplaint comes from."

He must have written before,
then !

Our Penta-quester
WHAT think you of the Penta-

quester? It's a grand little
set-with a pentode per stage for
power with economy.

Clock -face tuning, too-and a
chromium -plated aerial system.
Luxury upon luxury-really a
jolly nice set !

Paying Up!
FEARS that the Empire service

is going to be a permanent
drag on the British Isles listener
are not readily dispelled.

Well, here is a good portent.
One colony, we must not say
which, has just sent in a contribu-
tion to the B.B.C. for the service
it derives from the Daventry
short-wave stations.

Money will be needed when the
Empire service develops. New
masts and possibly a third trans-
mitter will have to be considered.
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This Summer -time Business
How it Affects Broadcasting : : By J. GODCHAUX ABRAHAMS

IT is a curious fact that it seems an impos-
sibility to secure an international agree-
ment, at least so far as it concerns

European states, on even such a minor point
as a change -over to Summer Time. This year
the alterations are again complicating matters
in view of the great difference in the dates
chosen by countries which have adopted this
policy as an annual occurrence.

Chandler photo

Summer time will soon be with us and scenes such as this will
be of everyday occurrence

France, Belgium, and Portugal, working in
the ordinary way to Greenwich Mean Time,
advanced their respective clocks by one hour
on the night of April 7-8; Great Britain does
not effect this change until April 22. Holland,
on the other hand, only goes over to Amsterdam
Summer Time on May 15.

As regards radio entertainment it is true that
these alterations do not inconvenience lis-

teners to any great extent if they are satisfied
to consult a programme which for each
country's transmissions has been reduced to
our standard time, but such is not the case
with railway or shipping time -tables, which
have to be changed three times to adjust them-
selves for international connections.

As it is, between April 7 and 22, France,
Belgium, and Poll igal are ahead of us by one

hour or on a par with Central
European time as used by
Germany, Austria, Scan-
dinavian States, and so on ;
Holland is ahead of us by
twenty minutes.

On April 22, when we
change over to B.S.T., we
overtake France, Belgium
and Portugal, and are level
with Central European time.
If Spain does not alter, we
are one hour ahead of her,
as well as of Algeria and
Morocco, and two hours in
front of Iceland.

Between April 22 and May
15 we are forty minutes in
front of Holland and when,
on the latter date, the Dutch
move on they overtake us
and get twenty minutes ahead.
When B.S.T. rules in Great
Britain there is only a
difference of two hours
between us and Moscow,
and we are one hour behind
Leningrad and countries
working on Eastern European
time.

As a rule, the United States effect their
change on approximately the same date as
we do, and the difference between B.S.T.
and Eastern summer time remains the same,
namely, 5 hours.

This year, on April 22 the B.B.C. will adopt
in its programmes the 24 -hour clock system.
Although it is one familiar to all those lis-
teners who were connected with the Army,

Navy, or Air Force services during the
Great War, and has since been largely
used in connection with times of radio
transmissions, in particular on short waves,
it May still prove a puzzle to the man -in -
the -street.

As a matter of fact, it is a perfectly easy
matter if you consider midday as one shilling
or twelve pence and midnight as "two bob"
or twenty-four pence-in this case, the limit
of your wealth !

All times from midday are reckoned in
pence and when translated the bob is knocked
off. Fifteen pence or, as you will see in the
printed programmes 15.00, is Is. 3d, hence,
less the shilling, 3 p.m., and so on to 23.00
or Is. I'd. representing 11.0 p.m.

Only Logical Method
The minutes, such as 16.40 or 4.40 p.m., are

self-explanatory. Perfectly simple, isn't it?
And yet some people with whom I have dis-
cussed the 24 -hour system view its adoption
with awe as a revolutionary measure which is
likely to drive them crazy. When you con-
sider the .question you will see that it is the
only logical method of dealing with the day
and night hours without running any possible
chance of confusion.

For radio listeners on the short waves,
where original times of transmission have 'to be
consulted, it simplifies matters greatly. If
Eastern standard time (New York) is five
hours behind G.M.T., you can arrive at the
sum quicker than if you had to consider a.m.
or p.m. figures. Listening in at 23.0o (II p.m.),
you simply deduct 5, leaving 18.00, and we all
know that eighteenpence is is. 6d. or 6 p.m.
If you have to carry the time forward no diffi-
culty is offered. Sixteen (16.0o) o'clock in
England would be with the addition of
eight hours for, say, Bandoeng (Java) 24.00
or midnight, or ten- hours added for
Sydney would give 26.0o, namely, 2 a.m: next
morning.

I doubt whether it will take the average
reader ten minutes to familiarise himself with
the whole system.

New Automatic -changing Radiogram
ANEW automatic radio gramophone of

the super -het type has just been intro-
duced by the Marconiphone Company.

Owing to the success of the Lucerne Specials
it was decided that the twenty -guinea radio
gramophone would have a wider appeal if it
could be supplied with an eight -record auto-
matic record -changing mechanism. A receiver
of this kind is now available at the low price
of 27 gns. and is called the Marconiphone 288.

The cabinet is constructed of walnut inlaid
with sycamore and is of the usual Marconiphone
high standard. All of the controls, with the
exception of the volume control, are grouped
beside the gramophone motor.

Adequate Selectivity
Actually, the receiver consists of a five -valve

super -het circuit but uses four receiving valves
and a full -wave valve rectifier. The aerial is
bandpassed to a screen -grid and oscillator
detector, which gives adequate selectivity and
minimises second -channel interference.

This is followed by a transformer -coupled
variable -mu intermediate -frequency amplifier
and a power -grid second detector. The output of
the second detector is coupled to an intermediate -

frequency power pentode by
means of a triple -compen-
sated auto -transformer coup-
ling unit. This gives excep-
tional reproduction with a
level output. Selectivity is
almost constant over both
wavebands and is of the
order of 0 kilocycles.

A variable tone control
operates on both radio and
gramophone and in addition
to minimising heterodyne
whistles it eliminates needle
scratch. With the pick-up in
circuit it is possible to obtain
thirty to forty minutes' con-
tinuous entertainment by
means of gramophone records
without having to bother
about new needles or record
changing. An undistorted
output of over 2,000 milli -

The new Marconiphone model
288 automatic recording
changing radio gramophone

watts is obtained from the
power pentode, which is
ample for most rooms. Pro-
vision has been made for
external -loud -speakers of
either the low- or high -
resistance types.

Although an external aerial
is an advantage, a large
number of stations can be
received with only a mains -
aerial attachment. In excep-
tional cases, where it is not
convenient to obtain an
aerial or an earth, sufficient
volume can be obtained from
the more powerful stations
without difficulty.

The current consumption
on the radio side is 6o watts,
increasing to 75 watts when
the gramophone motor is in
operation. It is designed for
5o to 6o cycles, 200 to 250
volts, and is supplied complete
with all connecting plugs and
mains leads for 27 gns.
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Extensive [wow)
and Other Extravagances/

Many readers of "A.W." are considered
to be experts by their friends and have
a great responsibility when advising
beginners-as PERCY W. HARRIS,
M.INST.RAD.E., points out in this

pertinent article.

THE instinct to save money and do things
economically is a natural one and b'y no
means confined to those who must look

on both sides of a penny before they spend it.
At the same time in wireless it is quite possible
to waste money on schemes which seem to save
it just as some seeming extravagances are real
economies.

I do not know what the present broadcast
licence figures are-they grow very rapidly
and by the time I have memorised one set of
figures an entirely different set takes its place.
In any case there are thousands of new devotees
each month and thousands more are now ask-
ing themselves : "Is it expensive to run a
wireless set ?"

Idea of Running Costs
You, dear reader, because you read AMATEUR

WIRELESS each week, are almost certainly the
owner of a set and should have a general idea
of running costs by now. Because you have
such a set you are just the person who will be
asked the question I have quoted. What
kind of answer do you give and are you quite
sure that all of your answers are correct?

It will help you and your friends if you keep
in correct relationship to one another the
first costs of a set and the running costs. To
the man or woman who does not yet possess a
receiver and who has alternating current mains
in the house, the decision as to whether the set
shall be a battery or a mains -driven one will
call for thought.

By looking around you will see it is cheaper
t) buy a battery set-that is so far as first
costs are concerned-but do not make the
mistake of overlooking the considerable differ-
ence in the running costs of
the two. An all -mains set is
complete nowadays in practi-
cally all cases, for in compara-
tively few is the loud -speaker
sold as a separate item, and as
all you have to do is to plug
it into the mains your running
costs are only those of the
current used.

Generally speaking, it can
be said that the modern all -
mains set of the most popular
type consumes about as
much current as a single room
lamp.

Now in the case of a battery
set -it is becoming more usual
to' sell complete with one
accumulator and a high-tension
battery, but in some cases the
price of the set does not in-
clude either of these items.
In any case, even when you

pay the inclusive price,
remember only one
accumulator is supplied,
and you must have two to
give continuous service,
for when one is being
charged another must
take its place.

Furthermore, accumu-
lators must be charged
regularly - say once a
fortnight-and your high-
tension battery gradually
becomes exhausted. The more powerful the set
-the more you use it -the quicker you will
have to replace your battery and you can take
it from me that in order to keep costs down
battery set manufacturers do not supply any
bigger battery than will just do for the pur-
pose !

Your annual running costs, then, will have
to include battery replacement for high tension
and the cost of a fortnightly charge for your
accumulator.

The additional cost of running a battery set
may actually make up the difference between
the cost of that set and a mains one in the first
year and personally I would never dream of
recommending a battery set for use in a house
where alternating current mains are available.

The extravagance of buying small and
cheap high-tension batteries of unknown makes
has too often been pointed out in these pages
to need repetition here, as has the extravagance
of buying too small a high-tension battery,
even of the Lett makes, when the set you are
using is rather extravagant in its current
consumption.

"A.W." photo
Every AMATEUR WIRELESS set undergoes thorough tests
before it is described in these pages and is always good value

for money. The Penta-quester, for example !

C.P.A. photo
It is never an extravagance to buy a really first-class receiver.
This example has ten valves and four loud -speakers to cover

the whole musical range perfectly

There are several other lesser known extrava-
gances, however, masquerading as economies
to which I would like to refer here.

Say, for example, that you are consulted by
a friend who has no wireless and who is
"going in" for a set. He wants to do every-
thing as economically as possible and is mainly
interested in the reception of a few stations of
good quality and clarity. He may say he does
not want to go to the expense of erecting an
outdoor aerial, thinking he will save money
this way, but actually the aerial is the collector
of the signals and the bigger the collector
the greater the strength of signal for a given
set.

Good Aerial Saves Money
Thus, if he spends a few shillings on putting

a pole in the garden and running a wire from
it to the house he can easily get as good results
on a three -valve set this way as with a
four- or even a five -valve set using a small
aerial consisting of a wire round the picture
rail.

Again, by attempting to save a few shillings
on proper insulators and lead-in tube for his
aerial and by not troubling to make a good
earth connection, he may waste 'a good deal of
what is picked up, and have to use more
high-tension current than otherwise would
be necessary in order to get the stations he
wants.

It should not be overlooked that with a
variable -mu screen -grid valve the greater the
magnification (the more the volume control is
turned up) the greater the high-tension con-
sumption.

About Cheap Valves
Cheap valves are not always had valves, but

generally they are less efficient than the regu-
lar -priced variety, and as you buy valves
mainly for magnification purposes this point is
not to be ignored. Have you ever thought
how much you can lose by a relatively small
drop in the efficiency of a valve?

Say, for example, you have three stages of
Continued at foot of next page
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Car Radio in Germany
AT the great International Motor Car Show

which took place in Berlin during the month
of March, the well-known firm Telefunken were
showing an entirely novel receiver for use in
cars. "

As can be seen from the accompanying
photographs, the entire four -valve super -het
set with built-in moving -coil loud -speaker can
be fixed under the dashboard.

Remote control is provided so that the driver
can time the set even when he is not accom-
panied.

The most outstanding technical feature of
the set is the fact that it obtains all its current
from the 6- or 12 -volt starter battery. The
6- or 12 -volt D.C. is "vibrated" into A.C.,
transformed up to 25o volts, and then rectified
again to D.C. in the same unit.

It is interesting to note that an extension
loud -speaker is provided-presumably for use
when one is picnicking !

Gut' eh. p,,oto

(Above) Telefunken four -
valve superhet built in under
the dashboard: It is fed from
the 6- or 12 -volt starter battery

(Right-hand sketch) Ar-
rangement of Telefunken car
radio set. Note the aerial in
the roof and the extension
loud -speaker

(Right-hand photograph)
Another view of the Telefunken
automobile receiver, recently
shown in Berlin, remote control
is provided

This outfit tends to emphasise the world-
wide interest in radio equipment for the car.
Having started in America the idea spread
to England and is now being extensively
adopted by car enthusiasts in various parts
of Europe, particularly in Germany.

Expensive Economies-and Other
Extravagances

Continued from preceding page

magnification (it does not matter for the
moment whether it is high- or low -frequency
or a combination of both) and you are compar-
ing two sets of valves, one of which is 25 per
cent. better than the other. We will say, for
example, that the better of two sets magnifies
ten times whereas the other set only magnifies
eight.

Starting with a unity signal we have a
magnification of to X to X to), or t,000 in
all. In the second case we have 8 x 8 x 8,
making 512 in all ! If you take the compari-
son through four stages the difference is even
more startling, for it then
becomes to,000 and 4,096
respectively.

Tolerant Ears
A little while ago I made

comparative tests between a
number of loud -speakers on
the market-they were all of
the moving -coil variety-and
I was astounded at the vari-
ation of efficiency. The human
ear is very tolerant and does
not notice slight changes of
volume, so when you hear two
loud -speakers side by side, one
of which is obviously very
much louder than the other
you can be sure the difference
of efficiency is considerable.

A good set fitted with poor
valves and a cheap inefficient
loud -speaker may give worse
results both in signal strength
and quality than a smaller
set costing half the price but

with good valves and a loud -speaker of the
right kind.

A petty "economy" which has cost a great
deal of money in the past is "topping up" an
accumulator, when charged at home, with
ordinary tap water to save the cost of distilled
water, which has to be purchased.

In a few districts tap water is comparatively
free from lime and other salts, but in most
districts salts, which are good for health but
extremely harmful to accumulator plates, are
present in a considerable quantity, so that a
rapid deterioration of the plates inevitably sets
in and before long the accumulator has lost a
good deal of its capacity or is ruined.

Running the accumulator after the voltage
per cell has dropped beldtv 2 volts in order to

Gulliland photo

get everything out of it, is another frequent
cause of battery deterioration and joining a
small new high-tension battery in series with
an old and run-down one in order to boost the
voltage is also an extravagance, because a lot
of the power in the new battery is lost in over-
coming the resistance of the old one.

Neglecting to "top up" the cells of an
accumulator and thus allowing the level liquid
to fall well below the tops of the plates is
another extravagance for only those portions
of the plates ,beneath the liquid can ,actually
give you service.

Thus if a third of the plates are uncovered
not only is all of the work of the battery being
done by the remaining two-thirds but the
third which is dry, is actually deteriorating and

will never be quite as good
again even when it is ulti-
mately topped up and fully
char,,ed

Gulliland photo
You do not have so much choice of sets in Germany. This is the new Volksemp-

fanger, which is made by the whole of the German radio trade

A final note. It may be an
extravagance to rush out and
buy a complete set of valves
when the performance of your
set is falling off. Before you
spend any money make sure
that your aerial and earth are
in good condition, that your
insulators are clean, all your
terminal connections tight and
that the wire has not come off
the aerial terminal.

So Sensitive !
Modern sets are so sensitive

that many of them will work
quite satisfactorily so far as the
local station is concerned (pro-
vided the volume control is
turned up to full) with the
aerial wire an inch or two away
from the aerial terminal !
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The ABC of
High Tension
from the Mains

Two weeks ago " The Experimenters " described
a D.C.-mains unit. Now they tackle an A.C.
version-with a home-made power transformer

UNACCUSTOMED as we are to being
cold -shouldered, we were frightfully
pained when the Editor --bless him-

gently hinted that our mains -unit saga was to
he interrupted for a week to make way for the
Penta-qUester.

"It must be a dolly good set to oust ours,'!
we bridled. "Yes, it is," replied the Editor,

The assembly of the mains transformer being
completed. Its construction is not at all

difficult for the amateur

"otherwise I would not dream of crowding you
chaps out."

So those of you who read with any sort of
interest the first article on the alpha and
omega of mains units, as published in the
April 7 issue of AMATEUR WIRELESS, must cast
your minds back a couple of weeks, and then
we can go ahead with the description of how
to get your juice from the mains when the
supply, by the grace of the all -
mighty grid, is A.C.

By the way, before we go any
40^ further, about that letter from Eric

Webster in last week's issue. Thanks
to him we are now known in the
"Amateur Wireless" offices as "the
it boys." Isn't"poisonality" ghastly?

Now let's be serious for once.
You will recall that we gave a
sketchy outline of how to make a
unit to get your high tension from
D.C. mains. In the course of this
-at the end, as a matter of fact-
we told you roughly how to make
your own low -frequency chokes.

Filling the Space
We ended the article with a com-

plete unit for high tension from
D.C. mains, leaving a gaping white
space on the baseboard for the
problematical addition of apparatus
that would enable the unit to work
from A.C. mains.

Well, now for the problem. It is
quite easy. to solve, really. All you
want now is a mains transformer and
some sort of rectifier. This week
we are going to tell you not only
how to add these parts to the

existing unit but also how
to make your own power
transformer.

A word or so on .the
"why" of the trans-
former. You might ask,
with some sense, why we
cannot run the mains
straight on to the rectifier. You can see that
with A.C. some sort of rectifier is needed, but
why insert a transformer between it and the
mains ?

Let us assume that the mains voltage is 23o
volts-the standard grid supply. At our final
output we want to be able to draw upon up
to 25o volts. Well, there's the reason for the
transformer-or one good reason, anyway.

Another reason for a transformer-which
doesn't really transform the voltage, but
merely changes its pressure either up or down
-is that we need 4 volts to heat the filament
of the rectifier valve, and a quite separate
4 -volt supply for the heaters of A.C. valves in
the set.

At this point some "wise guy" may want to
know why we cannot make the one 4 -volt
winding do for both rectifier filament and the
filaments of the receiving valves.

That's an easy one ! You see, the centre
point of the rectifier filament is actually high-
tension positive-as you grasp in a moment
while the centre point of the heaters of the
receiving valves is high-tension negative.
Obviously, we needn't labour the reason for
the two windings any more.

Would you like to look at the rectifier cir-
cuit a moment? It is a good way of seeing
what we are doing. The transformer is
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You will like making the A.C.-mains unit described this week by
" The Experimenters"

symbolically represented as having a primary
winding and three separate centre -tapped
secondaries.

One secondary is wound with a large number
of turns of fine wire, giving a high voltage of
the rectifier. You may wonder why there is a
centre tap on this secondary winding.
Actually the reason for this is found in the use
of a double -wave rectifying valve.

This double -wave rectifier is really two com-
plete half -wave rectifiers in one bulb, with a
filament common to the two anodes. One
half -wave rectifier deals with the first half
cycle of the alternation from the mains, and
then the other half -wave rectifier deals 'tith
the second half of the complete cycle.

N? 4 I RONS
55 PAI R5
12 AND US

PRIMARY

0

200

220

240

This drawing shows how the leads for the various windings are
arranged on the mains transformer. Bobbins can be obtained

already wound if you prefer it

How the laminations (No. ii
iron) are fitted into the bobbins
In this way we get the maximum

possible rectification, and, what is
more, the resultant output is re-
latively smooth, although of course
it still needs the rest of the apparatus
to make it fit for the anodes of the
receiving valves.

Now the point is that each half -
wave rectifier needs the full A.C.
voltage and that is why the " outers"
of the high-tension secondary wind-
ing are both at something above 250
volts with respect to the centre tap,
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A full-size blueprint of the A.C. mains unit can be
obtained for is., post paid. Ask for No. A.W.432

which forms the negative point of the supply.
For the rectification effect the filament com-

mon to both the anodes must of course be
heated. This is easily done by raw A.C., a
small winding with thick -gauge wire giving the
required 4 volts.

Now for the centre tap of the filament
transformer winding. Why is it needed? If
you look at the circuit diagram, it is obvious
that if it were only a half -wave rectifier the
complete circuit would be around the anode
and filament, and as the anode is negative the
filament would be positive.

But as we have two anodes with one filament
between them we must use the
centre point to get our common
positive. We cannot actually tap
the valve filament, but we can do
something that amounts to the
same arrangement-we can lake our
centre tap front the winding feeding
the transformer.

So that now we have our positive
and negative high-tension points-
the negative from the centre point
of the high-tension secondary, the
positive from the centre of the.
filament secondary.

Across those- two points we have
a high voltage capable of giving us
some sort of direct current if con-
nected by a resistance --say the
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Circuit of the A.G. mains unit described in these pages by " The Experimenters"

resistance of the anode to filament paths
of the receiving 'valves.

If you look at our diagram you will
see two points marked A. and B. These
represent the beginning of the unit
already assembled for D.C.-mains work-
ing. But before we can connect our
transformer and rectifier to them we
must insert a very important component
-the reservoir condenser.

This condenser is of the electrolytic
type, has a capacity of 8 microfarads,
and must be connected the right way
round. The metal case is connected to
negative and the insulated terminals to
positive.

This reservoir condenser stores up the
slightly pulsatingcurrent and delivers to
the rest of the smoothing and voltage
dropping apparatus a comparatively
even D.C. output.

Before we leave the theory of the thing
and get on to the practical work, let us
have a word or two on some minor but
important points. Take the extra 4 -volt
winding for the filament heaters first.
It also has a centre tap, which is equiv-
alent to the negative side of a battery -
operated valve.

We will go into the filament
supply in greater detail
another time. The filament
winding is included for the
sake of those who may want
to electrify their sets com-
pletely.

By the way, you might try
.0005-microfarad condensers
across each rectifier anode
and the filament.

They are useful but not essential.
By including them you will stop the
sort of hum noticed when you tune -
in' a station's carrier wave. It is
known as modulation hum, and the
two little condensers, in a way we
frankly do not fully understand,
clean this trouble up in a remark-
able way.

One other little point. Those
two fuses in the input leads of the
D.C.-mains unit must be taken out
if you are converting to A.C. Put
them in ea Ii of the leads front

the mains to the primary of the transformer.
The 250 -volt output from the A.C. rectifier

portion then feeds into the smoothing portion,
and thereby replaces the original D.C.Lmains
supply, which for the sake of argument in
our last article we assumed was also 250 volts.

Practical Pointers
We come now to the practical dope. From

our diagrams you ought to be able to gain a
very good idea as to how this mains transformer
is assembled. As with the low -frequency
mains chokes, the assembly has been simplified
by cutting out the actual winding in the home
of the primary and secondaries. Your job is
simple, but don't forget-will you ? -that we
had to design these components ourselves,
and that the specification is not just a hap-
hazard jumble of wires.

We don't want to ram down your throats
the fact that we are so jolly clever that we can
design our own components-but we do want
to emphasise to you that our specification
ought to:be followed implicitly, not modified out
of all recognition.

Your kit of parts, as obtained from Peto-
Scott, Ltd., or from Ohmic Accessories or
McDaniel and Co., consists of a fully -wound
bobbin, containing the three secondaries and

THE EXPERIMENTERS" DESCRIBED A D.C.
MAINS UNIT IN " A.W." DATED APRIL 7

A side view of " The Experimenters''' A.C. mains unit
with home-made power transformer

Compare this plan view with the layout and wiring
guide reproduced above

the primary, 55 pairs of No. 4 T and u lamina-
ti3ns, metal to clamp the laminations and two
pieces of presspahn.

Now, supposing you say this is too easy for
you, we can give you all the dope on how to
make it.

When we made up our own original model we
used a presspahn bobbin, which, although it
had the advantage of cheapness, was far too
fragile. So we then wound another trans-
former on a moulded bakelite bobbin and that
was just fine.

Start, therefore, with just such a bobbin,
and then put on the primary winding. To start
with, drill a small hole as close in to the centre
as you can. Solder on to the end of the thin

Continued on page 430 .
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-4-0,11111:11111111111111111111111A111 AMATEUR TELEVISION Conducted by
HEN the Bell Laboratories showed me
their three -colour television four years
ago in New York a shrewd engineer

emphasised the fact that commercial television
AA as a long way off-probably ten years..

He made it clear that what could be done in
the laboratory through a land line across two
rooms could not be applied to a public service.
The reason was very simple. Quite apart from
the enormous expense of the apparatus, there
was no room in the ether for the wide range of
signal frequencies needed to convey visual
intelligence.

Communication Problem
To -day, with laboratory television coming

ever nearer to commercial application, we have
to ask ourselves how far this over-riding prob-
lem of communication has been solved.

For it is now clear that the latest cathode-ray
systems can be made to give pictures of real
entertainment value. Recent demonstrations
by Baird and others have shown that we are
getting nearer to home television.

Yet the ordinary public must be a little
confused when it realises that at the
very moment television seems to be coming
into its own the B.B.C. has decided to

sible engineers at the
B.B.C. have called a halt
to these 3o -line trans-
missions. Or that lately
they have concentrated
their time and energy to
the various ultra -short-
wave systems.

It may be helpful to
line up the advantages
and disadvantages of
the ultra -short waves-
by which are meant
wavelengths below xo
metres.

Perhaps the greatest
advantage is that they
do not interfere in any
way with existing
broadcasting . or com-
mercial services. The
ultra -shorts provide the
channel of communica-
tion perhaps entirely un-
foreseen four or five
years ago.

Secondly, the ultra -
short wavelengths offer

ernateur Wire
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Photopress photo
Back in September, 1929, the B.B.C. broadcast its first television
programme from a restricted studio at Long Acre, the image signals

passing over land -line to Savoy Hill

Fitting Television
into the Ether

ALAN HUNTER Reviews the Difficulties
cut down its official television broadcasts.

The 3o -line transmissions that have been
coming to us four nights a week for the past
year are now limited to two periods a week,
one in the morning and one at night.

Opinion seems divided as to the wisdom of
this change. Some maintain that until ultra -
short -wave television becomes really practical
the medium -wave transmissions should be kept
on as much as possible. Others are equally
emphatic that medium waves will never yield
any real progress, and that the sooner a change-
over is made to the ultra -shorts the better.

Incidentally, even if the medium -wave
television signals are of no ultimate use, they
seem to me to have a great educative value,
enabling amateurs all over the country to
experiment with the reception end
of the business.

Furthermore, there is no reason
why the B.B.C. should give its
twice -weekly television broadcasts
at such inconvenient hours. The
night session is rather late for most
people, while the morning session
can interest very few indeed.

Frequency Limitation
It seems to be generally agreed

that the medium waves will never
give us high -definition pictures. In
the nature of things they cannot.
Only q kilocycles frequency band is
available-and into this can b
crowded only a limited number of
picture elements.

The 3o -line pictures possible
 through an ordinary broadcasting
 channel of 9 kilocycles seem to

represent almost the ultimate in
television on the medium waves.

For the high -definition pictures
giving good entertainment value
the medium waves are definitely

 ruled out. The frequency band
needed to take such pictures would
be absolutely impracticable.

Small wonder, then, that respon-

21111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111[11111111111111111! READ

an almost unlimited scope for high -definition
pictures-for pictures that have real enter-
tainment value. Signals of very wide frequency
band can be fitted into the ultra -short waves
without causing any interference.

Thirdly, apparatus for transmitting and
receiving signals on ultra -short waves is cheap
compared with that needed for medium waves.
This is an important consideration when you
realise that a full-blown television service
would involve duplicate plant for transmitting
and receiving the sound with its vision
accompaniment.

Fourthly, there is no night fading within
the prescribed service area of an ultra -short-
wave transmitter. Steady and reliable signals
are essential for television-much more so

For photo
What a contrast this picture affords to the early days ! Here you
see Anton Dolin and Brigitta during their television performance

from the new studio at No. 16 Portland Place

" TELEVISION" AND KEEP UP

than for the reception of sound signals.
Now for the disadvantages. The ultra -shorts

have a very limited range, this depending to
some extent on the height of the transmitting
aerial and the receiving equipment. About
55 miles is the normal range, though this can
be increased to 5o miles under very favourable
conditions.

Secondly, reception is inclined to be patchy,
one locality getting perfectly good signals while
a near -by point can get nothing, owing to the
ease with which such short waves can be
deflected by metallic or earthed bodies.

Thirdly, the ultra -short waves are subject
to a certain amount of interference from the
electrical systems of motorcars.

Case For Short Waves
Weighing up the two sides, it is obvious

that there is a very strong case for using the
ultra -shorts for television. It is known that
the Chief Engineer of the B.B.C. is strongly in
favour of them-a significant fact in view of
his high technical standing.

Although there may appear to be a state of
stagnation over television at the B.B.C., in
actual truth a great deal of research work is
going on. It will not at all surprise me if the

B.B.C. announces a public ex-
perimental service of ultra -short-
wave television in the autumn.

Just now we cannot expect the
B.B.C. to say a great deal about its
ultra -short-wave experiments. After
all, they are experiments-by no
means intended for public partici-
pation. But if keen amateurs want
a straight tip, I should say keep
your eye on these experiments-
they seem . destined to lead to a
definite advance towards television
in the home.

The First Step
Meanwhile, it behoves every keen

amateur to become acquainted with
the rudiments of ultra -short prac-
tice. At this very moment Baird is
sending out ultra -short-wave tele-
vision from the Crystal Palace,
while the B.B.C. is transmitting
from the roof of Broadcasting
House by the E.M.I. process. Even
if you have not the apparatus to
resolve these vision signals into
images, you should take the neces-
sary first step of getting to know
the technique of ultra -short-wave
reception.

TOTO DATE-MONTHLY l! -
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Fig. L-Folding baffle board adaptable to all
conditions of reception. Use thick wood

T Piece of I;
Oak -faced
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Fig. 2.-An unused serving hatch makes a
good tubby hole to take the baffle of a moving -

coil loud -speaker

/N these enlightened days most of us use
some sort of a moving -coil type of loud-
speaker. Thus we gain better bass -note

reproduction-or should, if the baffle has been
?roperly arranged.

Often enough, though, the good quality of
I moving -coil loud -speaker is lost through
nadequate or wrongly designed baffling.

The baffle is not, remember, a sounding board
for the notes to reverberate upon. It is a
board inserted between the waves radiating
from the front of the moving -coil cone and
those set up behind. If these two sets of waves
intermingle-or " interfere "-the low notes
are reduced.

Baffle -board Arrangements
Of first importance, therefore, is the arrange-

memt of this baffle board. We give on this page
several ideas that have the merit of being
thoroughly practical, and at the same time
cheap to put into use.

The first idea is quite novel, so far as we
know. Nothing less than a folding baffle
board. You can see the idea by the Fig.
diagram.

At the front is a piece of wood say 12 in. to
15 in. square, and this ought not to be less than
IA in. thick. Hinged to this main section are
two flaps on each side, and to these flaps further
ones are hinged, so that altogether you have
five pieces of wood acting as a folding baffle.
When there is room you can open out the
panels or flaps to their full extent, but where
space is limited you can fold them back in any
desired positions-the baffle effect being just
the same as for a flat piece of wood-or very
nearly so.

There is the further advantage that no
matter what shape you make the folding baffle
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A New Baffle Idea
-and Four Other Loud -speaker Hints

there will be the very minimum of what we
call box resonance or'' boominess."

The thickness of the wood is important. All
too often the mistake is made of using very
thin wood. A good stout ply or solid wood is
essential for efficient baffling, and with
advantage the thickness can be increased to

in.
We come now to another novel idea for a

baffle-this time the serving hatch, as often
placed in the wall between a kitchen and dining
room, acting as the receptacle for the baffle
board, as shown by Fig. 2.

A piece of Fin. oak -faced plywood is cut to
fit the space in the serving hatch, the loud-
speaker unit being screwed or fixed behind the
board and extension leads run from the radio
set. You can make a nice job by adding some
sort of beading to the edges of the board,
staining and polishing to fit in with the
surroundings.

But perhaps these ideas do not appeal to
you, and your object is to build a separate
baffle? If so you might consider the layout at
Fig. 3, where we show a suitable dimensioned
open -box baffle capable of giving good results.

As before, make the main front portion from
12 to 15 in. square, of 1/2 -in. oak -faced plywood.
The sides, top and bottom need only be just
deep enough to clear the loud -speaker unit
system.

Leave the back off-thus preventing that
horrible boxy sound we so much dislike. You
can cover the opening with a piece of muslin or
ornamental silk, just to keep the dust out of
the unit.

bottonf of the
box will save ruining a highly polished table -
a tip every housewife will bless us for remem-
bering tomention.

If you have a nice corner in the living -room,
why not consider the arrangement shown by
Fig. 4? Here we have a large flat baffle, which
can be made to look very ornamental with
a little care.

A piece of plywood, preferably not less than
i8 in. square, and if possible larger, is used as
the basis of this baffle. As before, not less
than y2 -in. thick wood should be used.

You can fit a small platform at the bottom
of the baffle board to stand the loud -speaker
on, and ornamental supports can be arranged
as suggested. Again stand the job on four
rubber feet, which can be large to give character
to the completed job. A neat moulding round
Open Back Covered
...irk Silk or

Rubber Feel

Side, Top &
BoTtOrn _10;4

deep enousli
To clear
Mayii0

Frottl
Oak-fet4d
Plywood.
1Z-10 15":4.

Fig. 3.-Specification for a full-size box
baffle. Note that the back is left open to

prevent boxineis

the edge of the board will greatly enhance its
appearance.

We have found that many amateurs fail to
fit a proper baffle to their moving -coil loud-
speakers simply because they have not the
room in the house for it.

Well, there is a -very simple way out of that
difficulty. What about the walls in the living
room? Are they full up? Of course not-
plenty of room to hang a decent -sized baffle
board after the manner indicated by our dia-
gram Fig. 5.

Here the standard -sized board, with or
without beading, can be supported on the
picture rail by means of small mild steel hooks.

These hooks are screwed to a triangular
piece of wood screwed at right angles to the
top of the main baffle board, as shown by the
smaller diagram at Fig. 5.

Oak -faced Plywood
12 Iol8"5071. X 1/2"TitiCk

Ornamental
Supports

kci

Moulding sound Edge --"/

Fig. 4.-A baffle board standing on rubber
feet is a good idea-so long as you can make

the board of ample size
Picture Rail

Frorfr 15" to 18;.c
x ifikk

,Suppor'litti;
tiookb
Mild 51er

5.-Simple metkol of hanging a baffle
board from the picture rail in a corner of the

room

Leads can be run up the wall in an unob-
trusive way from the set to the unit.

From these five diagrams you can see that
the problem of fitting up a suitable baffle
board to make the most of a moving -coil
loud -speaker is really quite simple-a large
variety of methods being available if you
remember that thick wood of ample area is
essential for good results.
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Five -bob Batteries
HERE'S the latest news of the two five -

shilling s2o-volt batteries which are
going through an eleven weeks' test, six hours
a day, under a load that was initially 7 milli-
amperes. The test, as readers may remember,
is being made on account of the claims of a
reader that he obtained this amount of service
from such batteries, and its object is to show
just what their condition is from week to week.

On the last day of the fifth week of the test,
Battery A's starting voltage under load was
80.4, and its voltage at the end of six hours
68.8. The figures for Battery B are : 84
and 72.

Thus, at the end of but five weeks the better
of the two batteries shows only 70 per cent. of
its original voltage at the beginning of the
day's run and 6o per cent. at the end of it.
Each drops just about s 2 volts during every run,
and you have only to look at a family of valve
curves to see what the effects upon reception
are going to be. Neither battery is now in fit
condition to operate effectively any set containing
a screen -grid valve.

The Big Battery
lk MEANTIME, the triple -capacity battery,
1111 which is running at so milliamperes for
four hours a day, carries on serenely. It has
now completed eleven weeks and has not yet
fallen below the soo-volt mark under load at
the end of the day's run. The present figures
for it are : starting voltage under load, 106;
ending voltage under load, soo. Thus, after
smenty-seven days' use it is in much better
condition than west either of the cheap standard -
capacity batteries after only nine ,days' service.
Its voltage dro/d on the seventy-seventh day
was but 6 volts; on the ninth day both of the
cheap batteries were down to the soo-volt
mark. One of them fell exactly 12 volts on
that day during its run; the other 11.6.

In case the reader should object that the
tests are not quite similar, since the cheaper
batteries have a lighter load, but longer hours,
I can give him the figures for the previous test
of cheap batteries under precisely the same
conditions as those used for the big fellow of
goad quality. Under the so -milliampere load,
at four hours a day, the cheap batteries were
down to the soo-volt mark in thirteen days,
and their average voltage drop on that day was
rather over 14 !

Wireless on Lighting Mains
A PARTICULARLY interesting new system

1-1, of broadcasting transmission and recep-
tion was demonstrated some days ago by the
Liverpool Corporation Electricity Depas Intent
in conjunction with British Insulated Cables,
Limited.

The demonstration, which was conducted in
a hush-hush atmosphere, was given to a num-
ber of experts, and the audience included
members of the House of Commons Standing
Committee on the Electricity Supply Bill.

Though all details were subsequently refused
to inquirers, I understand that the system is
for the transmission of broadcasting over the
mains by means of what is known as wired
wireless. A good deal has been heard of this
before, but, so far as I know, the many snags
in the way have not hitherto been overcome.

Quite apart from ordinary transmission
problems, there is always that of interference,
for recent investigations have shown that a
very large percentage of the man-made static

By Thermion
from which we suffer is mains -borne. Any
wired wireless system using the mains must
include means of cutting out the 50 -cycle hum
of standard A.C., as well as other kinds of
interference.

There are great possibilities in the idea and
there is no reason why apparatus should not
be devised for sending two or more alternative
programmes over the mains from a central
station relaying B.B.C. transmissions.

Bestector
T AM an enthusiastic Westectorite, for this
I little device seems to me to solve, in the
simplest possible manner, most of the big
detector problems. The only thing it cannot
and doesn't do is to magnify whilst detecting;
hence it does not fully replace the triode
detector valve.

You can, though, use your triode to do the
amplifying, and nothing else, and your
Westector for detection only. Now that a real
high -frequency form of Westector has been
developed, it is just as useful in straight sets
as it has been in superhets.

The strong points about "Westection" (I
am rather good at inventing words to-day-
what?) are many. First of all, you can forget
about distortion due to detector overload and
about that caused by the various funny little

The busy scene in a British valve factory.

ways of triode valves, however you employ
them as detectors.

Next, the bugbear of the microphonic valve
completely disappears. In my newest set,
which has two Westectors-one for detection
and the other for S.A.V.C.-you can flip any
valve you like and the loud -speaker remains
unmoved. This is a particularly strong point
in modern sets, with built-in loud -speakers.

Last, but by no means least, the Westector
requires no energising current and it appears
to be practically everlasting.

Wandering Waves
IN these columns I have referred snore than

once to the extraordinary "echoes" that
are a feature of short-wave reception. The
simplest of these occur when a transmission
takes simultaneously two paths round  the
world, one from east to west and the other from
west to east.

If, say, the east to west path is the shorter,
impulses travelling by it reach the receiving
station a little earlier than those which journey
by the longer way. Hence a kind of stammer-
ing effect is observable. Next come the
impulses which whizz twice or three times or
more round the world and are received on each
journey.

The most mysterious echoes of all are those
which occur not split seconds, but even minutes,
after the arrival of the original impulse. The
longest on record took four minutes and
twenty seconds to arrive. This corresponds
to a journey of some twenty-three million miles
and suggests that the impulses were reflected
back to earth by something far out in space.

An Experiment for Listeners
NO one yet has any idea of what or where

the distant reflector is. Professor E. V.
Appleton, who has done so much valuable
work on the journeyings of waves and has a
reflecting layer named after him, is investigat-
ing the problem in conjunction with the B.B.C.

Signals are to be sent out from the Empire
transmitter, probably, on a wavelength of
54.5 metres, and listeners will be asked to note
the arrival of echoes carefully and to report
the time intervals.

Very valuable information may be secured,

FNotethe unusually high proportion ofmerer
photo

men

and one again the amateur will have the
chance of adding to the splendid work that he
has already done in helping to solve the queer
problems of wireless.

The Unlicensed Licenser
IT seems almost incredible that a postmaster,

part of whose business it is to issue wireless
rec2iving licences to listeners, should have
forgotten to take out one on his own account.
But this actually happened quite recently. An
East Anglian sub -postmaster was summonsed
at Yarmouth for using a receiving set without
a licence.

Apparently, in his official capacity, the
postmaster had forgotten to send to himself, in
his unofficial capacity as a broadcast listener, a
renewal notice. I trust that in future he wilt
take up a strong attitude with himself. If the
postmaster should ever forget again to send
the notice, the unofficial other self should
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An unbreakable Catkin compared with a
Marconi type C.A.T. water-cooled trans-

mitting valve as used by the B.B.C.

immediately write him a strong letter pointing
out that this kind of thing must stop at once,
since it is apt to lead to appearances in court
and Lz fines !

Super -regeneration
SOONER or later I think we are going to. see

the super -regenerator circuit stage a
"come -back." It is definitely a winner on the
ultra -short waves, and although, in the old
days, it was a bit tricky to handle, one could
get amazing results even with a single -valve
" flivver."

Amongst other things I see that it has now
been found to give "automatic" volume con-
trol-without requiring any variable grid bias
-on short-wave working. The detector action
is apparently logarithmic, so that signal
volume is independent of field strength over a
wide range. This certainly seems a promising
feature for future development.

Valve Varieties
AFRIEND of mine, having bought himself

a new set, took the old one down to his
week -end cottage in the country, to replace
a still more ancient outfit of the crystal variety.
On arrival-towards the evening-he pro -
c e led to install the new outfit4only to discover
that the road journey had proved a bit too
much for two of the already much -used valves.

To console himself he strolled round to the
local a -id had a pint with George, who, in spite
of be:ff; one of the oldest inhabitants, takes a
warm interest in "the wireless "-though on a
strictly non -technical basis.

" No good, George," he said, blowing off the
froth. "Wireless won't work this evening. . . .

Valves have given out, I'm afraid."
George's face lit up sympathetically.

" Don't 'ee despair yet awhile, sir," he croaked.
" Doctor told me ten year ago as how my
valves wouldn't last much longer, yet here I
be with the old heart going as good as ever."

Television Problem
NOW that television is on the verge of

practical politics the question arises as
to whether or not the P.M.G. will be entitled
to exercise the same control over picture
transmission as he does over broadcasting. It
is a fine point, but I am inclined to think that
the answer, as they say in Parliament, is in the
affirmative.
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If so, all television transmissions will, of
course, have to be carried out under licence,
and reception too-though as regards the
latter the ordinary "listeners" licence will no
doubt cover both sound and picture pro-
grammes. At least it will until the cost of
providing a picture service begins to mount up
-and then we.shall have to wait and see.

Bravo! Sir Walford!
ALL wireless listeners are, I am sure,

delighted to hear of Sir Walford Davies's
appointment as Master of the King's Musick.
That " k," by the way, is not a slip of the pen;
the office dates back to the time of Charles II
and the old spelling, musick, is still retained.
Another funny old spelling is found in the
title of the "Comptroller" of the King's
Household.

During the past few years Sir Walford
Davies has done work of inestimable value by
helping the man -in -the -street to understand
something of the meaning and beauty of music.
When many other musicians scoffed at wireless,
Sir Walford saw in it a wonderful medium for
bringing music into people's homes and hearts,
and he has made the very fullest use of his
opportunities. His Majesty could have made
no more popular appointment nor one that
was better deserved.

Murder at the Mike !
SOME time ago the B.B.C. caused a con-

siderable stir and provoked no small
amount of criticism by putting on a spoof
news bulletin. Many people believed the
appalling items that it contained and were
frightened out of their wits. Precisely the
opposite happened recently at Tiflis, the
Caucasian broadcasting station.

The announcer was actually murdered as he
stood Wore the microphone, and listeners thought
that the shots and his cries were a stunt intended
to produce a thrill.

He was broadcasting at the moment a
description of a man wanted in connection with
a big bank robbery. He had just begun the
description, when the man in question burst
into the studio and fired three shots from a
revolver, with fatal results.

Sounds almost too bad to be true, doesn't it?

Another Lady Announcer
THERE have been persistent rumours that

the B.B.C. was about to appoint another
woman announcer. " Announcerette" is the
title that I have just invented, and I am

H.M.V. photo
" She shall have music wherever she goes,"
is not idle boast now that so many efficient

portables are available
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rather pleased with it ! I don't think that
there is any likelihood of their doing so in the
immediate future, though it is quite possible
that in days to come we may again hear the
voice that breathed o'er Eden.

Reader : "Hi! the voice that breathed o'er
Eden was the serpent's, wasn't it ? "

Thermion : " Sorry, I thought it was Eve's."
Editor "You're both wrong, but do get on

with it."
It was the women's protests that ousted the

last " announcerette." Perhaps the Women's
Rights Society, if there is one, will bring its
weight (no insinuations !) to bear to secure the
appointment of another.

Poor B.B.C.!
SOME sections of the lay press seem to spend

a large part of their time and a good deal
of money in working up " sensations " about
the B.B.C. AMATEUR WIRELESS has already
shown how utterly baseless was the suggestion
that the personnel of Broadcasting House was
seething with discontent and all that kind of
thing. I know a good many of them, and I
should say that they are a very happy family.

Not long ago there were scare headlines
about the B.B.C.'s mystery organ. There is
an organ all right, but there is no mystery
whatever. It was stated to have cost L5o,000.
It didn't. It cost /.:lo,000. It is just a plain
straightforward organ of the most modern type
and of special efficiency for broadcasting
purposes.

The only kind of organ I can play is one
which has a handle to turn, but I am told that
genuine organists can see and try for them-
selves, if they want to, the completely
unmysterious mystery organ.

Hard Hit by Broadcasting
WIRELESS has been such a universal

benefactor that at first blush it is difficult
to imagine that anyone could have been
injured by it.

Yet those who listened to Lord Blanesburgh's
appeal the other Sunday night must have
realised something of the hardship that broad-
casting had brought to musicians. I don't

Ma coniphone photo
Listen intelligently and refer to the pro-
grammes before you switch on your receiver !

think that broadcasting is entirely to blame :
the talkie films themselves, or a single cinema
organist, for instance, now produces the music
that used to require a whole orchestra.

But, definitely, broadcasting is partly the
cause of the trouble, and it is up to us listeners
to do what we can to help those who have been
hard hit. If you haven't already responded
to Lord Blanesburgh's appeal, it isn't too late
to do so now. Five thousand pounds are
needed to meet immediate cases in need of
assistance.
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How Reaction
Affects Quality

By NOEL BONAVIA-HUNT, MA

AMATEUR: Our chat on detectors last
week was very interesting, Professor,
and we seem to have arrived at the

conclusion that the diode is best for local
reception, while the leaky -grid detector is best
for logging the foreigners.

PROFESSOR : That is so. There is no objec-
tion to incorporating both types in the same
receiver providing a satisfactory switch is used.

Reaction Injurious to Quality
AMATEUR : But there is one question I have

been wanting to ask you ever since I got home
last Saturday and that is, what about reac-
tion ? You will agree that this is very useful
in bringing up the strength of weak signals,
and it is usual to incorporate a reaction circuit
in conjunction with a leaky -grid detector. I
suppose you will rule it out of court as
injurious to good quality.

PROFESSOR : Well, I am aware that it is con-
sidered so, but I can assure you that reaction
has been given a bad name without sufficient

TO L.F.
AMPLIFIER

AND RT.+

REACTION CON.

REACTION CONO5R

Fig. 1.-Usual detector and reaction
circuit for use with a triode

justification. It depends, of course, -how it is
done; but if it is properly arranged, reaction
can be extremely useful and need not adversely
affect the quality of reproduction. The old
proVerb holds good in this case as -in so- many
others : "A thing is to be used, not abused."

AMATEUR : But you cannot apply reaction
to a diode.

PROFESSOR : Why not? 'Although, even if
you couldn't, it can be used in conjunction
with the leaky -grid detector when the latter is
switched into circuit. But it is also possible
to make it work with the diode.

AMATEUR : What ! with a metal rectifier?
PROFESSOR : Certainly.

Question of High Tension
AMATEUR : But, my dear sir, there is no high-

tension circuit in connection with the metal
rectifier, and you can't work reaction without
high tension.

PROFESSOR : I never said you could. But
you must remember that the heated detector
valve both detects and amplifies the rectified
signals; while the diode does no more than
just detect. The first low -frequency amplify-
ing valve that immediately follows the diode
corresponds to the amplifying portion of the
leaky -grid detector valve.

All you have to do, therefore, in the case of
the diode is to tap the first low -frequency valve
plate circuit for reaction just as if it were a

leaky -grid detector valve.
AMATEUR : Would you

mind making a sketch of this
circuit? Here, for instance,
is the usual detector and
reaction circuit (Fig. 1).
Now please show me how
you would fit reaction in the
case of a diode.

PROFESSOR : Here you are.
This (Fig. 2) shows you how
the first low -frequency valve
can be utilised for the purpose
of feeding back the rectified
currents to the aerial circuit.
It is simple enough.

AMATEUR : SO it seems.
And does it work?

PROFESSOR : Of course it
does ! Why shouldn't it?
I presume you understand
the theory of reaction,
don't you? Do you understand it properly?

AMATEUR : I know it boosts up the high -
frequency stage of the set, but have often
wondered how and why.

PROFESSOR : Well, I suppose I must tell you
as briefly as I can, as I don't like to leave my
friends in a state of ignorance on any of these
little matters. You know, don't you, that the
detector is supposed to pass only the modu-
lated component of the wireless signals, that is,
it separates the speech modulations from the
station's carrier wave. I regret to say that
it does not do so as thoroughly as it ought.

No doubt the last time you had a fried
herring for breakfast you did not completely
succeed in separating all the little bones from
the fish, much as you hoped to do so; in fact, I
can imagine that you swallowed some of those
horrid little bones against your will. That is
what the detector does, I fear. It tries to
exclude the high -frequency component and
pass only the speech modulations, but it does
not succeed altogether. It is not a perfect
filter. 

So, in view of this deficiency on its part, we
try to stop the unwanted high frequencies
from getting further into the set, that is, into
the low -frequency amplifier, by means of
chokes and resistances. Now the object of
reaction is- to side-track the rectified speech
modulations from the plate of the detector,
where they are amplified, to the aerial circuit
in order to be amplified all over again.

W4
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Fig. 2.-Diode detector dram w:th
reaction applied, The valve acts cs a

low frequency amplifier
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If there were only the speech modulations
present, matters would be considerably simpli-
fied, but, unfortunately, some of the carrier
wave is also there, and we are apt to feed back
this as well as the speech currents. Hence
distortion occurs.

AMATEUR : I see. And what causes the
whistling sound when reaction is pushed too
far?

"Heterodyning" with the Carrier
PROFESSOR : The fact that the set is itself

oscillating at a certain frequency which inter-
feres or "heterodynes" with the carrier fre-
quency. But we must not spend too much
time on the theory of reaction, as I want to
explain to you the method by which reaction
can be employed in a high -quality receiver,

AMATEUR : Right you are. Now I under-
stand that in the case of the diode detector
you can feed back the speech modulations
from the plate of the first low -frequency
amplifying valve.

PROFESSOR : Yes, you can. And what i
H .T. -t

Fig. 3.-Another well-known reactim:
circuit

more, the reaction effect works much more
smoothly and quietly than in the case of the
leaky -grid or anode -bend valve detector.

AMATEUR : Well, we have already got the
reaction circuit sketched out (Fig. 2), so that
there is nothing more to be said about it, I
suppose.

PROFESSOR : Oh dear yes, there is ! I only
gave you a sketch of the usual reaction circuit.
That is not the circuit I am recommending for
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Fig. 4.-Circuit with addition of low -
frequency choke
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Fig. 5.-Best method of reaction

the author has come across

our quality set. Here, for in-
stance, is another quite well-
known reaction circuit (Fig. 3),
in which the condenser is con-
nected between the reaction coil
and the aerial coil.

You will note that in both
circuits (Figs. 2 and 3) a high -
frequency choke is included in
the plate circuit of the valve.
Its work is not only to stop the
carrier wave from passir.j
into the low -frequency amplifier,
but also to prevent this carrier
wave from being fed back to
the aerial. But in the position
here shown I am afraid it does
not fulfil its function very
efficiently.

Low -frequency Choke
Iri order to show you the full

circuit in the anode of this
valve, I will add a low -frequency
choke, which you will see right
on top of the high -frequency
choke. On the plate of the
valve we have, looking upwards
from the actual plate sign to
the high-tension positive, first
the high -frequency choke, then
the low -frequency choke (Fig. 4).

The high tension, say 12o
volts, passes through both
coils to the plate. The variable
condenser, known as the re-
action condenser, is connected
in series with the plate and the
reaction coil (Fig. 2), while here
it is placed between the re-
action coil and the aerial coil
(Fig. 3 and 4).

AMATEUR : All this is quite
clear. Do you recommend the
latter method for our set?

PROFESSOR : Yes, as far as
it goes; but it does not go
far enough. The best method
of reaction I have ever struck
(as a matter of fact, it was my
brother who first thought of it)

is this that I am now sketching out for you
(Fig. 5). Notice that the reaction coil is here
connected between the bottom end of the high -
frequency choke and the plate of the valve, and
placed alongside the aerial coil (as in Figs. 3
and 4).

The condenser is in the same position as in
these sketches, namely, between the reaction
coil and the aerial coil. Of course the con-
denser is actually mounted on the panel where
it can be manipulated, the leads being of the
required length for the purpose.

AMATEUR : Do you propose to adopt reac-
tion for the long waves as well as the medium?

PROFESSOR : No, I don't,
because reaction invariably
spoils the quality when applied
to the long waves. What I
mean is that the long -wave
transmissions can be much
more easily picked up without
the assistance of reaction, while
if reaction is used it has to be
pushed too far to 'do its work of
reinforcement and the quality
suffers.

AMATEUR : I see. So we shall
just use the reaction for the
medium waves when we- want
to bring up the weaker stations
to loud -speaker strength. Some-
times there is a good exclusive
programme on Midland Regional
which to Londoners is rather a
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Those readers who missed the first five instal-
ments of Noel Bonavia-Hunt's "quality" articles
(which began in the issue dated March 17, and
have appeared weekly since then) can obtain
back numbers for 4d. each, post paid, on appli-
cation to the Publisher, AMATEUR WIRELESS,

5t-61 Fetter Lane, London, E.C.4.

number of turns on the reaction coil, which
must be wound round the tuned detector coil
forther (Fig. 6), may be fifteen, No. 28 gauge
D.C.C. wire being used. The winding is done,
of course, in the sam's direction as the original
tuning coil, and an interval equivalent to one

Sport and General photo

The winning design for a radio gramophone in an Italian
competition. It was selected from over iso entries and
has had a mixed reception from the public. The circuit

is an eight -valve super -het

coy station,
I find. Here
is a case
where the
reaction will
be of service.

Now what
values do
you recym-
mend for the
various com-
ponents em-
ployed in
the reaction
circuit ?

PROFES-
SOR: The
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complete turn being missed out will suffice be-
tween the Main winding and reaction winding.

Any of the small reaction condensers on the
market will serve our purpose, the capacity
being .0003 microfarad. The high -frequency
choke should be screened and exactly the same
as the high -frequency choke employed in the
anode circuit of the screen -grid valve.

Iron -core High -frequency Chokes
This is most important. So we must have

a pair of iron -cored high -frequency chokes of
the same make, and then we shall be quite safe
from error.

AMATEUR :
easily carried
up the whole

v. KT.+ 120V

HEAD PHONES FOR
TESTING OUTPUT SIGNAL

8: H.F.C.

N.L.2

too.000n
VAR. RESISTANCE

1-iT.-

Fig. 7.-Complete quality circuit from aerial to the first low -frequency
_ stage for battery operation. The panel arrangement is also indicated

This is all quite simple and
out. Now, shall we just draw
of the receiver circuit from
the aerial to the first low -fre-
quency valve, that is, as far as
we have got, and see what it
looks like?

PROFESSOR : All right. If
we were to connect a pair of
headphones in place of the low -
frequency choke (Fig. 5) we
should have complete receiver
up to this point, and if we
were to tune in a local station,
we should probably be able to
hear some excellent speech or
music at this particular hour in
the evening.

We will draw up the whole
circuit as suggested, showing
all battery connections clearly,
and also the panel connections.
(See Fig. 7.) Next week we
will proceed to the design of a
really, good coupling circuit
between the first low -frequency
valve and the next valve that
follows it.
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The Hottest Three in History !

The PENTA-
QUESTER

Leads the Way!
Thousands Take Advantage of
Our Free Blueprint Offer

THREE pentodes in the hottest team of
valves ever asked to pull together!
And do they pull? Rather-and in the

right direction. In the direction of greater
range, greater volume, greater selectivity and
greater ease of control.

Rugged Wood Chassis
That only half states the case for our Penta-

quester. Tells you of results, without even
hinting about the gallant construction. This
is a wood -chassis set-a rugged set with all
the advantages of a factory -built job, plus the
indisputable superiority of a hand -fashioned
product.

Factory -built precision with that priceless
asset we call individuality.

Don't forget, you constructors, that we are
offering a full-size blueprint of the Penta-quester.
just fill in the coupon on page 432 and you

The only time you can " look down' " on the
Penta-quester is when you are observing the

stark simplicity of the plan layout

will get the blueprint by return. Your
latest date is April z8, though we make allow-
ance for overseas readers.

By now many of you will have read all about
the Penta-quester, for we gave you a lot of
information last week. By now, then, many -
of you will have become Penta-quester fans.
And no doubt some of the smart ones will
already have started Penta-questing.

It is those who don't vet realise the immense
potentialities of the Penta-quester that we are
now addressing. Three pentodes-does that
mean anything to you ?

It ought to mean great power. That is pre-
cisely what it does mean in the Penta-quester.

Power at the high -frequency stage-power

in terms of great sensitivity,
range, and ease of logging
foreigners.

Power at the detector stage
-power that manifests itself
as ultra -sensitive detection
without instability or dis-
tortion. Power at the out-
put stage, the sort of power
only possible from a quiescent
push-pull output arrange-
ment using two pentodes.

Oh, yes, there is power
enough and to spare in this
Penta-quester. And the cir-
cuit is so balanced that with
all this power to reach out to
distant stations, with all this
ability to put weak foreigners
and nearer -at -hand stations

Get a full-size
blueprint with
the coupon on

page 432 !

Modern chassis construction without pains ! That is what the
Penta-quester offers-a wood chassis combining efficiency with

simplicity. You simply must Penta-quest !

Technical Story of the Penta-quester
Battery -operated three-valver, with pentodes for

high -frequency amplification, detection, and class -B
output.

Table -console set, with self-contained batteries and
moving -coil loud -speaker.

Wood chassis, with metallised baseboard and sub -
chassis wiring. Two tuning circuits, high -frequency
transformer for aerial and intervalve circuits, tuned
by two -gang condenser.

Double tone control, one section fixed, the other
continuously variable.

Input volume control, in the form of a .0005 -micro -
farad variable series aerial condenser.

Differential reaction condenser, with additional
series resistance for extra smooth control.

Pick-up terminals, applied to grid of detector
pentode.

Clock -face tuning dial, worked by chain and
sprockets supplied with the cabinet. Independent
tuning by condenser knob.

Local -aerial system, in the form of two metal
vertical bars down each side of the cabinet.

on the loud -speaker at full
loud -speaker strength, the
selectivity and stability are
exceptional.

Pentodes at the high -fre-
quency stages confer not
merely the advantage of
extra power-useful though
that may be under adverse

conditions-but the additional advantages of
bed -rock stability and extra selectivity. The
pentodes reduce the damping on the tuning
circuit, and, because they have no "kinks" in
their working characteristics, are free from the
sudden spasms of "going up the loop" some-
times found in screen -grid valves.

Iron -core tuning coils-two of them-give
additional help to the ultra -sharp tuning,

which is readily controlled by the
tuning condenser-a two -ganger worked
by a single knob.

Clock -face tuning adds still further to
the attractions-a simple but foolproof
mechanism enabling you to tune by
time.

Our man tuned -in a station on the gang cm:Lnis..?r
knob-but note the clock -face dial providing a ravel

alternative method of station logging

Local -station Aerial
Although the most striking feature of

the cabinet, the clock -face tuning dial 
is not all; there are the two vertical
chromium bars at each side-providing
you with a unique but quite effective
local -station aerial system.

Needless to say, the Penta-quester is
a battery -operated set, its supply
coming from batteries housed in the
cabinet, wherein is also fitted the
moving -coil loud -speaker.

Talking of batteries, don't forget that
the output of the Penta-quester is of
the latest quiescent push-pull variety-
with a OP2I pentode class -B valve. This
valve is really two pentodes in one bulb,
and gives the very utmost volume for a
given amount of anode current.
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How to Bring in Stations with the PENTA-QUESTER
How clock - face
tuning simplifies
Penta-quester con-
trol-sprockets and
chain connect the
condenser spindle to
the minute hand as
shown here. These
extras are supplied
with the cabinet !

BEFORE you go Penta-questing listen to a few
words of advice from the designers. We have
been testing out this new set under all sorts of

conditions and have really got the hang of the con-
trols. So can you in a very short time-if you go the
right way about the job.

As you will no doubt have noted front our previous speci-
fications, the Penta-quester is a three-valver for battery
operation, using three pentodes for the high frequency amplifi-
cation, detection and push-pull output. These three valves
provide an unheard-of amount of high -frequency amplification
which is readily controlled by the various knobs on the front
and task of the set's chassis.

P.rhaps at this point it would not be a bad idea
to run over these control knobs, just to get our
bearings. Take first the four knobs on the front of
the cabinet. They are arranged three in a row along
the bottom and one above the centre one.

The left-hand knob is for reaction, the right-hand
knob for volume control. Between these is the wave -
change switch, and above it the tuning control knob.

Reaction needs little explanation in so far as its
effect on the volume of distant stations is concerned-
but it has a more subtle function when considered in
conjunction with the volume control.

Series Condenser for Volume Control
As you may have gathered, the volume is controlled

by a series condenser in the aerial lead, arranged so
that it will reduce even the locals to a very low output
level, with a useful range of audibility for all stations
received.

In addition to this function of increasing or
decreasing the volume, the control acts as a selectivity
device. As you decrease the capacity of the con-
denser you do more than simply reduce the signal

Final Constructional and Operating Hints by the "A.W." Technical Staff
input-you reduce the damping on the aerial tuning, and
thereby increase the selectivity.

It often happens that you want the maximum selectivity
on quite a weak station, and the question arises as to how
you can get such a station at good strength when the
selectivity -cum -volume control is reduced.. The answer
is : make an intelligent use of reaction.

The idea is to work the volume control against the
reaction, increasing the latter as the former has to be
decreased for selectivity needs-thereby maintaining
good volume output.

This particular method
of obtaining reaction is
very useful in a three-
valver; by its aid you are
able to perform most
miraculous feats of selec-
tivity.

Important !
Remember that even with

a fairly strong signal
better selectivity will be
obtained by increasing re-
action and decreasing the
volume control.

We have been testing
the set's selectivity under
all settings of the input
volume control; we give
you here just a few of the
many figures we have
obtained.

Selectivity, in general
terms, can be thought of
as the set's ability to cut
out all unwanted stations
in favour of the one that
you do want; a little more
definitely, this factor of
selectivity can be regarded
as the amount you have to
detune to " lose " any given signal.

If we tune -in a station we can measure the amount of
detuning required to reduce that signal to inaudibility in
terms of so many kilocycles frequency. And that is just
the way we went about the job with the Penta-quester.

We took readings at three different parts of the wave.
range. At 280, 33o and 42o metres.

With the input control at zero and reaction at maximum.
the 280 -metre signal needed detuning a kilocycles. With
the input control a third in the selectivity fell to 35
kilocycles. This shows how much the selectivity depends
on the proper use of input control. Of course, you cannot
expect to get much volume with the control at zero, but
you must find the happy compromise between that and a
certain point towards the maximum setting.

At 33o metres, again with the inp':t control at zero,
the selectivity was to kilocycles. A third in on the
volume control it was 25 kilocycles, and three quarters in
it was too kilocycles.

At 420 metres the selectivity was 20 kilocycles with the
control one third in, and 75 kilocycles with the control
three quarters in.

We might mention that London Regional, with fair
volume-corresponding to 20 - milli -watts undistorted
output-was cut out within 15 kilocycles, which is

very good going for two
opined circuits.

It means that stations
two channels away from
London could be 'heard

ithout ,any interference.
On the long waves our
adings proved that

Eiffel Tower could be
heard clear of Daventry,
and 1' dnigswusterhausen
clear of Radio Paris.

You need not fear that
the sensitivity has been
sacrificed to selectivity.
Even in quite selective
positions of the input, control the pentodes pro-
vide an ample reserve of
amplification, giving full
loud -speaker signals from
a large number of
foreigners.

The maximum undis-
torted output front the
class -B stage, assuming a
large input signal such as
the local, is about. 500
milliwatts, more than
enough for the average -
sized room.

Nor need you fear that
the good .volume, obtainable alike from locals and
foreigners, is gained by the excessive consumption of
high -tension -battery current. Here again our laboratory
figures prove that the Penta-quester is soundly designed.

Anode -current Consumption at Each Stage

OUR FREE BLUEPRINT OFFER
Is repeated again this week, but only one blueprint
can be sent to each reader. If you did not send for a
free full-size blueprint of the Penta-quester last week,
you can get one this week. Send to -day, far this offer
will definitely not be repeated. A full-size Is. blueprint
for the cost of d. stamp-
GET YOURS WITH THE COUPON ON PAGE 432

With a maximum high-tension voltage of 120 and 84
volts on the screen of the high -frequency -amplifier pentode,
we found that the first stage took 1.5 milliamperes. The
detector, when the reaction was well off the oscillation
point, and no signal coming in, took 3.5 milliamperes.

The output stage takes current according to the volume.
The quiescent or no signal current with 7.5 volts negative
grid -bias is only 2 milliamperes, and with 6 volts bias this
rises to 4.5 milliamperes.

So much for the actual test
figures. We have elaborated them
to demonstrate the fact that the
Penta-quester has been put
thoroughly through the mill o
laboratory.

Speaking about the other con o s,
you need little information about
the tuning knob. That work
two -gang condenser tuning th
high -frequency transformers, w

- with their iron cores have excep-
tional selectivity.

As you turn the control knob you
actuate the minute hand on the
clock -face dial. The hour hand is
fixed at 12-o'clock-quite arbitra-
rily, and merely as a point of refer-
ence for the rotating minute hand.

This minute hand works round
from one minute' past twelve to 59
minutes to twelve, giving you a
convenient method of logging

stations by time instead of by the usual dial degrees.
Due to the sprocket wheels and chain connected between

the condenser knob and the hand of the clock, you get a
two -to -one reduction, which means that the hand does
36o degrees rotation to the 180 degrees of the condenser
plates of the condenser.

Adjust Reaction for Sensitivity
So much, then, for the tuning. It might be added that

as you turn the knob from one part of the tuning range to
another there is the usual slight difference in sensitivity-
the lower end of the waveband being more sensitive than
the top end. Less reaction is needed from 25o downwards
than from that point upwards. The sensitivity at 450
metres is'actually about two thirds that at 25o metres.

No need to say much about the centre knob for wave -
changing, save to remind you that you move, this knob
to th rightfor long waves and to the left for medium.

Don't forget that the on -off switching is done by the
little toggle at the back of the chassis, where also you will
find the variable tone control.

This control is very useful in altering the response for the
differing needs of speech and music. In general you will
need more
"top" forspeech
broadcaststhan for
music.

When at-
mosphericsor other
background
is a little
trying on
foreignersyou can
ameliorate
conditions by
reducing the
high -note re-
sponse. This
applies also
to the sup-
pression ofneedle
scratch when
you use a
pick-up - as
you can do by connecting one with an integral volume
control to the two terminals provided at the back of the
chassis.

Little more need be said about working the Penta-
quester. You will have some fun testing with the chromium
aerial -and -earth system, we are sure. The locals should
come in well, and if you use an earth wire you may manage
to pick up a foreigner or so on one pillar used as the aerial

Quarter -scale reproduction of the full-size blueprint. Why
not work from the print-it is offered to you free of charge

if you send in the coupon on page 432 of this issue.

-an indication of the great sensitivity of the three -pentode
circuit.

Well, that's about all we think we need tell you about
our Penta-quester. We have given you, we hope, enough
facts to work upon-enough to convince you that this set
is well worth your while. It is a set that will do great
things on quite indifferent aerials-as our far-flung tests
in different parts of the country have amply proved.

With the imminent seasonal waning in signal strength
of the foreigners you will need a set having just that
little extra sensitivity the others haven't got. The Yenta-
quester, with its balanced triple -pentode circuit, has the
extra something-and will prove its exemplary powers
during the coming months.

FIRST GET YOUR FULL-SIZE BLUEPRINT BY USING THE COUPON ON PAGE 432 AND
THEN GET THESE COMPONENTS FOR THE PENTA-QUESTER

CHASSIS
1--l'eto Scott Metaplex, 12 in. by 8 in. by Si in.

CHOKE, HIGH -FREQUENCY
1-Graham Parish screened, type LMS (or Balgin,

TeLen).
COILS

2 Telsen dual -range screened, type W347
CONDENSERS, FIXED

2 T.M.C. Hydra, tubular type, values : .0002-,
.006-microfarad (Untidier, T.c.c.)

1 -Dubilier .1-microfarad, tubular type (T.M.C.,
T.C.C.)

CONDENSERS, VARIABLE
1-British Radiophone two -gang .0005 -micro -

farad with slow-niotion drive, type PQ
1 --Graham Farish .0005-microfarad, reaction type

(or Lissen, Telsen).
1 -Telsen .0003-microfarad, differential reaction

type (or Graham -Parish).
HOLDERS, "VALVE

3 -Clix seven -pin, chassis -mounting type.

PLUGS, TERMINALS, ETC.
0-Belling-Lee wander plugs, marked :

1-1.T.+2, H.T.--, G.B.- I, G.B. -2, G.B.-1'
(or Chx, Eelex).

2-Belling-Lee spade terminals, marked: L.T.--,
L.T.+ (Clix, lielex).

5-Belling-Lee terminals, type R, marked : A, E,
L.S. (two).

1 -Telsen terminal block.
RESISTANCES, FIXED

3 -Graham-Parish 11 -watt type, values
ohm, V, and 1-inegohm, (or Ferranti, Lisse,;.

SUNDRIES
4 -yds. thin flex. Connecting wire and sleeving.
2-British Radiogram 1 in. metal mounting

bracket.
1 -Bulgin lraob, type K14.
1 -Strip of wood 4 in. by4in.
1-Bulgin tone control, type GT2.

SWITCHES
2 -Bulgin on -off toggle, type SSOB, complete with

d in. by 5/32 in. rod.. -
1 -Bulgin on -off toggle, type SSOT.

TRANSFORMER, LOW-FREt.) 'ENCY
1-Wearite, type CPA.

ACCESSORIES
BATTERIES

1-Drydex 120 -volt high-tension, type HI012 (or
Lissen, Ever Ready).

1-Exide 2 -volt accumulator (or Lissen, Fuller).
1-Drydex 0 -volt grid bias (or Lissen, Ever Ready).

CABINET
1-Peto Scott, type PQ, with clock -face dial and'

chain drive.
LOUD -SPEAKER

1-W.B., type 1'514A (or Amplion, Blue Spot).
VALVES

High -frequency amplifier, Mallard VP2.
Detector, Milliard SP2.
Output, Marconi or Osram QP21.

SUITABLE MAINS UNIT
1-Atlas CA25 (or Eltro) for A.C. mains, or
1 --Atlas DC 15/25B (or Eke()) for D.C. mains.
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How to Bring in Stations with the PENTA-QUESTER
How clock - face
tuning simplifies
Penta-quester con-
trol-sprockets and
chain connect the
condenser spindle to
the minute hand as
shown here. These
extras are supplied
with the cabinet !

BEFORE you go Penta-questing listen to a few
words of advice from the designers. We have
been testing out this new set under all sorts of

conditions and have really got the hang of the con-
trols. So can you in a very short time-if you go the
right way about the job.

As you will no doubt have noted front our previous speci-
fications, the Penta-quester is a three-valver for battery
operation, using three pentodes for the high frequency amplifi-
cation, detection and push-pull output. These three valves
provide an unheard-of amount of high -frequency amplification
which is readily controlled by the various knobs on the front
and task of the set's chassis.

P.rhaps at this point it would not be a bad idea
to run over these control knobs, just to get our
bearings. Take first the four knobs on the front of
the cabinet. They are arranged three in a row along
the bottom and one above the centre one.

The left-hand knob is for reaction, the right-hand
knob for volume control. Between these is the wave -
change switch, and above it the tuning control knob.

Reaction needs little explanation in so far as its
effect on the volume of distant stations is concerned-
but it has a more subtle function when considered in
conjunction with the volume control.

Series Condenser for Volume Control
As you may have gathered, the volume is controlled

by a series condenser in the aerial lead, arranged so
that it will reduce even the locals to a very low output
level, with a useful range of audibility for all stations
received.

In addition to this function of increasing or
decreasing the volume, the control acts as a selectivity
device. As you decrease the capacity of the con-
denser you do more than simply reduce the signal
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input-you reduce the damping on the aerial tuning, and
thereby increase the selectivity.

It often happens that you want the maximum selectivity
on quite a weak station, and the question arises as to how
you can get such a station at good strength when the
selectivity -cum -volume control is reduced.. The answer
is : make an intelligent use of reaction.

The idea is to work the volume control against the
reaction, increasing the latter as the former has to be
decreased for selectivity needs-thereby maintaining
good volume output.

This particular method
of obtaining reaction is
very useful in a three-
valver; by its aid you are
able to perform most
miraculous feats of selec-
tivity.

Important !
Remember that even with

a fairly strong signal
better selectivity will be
obtained by increasing re-
action and decreasing the
volume control.

We have been testing
the set's selectivity under
all settings of the input
volume control; we give
you here just a few of the
many figures we have
obtained.

Selectivity, in general
terms, can be thought of
as the set's ability to cut
out all unwanted stations
in favour of the one that
you do want; a little more
definitely, this factor of
selectivity can be regarded
as the amount you have to
detune to " lose " any given signal.

If we tune -in a station we can measure the amount of
detuning required to reduce that signal to inaudibility in
terms of so many kilocycles frequency. And that is just
the way we went about the job with the Penta-quester.

We took readings at three different parts of the wave.
range. At 280, 33o and 42o metres.

With the input control at zero and reaction at maximum.
the 280 -metre signal needed detuning a kilocycles. With
the input control a third in the selectivity fell to 35
kilocycles. This shows how much the selectivity depends
on the proper use of input control. Of course, you cannot
expect to get much volume with the control at zero, but
you must find the happy compromise between that and a
certain point towards the maximum setting.

At 33o metres, again with the inp':t control at zero,
the selectivity was to kilocycles. A third in on the
volume control it was 25 kilocycles, and three quarters in
it was too kilocycles.

At 420 metres the selectivity was 20 kilocycles with the
control one third in, and 75 kilocycles with the control
three quarters in.

We might mention that London Regional, with fair
volume-corresponding to 20 - milli -watts undistorted
output-was cut out within 15 kilocycles, which is

very good going for two
opined circuits.

It means that stations
two channels away from
London could be 'heard

ithout ,any interference.
On the long waves our
adings proved that

Eiffel Tower could be
heard clear of Daventry,
and 1' dnigswusterhausen
clear of Radio Paris.

You need not fear that
the sensitivity has been
sacrificed to selectivity.
Even in quite selective
positions of the input, control the pentodes pro-
vide an ample reserve of
amplification, giving full
loud -speaker signals from
a large number of
foreigners.

The maximum undis-
torted output front the
class -B stage, assuming a
large input signal such as
the local, is about. 500
milliwatts, more than
enough for the average -
sized room.

Nor need you fear that
the good .volume, obtainable alike from locals and
foreigners, is gained by the excessive consumption of
high -tension -battery current. Here again our laboratory
figures prove that the Penta-quester is soundly designed.

Anode -current Consumption at Each Stage

OUR FREE BLUEPRINT OFFER
Is repeated again this week, but only one blueprint
can be sent to each reader. If you did not send for a
free full-size blueprint of the Penta-quester last week,
you can get one this week. Send to -day, far this offer
will definitely not be repeated. A full-size Is. blueprint
for the cost of d. stamp-
GET YOURS WITH THE COUPON ON PAGE 432

With a maximum high-tension voltage of 120 and 84
volts on the screen of the high -frequency -amplifier pentode,
we found that the first stage took 1.5 milliamperes. The
detector, when the reaction was well off the oscillation
point, and no signal coming in, took 3.5 milliamperes.

The output stage takes current according to the volume.
The quiescent or no signal current with 7.5 volts negative
grid -bias is only 2 milliamperes, and with 6 volts bias this
rises to 4.5 milliamperes.

So much for the actual test
figures. We have elaborated them
to demonstrate the fact that the
Penta-quester has been put
thoroughly through the mill o
laboratory.

Speaking about the other con o s,
you need little information about
the tuning knob. That work
two -gang condenser tuning th
high -frequency transformers, w

- with their iron cores have excep-
tional selectivity.

As you turn the control knob you
actuate the minute hand on the
clock -face dial. The hour hand is
fixed at 12-o'clock-quite arbitra-
rily, and merely as a point of refer-
ence for the rotating minute hand.

This minute hand works round
from one minute' past twelve to 59
minutes to twelve, giving you a
convenient method of logging

stations by time instead of by the usual dial degrees.
Due to the sprocket wheels and chain connected between

the condenser knob and the hand of the clock, you get a
two -to -one reduction, which means that the hand does
36o degrees rotation to the 180 degrees of the condenser
plates of the condenser.

Adjust Reaction for Sensitivity
So much, then, for the tuning. It might be added that

as you turn the knob from one part of the tuning range to
another there is the usual slight difference in sensitivity-
the lower end of the waveband being more sensitive than
the top end. Less reaction is needed from 25o downwards
than from that point upwards. The sensitivity at 450
metres is'actually about two thirds that at 25o metres.

No need to say much about the centre knob for wave -
changing, save to remind you that you move, this knob
to th rightfor long waves and to the left for medium.

Don't forget that the on -off switching is done by the
little toggle at the back of the chassis, where also you will
find the variable tone control.

This control is very useful in altering the response for the
differing needs of speech and music. In general you will
need more
"top" forspeech
broadcaststhan for
music.

When at-
mosphericsor other
background
is a little
trying on
foreignersyou can
ameliorate
conditions by
reducing the
high -note re-
sponse. This
applies also
to the sup-
pression ofneedle
scratch when
you use a
pick-up - as
you can do by connecting one with an integral volume
control to the two terminals provided at the back of the
chassis.

Little more need be said about working the Penta-
quester. You will have some fun testing with the chromium
aerial -and -earth system, we are sure. The locals should
come in well, and if you use an earth wire you may manage
to pick up a foreigner or so on one pillar used as the aerial

Quarter -scale reproduction of the full-size blueprint. Why
not work from the print-it is offered to you free of charge

if you send in the coupon on page 432 of this issue.

-an indication of the great sensitivity of the three -pentode
circuit.

Well, that's about all we think we need tell you about
our Penta-quester. We have given you, we hope, enough
facts to work upon-enough to convince you that this set
is well worth your while. It is a set that will do great
things on quite indifferent aerials-as our far-flung tests
in different parts of the country have amply proved.

With the imminent seasonal waning in signal strength
of the foreigners you will need a set having just that
little extra sensitivity the others haven't got. The Yenta-
quester, with its balanced triple -pentode circuit, has the
extra something-and will prove its exemplary powers
during the coming months.

FIRST GET YOUR FULL-SIZE BLUEPRINT BY USING THE COUPON ON PAGE 432 AND
THEN GET THESE COMPONENTS FOR THE PENTA-QUESTER

CHASSIS
1--l'eto Scott Metaplex, 12 in. by 8 in. by Si in.

CHOKE, HIGH -FREQUENCY
1-Graham Parish screened, type LMS (or Balgin,

TeLen).
COILS

2 Telsen dual -range screened, type W347
CONDENSERS, FIXED

2 T.M.C. Hydra, tubular type, values : .0002-,
.006-microfarad (Untidier, T.c.c.)

1 -Dubilier .1-microfarad, tubular type (T.M.C.,
T.C.C.)

CONDENSERS, VARIABLE
1-British Radiophone two -gang .0005 -micro -

farad with slow-niotion drive, type PQ
1 --Graham Farish .0005-microfarad, reaction type

(or Lissen, Telsen).
1 -Telsen .0003-microfarad, differential reaction

type (or Graham -Parish).
HOLDERS, "VALVE

3 -Clix seven -pin, chassis -mounting type.

PLUGS, TERMINALS, ETC.
0-Belling-Lee wander plugs, marked :

1-1.T.+2, H.T.--, G.B.- I, G.B. -2, G.B.-1'
(or Chx, Eelex).

2-Belling-Lee spade terminals, marked: L.T.--,
L.T.+ (Clix, lielex).

5-Belling-Lee terminals, type R, marked : A, E,
L.S. (two).

1 -Telsen terminal block.
RESISTANCES, FIXED

3 -Graham-Parish 11 -watt type, values
ohm, V, and 1-inegohm, (or Ferranti, Lisse,;.

SUNDRIES
4 -yds. thin flex. Connecting wire and sleeving.
2-British Radiogram 1 in. metal mounting

bracket.
1 -Bulgin lraob, type K14.
1 -Strip of wood 4 in. by4in.
1-Bulgin tone control, type GT2.

SWITCHES
2 -Bulgin on -off toggle, type SSOB, complete with

d in. by 5/32 in. rod.. -
1 -Bulgin on -off toggle, type SSOT.

TRANSFORMER, LOW-FREt.) 'ENCY
1-Wearite, type CPA.

ACCESSORIES
BATTERIES

1-Drydex 120 -volt high-tension, type HI012 (or
Lissen, Ever Ready).

1-Exide 2 -volt accumulator (or Lissen, Fuller).
1-Drydex 0 -volt grid bias (or Lissen, Ever Ready).

CABINET
1-Peto Scott, type PQ, with clock -face dial and'

chain drive.
LOUD -SPEAKER

1-W.B., type 1'514A (or Amplion, Blue Spot).
VALVES

High -frequency amplifier, Mallard VP2.
Detector, Milliard SP2.
Output, Marconi or Osram QP21.

SUITABLE MAINS UNIT
1-Atlas CA25 (or Eltro) for A.C. mains, or
1 --Atlas DC 15/25B (or Eke()) for D.C. mains.
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Penta-questing in the West
APRIL 21, 193%

The Penta-quester Adds to its Reputation

Stations Logged at Calstock
A indicates indoor -aerial reception and B indicates reception on a

9 -ft. copper rod

MEDIUM WAVES Dial Station Dial Station
.
i Station 2.18% Hamburg 2.421 Brussels -AB
2.02% Plymouth -AB 2.191 Helsinski-AB 2.441 Florence -AB
2.03 Fecamp-AB 2.201 London Regional 2.451 Rabat -A
2.051 Tampere 2.211 Poznan -AB 2.462 Vienna
2.061 Salzburg 2.22 Strasbourg -A 2.47 Riga

2.071 Kiinigsberg 2.221 German 2.471 Stuttgart
2.074 Radio Vitus -AB 2.23 Bergen -A 148 French

2.08 Dublin -AB 2.231 Berlin 2.501 Palermo
2.081 Montpellier 2.241 Moscow 2.52 Athlone
2.081 Nurenburg-AB 2.25'. Bucharest -A 2.534 Beromunster
2.09 Frankfurt -AB 2.261 Milan 2.55 Budapest -AB
2.091 Morovska-Ostrava 2.27 Scottish Regional 2.56 Wilno
2.10 West National 2.171 Lwow 2.59 Ljubljana -AB
2.101 Madona-AB 2.281 Leipzig LONG WAVES
2.11 Turin -A 2.29 Toulouse 2.09 Plymouth Beacon
2.11} Horby 2.30 Midland Regional -- 2.11 Leningrad
2.1 I f Bordeaux A 2.16 Kalundborg
2.124 Heilsberg-AB 2.34 Rome -A 2.18 Luxembourg
2.134 Hilversum 2.354 Stockholm -AB 2182 Motala
2.14 West Regional 2.361 Sottens-AB 2.211 Eiffel Tower
2.144 Grenoble 2.39 North Regional - 126 Warsaw
2.I4f Poste Parisien--AB A 2.30 Doventr.v
2.151 Goteberg 2.39f Langenberg 2.33 Zeesen
2.16 Algiers 2.40 Lyons 2.36 Radio Paris
2.161 Brussels -AB 2.401 Prague 2.39 Russian
2.18 Brno -AB 2.411 Trondheim 2.451 Kootwijk

-1O great is our faith in the ability of the
Penta-quester to bring in the stations
that we have purposely sent out test

models to many different parts of the country.
Already you will have read of the reports

from such widely separated counties as Essex,
Surrey and Yorkshire, all the tests so far
having borne out our claims. But we were not
satisfied that the Penta-quester had been
completely put through the mill.

We therefore sent a model right down into
the heart of the West Country, to a spot that
is rotoriously bad for the reception of broad-
casting. Actually to Calstock, between
Liskeard and Tavistock.

Very Poor Conditions _

Down there the West Regional is the only
reliable and worth -while station, although
Plymouth is also a weak local relay. Probably
due to the ore deposits, reception conditions
are definitely poor.

So that when we say that the Penta-quester
has come through its Calstock test, with
flying colours, you can begin to
understand this set is no ordinary
three-valver.

The set was placed in the hands
of a well-known West Country
research worker, whose private
laboratory is one of the finest in
this country. He has aerials of all
kinds, suitable for every type of
set, and apparatus enabling him
to identify without question any
station received.

Even allowing for his expert
knowledge, the results this Corn-
ish research worker has obtained
are remarkable.

He logged seventy-three sta-
tions at loud -speaker strength,
all good enough to provide enter-
tainment. The stations proving
hard to identify or difficult to
hear were ignored. You may
therefore take it that the seventy-
three stations put down in the log
represent that number of pro-
grammes.

This extraordinary result
should give confidence to the

thousands of worried
listeners in the West
Country -listeners
who, with indifferent
apparatus, are un-
able to tune -in the
stations providing
the interesting pro-
grammes.

From the log you
will see that certain
stations notoriously
difficult to get clear
of one another are
included. In fairness
we must state that
clear reception of
such stations -about
half a dozen alto-
gether -was only
possible when ad-
jacent stations were
off the air. We men-
tion this in order to
dispel any ideas
that might arise
about the long bow
being drawn.

For example, the
West National was

received clear of Morovska-Ostrava only when
the Czech had closed down. While London
Regional interfered with Poznan in the early
part of the evening.

Aside from these, though, the set was able
to get over sixty stations clear of all trace of
serious interference. That is surely good going
for such a straightforward sequence of valves?

From this test our West Country listener
was able to gain an idea of the tunini, ranges of
the set. On medium waves he got Plymouth at
12.02 I/.2, which gives the low limit as just under
200 metres.

At the other end of the medium waveband
Ljubljana came in at 12.59. --and as that station
is on 569 metres, the maximum wavelength is a
trifle over 57o metres.

On the long waves the first commercial
station received was Leningrad at 12.11. This
Russian transmits on a wavelength of 1,224
metres, but Plymouth beacon station, with a
wavelength of about f,000 metres, came in at
12.09.

It A\ Z1, I mud that the maximum wavelength

An enthusiast in Cornwall gives the Penta-quester a thorough scientific
test, the results of which are noted on this page

in Cornwall

was well over 2,000 metres, the highest station
being Kootwijk, on a wavelength of 1,875
metres.

For the compilation of the report our
Cornish critic used an aerial with a total length
of 47.5 ft. erected out of doors well clear of
buildings -in fact, a first-class aerial system.

Trying an Indoor Aerial
On this aerial, as mentioned, seventy-three

stations were tuned in on the loud -speaker.
As the majority of these stations came through
at colossal strength it was decided that an
indoor aerial might be tried.

This`aerial was around the picture rail, with
a total length of 65.5 ft_ Still remembering

EVERYBODY
WILL TALK

about the Penta-quester
for the next few weeks.
The set is simple and
extensive tests leave no
doubts as to its technical
merits. Your last chance to
get a free full-size blueprint
of the set is to use the

COU PON
ON PAGE 432

the remote locality, it is amazing to record that
on this aerial the Penta-quester brought in no
fewer than twenty-seven stations at loud-
speaker strength. The weaker stations that
might have been heard with reaction pushed
to its limit were ignored.

Seeing that the -set had a most unusual
amount of high -frequency amplification, the
listener tried a freak aerial -an inverted L of
special. design, the aerial consisting of 1/2 -in.
copper tube, with a 9 -ft. horizontal portion
and 4 -ft. down -lead. The end of this rod
terminated in a mercury junction to give
perfect contact as the aerial system was
rotated on its ball bearings.

On this very inefficient aerial nineteen
stations were tuned -in direct on the
loud -speaker. Small wonder that
we suggest using the chromium
bars provided with the cabinet !

Plenty of Stations
So great is the amplification

that even in a remote part of the
West Country, far from the high -
power regionals, the Pcnta -
quester can bring in plenty of
stations -no matter how meagre
the aerial system.

Our photograph is of the
Cornishman who kindly under-
took the test. He prefers to
remain anonymous, but we can
assure you that he is really
delighted with the performance
of the Penta-quester-especially
on the medium waves.

Clock -face tuning met with
great approval, the dial being so
easy to read at even a consider-
able distance. From the log, too,
you will appreciate that this
method of tuning simplifies
the operation considerably.
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WABC-America's
By Our American Correspondent: LIONEL

WABC is probably one of the best known
of American transmitters and, like
2LO, has made radio history in the

States. It is the key station for the Columbia
broadcast system and serves the densely
populated New York area. The location is at
Wayne, about 3o miles out from the city and
in a marshy area of the state of New Jersey.

The sign "WABC" over the main entrance
to the station building

Approaching the station, one of the first
things to take one's attention is the 600 -ft.
mast, tending to give the aerial system an
incomplete appearance to those accustomed to
the normal twin -mast system. This 600 -ft.
mast or tower is, however, the actual radiating
system.

Based on entirely new principles and designed

the junction house is
the motor generator
mounted on r8 -in. in-
sulators for feeding the
warning beacon lamps
for aeroplane guidance.

As a further precau-
tion, the mast is paint-
ed in alternate red
and white bands and
for lightning protec-
tion a spark gap is
placed across the sup-
porting insulators.

The transmitter
house, with its
" WA BC" engraved on
the front porch, is a
marvel of neatness and
efficiency; it was made
by the Western Elec-
tric Company and has
a power output of 50
kilowatts. Low -power
modulation is used
with a crystal -con -
'tolled frequency;
this is the first unit
on the extreme left. A
class -B r -kilowatt unit
comes next, working
into a 20 -kilowatt
stage which comprises
the third unit. The
output stage has four

Inside the transmitting hall at WABC-America's "2L0"

to give greater efficiency than the usual twin -
mast system, the scheme has proved highly
successful and is stated .to be equivalent to
doubling the output power. The tower is
shaped like an elongated diamond and is sup-
ported by four guy wires at the centre, the top
half being without strainers. The mast finishes
off with a pointed steel shaft and the whole
structure is supported on two porce-
lain insulators mounted on a con-
crete block. Although weighing but
Co lb. each, these insulators take
the full weight of the tower.

As there is a potential of several
thousand volts between guy wires
and the steel lattice work, special
string insulators have been found
necessary and these are similar to
those used on high -voltage trans-
mission lines for electric -power sup-
plies.

From the base of the tower,
where the voltage is very much
lower, a line is taken into the
junction house, where a 4 -ft. diam-
eter coupling toil matches the
station transmission line to the
aerial. An interesting feature inside

water is cooled by
across a radiator
power valves are
generator.

The whole station operates from a choice
of two 440 -volt supply lines and there is an
absolute minimum of rotating machinery. The
high-tension transformer, smoothing chokes

35 -kilowatt water-cooled
power valves and is the
third unit from the right.
Behind the operator can
be seen the six -phase
high-tension supply unit
which feeds some 20,000
volts to the anodes.

Distilled water is used
for cooling the anodes as
this has been found better
for general reliability. The

three giant fans drawing air
system. Filaments of the
fed from a separate motor

"2L0
MERDLER

(Left). -- Views of the top
and bottom of the aerial mast.
at WABC. (Above).-The
complete 600 -ft. mast, shaped

like an elongated diamond

and condensers are situated in the basement .
directly below the transmitter and a clean
system is thus assured.

In one corner of the transmission hall is
W2XE, the short-wave transmitter that is
frequently picked up in England. The power
is now r kilowatt and the WABC programme
is taken.

Abominable Road
The station buildings are approached by

the usual abominable road that leads to all
transmitters and a boat is proVided for the
station engineers in time of flood, a necessary
arrangement in view of the marshy nature of
the surrounding land. The buildings are raised
well up to free the apparatus from any possible
danger of flooding.

Station breakdown times can be reckoned in
minutes over a period of years that the trans-

mitter has been on the air and
this speaks well for the station
direction, which is under the
charge of A. B. Chamberlain, the
Columbia Chief Engineer.

Part of the WABC transmitting plant, which is about so miles
from New York

Are you Penta-questing yet? If
not, you should certainly look into
the special merits of the latest
AMATEUR WIRELESS three-valver.
Eight pages of the preceding issue
were devoted to a full description
of the Penta-quester and there are
four further pages describing the
set in this issue. Extensive tests
have proved beyond doubt that the
Penta-quester is a real winning
design. Send for your free blueprint
and start building it this week
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Drummer MS6 Set
FOR the listener who wants a receiver a

little better. than the average run of
four -valve super-hets and not quite so

expensive as the large seven -valve super-hets,
the Drummer M.S.6 is a receiver which should
be given close consideration: The de -luxe
six -valve super-hets have been very badly
overlooked by the majority of set manufac-
turers, so that the range is comparatively
limited.

The Drummer people have gone into the

Note the dual loud -speaker assembly in this
new Drummer receiver. It is a high-class

job from every point of view

design of a high-class super -het with twin
moving -coil loud -speakers. The receiver has
not been designed for low price, but it has been
designed to give a pre -determined performance.
The result is a set above criticism.

Owing to the two loud -speakers, the cabinet
is larger than usual, but it is still of the upright
type, of figured walnut and really excellent
finish. There are four controls, although there
is a fifth which governs the overall sensitivity
of the receiver and is situated at the back of
the cabinet.

The four important controls are
the tuner, which actuates a knife-
edge pointer, wave -change and
gramophone switches, volume and
tone control. The wavelengths are
marked on the tuning dial and
range between 200 and 55o metres
on the medium waveband and goo
to 2,000 metres on the long -wave
band.

High -frequency Pentode
There are six valves, five receiv-

ing valves and a full -wave indirectly
heated rectifying valve, which gives
35o volts high tension. A high -
frequency pentode is in the first
position to give additional range,
particularly in daylight. This also
prevents re -radiation, keeps second -
channel interference to a minimum,
and makes the receiver more simple
to handle.

The second valve is a combined
detectc1-escillator, AC/S2"/Pen,
while for the single intermediate -

frequency stage there is another high -frequency
pentode, a Mullard VP4. The overall stage
gain of the receiver is varied by means of
alteration in bias to the VP4. For second
detection, low -frequency amplification and
automatic volume control a Mullard three -in -
one valve is used.

This is resistance -capacity coupled to- a
power pentode output valve, a Mazda AC/2Pen. .

This valve gives an undistorted output of 3,500
milliwatts with an input of only 2.5 volts. In
practice this means that only a very small
signal input is necessary to give loud -speaker
volume.

For the Fastidious Listeaer
We are very much in favour of twin loud-

speakers if they give quality as in the M.S.6 set.
The reproduction is good enough for the most
fastidious listener. Broadcasts such as sym-
phony concerts from the Queen's Hall sound
like the real thing, and you would have to be
there to improve upon it.

Instead of giving a long report on the
number of stations heard, we are going to tell
you something about the production methods
which ensure too per cent reliability with
Drummer sets. Being a new firm, they realise
that before a set can be universally popular it
must be trouble -free. So to make quite sure
nothing can go wrong, they have the most
elaborate system of cross-checking.

Every chassis is subjected to severe mechani-
cal and electrical tests. All joints, switches,
and movable parts are carefully examined, and
after this all components are tested for values
and efficiency before the coils are aligned by
the cathode-ray equipment. Then the ganged
condenser is checked and the ,sensitivity of the
receiver measured at different points to see
whether it is up to the standard of the labora-
tory model.

The "Soaking" Test
Finally comes a very unusual test, called

the "soaking" test. The Drummer people
have found that sets can go wrong after they
have been used for only an hour or so, and that
the faults which cause these breakdowns cannot
always be traced to the factory.

To overcome this, every set, before it is
issued, is left running for a period of four hours,
after which it is very unlikely that there will
be any trouble. Any little faults that might
crop up almost invariably show up within this
period.

Circuit of the Drummer receiver reviewed on this page. All
constructors will be interested in its electrical arrangement

APRIL 21, 1934

There is no doubt about the attractive
appearance of tins new Drummer set

IN A NUTSHELL
Makers : Edge Radio, Ltd.
Type : Drummer M.S.6.
Price : £19 19s.
Valve Combination : High -frequency stage

(Mullard VP4), combined detector -
oscillator (Mazda ACS2Pen), single inter-
mediate -frequency stage (Mullard VP4),
double -diode -triode second detector
(Mullard PDD4), power pentode output
(Mazda AC2Pen), and full -wave
indirectly heated rectifying valve (Mul-
lard 1W3).

Power Supply : A.C. mains 200 to 250
volts, 4o to too cycles.

Type :Self-contained upright table model.
Remarks : One of the most powerful six -

valve supers we have tried that gives
remarkable quality from twin moving-
coil loud -speakers.

After knowing all about these tests, we
expected a lot from this set and gave it an
unusually thorough examination, but there
is not one adverse criticism that we can
possibly make.

Almost every European station was received
at good loud -speaker strength. Selectivity In as
a little better than 9 kilocycles, which is good
enough for anyone, while on the long waves
between 1,400 and 2,000 metres the selectivity
was increased to approximately 7 kilocycles.

Although most super-hets will
pick up American stations, it is
usually the background noise which
mars reception. With this set we
heard over twenty Americans with
the volunie control only two-thirds
on. Consequently, the background
noise was reduced to a very low
level. Over a period of a week, we
heard numerous American stations,
some as early as 11.30 p.m., which
shows that reception was quite
reliable and not due to freak
conditions.

The automatic -volume -control is
highly efficient, due to the excep-
tional 'stage 'gain, so that the
majority of long-distance stations
can be held for long periods without
fading or "dither." The tone
control cuts off what background
noise there is and reduces the
intensity of heterodyne whistles
from stations that are almost on the
same wavelength. -

To sum- up, we can recommend
this set as a superb instrument.
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The, Pilot Kit
SERVICE was
founded in 1919

PENTAINQUESTER
See the PILOT
on the carton. It's
a real guarantee.

IMPORTANT Miscellaneous Components, Parts, Kits, Finished Receivers or Accessories for Cash, C.O.D. or H.P. on our own system of Easy Payments. Send us a list
of your wants. liYe will quote you by return. C.O.D. orders value over 10/- sent carriage and post charges paid (GREAT BRITAIN ONLY.) 017 ER -

SEA C f; Lis i 7-1N SEND TO US WITH CONFIDENCE. We carry a special export staff and save all delay. We pay half carriage -parked free. Send full value plus
sufficient for half carriage. -lily surplus refunded immediately. Hire Purchase Terms NOT available to Irish or Overseas customers.

EVERYTHING KIT "A" CASH or C.O.D £4 . 7 . 6
TELEVISION ANY ITE SUPPLIED EPARATELY -

OVER 10,-M SENT C.O.D.,S CARRIAGE ANDORDERSPOST
KIT "A" Author's

CHARGES PAID.

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
CASH-C.O.D. H.P.
PETO-SCOTT UNIVERSAL
TELEVISION MOTOR

FPADE
E slC UIRIES

I VITED

SEND
FOR
LISTS

Ready fltt-d for synchronising gear. Heavy cast alum- OY URS FORinWm frame, self oiling bearing, no noise, no mechanical
vibration. A.C. or D.C. Mains, 200-240 volts. Cash or
C.O.D. Carriage Pail, 501-.
f -unit (battery type) ..  35/ -
Au models with Metal Stand .. 2/6 extra

Pair of Controlling Resistances for above.
cash or C.O.D., 11/8. Or Television Motor and
pair cf Resistances, 5/- deposit and 8 monthly
payments of e; ,

PETO-SCOTT

and 6 Monthly
Payments of

).

SCANNING DISCS
Light-gguse aluminium, dull hack coo
side, centres cut out to reduce weight.
Centre boss is an 8 -ribbed black takellte
moulding: each rib faced white to give
true stroboscopic effect, and thereby
visual speed indication. Sunning holes
perfectly punchei to secure uniform
scanning without preventatle lines.
Made in 2 sizes and
ready for immediate use.

16 in. diam.
23 -in. Siam. 12/6

Postage 91. extra.

B.T.H. MINOR PICK-UP AND TONE ARM. Cash
r C.O.D. Carriage Paid, £1/1/0.

ialance in 4 monthly paymeots of 4 6.

wend

4/6
only

W.B. P.011.611. MICROLODE PERMANENT MAG-
NET SPEAKER with switch -controlled multi -ratio Send
(spot trao,formQr. Cash or C.O.D. Carriage
Paid, 61 120.
I:alance in 6 monthly payments of 6/-. tally
NEW BLUE SPOT PERMANENT MAGNET
MOVING -COIL SPEAKER 29 P.M. With Input Seib!
Transformer. Cash or C.O.D. Carriage Paid,
£1 /12'6.
Balance in 6 monthly payments of 5/-. (Ally

R. & A. MULTEX EXTENSION SPEAKER for
commercial or home -built receiv, past or Send
present, no matter what the circuit. Chassis
model. Cash or C.O.D. Carriage Paid, 81110,41.
Balance in 7 monthly payments of 4/-.
NEW GARRARD MODEL 202A. 13 -in. Turn-
table. Electric motor for A.C. mains. Cash or 6/.
C.O.D. Carriage Paid, 62/10/0.
Balance iu 8 monthly payments of 6/-. only
NEW LISSEN SKYSCRAPER FOUR ALL -WAVE
CHASSIS MODEL. Complete Kit comprises all ,end
components, including set of Lissen Valves. Cash
or C.O.D. Carriage Paid, 55/12/6.
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 10/3. only
J.B.-L1NACORE. Complete tuning unit comprP-
ing matched coils and condenser, type BPB Send
(battery), type RPM (mains). Cash or C.O.D.
Carriage Paid, 93/9/0.
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 0/8.

5/-

5/-

4/ -
only
Raul

10/3

6/-
f my

Peto-Scott Metaplex chassis, 12 in. by S in. by .,. d.
3 6

1 Graham Farish screened H.F. choke ... ... 4 6
Telsen dual -range screened coils, type W349 ... 17 0
T.M.C. Hydra condensers, tubular type, .0002-

1 3
1 Dubilier type tubular .1-mfd. condenser... ... 1 4

British Radiophone two -gang condenser, .0005 -
with S.M. drive, type PQ 18 0

1 Graham Farish .0005-mfd. reaction condenser .. 2 0
Telsen .0003-mfd. condenser, differential type... 2 6
Clix seven -pin chassis -mounting valve holders... .3 0

r. Belling Lee type wander plugs 1 0
:z Belling Lee spade terminals

Belling Lee type R terminals
Telsen terminal block ...

;; Graham Farish Ohmite resistances, type 600,
and 1-meg. anal 1 meg. ... 4 6
Bulgin on -off toggle switches, SSOB, with 6 in.
by 5/32 -in. rod ... ... 4 6

I Bulgin on -off toggle switch, type SPOT 1 3
I Warite transformer, type PPA ... 13 6

1 Bulgin tone control, type CT2 ... 5 0
2 B.R.G. brackets and Bulgin knob, wire,
screws, -flex, etc. ... . 2 6

4
1 3

6

KIT "A" CASH OR C.O.D. £4 7 6
I Set of 3 Specified Valves 13 6

-LUCERNE RANGER
(For detailed list of Parts see our

previous advertisement)

KIT "A" CACSalln.i.OgRe

C .

O.
D
39/.

Comprises the Kit of Parts as detailed, YOURS FOR
less Valves, Cabinet and Speaker.
Cash c r C.O.C7. Carriage Paid,
Cl 19 0.
Balance in 11 m't).ly payments of 3'6. DOWN

KIT "B"
As for Kit " A," but with
Calves only. Cash or C.O.D.
Carriage Paid, 83/10/3.

Balance in 11 monthly pay-
ments of 11,06i.ld

only
6/6

KIT " C "
f, Kit " A," but with

Valves and Peto-Scott Lu-
cerne Cabinet. Complete
with B.A. Cone Speaker.
Cash or C.O.D. Carriage
Paid, 24/12/6.
Balance in 11 monthly pay-
nents of 818.

Send only 8/6
ASSEMBLED LUCERNE PARTS

* If Ready -assembled Lucerne Coils, H.F. Choke, opal
L.F. Transformer required with Kit in place of parts for
same add 5/- to ('ash or C.O.D. prices or 6d. to each

monthly 1.tyment.

LUCERNE MINOR
KIT "A" CASH iOgR PC.Oid.D. 27/6

Kit of First Specified l'arts. including Metallized Baseboard
ass wood for Panel, 10 in. by 7 in. but less Valves am' Cabinet. Cash
or C.O.D. Carriage Paid, 21i7;6. Or Yours for 4/-. Falange tu 7
monthly payments of 318.
ASSEMBLED LUCERNE PARTS. -If Ready wound Coil, H.F. Choke
and L.F. Transformer required, add 3(3 to Cash or C.O.D. prices or
3,3 to deposit only.

Kit of
first Specified parts, in-

cluding ready -drilled META-
PLEX 'Chassis, but less
Valves and Cabinet. Cash or
C.O.D. Carriage Paid, 64/7/6

KIT " B"
As for Kit " A," but with
set of Valves only. Cash or
C.O.D. Carriage Paid, 17/1/0.
Or 12 monthly poymenta of
13 -.

Or yours for

8L
Balance in 11
m'thly. payments

of 8 -

KIT " C "
As fir Kit "A," but with
Valves and Peto-Scott type
PQ Cabinet. Ctsh or C.O.D.
Carriage Paid, 08'16/0.
Or 12 monthly payments of

RECOMMENDED PETO-SCOTT PERMANENT MAGNET MOVING -
COIL SPEAKER. Cash or C.O.D. Carriage Paid, 19/6, or add 1/9 to
dip, -it and cm fi monthly payment.

PETO-SCOTT Exclusively Specified
PENTA-QUESTER
WALNUT CABINET

Des.gued at the special request of "Amateur
Wir less." In handsome hand -french
polished Walnut. With unique 380 -degree
Tuning Scale and 2-1 reduction sprockets,
driving chain, scale and speaker tattle.

Carriage 2B Pt extra.
Or 7,6 ol,poit and 5 monthly payments of 6 8, rarri,,0 Paid

LUCERNE PARTS-
cmpleto kit comprising r.ady-drilled Farmers,
2 Reels of enamelled wire, 0 B.A. Terminals, Nuts
and Screws. Exact to sPeciticatiota for Aerial or Grid 2'6
Coil. Postage 6d. extra.
2 Complete Kits or both Aerial and Grid Collo,61, Postage 6d, extra

Ready Wound
LUIERNE AERIAL COIL OK

GRID COIL Each
.wound exactly to

'Amateur 'Wireless'
specification.
Mann! act seed,
Tested and Gear-
anteel by Pete-
5c..tt. Pcstage 61. Extra

616 Per Pair Pre; Free

H. F. CH 0 I(E foMfd°17,d9.1te%'-et=
i foci, ready drilled, complete with terminals, fixing screw and

-11,nainelled wire to "Amateur Wireless" specification. 4/6
Postage 6d. extra.

Ready assembled and tested by Peto-Seott, PM, postage es. extra.
L.F. TRANSFORMER P"c°'comprising moulded
I .d.efife core, ready -drilled and completed with ready.wound
1,,bbio, 25 pairs of laminations and terminals, to 3/6" Amateur Wireless " specification. Postage 6d. extra.
Ready Resembled and tested by Peto-Scott, 6/... postage 6d. extra.

MAINS L.F. CHOKE Complete Kit of Partfi,
exact to A.W." speci-

ligation, comprising ready -wound bobbin, laminations, a19
clamping strips and bolts. Postage 6d. extra ILP/

by Peen -Iola. Postage 6d. extra. 8/9Ready gssimblad, tes;e1 and guaranteed

A.C. MAINS TRANSFORMEIV'T'P'"eK at of
Parts, exact to ".A.W." specification, comprising ready -wound
bobbin. with coloured leads, set of laminations, clamping 43/6
trips, fixing screws. Postage free. I

by Fe o-Ecatt. Postage free
Ready cesemb'el, tcs'el and guaranteed 16/6

PETO-SCOTT CO. LTD. 77 CITY ROAD, LONDON, E.C.1:
West End Showrooms: 62, High Holborn, London, W.C.1.

Dear Sirs, Please send me Cash-C.O.D. -11.P

for which I enclose £

NAME

Tel. : Clerkenwell 9406-7.
Tel.: Holborn 3248.

d. CASH/H.P./Deposit.

ADDRESS A.W. 21/4/34

ANY ITEM SUPPLIED SEPARATELY: -ORDERS OVER 10/- SENT C.O.D. CARRIAGE AND POST CHARGES PAID
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Conducted by J. H. REYNER, B.Sc.,

Our Tests of New Apparatus
ERIE VOLUME CONTROL

THE Eri=e fixed resistor has
established such a name for

itself that it is not surprising to
find a volume control marketed
by this firm. This component is
particularly neat, measuring only
iji, in. diameter and I in. thick.

The resistance track is in the
form of a washer of carbon -
impregnated material, on which
the contact rides.  The contact
itself appears to be of graphite or
similar material and is carried in

Erie volume utrdt

a spring housing which supplies
firm pressure over the whole
travel.

Test Results.-The component
proved quite satisfactory in oper-
ation; it was quiet and smooth in
use.

The rated value was 50,000
ohms and the actual maximum
value was measured at 57,000
ohms. The instrument is nicely
graded.

The volume controls, which are
of the three -terminal type so that
they may be used either as series
resistances or potentiometers, are
made in values ranging from
25,000 ohms to 250,000 ohms.
Makers : Radio Resistor Co., Ltd.
Price : 3s. 6d.

GOLTONE LIGHTNING
ARRESTER

ASIMPLE but effective
lightning arrester has recent-

ly been introduced by Ward and
Goldstone, Ltd. This has been
designed to provide protection
against static charges on the
aerial without causing leakage or
serious capacity effects to earth.

Goltone lightpiily arrester

The apparatus consists of two
brass stubs brought relatively
close to one another, the spacing
being controlled by a thin mica
washer. These stubs are located
in a bakelite cowl which shields
the apparatus from the rain and
provides a long leakage path.

The aerial terminal is connected

to the top of the instrument, a
wing nut being provided for the
purpose, while the bottom stub
is carried on a small bracket in
some convenient location and
connected to earth.

Test Results.-We found the
instrument quite satisfactory in
use. It introduced a negligible
extra capacity into the circuit
and did not affect the quality of
reception at all. While we did
not actually produce any arti-
ficial lightning, we have no doubt
that it will operate successfully
under the conditions for which it
is intended.
Makers : Ward and Goldstone Ltd.
Price : 2S. 6d.

BENJAMIN
AUTOCONTROLA

THIS battery -economy unit
has one or two novel features,

the most useful of these being that
the range of control is variable

&b:iamin Autocontrola -for battery economy

at will according to the value of
resistance used in series with the
feed from the anode.

Both resistance and metal
rectifier are mounted externally
and have to be supplied by the
user. The remainder of the
network, including the de -coup-
ling resistance and condenser, is
housed inside the unit.

The equipment is mounted on
two sheets of bakelised board
carried in a small metal pressing.
There are four terminals, each
with a different colour backing.

Test Results.-We tried the
Autocontrola under various con-
ditions and found that it operated
very satisfactorily.

The wide range of control
obtainable can be gauged from
the fact that with a 20,00o -ohm
resistance, 5o volts low -frequency
applied to the input terminals of
the Autocontrola produced 23
volts bias, which is more than
sufficient, even for a super -power
valve.

A typical two -valve set was
taken, having a small pentode
valve in the last stage. Under
normal quiescent conditions the
current consumption from this
valve was only 2 milliamperes
rising to 63 milliamperes under
fl foad.
Makers : Benjanzin Electric, Ltd.
Price : 7s. 6d.

FERRANTI RESISTANCES
FERRANTI have recently

introduced a composition type
of resistor having a nominal rating
of .75 -watt. The resistance ele-
ment is sprayed on to a rod to the
required thickness. Small. metal
caps with connecting wires
attached are then forced over the
ends and the whole is colour -
coded.

 For the higher values the
effective resistance is increased by
cutting a spiral on the rod in the
usual manner, thereby causing the
current to take a longer path.

The resistances are supplied in
two types, one consisting of the
simple resistance with wire ends
and the other a constructors' type
in which the resistance. is housed
in a small bakelite moulding
provided with two terminals.

The constructor type is a very
neat assembly and will easily

screw down to the
baseboard. In this
case the yalue of
the resistance is
clearly marked on
the top of the
moulding.

Test Results.
--We checked a
number of samples
ranging from 75o
to 20,000 ohms.
In every case we
found the resist-
ance within so
per cent of the
rated value and
the dissipation
quite up to the

Ferranti resistance

makers' rating of .75 watt. In
fact, many of the resistors will
stand well over s watt.
Makers : Ferranti, Ltd.
Price : terminal type is., wire -end

type 6d.

HELIX AERIAL
THE new Helix aerial consists

of a seven -strand wire covered
with . rubber insulation and
surrounded by a weatherproof
wrapping. Round the outside is
an open spiral of enamelled copper
wire which runs from end to end
of the aerial and foi ins an effective
earth screen. The whole wire is
little more than in. thick, so
that it can be handled with the
same ease as an ordinary insulated
aerial wire.

The external helix is intended
to be connected to earth either
directly or through a small
condenser; when this is done it
serves to screen the aerial from
direct pick-up, although at some
expense of signal strength.
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Test Results.-We found the
aerial very effective in operation.
For all norrhal purposes" it is
sufficient to connect to the earth
screen through a .0005-microfarad
condenser. Under these conditions
the signal strength drops quite
appreciably, but the interference
is cut down much more.

It is, in fact, possible to grade

Helix weatherproof aerial

the amount of screening obtained
by using a variable condenser in
the earth lead and the curve
herewith shows the voltage
developed in terms of the capacity
of the earth condenser.

If the screen is earthed direct
there is a considerable drop in
signal strength, but this will not
be necessary except in extreme
cases. The capacity between the
aerial and the screen is approxi-
mately 25-micromicrofarads per
foot.
Makers : Lamplugh Radio, Ltd.
Price : 2S. 6d.

CLIX NINE -PIN VALVE
HOLDERS

THESE Clix nine -pin holders
are made up in the usual

Clix style, the sockets being
mounted on one sheet of paxolin
and a second sheet being riveted
over the top to serve as a protec-
tion against wrong insertion or
accidental contact with the wrong
pin.

One of the types uses the well-
known socket with the spiral slot
terminated in a small screw ter-
minal.

The contact was good despite
the multiplicity of pins.

The other type is more in the
nature of a manufacturer's model,
consisting of an oval section stamp-
ing terminated in a soldering tag
forked at the end to facilitate the
gripping of the wire during the
soldering operation. Despite the
fact that this socket is apparently
much simpler in construction it
provided a satisfactory contact
due, no doubt, to the spring action
of the oval formation.
Makers : Lectro Linx, Ltd.
Price : Is. 3d. with terminals, Is.

without terminals.

Clix nine -pin valve holder
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ALSO AIRMAN
NAVY CUT AND
FLAKE - 10.ox
NAVY CUT DELUXE

111111111MIMINIMIlli

NO POLES REQUIRED
WITH

THE WORLDS BEST

AE RIAU
ENABLES YOU TO 1UNE IN AND SEPARATE
STATIONS NEVER HEARD BEFORE ON YOUR SET

Only outdoor aerials give the best results. Follow the
example of leading Radio Experts and B.B.C. t fficials
end install the " No Mast " Aerial, which costs much
less to buy and erect tt,an the unsightly, troublesem?.
pole aerial. The " No Mast" Aerial is scienffically
made and will definitely improve range, volume, and
selecCvity. A boon to flat -dwellers, enabling them to

have an efficient out -door aerial.

The "No Mast" definitely has an excellent
"Pick-up" and many who already have out-
door Aerials should be able to turn it to real
advantage.

EXTRACT TEST REPORT-
"POPULAR WIRELESS"
APRIL, 7th, 1934.

1211
INS

COUPON To CENTRAL EQUIPMENT LIMITED,
188, LONDON ROAD, LIVERPOOL, 3

Please send to my aedress: NAME & ADDRESS HERE

1. ONE NO -MAST
AERIAL

(P.O. I or 10,'6 encics:d)

7. Descriptive Folder.
(Strike out item not

quired
A.W. 21'4,'34. BLOCK CAPITALS PLEASE

1016
POST FREE

(U.K. and N.
Irelard only.)
COMPLETE

WITH
FITTINGS

a.

1,4eir
l'614

.

A delightfully cool
sweet smoke, burning
free and evenly ....
an Empire Blend of
the highest quality.

PLAYER'S

Al\RMAN
)%iIXTURE

10oZO

You'll need
these

 tk
+XtVe

AND

rvOcx
BATTERIES

for the

`BOOM' RECEIVER
They're Specified

For L.T. Exide D.F.G. 2 -volts, 45 amp. hrs. 8/6
For L.T. Exide D.F.G.-C. (with indicator),

For H.T.
For G.B.

2 volts, 45 amp. hrs. -

Drydex H1012, 120 volts
Drydex, H1001, 9 -volts -

Exide Service

Exide Service

Obtainable from
Stations and all reputable dealers.

Stations give service on every make
and type of battery.

EXIDE BATTERIES, EXIDE WORKS, CLIFTON
JUNCTION, NEAR MANCHESTER.

BRANCHES:

London, Manchester, Birmingham, Bristol, Glasgow,
Dublin, Belfast.

Please Mention "A.W." When Corresponding with Advertisers.
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The ABC of Mains High Tension
Continued from page 414

Another view of the completed mains trans-
former for the A.G. unit

primary wire-it is 29 -gauge enamelled wire-
a short length of lead -out wire. This is very
strong stranded and insulated wire for external
connections.

Wind on, either by hand or in a machine,
1,400 turns of the thin wire. Clean off the
enamel from a short length of the wire and
solder on some more of the lead -out wire.
Bring this lead -out through a small hole at the
outer portion of the bobbin, in line with the
hole at the centre.

Wire Not Broken
Then wind on with another 140 turns of the

thin wire, which of course has not been broken.
Clean again, make another connection, drill
another hole in the bakelite and bring out with
the stouter wire. That makes a total of 5,540
turns. Carry on with still another 140 turns
and at this point break the wire, clean the end,
solder on another piece of lead -out wire and
bring through the hole in the side.

This gives you four wires coming out of the
side of the bobbin, the one nearest the core at
the centre being the low -potential or common
point, which with the lead next to it gives you
the correct winding for Zoo -volt mains.

The common wire and the third tapping are
used for 220 -volt mains, and the common
wire and the fourth tapping are for 240 -volt
mains.

If you wind on the wire carefully you will be
able to interleave each layer with a piece of thin
tissue paper. Do this and you will get the
maximum insulation-and the chance of faults
in the winding will be greatly reduced.

That gets rid of the primary. Wind over
this some tissue paper; or thin Empire tape will
do. Then start with the secondaries. Do the
high-tension one. first. A different gauge in
wire is used here. It is No. 37 -gauge enamelled.

Drill a hole about half way in towards the
centre of the cheek, clean the end of the wire,
solder on to it some stout flexible wire, wind
one turn of the stout stuff round the bobbin
to take the strain, and then carry on with
I,850 turns.

Getting to the End
When you get to the end you can either break

the wire and remake the connection after you
have soldered a tapping lead to a bared por-
tion, or you can simply clean a short length of
the wire and solder on a piece of twisted flex
and carry straight on-with another 1,850
turns. At the end of this clean up and solder
on another lead to complete the high-tension
winding.

Now we come to the low -voltage windings.
First there is the rectifier winding, giving 4
volts at one ampere. This consists of 30 turns
of 22 -gauge enamel, with a tapping in the centre
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as before, the two ends being the heater con-
nections, and the tapping at the centre being
the high-tension positive.

Then you have to wind on the 4 -volt heater
winding for any receiving valves you may
want to run. This consists of 30 turns of No.
18 gauge enamelled wire, tapped at the centre.

If you wind your own bobbins, we suggest that
you cover all your winding leads with coloured
sleeving, using the same coloured -coding as in
our original. The primary leads are all
covered with black sleeving; the high-tension

outers" with red, the centre tap with black;
the 4 -volt I -ampere winding with green for
the outers, and variegated for the centre tap;
the 4 -volt 4 ampere filament winding with yel-
low for the outers, and variegated for the centre.

The next part of the work is the fitting of the
core laminations. Here you have to inter-
leave 55 T pieces with 55 55 pieces, as shown by
the diagram.

The piece of metal channeling is pushed over
the laminations and stops vibrations, keeping
the whole job rigid. But we decided that to
make quite sure of the elimination of buzzes
and all that by fitting a little piece of presspahn
or cardboard across the bottom of the lamina-
tions, held in place by.the channeling. This really
is effective and we don't advise you to omit it.

From the blueprint layout you can see how
the home-made transformer is connected in the
high-tension mains unit circuit. Follow this
implicitly and you will have a really first-class
mains unit. Full-size print, price Is.

The completed bobbin is designed to give
good results on mains from 200 to 25o volts
40 to bo cycles, and will give an output of 25o
volts at 6o milliamperes, 4 volts I ampere for
the rectifier valve, and 4 volts 4 amperes for
the valves in the set.

Next week, if the Editor lets us, we will give
you an idea as to how this unit can be con-
nected up to existing battery sets-thereby all -
electrifying them. Oh, and by the way, we
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hope to tell you later on how to convert our
Lucerne Ranger for A.C. mains-using the
unit here described.

On reading this over, we are a little depressed
by the apparent complexity of the winding
instructions. Please don't let them depress
you-the winding is not so very difficult.
And, anyway, you can get the bobbins already
wound, can't you?

COMPONENTS NEEDED FOR THE
A.C. MAINS UNIT

BASEBOARD
1-12 in. by 7 in.

CHOKES, LOW -FREQUENCY
2-As described in AMATEUR WIRELESS, dated

April 7 (kits of parts available from Peto-Scott,
Ohmic, McDaniel).

CONDENSERS, FIXED
4-1-microfarad, 250 -volt D.C. peak.
1-2-microfarad, 250 -volt D.C. peak.
1-4-microfarad, type electrolytic.
1---8-microfarad, type electrolytic.

HOLDER, FUSE
1 --Twin, complete with fuses.

HOLDER, VALVE
1-Pour-pin.

PLUGS, TERMINALS, ETC.
-Plugs and sockets, shrouded type, marked :-

H.T.+, H.T.+1, H.T.+ 2, 3, 4,H.T.-.
1-Terminal marked "Earth."

RESISTANCES, FIXED
1 -20,000 -ohm.
1--.75,000-ohm.

RESISTANCES, VARIABLE
1 -5,000 -ohm.
1 -100,000 -ohm.

SUNDRIES
Connecting wire and sleeving.
2 --Condenser mounting brackets.
Ebonite strip, 7 in. by 3 in.

SWITCH
1-On-off toggle.

TRANSFORMER, MAINS
1-As described this week (kits of parts available

from Peto-Scott, Ohmic, McDaniel).
VALVE

1-Mullard 1W2 (or Mazda UU2).

Short-wave Notes
By KENNETH JOWERS

FOR the past few weeks a number of readers
have written to me saying how well the

20 -metre amateur stations are coming in. I
passed this information on in the usual way
and to my surprise the following week's post-
bag consisted mainly of letters from listeners
who fail to hear any 20 -metre stations at all !

I haVe been checking up reception conditions
on this waveband and from results I have
obtained it looks very much as if the majority
of readers have been listening in at the wrong
time of day. It is a well-known fact that the
20 -metre band is usually better during day-
light and is not very much use later in the
evening.

At the moment, however, for some reason or
other, conditions are very poor until 21.00,
after when the east -coast American stations
come in extraordinarily well. For example,
on Sunday evening, at 21.30, WIBES was
calling CQ at R9 on and off for about an hour
and a half. Signal strength was sufficient for
the speech to be ]heard at a distance of 5o yards.

To prove this was not freak reception on the
following two evenings, round about the same
time, upwards of twenty American stations
were heard at varying strength between R6
and R9.

An interesting point that I noticed was that
although the amateur stations with their
comparatively low power were at good -strength,
the 19 -metre commercial stations could not be
heard after 20.00.

I had never been very much in favour of a
short-wave receiver having an untuned high -
frequency stage, such as are so popular in

America. The Stratton people have sent me
a Kilodyne Four, a kit for the home con-
structor, and in this receiver instead of the
usual tuned aerial coil they use a high -frequency
choke.

This arrangement certainly makes tuning
simple, enables single -dial control to be very
efficient, and, contrary to my expectations, the
results were remarkably good. After only a
few hours' test, amateur and commercial
stations have been logged from all over the
world.

So I am rather of the opinion that this type
of circuit is worth looking into. A single -
control short-wave set should certainly become
popular, particularly when the user does not
want a set with a multiplicity of tuning
controls.

The Post Office engineers seem to be having
a very busy time at the moment. I have
already had about half a dozen visits from the
local engineer this year. I wonder if it is due
to the pirate transmitters which appear to be
flourishing at the moment? What with two
stations up in Norwich, one in Yorkshire, and
now Station Z, it seems about time that the
Post Office did something about it.

This is the first time that there has been any
serious attempt at pirate broadcasting and the
comparatively ineffective measures taken to
prevent it will not act as a deterrent. In the
case of the Norwich transmitters, nothing was
done except to confiscate the apparatus, while
I believe that the Yorkshire man was fined
about or so.
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Listeners'
Letters

WE LOSE A READER-
To the Editor, AMATEUR WIRELESS.

WHY not re -name your book "Schoolboy's
Own Wireless" ? This week AMATEUR

WIRELESS is no more than a pictorial and is
not worth a penny.

I will on no account buy it again.
ANONYMOUS.

Brighton. [io5o
[The above anonymous message was attached

to a copy of AMATEUR WIRELESS for April 7 -
the whole being returned to us minus a postage
stamp !-ED.]

-AND GAIN SOME PRAISE!
THE fact that you have secured the pen of

Noel Bonavia-Hunt is proof that it is your
aim to provide your readers with the best
possible information on the all-important
subject of real quality. No more worthy
writer on this subject could, I am sure, have
been chosen.

I am certain that your readers will appreciate
the way in which these real -quality articles
are written; they cannot fail to be understcod
by all and are therefore invaluable as compared
with the kind of article so interspersed with
mathematical formulae that the reader is often
so confused that the text of the subject remains
a deeper mystery than ever.

With information presented to us in this
question -and -answer form, we must of neces-
sity grow wiser. I therefore hold up AMATEUR
WIRELESS as the best and most informative
radio journal-and the price, threepence. I
congratulate you.

In conclusion I might add to my best wishes
the cry, "More and more on quality from Mr.
Bonavia-Hunt."

D. V. TURNER.
Dagenham, Essex. [i o6o

" STALE " BATTERIES
IAGREE that the triple -capacity battery of

best quality is the best for sets using
three valves or more.

Still, a cheap standard -capacity represents
good value for a two-valver particularly if the
set's transformer is also of the five -bob variety
(incapable of amplifying at the bass frequencies
where distortion would occur).

It is the high resistance of the cheapest
batteries which causes the trouble. A real
transformer, such as Ferranti, soon shows up a
dud battery because it can amplify practically
dead true from bottom to top.

1 think a good reason for the cheap battery's
popularity is that being cheap it has a ready
sale and is seldom stale.

All manufacturers should stamp the date of
manufacture on the battery. When buying a
battery it is better to buy a cheap stale one
than an expensive stale one.

W. H. MORRIS.
Wimbledon. [so6s

LONDON REGIONAL'S SPREAD
TN your issue dated March 31 the article

"Designino-° Your Aerial Circuit for
<2uality," by Noel Bonavia-Hunt, states that
an aerial coil shunted by a .000.5-microfarad
variable condenser (aerial top end of coil,
earth at bottom) is useless owing to the fact
that a powerful station would spread itself
half over the dial.

The tuning of my one -valve set is coupled
this way and I find I can without any trouble
separate London Regional from Poste Parisien,
even a station between these two comes in
without interference.

I think your paper is an exceptionally good
one; it makes difficult things appear simple.

" SCHOOLBOY."
Old Oxted, Surrey. [m62

AMAZING RADIO RESULTS

proved IN 1,000,000 Listeners
Sensational Radio
discovery Reju-
venates the heart
of your Receiver
More radio troubles
come from faulty earth-
ing than anything else-
Weak Volume, poor
Tone, excessive inter-
ference and overlapping
programmes. A million
listeners throughout the
world have cured
troubles like these and
improved reception
amazingly by fitting FILT.

FILT makes an Efficient Ever-

Damp Earth even in Dry Soil
Filt is unique. As soon as it is under ground,
the wonderful FILT chemical
begins to spread and per-
colate, attracting its own
moisture and makingahighly
conductive area for several
feet below the ground, in
ANY soil, in ANY climate !
Every expert recommends
Filt. Every expert can't be
wrong !

TO EARTH
TERMINAL

OF SET

From all Dealers

GRAHAM FARISH

Percolative EARTH

EARTH LEVEL

El LT

N
PERCOLATING

EVER -DAMP

;_,EARTH

How FILT works and
what it does

Dozens of tentacles spreading
outwards and downwards
through the earth, every
tentacle a high conductor of
electricity, and every one
earthing your set. That is
what FILT does. It means
high -efficient earthing -always
damp-always active. It gets
the very utmost out of your
set, old or new, large or small.
Filt is the most effective
earthing system money can
buy. FILT Is harmless to plants
and animals.

Buy FILT from your Dealer TO -DAY
MADE BY GRAHAM FARISH LTD., BROMLEY, KENT

On the back of this announcement
is a coupon entitling you to
a free full-size blueprint of the

PEN TA-QUES TER
Each blueprint is a genuine full-size engineer's contact print made from the original
drawing prepared by the AMATEUR WIRELESS draughtsmen. It is in every way
identical with the blueprints normally sold at Is. and Is. 6d. By using the coupon you
will get a real Is. blueprint for the cost of 1,cl. postage. Send your coupon to -day and
get a full-size Penta-quester blueprint by return of post ! This offer definitely closes
on April 28, but an extension of time will be made in the case of overseas readers.
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Build with
Dubilier for
Dependability

1 Watt 1/-
2 Watt 2/.
3 Watt 3/.

Tests carried out have proved that the life of Dubilier Metallised
Resistances is practically limitless. Thousands of hours of service
have failed to alter their value even by as little as 1%. You cannot
buy a better Resistance than Dubilier. Their special method of
manufacture, exhaustive testing and proved performance are a
guarantee that they will never fail you.

DUBILIER
* R E S I S T AN CES

DUBILIER CONDENSER CO. (1925) LTD., DUCON WORKS, VICTORIA RD., N. ACTON, W.3

Send This Coupon for a My Name and Address:

Free Full-size Blueprint
of the PEN TA-QUES TER

Send this coupon, in an unsealed envelope
bearing id stamp, to "PENTA-QUESTER
BLUEPRINT," Amateur Wireless, 58-61
Fetter Lane, London, E.C.4, and write
your name and address CLEARLY below
AND in the space on the right. This
coupon is not valid after April 28
(except in the case of overseas readers)

"A.W.", April 21

My Broadcast Diary-

The Week's
Monday

NOT a great deal of outstanding value
during the day but, being Easter Monday,

most -people would themselves be out-stan&
ing somewhere or other.

Entertainment Hour better than the last.
Tessa Deane and Frank Drew sang plenty of
tuneful slop. Am sure it appealed widely.

Like a little slop my-
self, now and then, if
decently sung. This
was.

Eric Barker, pro-
moted from the Tea-
caddy, quite good.
Once or twice I
thought he was rather
like weak China tea,
but on the whole he
was not a bad brew,
as Mr. Brewer would
probably agree. A bit
refaned, though. Talk-
ed about a make-
rophone. Otherwise no

[Photopress photo complaints.

Tessa Deane Horace Kenney
swam the Channel

again. He must fly over Mount Everest next
time for a change.

Altogether, the Easter programmes not so
bad,

Tuesday

THE scream of the week to-night-2'he
Fifth Form at St. Pontefract's. Heard it

last time it was done, but laughed just as
much.

No doubt about it : good burlesques can't
be beaten for broadcasting. Hope the
Mellhuish Brethren are thinking out some-
thing else as good.

Wednesday

LIKED Geraldo and his orchestra, but
expected' to. For all that, he rather

whirled me from one tune to another. I got
round the Marble Arch so quickly that I was
in Park Lane again before I knew it. Very
upsetting.

Still, it was a smart show. People like Ina
Souez, John Hendrik, and Leslie Holmes help
to make any show good.

Thursday

nUITE surprised at Reginald King's or-
chestra to -night. Imagine he has been

working at it very hard lately, for the tone
has improved out of all recognition. Very
pleased with it playing April in Paris. Not
that I shouldn't have liked the work just as
much had it been called September in
Ceylon.

Percy Manchester
did not seem in quite
such good voice as I
have heard him. I
switched into the pro-
gramme entirely on his
account, as a matter
01 fact. Liked him in
the King's Way very
much, but part of my
liking was for Elgar's
music, of course.

*
All this was really

while waiting to hear
Cecil Lewis's drama-
tic chronicle, The Mag-
nificent Charlatan.

[Photopress photo

Reginald King
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--By WHITAKER-WILSON

Programmes
Wanted to hear it because on Wednesday
morning such a lot told me they had
switched it off. I didn't. I will say it was
half an hour too long, but I think all plays
exceeding an hour are too long.

Of course, Columbus was an imposSible sort
of fellow. I imagine that made it fairly easy
to broadcast him, though perhaps not without
making him more impossible than he really was.
Ernest Milton played magnificently, but I
felt all the time he was too cultured for
Columbus.

Dramatic chronicles are not easy to write
at any time, but I think Mr. Lewis wrote
superbly in parts. So good were those good
parts that I wished he had used a blue pencil
aver some of the rest. Not that any of it was
bad, but simply too long. '

By 9.25 (pardon, I mean 21.2.5)I didn't care
two hoots whether he discovered America or
not. I still say a play must be almost a miracle
if it is to last more than an hour and not tire
the listener.

Friday

LILAC DOMINO first rate. Surprised it
didn't date. Obviously it can be done

again next year quite successfully, especially
if Natalie Hall is in it.

Saturday
SP. B. MATS, on
 voluntary help for

the unemployed, spoke
convincingly. He left
me feeling very sad.
Shall try to listen to
the talks by those who
are unemployed. Feel
nothing but good for
them can come out of
the great publicity the
microphone offers.

e
In Town To -night

quite a good show.
Delighted with the
typist's speed. Think
of asking her to take
down these notes for
me. As for the short-
hand lady-is three hundred words a minute
all she can do? Some people are slow.

After hearing Sir Alan Cobham and the
Gaby Gliding lady, have decided to take up
gliding myself. Rather nice on the Thames
with a decent portable set aboard.

Carrying on to London, listened to Mamie
Souter being two nasty little boys and one
ditto little girl pulling a worm to pieces.
Even the worm will turn, Mamie. Very funny,
but do something about a tadpole next time.
Mustn't repeat, must you?
. Al and Bob Harvey splendid. Is that all

we are going to hear of them now that they
have, come all that long way ? Hope not.

Mose's new Alexander very good. Think
their voices match rather well. Was quite
sorry when they wanted their sarsaparilla.

. The sketch, though well played (especially
by Donald Calthrop and Sylvia Cecil) hardly
suitable. Length against it. The soul of these
St. George's Hall shows is the brevity of their
wit. And they tell me that's the last of the
Qctet of Gyrating Relatives

Sunday

THOROUGHLY enjoyed Arthur Catterall
in the Respighi violin concerto. First time I

have heard it. Also the Bersoni Symphony,
which was almost perfectly played.

[Collins photo

Arthur Catterall
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DESIGNER'S FIRST CHOICE

AGAIN! . .
(all PENTA - QUESTER Models)
Never in the history
unanimously chosen by
introduction first astonished the rad
first choice for practically

of radio has any speaker been so consistently and
famous technicians. The W.B. ' Microlode '-since its

io world-has been specified solely or as author's
important constructor set. There are

among leading - hnicians.
matching to the r,,eiver, due

unique ' Microlode ' feature, gives
better balance of tone.  The
unique ' Mansfield ' magnet, 30

per cent. stronger than a good
cobalt -steel magnet of equal
weight, gives better sensitivity
and wonderfully crisp attack.
Most of the " Great Names in

Radio " have appeared under
whole -hearted tribute to the
revolutionary performance of this
great range of speakers. You
should not fail to hear the dif-
ference a Microlode' wil I make
to your set. It will amaze you !

Write for folder

every
vital reasons for this universal enthusiasm

 Perfect
to the

' MICROLODE '
MODELS

PM6 - 32/6

PM4A - 42/-
PM2A - 79/6

PMIA - I20/ -

Whiteley Electrical Radio Co., Ltd., Dept. A., Radio Works, Mansfield, Notts.
Sole Agents in Scotland : Radiovision Ltd., 233 St. Vincent St., Glasgow, C.2. Sole Agents in I.F.S. : Kelly and Shiel.

Ltd.. 47 Fleet Street, Dublin.

Notes and Jottings
IT has been suggested that a radio society

in North Hertfordshire is long overdue.
Such a society, to include television, short-wave
reception, transmission, and other radio
interests, is being formed, and all who are
interested should write to A. K. Jowers, of
9 Cowslip Hill, Letchworth, Herts.

His Master's Voice are introducing a new
super -het radio gramophone, complete with
automatic record changer, for the remarkably
low figure of twenty-seven guineas. The
cheapness of this receiver will be appreciated
if one remembers that two or three years ago
a receiver set with automatic record changer
was in the region of eighty to ninety guineas.

Home constructors will be interested in the
coil screens manufactured by White Bros.
and Jacobs, Ltd. The screens are 2.5;, inches

in diameter, and are available in various
lengths. The distribution of these screening
covers has been taken over by Mains Power
Radio, Ltd., of Broadway Works, Eastern
Road, Romford, to which address all inquiries
should be sent.

The Lissen five -valve portable receiver,
model LN8o55, has been reduced in price
from Las Its. to L9.

Andrew Bryce & Co., of Woodfield Works,
Bury, Lancs, are taking over the Peak con-
denser business, which has in the past been
carried on by Wilburn & Co.

All secondhand cars being sold by Pass
and Joyce are fitted with car radio. The
receivers used are Philco Transitones. The
idea of fitting radio to secondhand cars was
conceived by Mr. Joyce while he was competing
in the Monte Carlo Rally.
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"Always use
"Eclipse" Hack
Saw Blades

'Eclipse' Frames are
INCOMPARABLE FOR
VALUE AT THEIR
RESPECTIVE PRICES

Obtainable from all Tool Dealers
Sole Manufacturers

JAMES NEILL & CO. (Sheffield) LTD.
Composite Steel Works, SHEFFIELD, 11.

INSTANT DELIVERY !
MAINS TRANSFORMER

.
Kits exactly to "Experimenters" Specify- 13/l6cation . ... ... ... ... -
Assembled and bench tested ... '' 15/6Postage 6d. extra.

Kits of Lucerne Coils for
the "Lucerne Minor,"

"Lucerne S.G. Ranger," etc., exactly to 2/6specification Price, each
Ready wound, assembled and laboratory tested 6/6

Postage Ed. extra. .per pair
Ohmic Kits for the L.F. Choke
as described by the " Experi-

menters." complete with ready -wound and tested 6/9
bobbin, laminations, etc. ... ... ...
Completely assembled and bench tested

Postage 6d. extra.
Send to -day for immediate delivery :-

OHMIC ACCESSORIES
9 MYRON PLACE, CLOCK TOWER, LEWISHAM, S.E.I 3

'Phone : Lce Green 3491

LUCERNE COILS

L.F. CHOKES

8/9

RADIO SUPPLIES
Send your list of Radio needs for our quotation. Kits, Parts,
Sets, etc. Everything in Radio stocked, prompt delivery.
7 days' approval, Catalogue free. Taylex & Standard Wt

HT. Replacements stocked.
A. TAYLOR, 9 GROVE ROAD, BALHAM FLW.12.

By

Echoes from Space MORTONN BARR

AN organised effort is about to be launched
under the guidance of Professor E. V.
Appleton-and with the help of the

B.B.C.-to solve one of radio's deepest mys-
teries.

The story really dates back to the first
wireless message sent by Marconi across the
Atlantic from Poldhu to Newfoundland. There
were not wanting, even at that time, scientists
who argued bluntly that the thing could not
be done. Wireless waves, they said, must
travel like light in a straight line, and for this
reason it was hopeless to expect that they
could be made to bend and follow the curved
surface of the earth for several thousand
miles.

pPL-roN  ,

" How waves

EARTH

are reflected between the earth's surface and the
Heaviside Layer.

However, Marconi proved otherwise, and
we know to -day that high above the ordinary
atmosphere there is a radio " ceiling "-the
Heaviside Layer-which reflects the waves and
so prevents them from escaping into inter-
stellar space. In the case of long waves they
travel, so to speak, with one foot on the
earth's surface and the other on the layer,
whilst shorter waves "ricochet" between earth
and sky in a succession of skips or hops.

" Transparent " Layer
Broadly speaking, the shorter the wave the

longer is the "skip distance," until one reaches
a certain limit, somewhere in the neighbour-
hood of 7 metres, where the layer becomes
"transparent," and instead of reflecting the
waves back to earth, lets them slip through
into outer space.

Professor Appleton has recently shown that
the so-called Heaviside Layer really consists of
three separate layers.

One lies at a height of roughly 4o miles
above the ground and " handles " the longer
waves. The second is twice as high and serves
to return any short waves that succeed in
penetrating the first layer. The third layer
lies somewhere betwixt and between the first
two. It is more ephemeral than either of the
others, and is only mentioned to show that the
radio "ceiling" is, in fact, a much more
complicated structure than was at first
imagined.

But all this leaves the real mystery of long-
distance radio " echoes" unsolved.

Twenty.second Echoes .

They were first noted by a Norwegian
amateur named Jorgen Hals, who reported
his discovery to Professor Stormer. The
latter made a series of experiments to probe
the matter and discovered the existence of
echoes having an interval of as much as
20 seconds. The frequency of the echo was
always the same as that of the signal, so that
there could be no doubt of their identity.

Now, seeing that wireless waves travel at a
speed of roughly 200,000 miles a second, it is
obvious that there is something very unusual
in an " echo" which takes 20 seconds to return.

At a low estimate it must have travelled
two million miles before meeting with the
reflector which sent it back on its return path.

Mystery still surrounds both the location of
the reflector and the " stuff " of which it is
made.

Dr. Van der Pol has suggested that signals
may sometimes follow a tortuous course
between the transmitter and receiver. For
instance, instead of taking the usual series of
" skips " between one layer and earth, some
of the waves may get "trapped" between the
upper and lower layers, as shown at a in the
diagram.

Quite apart from the longer track, which in
itself would not account for the observed
times, Van der Pol points out that under
certain conditions the ionisation of the layers
may result in a considerable " slowing down"

of the speed of the
waves. This combination
of longer path and slower
speed is put forward as
one possible explanation.

It is, of course, well
known that "echoes" of
a signal may occur after
it has made two, three,
or even more complete
journeys around the
world.

For instance, in short-
wave beam working, it
is quite a common ex-
perience to receive first

the direct signal and subsequently as
many as six or seven "repetitions," which
follow each other at intervals of roughly
one -seventh of a second-which is the normal
time taken by a radio wave to travel 25,000
miles. But here the total time, from first to
last, is barely one second, so that it cannot be
placed in the same class as the " mystery "
echoes.

The suggestion has also been made that
there are vast "clouds" of electrons, emitted
from the sun and located somewhere in space
at distances varying from a few hundred
thousand up to several million miles-sufficient,
in fact, to account for an outward radio journey
of to seconds plus another to seconds for the
return.

Short-wave signals, which have managed to
escape through the heaviside and' Appleton
layers, may meet these masses of electrons in
outer space and be reflected by them back to
earth.

Valve Patent Battle
A LONG patent battle has been going on in

Europe, Philips and Tungsram being
involved over some very interesting technical
points. Of certain claims put forward by
Philips, one of the most important of those
disallowed by the Courts concerned the " cas-
cade " patent (re -tuned circuits), on which this
company would have been entitled to royalties
from Czechoslovakian set -makers, but which
has been declared as not valid.

Similarly, Tungsram succeeded in a case
against the centre -tapped patent.

But a third patent of this group, the grid -
detection patent, has simply been restricted in
Czechoslovakia in such a way that it no longer
covers all variations.

In Hungary important issues centred round
a Philips patent for horizontal -electrode struc-
ture and one on cathode manufacture by vapour
process. The Supreme Court has finally found
both these to be invalid.

A new patent application on slanting elec-
trodes, put forward in Germany by the Valvo
Company of Hamburg (a sister concern, by the
way, of Philips) has been refused in the
Supreme Court.
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Broadcast Wavelengths
This week we give details of the princ'pal short -wavers
and the European long -wave stations. Next week we

shall publish a list of medium -wave transmitters.

Principal Short -wavers
Kilo -

Metres cycles
Station and Call

Sign Country
6.86 17,790 Daventry (GSG) Great Britain
6.878 17,772 Bound brook (W3XAL) NJ United States
6.89 17,760 Zeesen (DIE) Germany
955 15,340 Schenectady (W2XAD) United States
9.67 15,242 Boston (WIXAL) United States
9.68 15,234 Paris (Colonial) (FYA) France
9.71 15,210 East Pittsburgh (W8XK) United States
9.73 15,203 Zeesen (DJB) Germany
9.82 15,140 Daventry (GSF) Great Britain
9.84 15,120 Vatican (HVJ) Italy

24.53 12,233 Lisbon (Eddystone) ... Portugal
25.00 12,000 Moscow (RNE) U.S.S.R.
25.25 11,880 Paris (FYA) France
25.25 11,870 E. Pittsburgh (W8XK) United States
25.28 11,865 Daventry (GSE) Great Britain
25.32 11,840 Wayne (W2XE) United States
25.40 11,810 Rome (2R0) Italy
25.45 11,783 Boston (WIXHL) United States
25.53 11,750 Daventry (GSD) Great Britain
25.57 11,730 Huizen (PHI) Holland
25.58 11,720 Middlechurch (YEW) Canada
25.63 11,705 Paris (Colonial) France
30.0 10,003 Madrid (EAQ) Spain
31.25 9,600 Lisbon (CT I AA) Portugal
31.26 9,59) Philadelphia (W3XAU) United States
31.26 9,590 Sydney (VK2ME)... ...... New South Wales
31.297 9,585 Daventry (GSC) Great Britain......
31.33 9,570 Boston (WIXAZ) United States ...
31.38 9,560 Zeesen (D1A) Germany
31.46 9,530 Schenectady (W2XAF) United States
31.543 9,510 Daventry (GSB) Great Britain
31.55 9,510 Caracas (TV3BC) Venezuela
37.33 8,035 Rabat (CNR) Morocco
38.47 7,797 Radio Nations (HBP)... Switzerland
42.92 6,880 Oslo (LCL) Norway
43.86 6,840 Budapest (HAT2) Hungary
45.38 6,610 Moscow (RW72) U.S.S.R.
46.53 6,447 Barranquilla (HP ABB) Colombia
46.66 6,425 Boundbrook (W3XL) United States
48.86 6,140 Pittsburgh (W8XK) ... United States
49.02 6,120 Wayne (W2XE) United States
49.07 6,110 Halifax (VE9HX) Nova Scotia
49.08 6,112 Caracas (YVIBC) Venezuela
49.15 6,110 Chicago (W9XF) United States
49.15 6,110 Boundbrook (W3XAL) United States
49.19 6,095 Bowmanville (VE9GW) Canada
49.23 6,090 St. John (NB) VE9EJ ... Canada
49.31 6,080 Chicago (W9XAA) ... United States
49.39 6,070 Vancouver (VE9CS) ... Brit. Columbia
49.39 6,070 Maracaibo (YU5BMO) Venezuela
49.4 6,073 Skamlebaek (OXY) ... Denmark
49.47 6,065 Nairobi (VQ7LO) Kenya Colony ...
49.48 6,060 Byberry (W3XAV) United States
49.48 6,060 Mason (W8XAL) UnitedStates
49.5 6,060 La Paz (CP5) Bolivia
49.59 6.050 Daventry (GSA) Great Britain
49.83 6,020 Zeesen (DJC Germany
49.93 6,005 Montreal (VE9DR) Canada
50.0 6,003 Moscow iltNE) U.S.S.R.
50.26 5,969 Vatican (HVJ) Italy

Long -wave Stations
Kite -

Metres cycles
Station and Call

Sign
Pewy

Country (Kw.)

,107 271 Moscow (RCZ)U.S.S.R i CO

,185 253 Oslo * Norway 600
,224 245 Leningrad U.S.S.R. :0.0
,250 240 Vienna (Exp) Austria 3.0
,261 238 Kalundborg Denmark 30
,304 230 Radio Luxembourg... Grand Duchy...200.0
,345 223 Kharkov * U.S.S.R. 35.0
,389 216 Motila Sweden 30
.395 215 Eiffel Tower (Paris) France 8.0
,402 214 Warsaw * Poland 120
,442 208 Minsk U.S.S.R. 35.0
,S00 200 Daventry National Great Britain ... 30
,554 193 Ankara Turkey 7
,570.7 191 Deutschlandsender Germany 60
,621 185 Istanbul Turkey 5.0
,639 183 Reykjavik Iceland 21

,648.3 182 Radio Paris France 50.0
,724.1 174 Moscow (I) U.S.S.R. 500
,807.2 166 Lahti Finland 40
,875 160 Kootwijk (Huizen

prog.) Holland 50
,875 160 Brasov Roumania 20.0
,535 155 Kaunas Lithuania 7

* Will probably be heard testing on another
wavelength after broadcasting hours.

GET A FREE BLUEPRINT OF
THE PE NTA-Q UESTER BY
USING THE COUPON ON

PAGE 432
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THE modern set is nearly always
capable of improvement in tone,

according to the tastes of the user. The
Bulgin " Controlatone " enables precise
adjustment and minimises shrillness,
mush, whistles, etc. It is simply connected
across the speaker or output choke.

THE FOLLOWING ARE SPECIFIED
FOR THE . PENTA-QUESTER"

PENTODE" CONTROLATONE
Variable resistance in series with fixed
capacity. 50,000 Ohms. and 0.01 uF. Panel
mounting, totally enclosed in moulded case.
Working voltage, 250 D.C. max. M /
List No. C.T.2 ... EACH 0/
PANEL ON -OFF TOGGLE SWITCH
Nickel -plated metal parts and laminated
bakelite insulation. Contact resistance
=0.01 Ohms. Insulation resistance over
50M.Ohms. Tag connections. Rating
250v. 3a.
List No. S.80T. ... EACH /3

BASEBOARD ON -OFF TOGGLE
SWITCH

For rotary operation by 5/32 -in. shaft
(available); otherwise as type S.80T. above.
I.R.=- over 50M.Ohms, C.R.= 0.01. Ohms.
average. Rating, 250 v., 3 a. Tag con- la
nections. List No. S.80B. EACH 11/

Trade BULCIN Mark

A. F. BULGIN & CO., LTD.
ABBEY ROAD, BARKING, ESSEX.

Telephones: Grangewood 3266, 3267.

jonateur WiretT

r _ HERE -
Please send the New 80 -page Catalogue No. 153 "A"

I and Bulgin Literature to: -

NAME

I ADDRESS

Enclose 2d. Pas age. (Black Letters, Please.)

ELECTRADIX BARGAINS IN
METERS, INSTRUMENTS, ETC.

The Cheapest House for METERS for all purposes,
Switchboards, Panels or Test Bench

(Ask for Special List "A")
We carry large stocks of Meters from 3/6
upwards. Switchboard Ammeters of 3 -
in. to S -in. dial.
GALVANOMETERS. With mirror on coil,
by Tinsley, 60/-. Silvertown, Siemens
and Fuller horizontal 31 -in. Galvos, 7/6.
Vertical Telegraph type, 4/6.
THE DIXONEMETER. The ideal of multirange, moving -
coil meters. Built to first -grade British Engineering
Standard. 50 ranges on 1 meter. Measures Complete in
Mieroamps to 20 amps., millivolts to Case
2,000 volts. 50 ohms to megohms. Six
terminals. Two clear scales, mirror, and 60/knife-edge pointer for accurate reading.
(Multipliers extra.)
TESTING SETS. By Elliott, Nalder Bros., and Crompton
Army type. Multi -range type portable E. 108, sealed 0 to
30 milliamps., 0 to 3 sups., 0 to 30 amps., and 0 to 30 volts,
37/6. S50 Crompton Master Lab. Test Set for any current,
15 milliamps. to 600 amps., and 150 millivolts to 600 volts.
In case, with shunts and volt range switch, £7. Nalder,
Edgcumbe or Johnson it Phillips, £8. High Voltage
Breakdown Test Sets to 100,000 volts, £12.

RESISTANCE MEASURING SETS.
Suspension Raider Universal with multiplying shunts and
standard.. Usual price, E15. Sale, £6 10s. Famous Silver -
town Testing Sets, Bridge type with Galvo. Tested and
guaranteed, only 27 158. each. Capacity Bridges, .00001
mf. to 10 inf., £10.
Hilger Spectroscope, £45 list, less prism, VI 10e.

OHMMETERS AND MEGGERS.
500 -volt " Meggers " to 10 megohms, £15 108. 100 -volt
Meggers, low reading model, 1,000 ohms to 10 megohms,
£12. 1,000 volts, 200 megohms, £15. 500 volt, 2 -set
Evershed recalibrated and tested O.K. to 50 megohms,
£6 10s. Two 200 volt, 2 -set Meggers, Evershed, recali-
brated and tested 0.14. to 10 megohms, £5 10s.. EVER -
SHED Bridge Megger, only £15, with Reg. Box, £20.
Capacity Megger, .005 to 1 mfd., £20.

WHEATSTONE BRIDGES.
10,000 -ohm Wheatstone Bridge with C.Z. Galvo, Paul
Model Dial Bridge with Galvo. Range to 100,000 ohms,
£10. G.P.O. Type, II.R. Bridge, £7 10e. Sub -divided
ohm Box, reads by 1/20th ohm in 1/20 steps to 20 ohms,
45/, Bridge Res. Bobbins, 4/6 each.
MICROPHONES. We have 25 models to suit all purposes.
P.A., Home Radio, Deaf Aid, or Crooners at lowest prices
from 5)6.
Send stamped addressed envelope for Radio Bargain List "A

ELECTRADIX RADIOS
218 Upper Thames Street, E.C.4. 'Phone Central 4611

FIT ANY VALVE
Whatever type of pins your
valves may have you can be
certain that the patent turned
resilient sockets of Clix Chassis
Mounting Valveholders will
give you perfect full -surface con-
tact -the more pins a valve has,
the more important it is that you
should use Clix Valveholders.

Specified for the
" PENTA-QUESTER "

FLOATING TYPE
Three 7 -pin with terminals

1/- each
Read what "Popu-
lar Wireless" says
about the Clix 9 -
pin model: -
"Efficient contact
is assured at each
pin -to obtain
such a completely
successful result
with nine pins is
an achievement."
9 -pin with ter-

minals, 1;3
STANDARD TYPES

5 -pill kith terminals, 9d.
4 -pin ith terminals, 8d.

(9 -pin) AIRSPRUNG TYPE
5 -pin with terminals 1/3
4 -pin with terminals 1/2
All above models supplied without terminals

for 31. less.
Lectro Linx Ltd.,reAmmporwi 799, Rochester
Row, London,

1211111111.1111111.1.1111 S.W.1.
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PREPAID ADVERTISEMENTS
Advertisements under this head are charged
THREEPENCE PER WORD, minimum charge
THREE SHILLINGS. DEPOSIT SYSTEM.

As the publishers cannot accept responsibility for the bona
fides of advertisers in this publication, they have introduced
a system of deposit which it is recommended should be
adopted by readers when dealing with persons with whom
they are unacquainted.

The amount of the Deposit and Fee must be remitted by
Postal Order or Registered Letter (Cheques cannot be
accepted), addressed to
'Amateur Wireless,". Advertisement Department,

58/61 Fetter Lane, London, E.C.4.

PATENTS. -Trade Marks, "Advice Handbook" free.-
B. T. King, Regd. Patent Agent, 146a Queen Victoria
Street, London.

CHARGING WITHOUT MAINS t-Thousands are charging
their own accumulators, why don't you? "Tonic" trickle -
charger kits keep 2 -volt accumulators fully charged. Ideal
for remote districts. From 7s., postage 9d. Full particu-
lars, stamp-Williams, Netherend, Cradley, Kr. Birming-
ham.
" Sandfield Avenue, Lyminster, Littlehamptcn. 9-2-34.
'Tonic' received, I cannot find words of great enough praise
for its efficiency. I am delighted with it, and shall be
proud to recommend itto all my friends. Mrs. Pearl Walter."

SAMPLE OF 700 DUTCH BULBS, containing 200 Gladi-
oli, ai by 4 in., in 4 varieties; 50 Early Flowering Gladioli;
200 Montbretias, in 4 varieties; 100 Clover of Happiness,
75 Ranunculus, 25 Anemones, 20 Double Begonias, 15
Beautiful Lilies, and 15 Gloxinias for pots for 10/- (C.O.D.
10/6, carriage paid and free from duty).-P. Walraven,
Stationsweg, Hillegom, Holland.

HALLO HOME CONSTRUCTORS !-Take this oppor-
tunity of "dealing direct" at London's most sensational
prices. Only Guaranteed and Tested New Stock Radio
Goods offered here. Buy new stock goods at second
hand prices. Kits our Speciality: Lucerne Ranger, 28/6,
Straight 2v. Kit, 14/6; Straight 3, 17/6; S.G.3, 24/6;
Super S.G.3, 31/6; S.T.300, 39/6; S.T.400, 52/6;
S.T.500 66/6; New Leader Three 37/6; Class -B
Amplification Kit 23/6. Any outfit supplied. All cash
or C.O.D. Carriage Paid. Packed in sealed cartons with full
instructions. Clients receive free technical advice. Compo-
nents, Startling, Revolutionary, Sensational : Screened Iron
Cored Coils, 3/8; Transformers, 2!6; Eliminators 25 M.A.
D.C. 15/6; A.C., 29/6. Huge quantities of radio parts: 2d.
stamp brings our new indispensable " direct to you"
catalogue. Get in touch now with Radio's Leading Postal
Stores. Immediate attention; no irritating delays.-
THE DIRECT TRADING COMPANY, of LONDON, LTD.
(Dept. A51), 58 Blandford Street, Baker Street, London,
W.1.

EPOCH.-Final clearance of surplus Epoch Loud -speakers
and other articles. Thousands of bargains for callers. -New
list, with additions from all departments, on application.
EPOCH.-Greatest bargain ever offered. The famous
11 -in. Super P.M. Speaker. The finest moving -coil
speaker in its class. Brand new, perfect, and guaranteed.
Fitted with Universal transformer, including ten matching
ratios for power, super power, and pentodes, as well as
terminals for Class B. Handles 1/10th to 8 watts. Equally
as good in every way as the standard 11 -in. Super listing
at 45/-. To clear at 20/- each, carriage paid. Similar
Speaker, but energised, 6 volt, 2,500 or 4,000 ohms fields.
List at 37/6; to clear at 18/0. Cabinets 12/6 extra.

EPOCH.-Another wonderful bargain. The famous Super
Dwarf P.M. The tiny 5 -in. Speaker with the big perform-
ance. Multi -ratio or Class B transformer. New and
guarantied. List price, 23/6; to clear at 11/-, carriage
paid.
EPOCH Radio, Exmouth House, Exmouth Street, E.C.1 (at
junction of Rosebery Avenue and Farringdon Road).

E
INFORMATION BUREAU

Will every querist please observe the follow-
ing revised rules?

Please write concisely, giving essential particulars.
A fee of one suillitig, postal order (not stamps),

a stamped, addressed envelope and the coupon on
this page must accompany all queries.

Not more than two questions should be sent at
any time.

The designing of apparatus or receivers cannot ba
undertaken.

Slight modifications of a straightforward nature
only can be made to blueprints. For more serious
alterations the minimum charge is 2/6.

- Blueprints supplied by us will be charged for in
addition, but of course, readers may send their own
blueprints for alteration.

Modifications to proprietary receivers and designs
published by contemporary journals cannot be
undertaken. Readers sets and components cannot
be tested by us. Queries cannot be answered by
telephone or personally. Readers ordering blue-
prints and requiring technical information in addi-
tion should address a separate letter to the tutor.
mation Bureau and should see that their remit-
tance covers the price of the Blueprint and thr
amount of the query fee.

. We do not answer queries in cases where
the fee is omitted.
Queries should be addressed to the Query Dept.,
"Amateur Wireless," 58/61, Fetter Lane, Loudon,
E.C.4.

..11.1!at

REPAIRS to Loud -speakers, Transformers, and Head-
phones, 41- each; Blue Spots, Moving Coils a speci-
ality. Cones fitted, Eliminators and Sets quoted for.
Satisfaction guaranteed. Prompt service. Inquiries
invited. Terms to trade.-Loud-speaker Repair Service,
5 Bantam Grove, London, S.W.12. Battersea 1321.
BANKRUPT BARGAINS.-List free with 3 -valve diagram.
All bits are composed of constructor's type part', with
terminals and air -spaced tuning condensers. Three -valve
17/-; S.T.300, 35/-; S.T.400. Any kit supplied. Good
stock of mains sets 'at keen prices. Dual Coils, 1/9.
Transformers, 1/9; .0005 mica,- 10d. Positively the keenest
prices for M.C. Speakers, Eliminators, and Receivers. Let
me know what you want and what you have for part
exehange.-Butlin, 1131: Preston Road, Brighton.

DALLOW CABINET- FOR THE MERVYN TELEVISION
KIT.-The Dallow Manufacturing Co., Ltd., Forge Mill,
Milford, Derby, are manufacturing a Cabinet for the
Mervyn Television' Kit for home constructors, which is
being sponsored by the Daily Express. This is veneered
in figured walnut,- strongly constructed, distinctively
designed, and well finished. The retail price is 23/6, and
deliveries will be available in seven days.

MAINS TRANSFORMERS RE -WOUND. ---Prompt service,
satisfaction guaranteed: prices on request.-The Sturdy
Electric Co., Wesley Terrace, Dipton, Newcastle -on -Tyne.

AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC REFRIGERATORS.-Compre-
hemive working drawings for making reliable home -built
units.-" Photoprints," 179 The Albany, Liverpool 3.

SELECTIVITY.-New system of reception using two earth
connections. Separates stations, cuts out mush and static
interference, lightning danger eliminated, aerial being
permanently earthed. Complete installation, 3/6. Re-
charge -able Dry Batteries; particulars, Nonfade, Haselbury,
Crewkerne.

WANTED.-Good Modern Wireless Parts, Sets, Elimina-
tors, Meters, Valves, Speakers, etc. Spot cash waiting.
Send or bring. We pay more than any other dealer. Open
9-8.-University Radio, 142 Drummond Street, Euston,
N.W.1.

Postcard Radio
Literature

Here "Observer" reviews the latest booklets and
folders issued by well-known manufacturers. If
you want copies of any or all of them FREE OF
CHARGE, just send a postcard giving the indev
numbers of the catalogues required (shown at
the end of each paragraph) to " Postcard Radio
Literature," AMATEUR WIRELESS, 58/61
Fetter Lane, E.C.4. " Observer " will see that
you get all the literature you desire. Please
ti rite your name arid address in block letters.

Ferranti's Latest ,

ANEW catalogue describes the Ferranti AF4
transformer, which was introduced in 1925

and is still very popular. The transformer is
ideal for use in sets to be used under tropical
conditions.

The ratio of this transformer is I to 3.5 and
the primary inductance at zero current is
45 henrys and at 5 milliamperes is zo henrys.
The catalogue also describes suitable methods
of volume control.

By the way, it is possible to mount the
transformer on any of the four sides by means
of the adjustable feet. 156
Watmel- Volume Controls

WATMEL are well known for their
excellent variable resistances and volume

controls. - The latest catalogue describes the
complete range.

A very comprehensive range, too, including
the new heavy-duty and totally enclosed metal -
cased types which are the latest addition.
The ganged units will be very useful in many
receivers for high -frequency and low -frequency
volume control.

The ganged units are also available with
switches, so that the various circuits can be
switched in or out with only the one knob on
the panel. 157

nsrianibril
FOR GOOD RADIO

RECEPTION

THE up-to-date
method of

cleaning corroded
Accumulator con-
nections. No -
scraping - no mess-no trouble.

Cleans like Magic. Prevents high resistance,
crackling and under charging. Order at once.
1/3, post 3d. A. INSTANTBRITE, PEEBLES
WORKS, PALMERSTON ROAD, LONDON, N.W.6

mateur Wir
FEE 1/-

INFORMATION BUREAU
COUPONsi Available until Saturday,

APRIL 28, 1934

RADIO AT LESS THAN COST from "THE GOLD -
MINE STORES." This week'S special "A.W." clearance
offers. Supplies strictly limited. All brand-new goods.
COMPONENTS : Lucerne Iron -cored Dual -range Coils,
1/11. Philco 20 hen. chokes 1/9; Variable Condensers,
.0005, .0003, .0001 mfd., 1/-; Differentials, 11d. L.F.
Transformers, 3 : 1, 5 : 1, 1/11. " Duotune "S.M. Exten-
sors (list 18/6), 2/11. Class B Driver and Output Trans-
formers, each, 3/6. Fixed Condensers, 1 mfd., 8d.;
2 mfd., 7/3; 4 Mid.. 2/1; .0001, 2, 3 mfd., 3d. each.
Erie 1 -watt Resistances, from 10,000 ohms, 4.0. each
Grid Leak;, 1, 2, 3, 5 begs., 21d. each. MISCELLANE--
01: SeP.ibf. M.C. Speakers, 12/6. Eliminator Kits (with
Westinghouse rectifiers), 25 ma.. A.C.. 24%; . 9/6;
A.C., Class B, 29/6. SPECIAL KITS OFFERS, complete
with diagrams, instructions, and all sundries. Penta-
Quester (exact to specified values throughout) 49'6. Straight
2-v. Kit, 8/6 ; 3 -valve, 10/6; S. Wave 3,12/6; S.W. Adaptor,
8/6; Class B Adaptor, 10/6; Class B 3. 18/6: Leader 3, 25/6;
S.G. Ranger, 19/6. Enclose also 3d. -stamps now for April
issue of "THE RADIO GOLD -MINE "-The Miracle
Medium in Modern Radio. It will save you pounds. The
Greatest Surplus lists - in Radio.-LONDON EAST
CENTRAL TRADING COMPANY (Dept. A.66), 23 Bar-
tholomew Close, E.C.1. (Telephone : NATional 7473.)
All goods cash, C.O.D., or deposit system. Please enclose
sufficient postage extra on above special offers.

TELEVISION APPARATUS.-We specialise In all com-
ponents, Discs, Neotes, Lenses, Motors, etc. Illustrated
List Free.-Sanders, 4 Grays Inn Road, London, W.C.1.

FULL-SIZE BLUEPRINTS
When ordering, please send. Postal Order, NOT STAMPS. Quote the

Elueprint number shown below : not the number of the issue.

ONE -VALVE SETS (1s. each)
B.B.C. One-valver AW387
Portable Short-wave One

' '
AW354

TWO -VALVE SETS (is. each)
Home Station A.C. 2 (D, Pen) AW374
"A.W." Iron -core Two (D, Trans) AW395
"A.W." Iron -core Two with Q.P.P. AW396
Consolectric Two (D, Pen) .. AW403
Big Power Melody Two, with Lucerne Coils

(SG Trans) AW338A
B.B.C. National Two, with Lucerne Coils

Trans) .. AW.377A
Screen -grid Two (SG Det, Trans) WM289
A Two for 7 Metres (D, Trans).. WM295
New -style Radiogram (D, Trans) .. WM299
A.C. Quality Gem (D, Trans) WiV1312

THREE -VALVE SETS (is. each)
Everybody's Home Radiogram (SG, H, Trans) AW381.
S.S.3 (A.C.) (SG, SGDet, Pen) .. AW390
"Up-to-the-minute Three" with Class B, 1/6_ AW384B
Class -B Three (D, Trans, Class B) AW386
A.C. Triodyne (SG, 0, Pen) .. AW399
Home -built Coil Three (SG, D, Trans) AW404
Fan and Family Three (D, 2LF) AW410
£5 Is. S.G.3 (SG, D, Trans) .. AW412
A.C.-D.C. Universal Three (SG, Det, Pen) AW414
1934 Ether Searcher (SG, Det, Pen) Baseboard AW417
1934 Ether Searcher (SG, Det, Pen) Chassis .. AW419
Lucerne Ranger (SG, Det, Trans) .. AW422
1933 Economy S.G. Three (SG, D, Trans) .. WiVI306
A.C.Calibrator (SG, D, Pen) .. WM309
£6 6s. Radiogram (D, RC, Trans) WM318
Simple -tune Three (SG, SG Det, Pen).. .. WM327
Taiers Iron -core Three (SG, SG Dat, Pen) .. WM330
I.C.B. Three (D, LF, Class B) . WA1333
Economy Pentode Three (SG, -D, Pen).. W.V1337
Three -range Three (SG, D, Pen) WM336

FOUR -VALVE SETS (Is. 6d. each)
"A.C. Melody Ranger" (SG, D, RC, Trans) .. AW380
"A.W." Ideal Four :2SG, D, Pen) AW402
"Words and Music" Radiogram (2SG, D, Trans) W_a130/
"Words and Music " Radiogram de Luxe

(2SG, D, Q.P.P.) ..WAI3074
Home Short -waver (SG, D, RC, Trans) .. WM311
Empire Short -waver (SG, D, RC, Trans) .. WM313
Merrymaker Super (A -C. Super -het) .. WM345
1934 A.C. Quadradyne (2 SG, D, Pen).. .. WM349
Lucerne Straight Four (SG, Det, Trans) .. WM359
Home -lover's New All -electric 4 for A.C. mains

(SG, D, Trans) . .. AW383
Melody Ranger (SG, Trans) with copy

of "A.W." 4d. postage AW375
Signpost Four (SG, D, LF, Class B) AW393
Table Quad (SG, D, RC, Trans) .. WM303

PORTABLES (1s. 6d. each)
General-purpose Portable (SG, D, RC, Trans) AW351
Midget Class -B Portable (SG, I), LF. Class B) AW389
Holiday Portable (SG, D, LF, Class B) . . AW393

AMPLIFIERS (is. each)
111, ersal Push-pull Amplifier . . . .

"A.W. ' ' Record Player (LI', Push-pull)
Battery -operated Amplifier
"A.W.'s " Push -push Amplifier .. . ,

Class -B Gramophone Amplifier ..
Universal A.C. Amplifier (3 -valve) ..
Five Q.P.P. Output Circuits

AW300
. AW319

AW362
AW376
AW391
AW411

WA1315

Copies of the "Wireless Magazine " and cf "Amateur Wireless-"
containing descriptions of most of these sets can be obtained at ls. 3d, and
4d. respectively, post free. Index letters "LW." refer to "Amateur Wire-

less " sets and " W .M." to " Wireless Magazine." Address letters

Amateur Wireless Blueprint Dept., 51-s,,Titertr,

Printed for the Proprietors and Publishers, BERNARD JONES PUBLICATIONS, LTD.,
58-61 Fetter Lane, London, E.C.4, by The Sun Engraving Co., Ltd., London
end Watford. Sole Agents for South Africa : CENTRAL NEWS AGENCY, LIMITED.
Sole Agents for Australia and New Zealand : GORDON & Gorcu (A'SIA), LIMITED,

Saturday, April 21, 1931
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I SEE FRIDAY'S ISSUE for FULL DETAILS

*",railif
In this week's issue of RADIO
PICTORIAL," out on Friday, are
full details of a very simple com-
petition for which a number of I0/ -
notes are offered as prizes. There
will be a big demand for this issue,
so order your copy TO -DAY.

and 1,000 PERSONALLY SIGNED
PORTRAITS of HENRY HALL

HENRY HALL, the famous B.B.C.
Dance Band Director, has kindly
autographed 1,000 copies of the "RADIO
PICTORIAL " two-colour portrait of
himself, and these will be presented
FREE to the first thousand entries
received. Each portrait has been
actually signed by Henry Hall at

SE)Broadcasting House.

RADIO PICTORIAL
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FREE
72 -page

WIRELESS BOOK
From cover to cover this Cossor
72 -page Wireless Book is packed
full of useful and interesting in.
formation-latest circuits. -:-ex-
planations of technical terms-
list of broadcasting stations, etc.
Send at once for a free copy-

USE THE COUPON

A NODES-.
built and assembled with
Microscopic- Precision.

'k'URACY
In the making of Cossor Valves extraordinary care -
is taken to ensure uniformity of characteristics.
Each individual element must be exact. Again
and again it is checked and re -checked. Nothing
is left to chance. Laboratory principles-labora-
tory precision-are rigidly applied throughout the
factory. As a result, the Cossor Valve that you
can buy is identical-in characteristics and in
performance-with all others of its type and.
most important of all, with the original design.

OMR
forANIFORMITY

To A. C. COSSOR LTD., Melody Dept., Highbury Grove, London. NA
riease semi me free of charge, a copy of the Cossor 72 -page Wireless Book.

Nam:

Address

B.V.33 A.W. 21 4,34- -0 4529
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MPROVING YOUR LOUD -SPEAKER AND PICK-UP-special Articles

34
Every

Wednesday

-

and
Radiov is ion'

INTRODUCING THE
LUCERNE MAJOR

A CHAT ON
SCREENING

BONAVIA-HUNT ON
QUALITY COUPLINGS

RUNNING A
TELEVISION DISC

FROM THE MAINS

 IMPROVING A BALANCED
ARMATURE UNIT

 INSTALLING A BAFFLE
 MAKING AN ADJUSTABLE

CHASSIS
 FITTING A SECONDARY

LOUD -SPEAKER

PENTA-QUESTING IN SUSSEX :: RADIO IN THE OPEN AIR
Vol. XXIV. No. 620 Registered at G.P.O. as a newspaper April 23, 1934
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BLUE SPOT
The new Blue Spot Star " has already aroused an enormous amount of interest
and those who have heard its remarkable performance have nothing but the high-
est praise for this very remarkable speaker. Here are the principal features :-
 NEW MAGNET SYSTEM  EXTENSION SPEAKER SOCKET
The magnet material is enclosed in four A socket is provided for an extension speaker
chromium -plated tubes. The high flux density to be plugged into the Blue Spot " Star," the
and many other special features give a hitherto controls of each loud -speaker remaining corn -
unattained degree of power and quality. pletely independent.
 UNIVERSAL MATCHING
'the transformer is designed on uniqueand
highly efficient lines and is arranged to match
Any Output Stage, from power to push-pull
pentode and class B, and can be used as an
extension loud -speaker from the speech coil
circuit of an existing loud -speaker of any
impedance without loss of efficiency. Full
instructions on back of plate of speaker.
 ON AND OFF SWITCH OR REMOTE

VOLUME CONTROL
A switch plug is provided to cut speaker out of
circuit when desired. This switch is inter-
changeable with Blue Spot Remote Volume
Control and " on " and " off " Unit.

 DUSTPROOF
The cap in the centre of the cone and the special
dust covers which surround the speech coil
and magnet gap render the speaker completely
dustproof.

DIE-CAST CHASSIS
Ensuring no loss of magnetism, complete
rigidity, and absence of chassis resonance.
 SPEECH COIL
Low resistance and high efficiency, giving
minimum variation of impedance with fre-
quency. The entirely new design of outside
suspension gives great freedom of movement
with complete lateral rigidity.

THE SPEAKER WITH

THE NEW MAGNET
lilt 13RIM1/11 LIUE (ICI' eilDMIANT LTD
BLUE SPOT HOUSE, 94/96 ROSOMAN STREET, ROSEBERY AV., LONDON, E.C.1,
Telephone : Clerkenwell 3570. Telegrams: " Bluospot,
Distributors for Northern England, Scotland, and Wales : H. C. RAWSON
(Sheffield and London), Ltd., Sheffield; 22 St. Mary's Parsonage, Manches-
ter; 177 Westgate Road, Newcastle -on -Tyne; 37, 38, 39 Clyde Place, Glasgow.

EVERYMAN
HIS OWN
S'ET
DOCTO

The May issue of WIRELESS MAGAZINE
contains the simplest and most complete
fault-finding guide ever presented to the
radio public.

This guide is to help those with little
technical knowledge who are experiencing
trouble with -their sets, and to save them
paying for the expensive advice of local
experts. It is invaluable to owners of both
home -constructed and factory -built receivers.

Look at the list giving some of the other
splendid contents of this fine issue-and
then get your copy of the May issue.

.......
Write for
Catalogue
A.W. 11

Chassis Price

701.

SOME OF THE OTHER

GOOD THINGS IN

THE MAY ISSUE

FOR THE CONSTRUCTOR
Tt e Heptede Super Three. Fifty-five

Stations on t'ae Heptode Super
Three !

The Companionette.
Experimenter's All -wave seven.

TECHNICAL FEAT URES
Tuning by Eye-inst: ad of by Ear!
Healing by Short-wave Radio.
A.It01112.:iC Tons Control for Your

Set.

GENERAL ARTICLES
Cuide to the World's Broadcasters.
Radios-and Riot Guns-Help Ameri-

can Police.
Recording the Sound on Film.
Come Recording on Film.
News of the Short Waves.
Chcosing Your Records.

TELEVISION SECTION
Working a Simple Televi ion Receiver

from your Brcadcast Set.
Another G,ett Advance in Television.
Holding thy Image Steady.

WIRELESS MAGAZINE
MAY ISSUE - PRICE If-
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News and Gossip of the Week
Twenty-four Hours

Do you now get up at 07 hours
-or still at 7 ack emma ? In

brief, is your life now regulated
by the twenty -four-hour clock or
by Old Father Time's simpler
divisions of ack and pip emma ?

Rhetorical questions aside, this
twenty -four-hour Clock business
the B.B.C. is trying to wish upon
a wondering world has come into
being without much comment.'

Unmentionable!
THAT the B.B.C. means to
1 abandon the old system en-

tirely is proved by the significant
fact that as from May 18 they will
not even mention old time in any
announcements or publications.

By then the Corporation as-
sumes the public will have learned
to think twenty -four-hour clock-
wise. Gently, ever so gently, we
might hint that perhaps the
public will simply ignore the
whole thing.

Which is quite the most shat-
tering thing it could do --what ?

B.B.C. Variety Moves
QUITE literally, B.B.C. variety

has moved on-to more
elbow room above St. George's
Hall. Lock, stock, and all that,
Eric Maschwitz and his gang have
decamped from Broadcasting
House.

They will ease the congestion
there, certainly. Is there, though,
a deeper significance; does Variety
want to escape the quarter deck
we hear so much about these
days?

Television on 150 Metres ?

SOMEONE
with a realistic turn of

mind has suggested to the
B.B.C. that it might temporarily
fit television into the old amateur
waveband between coo and zoo
metres.

Higher-ups at the Big House
are favourably impressed with the
idea. Certainly it would he a
popular move with listeners and
lookers, who could easily adapt
sets for such wavelengths.

Henry for Droitwich
A s we, in our omniscient way.
rl hinted some weeks ago,
Henry Hall and his afternoon
dance music will be broadcast
from Droitwich when Daventry
shuts down-thereby limiting the
London-Daventry Children's Hour
to reception by those inside the
range of London Regional.

Not always will dance music be
broadcast at the 5.15-or should
We have said 17.15 hours ?-inter-
lude from Droitwich.

Light music by quintets will also
figure.

Respite from Talks -

As in previous years, the B.B.C.
will cut out all serious talks

from its summer programmes
during the period 6.30 to 8 p.m.,
or, if you perfer it, 18.3o to 20.00.

This lighter -broadcasting policy
takes effect from the beginning of
July and continues merrily until
the middle of September.

Such humanitarianism leaves us
speechless.

Precious News
ROBUST elements in the-LXEm-pire seem to be rucking a

little at the slightly precious tinge
of the special V Empire news
bulletins.

Man from Persia tells us that
out there signals are great from
the Daventry short -wavers, but
English-speaking people are bored
with the daffodils in Hyde Park
stuff.

They want he-man news, same
like England gets.

National Economy Again ?
WILL the separate National
programmes be curtailed

again this summer as last year?

That is a question many listeners
are asking us.

Since the little Nats are due to
be closed anyway within six
months or so, perhaps it does not
matter much what is done.

The great point is to make the
Daventry programme bright, so
that Droitwich will have some-
thing to live up to.

For Midlanders

You
"Brum" chaps might note

that your local station, when
its programmes come to you from
Droitwich, will radiate on a lower
wavelength than at present.

With the pepped -up London
National plant transferred to
Droitwich, giving you 70 kilowatts
of aerial power from a two -section
aerial slung from the loo -ft. high
Droitwich masts, you can afford
to go down a little, especially. as
the station site is so much nearer
to Birmingham.

No Idle Wavelengths
TERRIFIED lest other countries

might " pinch " our wave-
lengths, the B.B.C. has decided
that during the changeover from
little nationals to additional
regionals, it will shift around so
that at no time will any of them
be "free."

Between the closing of the
little Nats and the opening of
these stations elsewhere as re -

13 pltoto

Congratulations to Marchese Marconi, who celebrated his
sixtieth birthday on April 25. He is here seen on board his

famous yacht, the " Scum"

gionals, some of the low -power
relays will probably use up the
released waves.

Sheep and Goats
SOON the congested state of the

reception desk at the entrance
hall of BrOadcasting House will be
a nightmare of the past. For it is
proposed to separate us press

PENTA-
QUESTER

BLUEPRINTS
Readers should note that all
couponsfor full-size Penta-quester
blueprints (as offered in our issues
of April 14 & 21) must be sent to
us by April 28. No free blueprints
will be supplied after that date
(except in the case of overseas
readers). After April 28 blueprints
of the Penta-quester will be

available at Is. each, post paid

goats and other non -broadcasters
from the artist sheep.

Good, so far. Now all we want
is an underground tunnel straight
into the press section.

But we fear that the present
necessity for throwing gravel at
the windows to attract attention
will have to continue instead.

For Cricketers
EYE -WITNESS accounts of the

Tests will be broadcast by
Howard Marshall during the
lunch and tea intervals, as well as
at the close of each day's play.

Running commentaries are too
boring, decides the B.B.C. But it
will experiment with "flashes" of
commentary when anything really
exciting happens.

On the Elstree Sets
vizom broadcasting studio to
1 film studio is the interesting
route yoU might care to follow- on
May 5,.when the B.B.C. is going
over to Elstree.

It will give us shots of the film,
Private Life of Don Juan, featuring
Doug. Fairbanks, junior.

Scottish Pirates, Beware!
WITII its usual solicitous care,
the Post Office issues due

warning to licence pirates north
of the Tweed that its van will
descend upon them at the end of
April.

Glasgow, Edinburgh, and Pais-
ley districts will be combed from
that date until June 2.
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Introducing the Lucerne Major
" The Experimenters " Produce a Set for Experimenters !

IN a moment of excessive exuberance we
threw out a hint that a Lucerne Major

was coming-a set using our Lucerne coils
with two screen:grid high -frequency stages.

More than one.reader has written in, tweaking
us about this promise --and almost Suggesting
that the idea, lovely enough in theory, had
proved too much for us in practice. ,

Well, as we always let you know exactly
-what. goes on behind our shifting. scenes,

Not one of " The Experimenters," please note ! An
examination of the Lucerne Major by a member of the"A.W."

Technical Staff

we don't in the least mind explaining to you
our difficulties.

Don't think for a moment that we had any
difficulty in making a two high -frequency
stage set work. In fact it worked right away
in the hook-up form.

What we were up against was the tuning
arrangement. As you will remember, in the
Lucerne Ranger, a set with one screen -grid
stage, two separate tuning condensers
were used. Add on a further screen -
grid stage and what are you to do
about the extra tuning condenser?

It means, on the face of it, three
separate tuning condensers-unless
cheapness and all that are thrown over-
board, and a three -gang condenser is
used.

We sounded a number of our readers,
and, to our intense surprise, we found
that separate tuning condensers were
in high favour.

About Gang Condensers
For some reason, gang -condenser

tuning is still held in dark suspicion-.
quite wrongly, in our opinion. But
there it is. Some people do think that
separate tuning of each circuit gives
better results. tip to a point this is true
-but what of the fiddling? There,
again, we find that many of you simply
revel in this sort of business-actually
like fiddling with the knobs.

So we have little compunction in
presenting to you now the Lucerne
Major with three separate tuning con-
densers. We believe that this is the.
only set that has appeared in the
radio press for years with such an
array of tuning control knobs.

There are many advantages in the arrange-
ment, not least of which is that owners of the
existing Ranger can convert to the more
powerful set with very small expense and
alteration.

You need another coil, a tuning condenser,
a valve holder, a high -frequency choke, a
fixed condenSer, and a four -point switch.
That's all:

When, we were evolving the final Major,
we realised that we must
cater for two classes of
builder. For those, in the
first place, who built the
Ranger some weeks ago,
and' would now like to
graduate to a more powerful
four-valver. And, secondly,
for those who did not build
the Ranger, but who will
want to build the Major
from scratch.

Bearing in Mind these
needs, we evolved a set that
is entirely new, and yet at
the same time includes simply
everything in the Ranger-
by everything we mean even
the nuts and bolts for fixing
the components. The only
parts that ought to be
scrapped are the panel and
the baseboard-though you
could economise by simply
adding on the fourth valve.

Reverting for a moment
to the tuning arrangement,
note that there are three
condensers with slow motion
drives, working three

separate .0005-microfarad condensers. Then
there is a .0005-microfarad reaction con-
denser, a three-point switch to cut off all
the batteries, a four -point switch that changes
the wavebands of all three coils at once, and
finally a volume control reducing.the amplifica-
tion of the first screen -grid valve.

As you probably know, the advantage of
this control is that the input to the first

screen -grid stage can be reduced for strong
signals, and thus prevent overloading and
ensuing distortion.

Now for a rather curious-and perhaps to
some people reprehensible-aspect of the
Major's design. We have one variable -mu
screen -grid valve and one straight screen -grid.

For one thing, those of you with Lucerne
Rangers already have one straight screen -grid.
You would not like to have to scrap that just
for the sake of the Major, now would you?
Of course not-see how we think of your
pocket !

Getting Amplification Control
Then, again, we know perfectly well that

we can get all the amplification control we
need with one variable -mu stage. In other
words there seemed no valid reason for
scrapping one perfectly good straight screen -
grid.

The order of the valves is variable -mu
screen -grid followed by straight screen -grid
-so that the Ranger with its straight screen -
grid forms in the simplest possible way
the basis of the Major.

We do not propose to go into the details of
the new set this week, but to concentrate all
that in our next week's article. But we
should like to emphasise again that sets
using Lucerne coils are sets with variable
selectivity.

Very few people seem to be taking advantage
of this flexibility, in spite of the fact that the
ability to tap the aerial coil is one of the main
features of the Lucerne coil.

Imploring Letters
We are still getting letters either imploring

us to show how selectivity can be increased to
cut out powerful locals, or asking how to
flatten tuning in districts where there is no
local swamping. It is all so simple-take off
a turn or two for increased selectivity, add on
this amount if you want more punch.

Remember that you alter the turns on the
coupling winding, which is the winding
terminating at the aerial terminal. A few
misguided amateurs seem to have altered the

turns on the grid winding-the main

Look out for full constructional details of the Lucerne
Major in next week's " A.W." There will be available
a full-size blueprint-an invaluable aid to constructors.
Don't miss a very characteristic article by " The

Experimenters " next week !

Meet the Major ! Note the three tuning controls in a row, with
the three Lucerne coils screened from one another with

simple vertical screens

tuning coil. Naturally this did not
have any effect on the selectivity,
just altered the tuning range very
slightly.

On the new set there will be a series
aerial condenser, which has been put
in for the benefit of the cautious ones
who won't alter their tuning coils.
With this condenser you can adjust
the selectivity for any requirement-
and then do your volume controlling
on the variable -mu pot control.

There will still be only two high-
tension positive tappings for the
battery supply, but there will be two
negative grid -bias tappings instead of
one. The original 9 -volt grid -bias
battery is retained.

At every point we have tried to keep
down the cost-and yet we venture
to think that the Major is a spanking
good four-valver that many amateurs
will revel in.

Well, so much for this week's Fan -
Fare. We hope the new Lucerne model
will amuse you as much as it has us
during tests. It was really quite
exciting to twiddle around three tuning
controls-quite like old times. And,
believe us, they were easy enough to
handle !
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PENTA-
QUESTING

in Sussex
In previous issues we have
published reports on the
Penta-quester from Sur-
rey, Essex, Yorkshire and
Cornwall. Now this
week ALAN HUNTER
reports on Sussex re-
ception with this latest
" A.W. " three-valver.

Thousands of readers
have taken advantage of
our free blueprint offer,
but we must remind you
that (unless you are an
overseas reader) you can-
not get a free blueprint
with the coupons in the
April 14 or 21 issues after
April 28. So please hurry!

' A.W. photo
Many housewives would appreciate their own radio set in the
kitchen-there are many interesting programmes in the daytime

IN a moment or so I shall switch off this
Penta-quester set, but only because I
loath background listening. All the same,

I am tempted to leave the typing of this
report a little, for Henry Hall is coming
through London National with a rendering of
" Oh, Play to Me, Gypsy," that pleases me
immensely.

Down here in Sussex the London National
is not usually a good signal-not after dark,
anyway. Just now, though, the sun is shining
and there is no meddlesome Heaviside Layer
to play the fool with London's upward rays.

I suppose this spot is about 55 miles from
Brookman's Park, yet the dance music fills the
room. Indeed, if I were so disposed I could
"turn up the wick" so that the
music might be heard at the
bottom of my garden.

Where's that Toggle ?
But I had better turn off the set

and get down to this report.
Where's that toggle switch-ah,
there she goes. Off !

When the Editor suggested that I
might bring down the Penta-quester
to this country cottage I wondered
why-until he explained that the
set had already been tried out in
Yorkshire, Essex, Surrey and
Cornwall.

That the set had, in fact, been up
hill and down dale in its varied
career-and that another little test
would not do it any harm-more
especially as the applications for
free blueprints were simply rolling
in and thousands of intending
constructors would be greatly in-
terested in yet another report on
the set's performance. '

So I had the set sent up from
Cornwall post haste-and the Edi-
tor himself brought it down here to
the heart of Sussex in his natty

new sports car. The Penta-quester arrived
with no more damage than a bent minute hand
on the clock -face dial. Which I thought at
once was a tribute to the railway company and
to the Editor's careful driving.

With the set, so that there might be no
deception, came a spanking new zo-volt high-
tension, 9 -volt grid -bias battery and a fully
charged z -volt accumulator-in other words
the sort of power supply that is specified.

Thanks to the clearly marked leads, I soon
had these batteries hooked up. Within five
minutes of the set arriving it was working-
bringing in Fecamp at roaring strength.

Oh, I forgot to say-not that it is important,
really-that the pentode Q.P.P. output valve

"A.W." photo
With the Penta-quester you are assured of many pleasurable
listening hours-why not make it up and prove its merits for

yourself-as this Sussex man is doing?

"A.W." photo
Tested in the heart of Sussex, the Penta-
quester again gave a good account of

itself. Are you building the set?

had got a little bent on its long journey from
Cornwall. The valve pins, I mean. But apart
from a slight tendency to become microphonic
the gallant little chap worked perfectly well.

Perhaps a word on the aerial -and -earth
system might interest you. It is a nice, simple
aerial, a single wire running from a bough on
the old oak tree in the front garden to the
eaves of the cottage-in all about 70 ft., if
you include the downlead.

As for the earth, it is a buried plate right
outside the little window in which the set table
stands, and almost right under the aerial.

No Interference!
The only objection that even the most

expert of you might raise against this aerial is
that the electric power cable runs parallel
half -way along its horizontal length. And yet,
curiously enough, I suffer no interference. I
know I ought to, but I just don't.

Well, so much for the aerial. The locality is
probably quite well known to many of my
Southern readers, being about 54 miles behind
Brighton, that is about 6 miles from the foot
of the South Downs.

Not, believe me, an ideal spot for wireless
reception. You see, we are quite a long way
from Brookman's Park, and all too close to the
ships that pass in the night-if you know what
I mean. Did, did, did, da-and all that !

Down here we are seemingly in
the service area of Fecamp, the
exuberant little French station that
broadcasts so many I.B.C. pro-
grammes. We also get Nice -Cannes
at inordinate strength. And as for
Radio Paris, it very nearly blows
your head off-being a good deal
stronger than Daventry.

Editor's Eagle Eye
So you see now something of the

environment in which the Penta-
quester was tested. Under the
eagle eye of the Editor himself I
switched on, and, as I before
remarked, in came Fecamp. It was
so very loudly heard that I risked
all and brought into action the
"local" aerial, those chromium
metal bars on each side of the
cabinet.

Just a slight increase in the
setting of the volume control and
Fecamp was as loud as before.
Which certainly impressed the
Editor, no less than myself. For
after all, the Penta-quester is only
a three-valver----and to get a
foreigner in broad daylight on a few
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inches of metal for an aerial is certainly going
-er----plenty.

But, of course, this chromium -plated miracle
does only apply to a local station. You cannot,
by any stretch of either the controls or the
imagination, bring in more distant stations at
loud -speaker strength.

For example, though the Londons were loud
enough at half -throttle volume control with
the outdoor aerial, they were but faint squeaks
on the chromium. Which is what I should
have expected, anyway.

Inside the area of big field strength this

" A.147 ." photo

Part of our Sussex test of the Penta-guester. Everybody who
hears the set is greatly impressed by its performance

little aerial will bring in the signals at loud-
speaker volume. Outside that area, as most of
us are for all but the immediate local station,
you must use some sort of orthodox aerial.

That settles a point I am sure must have
intrigued many readers. The chromium aerial
is more than a brave ornament-it is a
technical feature of the Penta-quester that
justifies itself.

Don't imagine that this is going to be a
formal sort of report. Rather it is a record of
impressions gained over a week -end with the
set.

I did not sit down at any time to see just
how many stations I could log. Because,
speaking personally, that is not the function of
a set in my home. I want a set that responds
neatly to control, that brings in its bag of
entertainment alternatives to the home pro-
grammes, that gives sweet tone, and that does
not run down the batteries in a night.

Primary Requirements
So long as the set conforms to these primary

requirements I forgive it willingly when it
fails to bring in say Hong Kong clear of, well,
the Battersea power station.

But as I idly twiddled the controls of the
Penta-quester-to the seething but inarticulate
chagrin of my week -end companions-I
learned a great deal about the set's little ways.
I like the set-genuinely. Not just because I
am the Assistant Editor of the journal that is
putting it over. No, without bias I like the
Penta-quester. Like it because it does what it
claims to do without fuss or false alarms.

For instance, that volume control behaves
admirably. It is more than a volume control,
as you have been told already. It affects
muchly the selectivity. Naturally it does,
because it is a variable condenser in series with
the aerial and the first tuning circuit. '

As the capacity is reduced, so also is the
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signal input. For that reason the volume at
the output goes down. But this reduction of
series capacity reduces also the aerial damping
imposed on the tuning circuit-and so up goes
the selectivity.

Then the reaction comes into play. For, as
many of you know, reaction has the very
useful effect of increasing the in -tune signal's
amplitude without affecting the amplitude of
adjacent out -of -tune signals.

In other words, reaction lifts up the wanted
signal from its background of adjacent
foreigners. It increases the ratio of wanted

signal to unwanted ones.
Which is, of course, why
you are always told to
increase reaction when
you want to sharpen up
the tuning, and at the
same time to throttle
down on the input con-
trol.

What happens is that
you reduce to inaudibility
the out -of -tune signals
on the volume control,
and then bring up to
good strength the wanted
signal, which was also
reduced in the process
but which is alone in-
creased again by the
reaction.

Bearing this highly
important aspect of re-
action always in mind,
you simply cannot go
wrong with this Penta-
quester. I separated
with ease some quite
tricky adjacent pairs.

I noted that if for any
reason I had the volume -
control knob just a little
too high there was side -
band hatter. But so
soon as I turned that

down a little and made up on the reaction, the
station was cleared quite magically.

Need I say that at night the clock -face dial
was alive with stations? One for nearly every
minute of the hour. The new German giants,
calling themselves Reichssender this and
Reichssender that, came through with wonder-
ful volume. Leipzig especially gave me many
hours delightful "late music."
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I found, as expected, that the London
National faded during the evening. So up I
went to the long waves, where Daventry,
doing the same programme, came through with
more than enough volume. While I was up on
that band I snooped round the clock, finding
plenty of good signals-notably Luxembourg
and Radio Paris.

Do I have to say that I like the tone control ?
No, for this is an unbiassed report. It works
well, but personally I like a little wider tonal
range. And, while on the moan, I should have
preferred the toggle switch for the batteries
on the front-but I quite see that the chassis
had to be kept simple, which it most certainly
is.

Yes, Quality Is Good !
Quality, now. Yes-it is good. Very good,

in fact. Nice, crisp sort of tone, with as much
bass as can be produced in a table cabinet
short of obnoxious thumping. Enough top
to make speech a pleasure to listen to-with
the tone control cutting the upper frequencies
when there is a heterodyne whistle to be got
rid of.

With this quality a round volume of sound
that proves to me how good a valve is the
QP2i class -B, especially when teamed to the
W.B. moving -coil. Quite remarkable that a
valve with a no -signal current of only a or
3 milliamperes should pass on to the loud-
speaker so great an undistorted volume of
sound. I should say the designer's estimate-
or measurement, was it ?-of 1/2 watt output is
just about right.

Well, I don't seem to have told you much
about the Penta-quester and yet I have filled
my allotted space. I think that proves some-
thing, but precisely what eludes me for the
moment. Anyway, it's a darned good set,
chaps. The sort of set every true fan will revel
in. The sort of set to show off to your pals-
and be justifiably proud of having built for
yourself. By the way, I hope that you will
sign on the dotted line for that free blueprint
-amazing generosity, I call it.

I am hoping now that the Editor will forget
that the set is still in Sussex: Because if he
does I can keep the Penta-quester in the lounge
to impress Garge and t' other rustics who have
a habit of dropping in to keep the pewter in
use week -ends.

But I'm afraid he has his eye on it himself.
You see, he really was impressed with the way
I got Fecamp on the chromium bars !

COMPONENTS YOU NEED
CHASSIS

1 -Peto Scott Metaplex, 12 in. by 8 in. by 31 in.
CHOKE, HIGH -FREQUENCY

1 --Graham Parish screened, type LMS (or Bulgin,
Telsen).

COILS
2-Telsen dual -range screened, type W319

CONDENSERS, FIXED
-T.M.C. Hydra, tubular type, values: .0002-,

.006-microfarad (Dubilier, T.C.C.)
1-Dubilier .1-microfarad, tubular type (T.M.C.,

T.C.C.)

CONDENSERS, VARIABLE
1-British Radiophone two -gang .0005 -micro -

farad with slow-motion drive, type PQ
1 --Graham Parish .0005-microfarad, reaction type

(or Lissen, Telsen).
1 -Telsen .0003-microfarad, differential reaction

type (or Graham -Parish).
HOLDERS, VALVE

3-Clix seven -pin, chassis -mounting type.

PLUGS, TERMINALS, ETC.
6-Belling-Lee wander plugs, marked:

H.T.-, G.B.-1, G.B.--2, G.B.-{-
(or Clix, Eelex).

2-Belling-Lee spade terminals, marked : L.T.-,
L.T.+ (Clix, Eelex).

5-Belling-Lee terminals, type R, marked : A, E,
L.S. (two).

1-Telsen terminal block.
RESISTANCES, FIXED

3-Graham-Farish 11 -watt type, values: 600 -
ohm, and 1-megohm, (or Ferranti, Lissea).

FOR THE PENTA-QUESTER
SUNDRIES

4-yds. thin flex. Connecting wire and sleeving.
2-British Radiogram 11/2 in. metal mounting

bracket.
1-Bulgin knob, type K14.
1-Strip of wood 4 in. by 3/4 in.
1-Bulgin tone control, type CT2.

SWITCHES
2-Bulgin on -off toggle, type S80B, complete with

6 in. by 5/32 in. rod.
1-Bulgin on -off toggle, type S80T.

TRANSFORMER, LOW -FREQUENCY
1-Wearite, type PPA.

ACCESSORIES
BATTERIES

1-Drydex 120 -volt high-tension, type H1012 (or
Lissen, Ever Ready).

1-Exide 2 -volt accumulator {or Lissen, Fuller).
1-Drydex 9 -volt grid bias (or Lissen, Ever Ready).

CABINET
1-Peto Scott, type PQ, with clock -face dial and

chain drive.
LOUD -SPEAKER

1-W.B., type PM4A (or Amplion, Blue Spot).
VALVES

High -frequency amplifier, Mullard VP2,
Detector, Mullard SP2.
Output, Marconi or Osram QP21.

SUITABLE MAINS UNIT
1-Atlas CA25 (or Ekco) for A.C. mains, or
1-Atlas DC 15/25B (or Ekco) for D.C. mains.
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Coupling the
Detector

to the Amplifier
By NOEL BONAVIA-H U NT, M.A.

pROFESSOR : Let me see, how far did
we get with our receiver design last
week ?

AMATEUR : We got as fai as the detector and
the coupling to the first low -frequency valve.
I presume we can now discuss the coupling to
the second low -frequency valve.

PROFESSOR : I am afraid you are hurrying
on too fast. There is more to be said about
the coupling of the detector to the first low -
frequency valve. If I remember aright, I
suggested a method of switching over from
diode to leaky -grid rectification, with reaction.

In order to make the switching clear to you
I gave you a mere skeleton circuit of the
coupling to the first low -frequency valve,
without including any frills to confuse your
DETECTOR A G

Fig.

H.T. 'G.B.

-TO GRID

To GRID BIAS
I.-Auto-transformer connections for

low -frequency transformer

mind. Anyway, the first stage -coupling is
not complete yet.

AMATEUR : The coupling consists at the
moment of a 100,00o -ohm variable resistance
-in other words, a grid leak. What's wrong
with this ?

PROFESSOR : Nothing, as far as it goes. But
pure resistance coupling won't give us our
ideal curve. I have definitely proved that a
pure resistance connected betWeen the output
of the detector and earth (or grid -bias negative,
as you please) creates what is called "frequency
distortion."

The trouble lies in the fact that it is not
apparently possible to choose a definite value
of resistance that will do equal justice to either
end of the frequency spectrum.

Value of Correcting Circuit
AMATEUR : Then all that is necessary is

sprne form of correcting circuit, such as a friend
of mine once showed me, consisting of a series
of resistances with various sections shunted
by condensers.

PROFESSOR : Not only is that not necessary,
it must not be done.

AMATEUR : Why not?
PROFESSOR: It is fatal to introduce any

sort of tone correction in this stage of the
amplifier. I can tell you here and now that
it is a waste of valuable time to experiment
on these lines. If you knew what hours and
hours I have spent trying out all kinds of
correcting circuits, you would sympathise with
me. My work, however, was fruitful in that

I have learnt how not to
do it.

AMATEUR : I am quite
prepared to accept your
word for it. Just what
is required in the way
of coupling here ?

PROFESSOR : We want
straight-line amplifica-
tion of each and every
note rectified. We must
avoid tone correction like
the pest. You can have
it later on, but not at
this particular stage. Have I made myself
perfectly clear?

AMATEUR : Quite. You say we must get
straight-line amplification of the rectified
signals. I suppose that can be proved by the
use of a frequency -response record or a valve
voltmeter.

PROFESSOR : If you feel particularly anxious
to prove that each separate note is being
passed through and amplified at a uniform
volume level, you can doubtless amuse your-
self with a valve voltmeter. But we want to
know a great deal more than this.

What we have to ascertain and make sure
of is whether, if all the notes of the musical
scale are sounded simultaneously, the strength
of each one is the same all along the line.
That is the test you ought to apply. And it
is some test, too. Nobody, to my knowledge,
has ever done.it.

Of course, it can be done; but I really cannot
show you how, because it would take too long.
I can, however, tell you this : that if you were
to see what happens when a pure resistance
coupling is used as before mentioned, you
would quite probably throw it away into the
dust -bin. Which would be a mistake, since
we are quite justified in retaining this pure
resistance as a volume control.

- AMATEUR : How do you get your straight-
line amplification?

PROFESSOR : By seeing to it that the
modulation frequencies are not attenuated by
unequal matching of output impedances. This
latter condition must always occur when
resistance coupling is used. The only way to
match the D.C. and A.C. output impedances

+414
DETECTOR
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G
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Fig. 2. --Addition of .000i-microfarad con-
denser in parallel with loo,000-ohm variable

resistance
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Explaining the finer points of design of a battery radio gramophone
to an enthusiast

is to bias both the tuned circuit and the
coupling circuit at the same time, and to
adopt a fairly high -impedance low -frequency
choke winding between the grid of the amplify-
ing valve and grid bias.

Since, however, a high -impedance winding
possesses a high inductance, and also a high
self -capacity (neither of which characteristics
belong to pure resistances), it is most desirable
that some degree of step up should be intro-
duced to counteract the latter characteristic.

Auto -transformer Connections
This can be achieved by connecting up a

low -frequency transformer as an auto -trans-
former (see Fig. i). Here we have a trans-
former with its four terminals connected as
follows : (x) terminal A (sometimes marked
"Plate") is joined to terminal G (or " Grid "),
and this strapped connection is taken to the
output of the detector (namely, metal -rectifier
negative). (2) Terminal H.T. is taken to the
grid of the first low -frequency valve, and (3)
terminal G.B. to the grid -bias battery. The
negative bias will be from 1i to 3 volts accord-
ing to the valve employed for the low -frequency
stage and the amount of high-tension applied
to its plate.

AMATEUR : What happens to the too,o0o-
ohm variable resistance?

PROFESSOR : This is retained (See Fig. 2)
with the .000r-microfarad fixed condenser in
parallel with it.

Complete Circuit
AMATEUR : Will you now show me the com-

plete circuit of the detector and first low -
frequency valve, with optional switching for
leaky grid detection ?

PROFESSOR : Here you are (See Fig. 3).
AMATEUR : What type of low -frequency

transformer do you advocate here?
PROFESSOR : Oh, there are several that will

occupy the position quite satisfactorily. The
D.C. resistance of the secondary winding
should not exceed 15,000 ohms, and not be
less than 6,000 ohms. The Ferranti AF8 has
a D.C. resistance of 13,500 ohms and is very
suitable.

AMATEUR : What type of valve would you
recommend for the first stage?

PROFESSOR : One of medium impedance and
amplification, such as the L210 or the PMIHL.
But it must be distinctly understood that the
choice. of valve in this stage of the amplifier
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Fig. 3.- Complete circuit with optional
switching for leaky -grid detection

depends entirely on (a) the form of coupling
adopted between the first and second low -
frequency valves, and (b) the question whether
two or three stages of low -frequency ampli-
cation are going to be employed.

Obviously, if only two stages are decided
upon, the first valve will have to be one capable
of giving a fairly high amplification, such as
the Hz io. If, however, three stages are
employed, the first valve would of necessity
be one giving less amplification.

AMATEUR : That is clear enough. What
beats me is how anyone can decide the question
of the number of low -frequency stages re-
quired. It seems to me that it is a matter of
tossing a penny, and if heads means two, tails
three, well-we just accept the ruling of the
penny and choose our valves to suit the number
of stages accordingly.

Not To Be Cajoled
PROFESSOR : Really, sir, I am surprised at

you. What are our brains given to us for?
Radio science is not to be cajoled by such
childish expedients as tossing coins. Be a
man, and use your brains. If we decide upon
two stages, it is solely because there is a solid
reason for that decision.

AMATEUR : But why should we have two
rather than three? And why can't we make
two stages produce the results of three? Isn't
it only a question of valves? Some valves have
twice the amplification factor of others, if not
three times. With a pentode output valve,
for instance, yon don't need more than two
low -frequency stages at most.

PROFESSOR : There you are, talking, like so

many people love to do, about amplification:
nothing but amplification seems to occur to
you. The sole object of a low -frequency valve
appears to so many folks to be that of ampli-
fying signals. It isn't. You can get plenty
of noise out of a two -valve set designed for
that purpose.

But, of course, I must not misjudge you.
I ant only carrying coals to Newcastle when I
tell you that quality comes before volume.

AMATEUR : Of course it does. But is it not
just as possible to obtain good quality from
two as from three stages?

PROFESSOR : Very good results can be
obtained from two stages; but the very best
result can only, so far as I have been able to
accomplish it, be obtained from three.

AMATEUR : But why?
PROFESSOR : You must remember that you

have tied me mercilessly down to a strictly
limited high-tension voltage, and that the
problem you have set me to solve is to get real
quality under this limiting condition. We
must have three stages.

AMATEUR : Again I ask why?
PROFESSOR : Because we simply must have

a stage of low -frequency in which an oppor-
tunity is given to us of clearing up the mess.

AMATEUR: What do you mean? What
mess ?

PROFESSOR : The mess that comes out of
our loud -speaker and is started by the high -
frequency amplifier. The modulation fre-
quencies are to some extent vitiated and fouled
by the carrier wave, by the self -capacity of
the valves, by stray capacities in the wiring of
the set, by the coupling condensers, by a host
of other things. The more we amplify, the
more we increase the mess.

By the time we have reached the second
low -frequency valve the mischief has grown to
quite recognisable proportions, and our
beautiful quality has departed. It is absolutely
necessary at this stage to have a spring-
clean.

Of course, we have done what we could to
minimise parasitic oscillations in our design of
the high -frequency amplifier and detector
stage.

But there is still left over a definite trace
of hybrid frequencies which spoil all our
results if they are not swept away. So we
must have a spring-cleaning stage or clarifier,

and the best place for this is after the first
low -frequency valve. -

AMATEUR: I have never heard of such a
thing before !

PROFESSOR : Perhaps not.
AMATEUR : Do you refer to a tone -correcting

stage ? I've heard of that.
PROFESSOR : Not strictly tone -correcting,

but rather diversion of energy from one end
of the spectrum to the other.

AMATEUR : What on earth do you mean?
Good Law of Nature

PROFESSOR : I must explain that there is a
good law of nature that ordains that the
greatest amount of work should be done by
those who are the strongest. Much greater
energy, for instance, is required to produce
the deep bass notes of the drum or the double
bass or the pedal pipes of an organ than the
high-pitched notes of the piccolo. Much
greater masses of air are displaced by the
drum than by the fife.

If, therefore, too much energy is employed
in the production of the higher frequencies, we
are breaking nature's law : and, conversely,
it is wrong to apply too little energy to the
production of the lower notes.

Now in all amplifiers the tendency is to build
up a disproportionate amount of electrical
energy in the high -frequency portion of the
spectrum, and to rob the lower frequencies of
their due. If, then, we can in some way divert
the energy from the high to the low, and do it
sufficiently without starvincrb the high notes,
we shall find that a marked improvement has
been effected, and that we are in measurable
distance of our goal, namely real quality.

This Amazing Thing !
AMATEUR : You propose to do this amazing

thing in the next stage of our low -frequency
amplifier?

PROFESSOR : Yes, I do; though I must join
issue with you when you call it an amazing
process. It is absurdly simple and straight-
forward.

AMATEUR : Well, we have got as far as our
first low -frequency stage, and I suppose there is
no time to start on the second stage to -night.

PROFESSOR : I am afraid there isn't. We
will leave it to next time, and meanwhile you
can go and dream happily 9f the good things
in store for you at our next meeting.

What About Watt? RAosBksiNEs...N.

ANY schoolboy will tell you that James
Watt invented the steam engine, and
.that he did so by playing about with

his mother's tea kettle.
These two pieces of complete inaccuracy

persist from generation to generation. James
Watt did not invent the steam engine, and the
romantic picture of the small boy gazing at a
kettle or pot, and musing on the enormous
power that lifted the lid, was told about a
Frenchman who lived a hundred years before
Watt.

The great engineer, after whom is named the
unit of electrical power, was born very nearly
two hundred years ago in Greenock, near
Glasgow, the year being 1736. In 1754 he
was apprenticed to a mathematical instrument
maker in Glasgow. Later, after working for a
while in London, he was appointed mathemati-
cal instrument maker to the University of
Glasgow.

Supremely Good Mechanic
James Watt was a supremely good mechanic

with an original and inventive mind. When
the Glasgow University sent him a Newcom--
men engine with the request that he would
make it work Watt quickly discovered the
reasons for the great inefficiency of this type
of machine, which was then largely used for
pumping purposes. The fault lay in the

tremendous loss of heat in the cylinder.
He decided that true economy would be

obtained by keeping the cylinder as hot as
possible, and, as the steam had to be condensed
to form the necessary vacuum to enable the
machine to work at all, he invented the
separate condenser. For this reason James
Watt is the " Father of the Steam Engine."

Every spring -driven gramophone, and quite
a large proportion of electrical -driven gramo-
phones, have a centrifugal governor to keep
the speed steady. You know how it works.
There are three half -balls of steel fixed to
springs, one end of the springs being held
rigidly and the other attached to a collar which
surrounds the axle which is driven by a worm
gear from the motor.

As the speed rises, centrifugal force drives
the governor balls away from the centre, and
this action bends the springs and presses a
plate against a brake pad. In action a
governor, properly adjusted, allows the motor
to run at one speed only. This form of
governor, the first to be invented, and still the
most used on steam engines, was evolved from
the brain of James Watt.

Though this amazing man was no musician
he built an organ for the Glasgow Masonic
Lodge. He made very many improvements in
the method of operating the keys and, as he
had no ear at all, tuned his pipes by the

"beat" or interference method, a phenomenon
with which every wireless amateur is conver-
sant.

So much for the man; now for the unit :
746 watts equals one horsepower; but it is far
easier to remember that f horsepower equals
about .75 kilowatt and that every time you
consume a kilowatt of " electricity you have
used up 1.3 horsepower.

The unit by which our electricity meters
measure what we have to pay for is the "kilo-
watt-hour." This unit can, of course, be made
up of any possible combination of time and
power. One kilowatt-hour might be .25
kilowatt for four hours, or four kilowatts for a
quarter of an hour. I...00k at the thing another
way. A ioo-watt lamp can be alight for ten
hours before it has consumed one unit.

Common Fallacies
That every schoolboy knows the common

fallacies about James Watt is wrong. Not
long ago a London boy, in an examination,
described the great inventor as "the man who
invented the electric -light meter so that it
won't take bent shillings and foreign coins."

Though Watt invented a great many things,
and is commonly supposed to have discovered
the composition of water, he certainly did not
invent or discover the smallest thing con-
nected with electricity.

It is because he was the greatest pioneer of
engineering as we know it to -day that his
name was chosen for the name of an electrical
standard, to be honoured along with those of
Volta, Ampere, and Ohm.
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Wireless from the Antarctic
/THE B.B.C.'s relay from Admiral Byrd's
1 Antarctic exploring party was extra-

ordinarily successful. The expedition's head-
quarters at the Bay of Whales established
communication with New York, whence the
transmission was relayed across the Atlantic.

The total journey of the wireless waves-I
haven't an atlas by me and I was never top
of the class in geography-must have been the
best part of io,000 miles, but, despite that, we
didn't miss a word spoken by members of the
party or a single bark delivered for our benefit
by the sleigh dogs.

The vocal efforts of the party were particu-
larly fine. If they explore as well as they sing,
they ought to find all sorts of things.

France's Ether Clean-up
THE French Government has at last been

able to pass .a Bill making it illegal to use
electrical appliances that can radiate inter-
ference. The provisions are of a very compre-
hensive kind, taking in as they do such prolific
sources of unwanted noise as cinema projectors,
flashing signs, hairdressers' appliances, vacuum
cleaners, and so on.

The new law is delightfully simple and
straightforward-so far as any law can be
simple and straighforward ! What it amounts
to in a nutshell is that if you don't fit your
noisy appliances with completely effective
disturbance suppressors by a certain date, you
will be for it. And that is that.

Britain's Noisy Noises
AND what is this queer but delightful

country of ours going to do about it?
A commission is, I believe, sitting. But the
sitting of a commission on a question is apt to
be like a hen on a china egg-a long business
with small results !

One of our national peculiarities is that we
have a way of letting nuisances continue and
grow in severity until they become so gigantic
that it is a matter of the utmost difficulty and
of terrific expense to put an end to them.

Every day sees more and more electrical
machinery installed in this country, and a
very great part of it is of the strongly radiating
kind. Something drastic will eventually have
to be done. It is a pity that our legislators
cannot live up to the " Do it now " mottoes
that decorate their offices, instead of waiting
for something to turn up.

Meantime, thousands of complaints about
interference with wireless reception reach the
G.P.O. every week and the. G.P.O. has no
power to do anything.

No Wired Wireless
LAST week I told you something about the

experiments that had been made in the
distribution of broadcast programmes over the
electric -lighting mains. I now hear that
successful though the recent demonstration
was, it has been decided not to permit relaying
to be done in this way. There are a good
many reasons why the use of electrical mains
for the purpose is not desirable, and I am not
surprised to hear that the House of Commons
Standing Committee (why " Standing" when it
has been appointed to sit ?) takes this view.

In course of time, when almost everybody
has electric light, we shall undoubtedly make
large use of the mains not only for broad-
casting, but also for other kinds of communica-
tions. But many watts will flow through our

By Thermion
meters before that time arrives. Hasn't
Professor Mugwump or somebody told us that
electricity is still in its infancy or something?

Disapproving of Television
IN spite of all the talk there is to -day about

television-even in the daily Press-some
people seem to have a curiously "foggy"
notion of its limits. In fact one highly -estimable
old lady of my acquaintance made it clear
that she was definitely shocked at the bare
idea of being able to "see things at a distance."
Even after I had carefully explained that
pictures were only being televised from a
specially prepared studio, she remained vaguely
unconvinced and still inclined to disapprove
of the whole thing.

Strangely enough, when Rontgen first dis-
covered his X-rays, he ran into much the
same kind of prejudice. In fact one well-known
London newspaper was so indignant at the
prospect of possible intrusions upon one's
privacy that it demanded the immediate
passing of a law forbidding the use of X-rays.
It all goes to show how easily the non -technical
mind can be led astray., 

Watching S.A.V.C.
THE other evening I was able to give

myself a very convincing demonstration of
the effectiveness of self-adjusting volume
control. I was using a superhet with a pentode
as intermediate frequency valve and Westector
S. A .V.C.

Between the plate of the pentode and high-
tension positive I connected up a milliammeter
for trimming purposes. Radio Normandie
was tuned in and came through splendidly,
the strength remaining absolutely steady.

After listening for a moment or two, I
glanced at the milliammeter and I noticed
that its needle was swinging rhythmically over

- the scale. For an instant I thought that the
valve must have gone mad; then I realised
that I was seeing S.A.V.C. doing its work.

As the signal waned the grid -biasing voltage
on the pentode was automatically reduced so
that the plate current went up. Then during
a waxing period the automatic increase of the
grid bias caused a fall in the milliammeter
reading.

H.M.V. photo
In modern factories receiver chassis are
assembled on moving bands to avoid

handling as much as possible

Just to make sure how good the S.A . V.C.
was, I switched off that set and tuned -in
Fecamp with a set whose only volume control
is of the manual type. The signal was fading
rhythmically from a roar to a whisper. With
the S.A.V.C. set it had full entertainment
value; with the other, one could not listen to
it with any genuine pleasure.

Trimming Tip
THAT last paragraph reminds me to give

you a tip for trimming superhets with
S.A.V.C., if you don't know it already. It
is not the slightest good depending upon your
ear if the set is a sensitive one with good
S.A.V.C., for the sound level will be kept

A home -constructed mains short-wave set
in use at Accra, Gold Coast Colony

much the same, even if you made quite big
alterations in the settings of the trimmers.

The best of all methods is to put a milliam-
meter, as suggested, into the plate circuit of
the intermediate -frequency valve (or the
second of these if there are two) and to work
by its readings. The more nearly correct is
the trimming, the lower will be the milliam-
meter's reading, for at exact resonance the
grid -bias of the intermediate frequency valve
or valves is at its highest and the plate current
therefore, at its smallest. If you trim it in
this way you can get the very best out of any
S.A.V.C. superhet.

Battery Staleness
IN last week's issue there was an interesting

letter from a Wimbledon reader who
suggests that one reason for the cheap battery's
popularity is that it has a ready sale and is,
therefore, seldom stale when purchased.

There is a good deal in that; but I don't
quite agree with his remark that it is, better
to buy a cheap stale battery than an expensive
stale one.

I have done a good many tests on what is
called the "shelf life" of dry batteries. In
these tests you don't put them under any load
at all. You just store them in an even
temperature and notice what effect time alone
has on the E.M.F., and so on.

There is no question that on the shelf good
batteries last very much better than cheap
ones. Personally, I would rather have a good
battery that has been stored for four months
than a cheap one that had been on the shelf
for the same number of weeks.
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Max Kester, who has left the recording side
of H.M.V. to join the Light Entertainment

Department of the B.B.C.

One excellent point is made in this reader's
letter. He suggests that the date of manufac-
ture should be stamped on the battery case.
This is a reform for which I have been pressing
for some time, and some day we shall get it.
Manufacturers of photographic films tell you
that they must be used before a certain date;
makers of good -quality batteries need have no
fear about doing the same sort of thing.

These Micro Waves
NOBODY is as yet quite sure how far it

is possible to signal with the new micro
waves. In theory, at all events, the curvature
of the earth is supposed to set the limit,
though Marconi has already shown that in
certain cases it is possible to cover distances
in excess of the so-called visible range.

However, transmission is now being made
fiom aerials carried by balloons up to a height
of 5,000 feet and over, which should give an
optical range of at least soo miles-provided
there are ne serious attenuation losses.

The same idea was, in fact, used in the very
early days of wireless when both balloons
and kites were employed to lift the aerial
wire to the highest possible elevation-at a
minimum of expense-until it was found that
excessive height did not help matters much
in the case of long waves.

High point Radiation
ANOTHER idea for gaining height is to

locate a micro -wave " beam" aerial quite
close to the ground, and to direct the radiation
frcim it straight upwards towards a second
aerial system supported at the top of a high

alt. The second aerial then acts as a "re-

flector," either to "scatter" the waves in all
directions, for broadcast reception, or else to
reflect them in a definite direction towards a
distant station. The second arrangement
can be used for long-distance "relay working."

The whole crux of the matter is that these
waves must be radiated from a high point if
they are to cover a greater distance' than, say,
30 or 40 miles, and it is not always so easy in
practice to do this.

Sir Walford to Retire
SIR WALFORD DAVIES, whose recent

appointment as Master of the King's
Musick brought him such hearty congratula-
tions from wireless listeners, has long been one
of our most hard-working broadcasters.

hear that he will bring much of his micro-
phone work to what we hope is only a tem-
porary close this summer. He will, though,
continue to direct until the end of the year
the choral series, "Melodies of Christendom."

A wonderful man, Sir Walford 1 He knows
all about music and has the happy knack of
giving you the feeling that you know a good
deal more about it than you do.

Radio Pests
THESE unauthorised transmitters who

seem to think it bold or daring or smart,
or something of the kind, to send out concerts
of gramophone records on wavelengths which
they have no right to use have become a perfect
pest of late.

One of them, I see, has lately been interfering
with Londoners' reception of broadcast pro-
grammes. I trust that the G.P.O. people will
lose no opportunity of jumping on them with
both feet.

These nuisances don't give their perform-
ances to further worth -while experiments; all
such work can perfectly well be done on
authorised wavelengths. Their sole object is
to gain notoriety-and so long as they gain it
in the police court with a nice fat fine attached
I don't mind.

Honest -to -goodness wireless enthusiasts
should show them no mercy. If you pick up
one of these illicit transmissions, report the
matter straight away to the C.P.O., giving the
authorities any useful facts that you can.

Battery Miracles!
THIS week's report of the five -bob batteries

under .test may seem almost incredible to
some readers. They have actually gone up in
voltage and on the last day of their sixth week
the readings are higher than they were at the
end of the fifth week.

Are the batteries about to justify the miracu-
lous claims made on their behalf? Are they
wonder batteries which really do give some-
thing for nothing?

H.M.V. photo
Blocks of fixed condensers for radio sets being passed through a

wind tunnel to set the pitch sealing

No, dear reader, I am sorry to disappoint
you. The answer is, I regret to say, merely
that we are enjoying a heat -wave at the time
of writing. One can keep the laboratory
temperature up to a reasonable level in cold
weather, but it is impossible to keep it down
during hot spells.

Warmth generally has the effect of increasing
the E.M.F. of dry batteries and it has particu-
larly striking effects on those whose depolariser
is not of the very best. I am afraid that
there will be something of a flop if and when
the laboratory temperature comes down again
to its normal 62 degrees.

Five-bobbers' Bulletin
AT the end of the fifth week, Battery A

showed a starting voltage of 80.4 under
load and a voltage at the end of six hours of
68.8. The corresponding figures for Battery a
were 84 and 72.

At the end of the sixth week, Battery A'S
starting voltage on the last day is 8o, and the
ending voltage 68.8. For Battery B, the
readings are 85.6 and 73.6, respectively.

During this week, Battery A'S ending voltage
rose from 67.7 on the first day to 68.8 on the
last. You will notice that Battery a shows a
gain of 1.6 volts for the seven days.

The good -quality triple -capacity battery
with its first-rate depolariser is much less
affected by the rise in temperature. At the
end of its eleventh week under test its readings
were so6 and moo for the starting and ending
voltages under load. Now, after twelve weeks,
it reads 106.5 starting and 100.4 ending.

More Wails About " Duds "
MY grouses about "dud " components have

brought me piles of letters from readers,
whose chief complaint about me (and about
the component) is that I don't put it half
strongly enough.

Dear fellow sufferers, please remember that
AMATEUR WIRELESS is not printed on asbestos
paper and that my typewriter is not guaranteed
fireproof. If I wrote a paragraph saying what
I really thought, the whole thing would have
to be printed in asterisks and exclamation
marks.

I have just put together what should be a
really beautiful superhet. Actually, it is
pretty good on the medium waves, though on
the long waves it produces nothing but silence
from the loud -speaker and just the reverse
from me.

The reason is that the wave -change switch
in the coil assembly is "slightly out of adjust-
ment." It is a brand new coil and an expen-
sive one. I cannot get at the switch without
unmaking and, subsequently, remaking over a
score of rather fiddling soldered joints.

The rest is just asterisks !

Teten photo
Here is further evidence of improved conditions in the radio trade-a

batch of radiograms ready for dispatch
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Improving Your Pick-up
Performance

By F. D. CAWLEY (G5FC)

yOUNG FRANK is in trouble again.
I met him in town the other afternoon
and he seemed delighted to see me.

"I say, old man," he greeted me, in his own
inimitable way, " do you know anything about
pick-ups ? I've bought one, and the repro-
duction is fiendish. What do you think is the
matter ?"

"Well, a lot of things might cause poor
quality," I replied. "Perhaps the best thing
would be to have a look at it. Shall we say
Saturday, as usual ? "

"By Jove, I wish you would !" said Frank,
at once. "I don't seem to be able to do any
good with it."

" Righto, then-Saturday."
Trouble from Minor Faults

The two days passed quickly enough, before
I strolled in the direction of Frank's home.
I wondered what could be the trouble, but did
not anticipate anything very difficult. Pick-
ups are tricky things, but it is generally quite
a minor fault that prevents them from giving
really good reproduction.

Frank put a record on for me at once, and
the quality was certainly rather atrocious.
It was a dance tune, and the lack of brilliance
made it sound even more depressing than its
natural mood. Moreover, each time there was

H.M.V. Photo
Robert Tredinnick, well known to listeners
for his gramophone recitals from Midland

. Regional, trying over some new records

a lively piece on the trumpet the loudspeaker
wheezed and jarred in a horrible way. We put
,the record on Frank's ordinary acoustic
gramophone and it sounded quite all right.

"That's the maddening part about it,"
remarked, Frank. "The thing sounds fine on
an ordinary gramophone and all the money I
spent oh the pick-up might just as well have
been thrown away !"

"Now then !" I smiled. "Stop that non-
sense ! Let's have a look for the trouble."

The pick-up was a nice job and it seemed
certain that nothing connected with it could
be causing the poor quality. It was complete
with arm and rest, and Frank had mounted it
with meticulous care.

"What value is this ? " I asked, examining
the volume control.

"50,000 ohms," Frank replied.
"Is that all ?" I said. "Then that explains

some of the trouble -500,000 ohms would be
more like it. Have you got another one ? "

Frank had a rummage round, but all he
could find was a 250,00o -ohm wire -wound
fixed resistance.

"That will do," I said, and we fixed the two
up in series, making 300,000 ohms across the
pick-up, the 5o,000 -ohm resistance still being
variable, of course.

The reproduction was now greatly improved;
the high notes were not so lacking as before
and there was not so much jarring on the
penetrating trumpet notes.

Then I noticed that there was quite a long
distance between the gramophone and the
radio receiver.

"That won't do," I remarked. "The leads
from the pick-up to the amplifier must be as
short as possible. There is only a very small
amount of current induced in the pick-up
windings, you know, and it soon disappears if

too long leads are used. Could
you not bring the gramo-
phone any nearer ?"

" Well, no," Frank hesi-
tated, and during the pause
that followed I guessed that
his parents did not like the
furniture moved about.

"Let's move it nearer for
now, then," I suggested, and
we did. The Shortened leads
effected still more improve-
ment; apparently the flex
wire Frank had been using
previously had been acting
like a condenser, by-passing
some of the higher fre-
quencies.

" When you fix it up again,"
I said, when we had both
agreed that there was a

Typical radio -gramophone motorboard layout with rest for
pick-up, needle cups and gramo-radio switch

tima

Trying out a home-made table radio-gramo-
phone-such an outfit can be assembled

at horns very cheaply

further improvement, "instead of using this
flex, !get some lead -covered cab -tyre wire-
it is a heavier gauge and will carry the current
without losses."

"Oh, by the way," I added, as an after-
thought, "you should not use your ordinary
receiver volume control while the pick-up is
working-it only introduces distortion and
cuts out the bass notes. Have it at full
volume all the time."

We did this and after an adjustment of the
control across the pick-up the result sounded
absolutely fine. Frank was delighted, but I
still had another card up my sleeve.

"About needles," I said. "What kind are
you using?"

"Half -tone," replied Frank.

Choice of Best Needles
"Well, always remember that if you want

the very best reproduction you should use the
loudest tone needles you can get hold of.
Loud needles are the thickest and consequently
the full range of frequencies in the groove is
transmitted to the pick-up windings. When
thin needles are' used, some of the frequencies
are lost through the needle bending in opposi-
tion to the strain of responding to the varia-
tions in the groove."

At this Frank looked so dismayed that I had
to laugh.

"Like everything else connected with
wireless," I assured him, "it is not half so
complicated as it sounds."

" Good !" he remarked, rather dubiously.
"To put it simply," I explained, "the

variations in the groove which
the needle conveys to the
pick-up magnets are ex-
tremely minute, and con-
sequently the greatest care
must be taken to avoid any
stray disturbances. Thin
needles being not so sturdy as
thick ones, on loud passages
self -vibration is set up, which
increases surface noise and
diminishes the reproduction
of the upper register."

Just then Frank's mother
and father walked in from
their stroll, and they were
so delighted with the repro-
duction that they sat down
and insisted on having a gram-
ophone concert there and
then, so I imagine Frank will
not need to get the cab -tyre
wire after all I
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Sixteen horns all lead from one throat in the loud -speaker
-here an engineer is soldering them together

Adjusting the specially constructed amplifiers, which have
a frequency range from 4o to 15,000 cycles

NOW, what does all this mean, I can
hear you asking. Auditory perspective,
indeed. Well, you know what per-

spective means as applied to vision-the
'ability to define relative locations in space.

just the same in sound, perspective plays
a part When you 'hear a real -life orchestra
you hear a composite effect made up of sounds
coming from many different directions-but is
this so with a loud -speaker reproducing that
same orchestra? It is not, as you well realise.

You lose a part of realism over a loud -speaker
-you lose auditory perspective. Because the
Bell Laboratories of America
realised that, they have been
concentrating a squad of brainy
research men on the task of
putting reproduced sound into
its proper perspective. They
seem to have succeeded in a
remarkable way.

They started off by assuming
that when you listen directly
to an orchestra the sounds you
hear must travel across the
opening between the stage and
the auditorium. By placing
an array of loud -speakers in
this space, and connecting
them by a line to a bank of
loud -speakers placed similarly
before the audience at a distant
point, they would hear-
always assuming perfect trans-
mission - exactly the sounds

the strategically placed microphones and the
distant loud -speakers. They eventually used
carrier -frequency transmission over toll lines
between Philadelphia and Washington.

The system has no immediate application
to listening in the home, but for audiences in
large halls it offers a very great advanee.
The reproduced music is claimed to sound
practically identical with the orchestra itself;
if this is so it is a wonderful achievement.

It einphasises that given Unlimited resources
-such as the Bell Laboratories of America

Field coils of the exponential horns for the
special loud -speakers were wound with copper

ribbon, as seen above

Auditory Perspective
for Realism

BY ALAN HUNTER
that would have been heard if
they were sitting in the audi-
torium.

So many microphones and
loud -speakers would obviously
be impracticable, but what of a
much smaller number? ..Tests
have proved that the localisation
effect can be produced with only
three channels.

Bell men have proved that the
enhanced aesthetic appeal of
auditory perspective does not
depend so much on accurate
localisation of the source of
the sounds as on the fullness
that seems to come from the
effect of spacing out the
sounds.

Before this acoustic truth
could be demonstrated to an
audience, it was necessary to
develop a studio of the correct
reverberation period, ampli-
fiers capable of a very wide
frequency response and wide
volume range, loud -speakers
giving an equally wide fre-
quency response-with low
noise level for the soft pas-
sages-and, of course, high -
quality connecting lines.

Such difficulties would
appal many small organisa-
tions, but the Bell Laboratory
is exceedingly rich and vast --
and, as I found once through
a personal visit, is imbued
with the true research spirit.

They actually produced
loud -speakers for this job
covering a frequency range
from 40 to 55,000 cycles,

designed to radiate the enormous power of
45o watts-not milliwatts, note. Two
units were constructed, one handling the
low and the other the high frequencies.

The amplifier and loud -speaker system is
capable of delivering three or four times the
power of a large orchestra between the
frequency limits of 40 and 400 cycles.

Having developed the right type of loud-
speakers to work with the high -power
amplifier, the job of testing the effect of
auditory perspective still waited upon the
right type of land -line connection between

The orchestra was two floors above the auditorium, with three
microphones spaced across the room in line with the conductor

- Flowing a melted com-
pound round the edge -to
seal the joints of the low -
frequency horn - some

loud -speaker !

undoubtedly have at their corm
wand-reproduction well-nigh
indistinguishable from the real
thing is perfectly practicable.

Whether such wonderful
quality can ever come into
everyday use is a question I
would hesitate to answer. I
must ask the Bell people !
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Open-air Radio!
Summer -time Listening Is Often the Best

duction-either by the wayside or
while the car is in motion.

For open-air fetes and such -like
gatherings there is a wide range of
public-address apparatus, enabling
hundreds or even thousands to hear
announcements and dance to gramo-
phone records.

Quite apart from expensive, car -
radio and rac'.io-gramophone equip-
ments, there are now on the market
portables giving a quality of perform-
accli that would have been thought
cuite impossible a few years ago.

Class -B Portables
There are portables that work with

class -B amplification and moving -coil
loud -speakers, and have self-adjusting
volume control to counteract fading.
Such sets, tuned to the modern high -
power broadcasting stations of Europe,
provide an unending source of enter-
tainment in the open air.

Even if yOu have a car there is no
absolute necessity to take a car -radio
equipment in order to enjoy the
delights of open-air programmes. Any
good modern portable can serve:

This type of set will prove especially
useful when you are travelling abroad,
as you can take it down to the plages
or beaches of Continental resorts-and
while you are at the various foreign
cities; you can keep
in touch with Eng--
land through one of
the
certainly through
Daventry. -

During the sum-
mer months, too,
there is great activity
among live wireless
clubs, who organise
field days in which
amateurs can display
their skill at such
things as direction -
finding. Here again,
there is no very
great expense in-
volved, while a lot

JUST because summer time is now officially of fun that could not possibly
here-whatever the Clerk of the Weather be arranged in winter months
may have arranged-you need not can be enjoyed.

imagine that the radio season is over. For Then, too, it is in the
every summer it is becoming
more obvious that radio is an
all -the -year-round pastime:

Indeed, as this interesting
. galaxy of pictures clearly proves,

the summer months are the signal
for a very widespread use of
radio.

Whether it is for music on the
beach at the seaside, or for radio
en route to the Solith of France,
or for Army manoeuvres, or just
simply for radio in the garden-
the wireless set is called upon to
work a great deal of overtime
during the long days ahead.

It used to be thought that the
only type of set for open-air use
was the battery -operated port-
able, but all that is now changed.
Car -radio equipment, with power-
ful super-hets run from the car's
batteries, give full-bodied repro -

Fox photo

When the Army goes on manoeuvres these days it
always takes radio along. Royal Corps of Signals

enjoy a field day !

H.M.V. photo
Just before she takes her first dip of the season,
this fair listener tunes -in --what ? Perhaps the

weather forecast !

Biagini photo
Very attentive, isn't she: A fair
listener "somewhere in Italy" determined
not to miss what her loud -speaker is saying

summer, when certain stations tend to fade,
that the amateur can test the efficiency of his
apparatus in keeping up the strength of the
waning stations.

Many a holiday can be much enlivened if
-you remember to pack the wireless set. It is
amazing how many ardent listeners go away
regretfully leaving behind their favourite sets-

H.M.V. photo
When you plan your summer tour abroad, don't forget to
take a wireless set with you. Working a portable under the

shadow of Eiffel Tower, Paris

when, if they realised it, they
might just as well take the sets
along.

Every sign points to another
hot, dry summer, so get ready
for a season of open-air radio,
Just a final word of advice,
though. Do please remember
that, if you take your set into
the garden, or fix up a loud-
speaker extension, neighbours
will be sorely tried unless you
moderate the volume.

Last summer we received
dozens of complaints about this
nuisance. We should be the
last to suggest that garden radio
ought to be prohibited-for the
simple reason that enough volume
can be arranged to give enjoy-
ment to those around the loud-
speaker without disturbing the
people over the garden wall.

Kitching & Clay:on photo

Players in one of Shakespeare's masterpieces enjoy an interlude of
dancing between the acts-a good way of whiling away an odd minute
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DESPITE the now almost universal
adoption -of the ,moving -coil unit as the
standard reproducer in radio sets,

there must be an enormous number of the
older moving -iron models still in use or, at
least, in good working order and available for
use. These latter would undoubtedly come
into use for that "other room" could they but
be persuaded to provide modern quality and,
in the former case, it is obvious that the
listener entirely dependent upon this type will
appreciate an improved rendering.

It is my intention in the following notes to
provide a number of suggestions that may be
used either piecemeal or en bloc to give varying
degrees of improved tone,. up to a complete
scheme for obtaining reproduction which the
writer may truthfully say is first class.

The various hints may each be depended
upon to eliminate some undesirable feature

SANDWICH
BAFFLE
PULP CENTRE

-------- - ----------------

'

Fig 1.-Arrangement of a box -type baffle
made from pulp -or sugar -cane board

and may be selected for use as the wishes of
the worker and practicability indicate. Taken
en masse they work together in perfect harmony
with a result that closely approximates the
real thing.

Wide World photo

The largest and smallest loud -speakers shown at the
1930 Radio Exhibiticn. How far have we progressed

since then
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THE BAFFLE
Since the main disadvantage of the moving -

iron is its lack of bass it is scarcely necessary

Modernising That Old Moving -iron Loud -speaker
Useful and. Practical Hints for Improved Performance from Old Reproducers :: By F. COOPER

to emphasise that a good sized-in fact, if
possible, a really large-baffle is essential.
In the case of the ordinary flat type, something
like 30 in. square can be really helpful. Two
other factors are not, however, so well realised.

The first is that it is hopeless to expect good
bass from a baffle that can itself vibrate and
all precautions against this trouble should be
taken. An ideal material is some form of
pulp or sugar -cane board about X in. to 3/4 in.
thick sandwiched between two layers of
ordinary threeply (Fig. s).

The sandwich should be made up by gluing
(fairly thick glue) and pinning with veneer or
gimp pins along all edges, round the centre

z
z
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STUFFING

CRASH SECTIONS FINALLY
PULLED INTO PLACE
HY TAPES

WOODEN BEADING
FINALLY HOLDING
DOWN CLOTH

THIN CARDBOARD
RING TO PREVENT
NAIL HEADS CUTTING

THROUGH

CLOTH STRIP
STITCHED TO CONE
AND NAILED INSIDE
OPENING

TWO PLY RINGS FORMING COLLAR

Fig. 2.-A cheap and simple Fig. 4.-Metho
box baffle that can be used with cone diaphragm

great success board

000000000000000 '000040

opening, and at frequent points over the face.
A good substitute for the pulp board is

several thicknesses of heavy strawboard or, to
avoid trouble, such a triple -board is manu-
factured by some ply works. If the unit is
to be chassis mounted it is preferable to bolt
it on rather than to use wood screws.

The second factor is that box resonance
provides far more trouble with the high-
pitched moving -iron than with the bass-
accehtuating moving -coil unit. For obvious
reasons few people use very large unenclosed
baffles and incidentally, if they do, they
usually hang or stand them in a corner in
such a way as to more or less enclose them in
effect.

RATHER MORE THAN
./4 OF CIRCUMFERENCE

OF PLYWOOD RING

TURNING TO
ABOUT W

CARRY
RUNNING TAPE/
RETAINING
TAPES
STITCHED
FIRMLY
HERE

DISTANCE FROM
BAFFLE TO BACK
MEASURED
ALONG CURVE

AS FIG.3

1 - CA LITTLE LONGER THAN
CABINET SIDE

ROUGH EDGES TURNED IN

Fig. 3.-Tapes for holding box -baffle packing
in position

d of fixing
to baffle

We therefore come back almost every time
to some form of cabinet with its concomitant
resonance. That this effect is definitely
harmful is easily shown. ,

Sound waves obey the same laws of reflection
as those of light and, taking the old simile of
the squarely -struck billiard -ball, it follows that
many of the waves leaving the cone have a
good chance of returning whence they came by
running round the cushes-playing into baulk
as it were-and that the high frequencies Fig.
generated at the edge of the diaphragm, being
both [nearer to the side and farther from the i
back of the cabinet, have an even better
chance than the lower notes originating nearer

the apex.
Hence arises the apparent pre-

dilection of moving -irons for box
resonance : in short a ramification
of the tendency to shrillness.
Fig. 1 demonstrates the point.

I make no apology for labouring
this issue for the remedy, now to
follow, is of the greatest value.
He who would doubt that these
reflected waves are harmful needs
but to shout under the next railway
arch he meets and see how far he
regards the returned version of his
voice as complimentary.

Another small point may be
interpolated here. If so much
trouble can arise from these
"echoes" it follows that a back to
the cabinet will add yet another
reflecting surface and, consequently,
even more falsity. Therefore, if
possible, avoid a back : if not,
provide generous openings-gauze

covered if so desired.
Now for the remedy generally known as

"box baffling" and one, by the way, much used
by the B.B.C. Briefly this consists of filling
the interior of the cabinet with non -resonating
material generally arranged in the shape of a
form of exponential horn-the cone being at
the smaller end and the cabinet back at the
larger.

A number of schemes of achieving this end
have been published and- commercial fitments
are purchaseable, but the method described
below has the merits *of cheapness, ease of
working, and real success.

A ring of threeply (don't use wood likely to
split) with an outer diameter about %-in.
greater than that of the cone or chassis, as the
case may be, and with an inner that of the
usual opening, together with a similar ring
about 3/2 -in. to r in. less outside should be firmly
fixed to the inside of the baffle board as shown
(Fig. 2) and thus forming a flanged collar.

The good wife should now be persuaded to
machine up four pieces of crash, or some tough,
rough -surfaced (and not too easily stretched)
material, to Fig. 3.

A length of tape is run through the turnovers,
takingcare to see that the returning tapes al read y
attached will come on the outsides, and by
means of it the small ends of the four sections
are tightly tied round the ply* collar. With
the baffle board in place inside the cabinet
these sections are padded up with any suitable
upholstering material until the interior of the
loud -speaker takes on the shape of an exponen-
tial horn. Fig. 2 shows this shape in section.

In practice well screwed up newspaper, old
magazines etc., provide the cheapest stuffing,
but obviously shredded wood or paper and
similar substances are all suitable. Avoid

a
5.-Principle of balanced -armature

(moving -iron) unit

SOLDER
BLOB-,

F

Et B

SOLDERED

Fig. 6.-Method of fitting a new reed to a
moving -iron movement

stiff paper that would have a marked rustle.
Slag -wool when available is ideal owing to its
high -sound insulating properties.

When carrying out the filling, arrange the
pieces of crash to correspopd to the four sides of
the cabinet and, beginning with the bottom one,
stuff until it is more or less the correct shape
and then fix down with drawing pins the outer
edge at the centre. Work in from the sides of
the piece until the padding is really tight and
then pin down nearly to the corners.

Turn the cabinet on to its side and proceed
similarly with the next piece, paying, this time,
particular attention to the adjoining corner.
Proceed thus until the whole trumpet is firmly
padded into shape, level off unevennesses by
pulling tight and pinning down the retaining
tapes, and, finally, to fiish off nicely, bead
down the trumpet mouth with narrow strips
of wood and trim off any waste material.

Typical of the old days. The units of such
loud -speakers can often be adapted to drive

a cone diaphragm

If the sections have been carefully made they
will be found to overlap sufficiently to prevent
the stuffing from escaping. Experienced
upholsterers can probably improve on this,
but the method works well in the novice's
hands.

So much for quality via the baffle, but before
leaving the subject a few sizes will be helpful
to a reader (building) up specially. The
depth of the cabinet or box should be about
two-thirds of one side and 18 in. by 18 in. by
12 in. and 22 % in by .21/2 in. by 15 in. are
useful versions.

Quite obviously "the larger the better"
is still true, but the lady of the house is likely
to put in a word here and, in any case, there is
such a property as weight.

My own version is a thick carboard box
(back -less) built on a strong wooden frame
(22 % in. by 22 % in. by 15 in.) padded as
described, the whole ensemble slipping into
the bottom of a radiogram cabinet. In this
case it was necessary to refrain from fitting
set components in the vicinity of the loud-
speaker unit. There is no reason, however,
why the baffle should not be built directly
into an existing cabinet. Similarly it is
equally as applicable to small as to large
models.

It may be remarked that owners of moving -
coil units will find that a box baffle is capable
of immenseley improving their instrument's
performance.

Where the reader is preparing a special
baffle on these lines and also intends to make
use of the floating cone to be described next, it
will be necessary to adjust the sizes of the

HALVED JOINT"

PILLARS

Many readers must have moving -iron units
of this type, which can be modernised as

explained in this article

ARMATURE
ADJUSTMENT

SLOT

UNIT CLAMPED
BY SETSCREWS.
BLOCKS WASHERS
AND WING NUTS

SLOT

SLOT

Fig. 7b.-Side view of adjustable chassis,
showing how unit is fixed in position

needed. What is important is the mode of
attachment to the baffle, and where the usual
chassis is not in use or its design permits, the
following gives a free and really floating action.

The function of the baffle being to provide
a long path for the current of air that equalises
the pressures before and behind, it is customary
for the cone to be more or less firmly pressed
against it with consequent damping of the reed.

A better alternative is to stitch a s -in. strip
of fairly thin but tightly woven cloth to the
outside of the cone at the extreme outer edge,
cut the baffle opening to the same size as the
cone (not smaller as usual), and nail the cloth
to the inner edge of the hole itself using, in

ply rings to allow for the larger opening. The addition, a narrow strip of thin cardboard to
outer ring should then be 2 in. and the inner prevent the nail heads from cutting through.

in. greater in diameter than the cone. The nailing should be at frequent intervals.
If a sandwich is being made up it will This device is particularly easy to carry out

obviously simplify matters to fix the necessary with the sandwich type of board and forms a
ply discs to one side and to cut the opening sort of short bellows which allows the dia-
through the whole assembly as a final operation. phragm to move concertina fashion (Fig. 4).

THE CONE ADAPTING THE UNIT

PLAT FORM
SLOT

CROSS BAR
SLOT

SCOLLOPING

PILLARS

Fig. 7a.-Top view of adjustable chassis,
looking at platform

It is not proposed to discuss here the making
of cones. Enough has been written on that
score to stuff scores of baffles. I prefer the
commercially pressed buckram type, but the
one normally used with the unit is all that is

Up to now we have discussed improvements
on the basis of taking the unit as it stands
and, it is true to say, wonders may be thus
achieved. Nevertheless much more remains
to be done for the moving -iron effect with its

CoN
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DESPITE the now almost universal
adoption -of the ,moving -coil unit as the
standard reproducer in radio sets,

there must be an enormous number of the
older moving -iron models still in use or, at
least, in good working order and available for
use. These latter would undoubtedly come
into use for that "other room" could they but
be persuaded to provide modern quality and,
in the former case, it is obvious that the
listener entirely dependent upon this type will
appreciate an improved rendering.

It is my intention in the following notes to
provide a number of suggestions that may be
used either piecemeal or en bloc to give varying
degrees of improved tone,. up to a complete
scheme for obtaining reproduction which the
writer may truthfully say is first class.

The various hints may each be depended
upon to eliminate some undesirable feature

SANDWICH
BAFFLE
PULP CENTRE

-------- - ----------------

'

Fig 1.-Arrangement of a box -type baffle
made from pulp -or sugar -cane board

and may be selected for use as the wishes of
the worker and practicability indicate. Taken
en masse they work together in perfect harmony
with a result that closely approximates the
real thing.

Wide World photo

The largest and smallest loud -speakers shown at the
1930 Radio Exhibiticn. How far have we progressed

since then
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THE BAFFLE
Since the main disadvantage of the moving -

iron is its lack of bass it is scarcely necessary

Modernising That Old Moving -iron Loud -speaker
Useful and. Practical Hints for Improved Performance from Old Reproducers :: By F. COOPER

to emphasise that a good sized-in fact, if
possible, a really large-baffle is essential.
In the case of the ordinary flat type, something
like 30 in. square can be really helpful. Two
other factors are not, however, so well realised.

The first is that it is hopeless to expect good
bass from a baffle that can itself vibrate and
all precautions against this trouble should be
taken. An ideal material is some form of
pulp or sugar -cane board about X in. to 3/4 in.
thick sandwiched between two layers of
ordinary threeply (Fig. s).

The sandwich should be made up by gluing
(fairly thick glue) and pinning with veneer or
gimp pins along all edges, round the centre
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STUFFING

CRASH SECTIONS FINALLY
PULLED INTO PLACE
HY TAPES

WOODEN BEADING
FINALLY HOLDING
DOWN CLOTH

THIN CARDBOARD
RING TO PREVENT
NAIL HEADS CUTTING

THROUGH

CLOTH STRIP
STITCHED TO CONE
AND NAILED INSIDE
OPENING

TWO PLY RINGS FORMING COLLAR

Fig. 2.-A cheap and simple Fig. 4.-Metho
box baffle that can be used with cone diaphragm

great success board
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opening, and at frequent points over the face.
A good substitute for the pulp board is

several thicknesses of heavy strawboard or, to
avoid trouble, such a triple -board is manu-
factured by some ply works. If the unit is
to be chassis mounted it is preferable to bolt
it on rather than to use wood screws.

The second factor is that box resonance
provides far more trouble with the high-
pitched moving -iron than with the bass-
accehtuating moving -coil unit. For obvious
reasons few people use very large unenclosed
baffles and incidentally, if they do, they
usually hang or stand them in a corner in
such a way as to more or less enclose them in
effect.

RATHER MORE THAN
./4 OF CIRCUMFERENCE

OF PLYWOOD RING

TURNING TO
ABOUT W

CARRY
RUNNING TAPE/
RETAINING
TAPES
STITCHED
FIRMLY
HERE

DISTANCE FROM
BAFFLE TO BACK
MEASURED
ALONG CURVE

AS FIG.3

1 - CA LITTLE LONGER THAN
CABINET SIDE

ROUGH EDGES TURNED IN

Fig. 3.-Tapes for holding box -baffle packing
in position

d of fixing
to baffle

We therefore come back almost every time
to some form of cabinet with its concomitant
resonance. That this effect is definitely
harmful is easily shown. ,

Sound waves obey the same laws of reflection
as those of light and, taking the old simile of
the squarely -struck billiard -ball, it follows that
many of the waves leaving the cone have a
good chance of returning whence they came by
running round the cushes-playing into baulk
as it were-and that the high frequencies Fig.
generated at the edge of the diaphragm, being
both [nearer to the side and farther from the i
back of the cabinet, have an even better
chance than the lower notes originating nearer

the apex.
Hence arises the apparent pre-

dilection of moving -irons for box
resonance : in short a ramification
of the tendency to shrillness.
Fig. 1 demonstrates the point.

I make no apology for labouring
this issue for the remedy, now to
follow, is of the greatest value.
He who would doubt that these
reflected waves are harmful needs
but to shout under the next railway
arch he meets and see how far he
regards the returned version of his
voice as complimentary.

Another small point may be
interpolated here. If so much
trouble can arise from these
"echoes" it follows that a back to
the cabinet will add yet another
reflecting surface and, consequently,
even more falsity. Therefore, if
possible, avoid a back : if not,
provide generous openings-gauze

covered if so desired.
Now for the remedy generally known as

"box baffling" and one, by the way, much used
by the B.B.C. Briefly this consists of filling
the interior of the cabinet with non -resonating
material generally arranged in the shape of a
form of exponential horn-the cone being at
the smaller end and the cabinet back at the
larger.

A number of schemes of achieving this end
have been published and- commercial fitments
are purchaseable, but the method described
below has the merits *of cheapness, ease of
working, and real success.

A ring of threeply (don't use wood likely to
split) with an outer diameter about %-in.
greater than that of the cone or chassis, as the
case may be, and with an inner that of the
usual opening, together with a similar ring
about 3/2 -in. to r in. less outside should be firmly
fixed to the inside of the baffle board as shown
(Fig. 2) and thus forming a flanged collar.

The good wife should now be persuaded to
machine up four pieces of crash, or some tough,
rough -surfaced (and not too easily stretched)
material, to Fig. 3.

A length of tape is run through the turnovers,
takingcare to see that the returning tapes al read y
attached will come on the outsides, and by
means of it the small ends of the four sections
are tightly tied round the ply* collar. With
the baffle board in place inside the cabinet
these sections are padded up with any suitable
upholstering material until the interior of the
loud -speaker takes on the shape of an exponen-
tial horn. Fig. 2 shows this shape in section.

In practice well screwed up newspaper, old
magazines etc., provide the cheapest stuffing,
but obviously shredded wood or paper and
similar substances are all suitable. Avoid

a
5.-Principle of balanced -armature

(moving -iron) unit
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Fig. 6.-Method of fitting a new reed to a
moving -iron movement

stiff paper that would have a marked rustle.
Slag -wool when available is ideal owing to its
high -sound insulating properties.

When carrying out the filling, arrange the
pieces of crash to correspopd to the four sides of
the cabinet and, beginning with the bottom one,
stuff until it is more or less the correct shape
and then fix down with drawing pins the outer
edge at the centre. Work in from the sides of
the piece until the padding is really tight and
then pin down nearly to the corners.

Turn the cabinet on to its side and proceed
similarly with the next piece, paying, this time,
particular attention to the adjoining corner.
Proceed thus until the whole trumpet is firmly
padded into shape, level off unevennesses by
pulling tight and pinning down the retaining
tapes, and, finally, to fiish off nicely, bead
down the trumpet mouth with narrow strips
of wood and trim off any waste material.

Typical of the old days. The units of such
loud -speakers can often be adapted to drive

a cone diaphragm

If the sections have been carefully made they
will be found to overlap sufficiently to prevent
the stuffing from escaping. Experienced
upholsterers can probably improve on this,
but the method works well in the novice's
hands.

So much for quality via the baffle, but before
leaving the subject a few sizes will be helpful
to a reader (building) up specially. The
depth of the cabinet or box should be about
two-thirds of one side and 18 in. by 18 in. by
12 in. and 22 % in by .21/2 in. by 15 in. are
useful versions.

Quite obviously "the larger the better"
is still true, but the lady of the house is likely
to put in a word here and, in any case, there is
such a property as weight.

My own version is a thick carboard box
(back -less) built on a strong wooden frame
(22 % in. by 22 % in. by 15 in.) padded as
described, the whole ensemble slipping into
the bottom of a radiogram cabinet. In this
case it was necessary to refrain from fitting
set components in the vicinity of the loud-
speaker unit. There is no reason, however,
why the baffle should not be built directly
into an existing cabinet. Similarly it is
equally as applicable to small as to large
models.

It may be remarked that owners of moving -
coil units will find that a box baffle is capable
of immenseley improving their instrument's
performance.

Where the reader is preparing a special
baffle on these lines and also intends to make
use of the floating cone to be described next, it
will be necessary to adjust the sizes of the

HALVED JOINT"

PILLARS

Many readers must have moving -iron units
of this type, which can be modernised as

explained in this article

ARMATURE
ADJUSTMENT

SLOT

UNIT CLAMPED
BY SETSCREWS.
BLOCKS WASHERS
AND WING NUTS

SLOT

SLOT

Fig. 7b.-Side view of adjustable chassis,
showing how unit is fixed in position

needed. What is important is the mode of
attachment to the baffle, and where the usual
chassis is not in use or its design permits, the
following gives a free and really floating action.

The function of the baffle being to provide
a long path for the current of air that equalises
the pressures before and behind, it is customary
for the cone to be more or less firmly pressed
against it with consequent damping of the reed.

A better alternative is to stitch a s -in. strip
of fairly thin but tightly woven cloth to the
outside of the cone at the extreme outer edge,
cut the baffle opening to the same size as the
cone (not smaller as usual), and nail the cloth
to the inner edge of the hole itself using, in

ply rings to allow for the larger opening. The addition, a narrow strip of thin cardboard to
outer ring should then be 2 in. and the inner prevent the nail heads from cutting through.

in. greater in diameter than the cone. The nailing should be at frequent intervals.
If a sandwich is being made up it will This device is particularly easy to carry out

obviously simplify matters to fix the necessary with the sandwich type of board and forms a
ply discs to one side and to cut the opening sort of short bellows which allows the dia-
through the whole assembly as a final operation. phragm to move concertina fashion (Fig. 4).

THE CONE ADAPTING THE UNIT

PLAT FORM
SLOT

CROSS BAR
SLOT

SCOLLOPING

PILLARS

Fig. 7a.-Top view of adjustable chassis,
looking at platform

It is not proposed to discuss here the making
of cones. Enough has been written on that
score to stuff scores of baffles. I prefer the
commercially pressed buckram type, but the
one normally used with the unit is all that is

Up to now we have discussed improvements
on the basis of taking the unit as it stands
and, it is true to say, wonders may be thus
achieved. Nevertheless much more remains
to be done for the moving -iron effect with its
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CIRCULAR BAFFLE

LIGHT CONE

UtUALCONE

UNIT DRAWN IN
SKELETON TO SHOW
EXACT POSITION
OF NEW REED G.
(REED SHOWN

IN HEAVY LINE) THIN CLOTH
STRIP

X

Fig. 8a.-Addition of secondary cone and
baffle to single driving unit

high -note emphasis and low -note loss continues.
The next task, then, is to deal with the bass
department inside the unit itself.

The principle of the balanced armature (the
popular form of moving -iron) is roughly as in
Fig. 5. If the reader will examine his own,
he will find the main idea is that an iron arma-
ture A pivoted at a point B is caused to vibrate
between the magnet poles and coil c and passes
its impulses on to the reed D which, being also
held by a brass strip a acting as a spring,
transmits a more or less push-pull action to
the cone.

Now those missing bass notes are of low
frequency and, consequently, of relatively long
wavelength. It is therefore not unreasonable
to assume that they will be more easily formed
at the base of the armature where it is more
free to move, that is further from the fulcrum
and spring; and yet, if the reed were connected
there the spring would exert less influence and
the movement would tend to become radial
rather than "push-pull." It therefore appears
desirable, if at all possible, to employ both
effects.

Solder or rivet a new reed F (Fig. 6) to the
extreme lower end of the armature A, making
sure that it does not touch the magnets and,
after it has passed clear of the polepieces, bend
it up slightly, straighten up again, and continue
horizontally to the cone.

Disconnect the old drive D from the cone,
bend it down at right angles at a point just
past E, cut off where it meets F and solder
firmly at the junction.

Effectively the drive is now taken from both
top and bottom of A at a point somewhere
between them, according to the length of the
bend in F. The exact locus of this point governs
to some extent the effect obtained : the F end
gives maximum bass but generally dull tone;
then end gives the reverse. It is necessary to
try two or three positions to obtain the best
result, but when that is found it will be hard to
believe that a mere moving -iron can produce
notes so deep.

The foregoing has been written on the
assumption that many will wish to use an
existing chassis or other methods of mounting
the unit. It is, however, probable that
centreing difficulties will already have arisen
and, in any event, the last " tip " of all will only
be available for use with a specially designed
structure. The next task, therefore, is to
provide a more versatile means of support.

ADJUSTABLE CHASSIS
The design given here will be chiefly appli-

cable to large cabinets or boxes, but possessors
of smaller instruments will find that some
adaptation, such as using the front platform
only and converting it into an open work back,
very useful.

The unit is carried on a five- or seven -ply
platform, about 2 in. wider than, and about
two and a half times as long as itself, in which
is cut a slot twice the length of the unit and
comfortably wide enough to carry the arma-
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ture-adjustment screw. The unit is fixed by
II, -in. set -screws passed through the usual
facing lugs and the slot, and held behind the
platform by i-in. square ply blocks five- or
seven -ply with washers and wing -nuts.

It is thus capable of considerable adjustment
in a vertical direction and a small amount
(according to the width of the slot) laterally.

The platform is rigidly screwed at each corner
to 3/4 -in. or i-in. square pillars, which in turn

SLOTS AS ALTERN-
ATIVES TO HOLES
TO PROVIDE FOR

ADJUSTMENT

DI AM. APPROX
3/4 LESS
THAN X ON
Fl G.8 A

. 51 nyl
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Fig. 8b.-Arrangement of circular baffle

connect to a i-in. thick bar, of equal width to
the platform, traversing the back of the
cabinet. This cross bar should be firmly
screwed in place (halved jointed if practicable)
and slotted at the centre to provide access to
the unit adjustment.

A useful refinement is to scollop the edges to
minimise impedance to sound waves and,
incidentally, to help with the working of the
suggestion following this. The length of the
pillars is, of course, determined by the distance
available between the apex of the cone and the
cabinet back. (See Figs. 7a and b).

SECONDARY LOUD -SPEAKER
Now to the last and a somewhat revolu-

tionary suggestion. The bass has had practi-
cally all our attention, but *hat about those
exceedingly delicate extremely high notes,
such as light cymbal touches, the dfum brush;
etc. ? Large heavy cones, damped armatures
and so forth don't help these by any means.

Let us then pick up these delicate vibrations
at the top of the armature (that is, the old reed
position), where we found them to be generated,
and give them a special cone and baffle to
suit their particular requirements.

Using the chassis just described this can be
accomplished by fitting a small circular baffle
(Fig. 8b-stiffish ply will be suitable here),
about 2 in. all round greater, and with an
opening slightly smaller, than the vertical
separation of the pillars, (x, Fig. 8a) to the
inside of the cross bar. This baffle therefore
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fits between those pillars and tie cross bar
and should be held in place by the same
screws.

A cone is fitted to it on the floating principle
and arranged to occupy the space behind the
platform, the main issue being to give this
cone as sharp an angle as is consistent with
convenience.

The drive for this secondary loud -speaker
is obtained by soldering yet another reed
(G in. Fig. 8a) to the original -n (Figs. 5 and 6)
at the point where D now bends down to meet
F, taking the new reed G up above B, then
backwards through an appropriately drilled
hole in the back plate of the unit (ensure
adequate clearance), bent downwards to level
with the working position of F and, finally,
outwards horizontally to enter the new cone.

This new cone should be of light but stiff
Kraft paper; have a minimum of overlap and
be lightly glued; the adapter should be as
small as practicable and the cloth strip en-
ployed to float the cone should also be of very
light material.

If it be considered that the presence of this
extra cone impairs the adjustable nature of the
chassis the screw holes in the circular baffle
may be cut as short slots, when it will be
possible to make any small correction of
position to line up with reed G. It may be
well to add here that so long a slot in the
platform of the chassis is provided in order
that a maximum of experimental unit positions
might be available.

This secondary loud -speaker is likely to be
of little value unless it is used in conjunction
with the double reed, but nevertheless it has a
definite place in a complete scheme for " modern-
ising the moving -iron." When operated
alone it develops little power, but under full
working conditions its effect is very definite.

It would thus seem that the main action is to
pick up " backlash " from the large cone and
the relative diaphragm sizes provided by such
an arrangement as that described give very
good balance.

As this article is intended to be taken either as
a series of hints or a complete scheme for modern-
isation Of moving -irons in general specific
designs, dimensicined &awing?, references
to particular makas etc., have been avoided
The idea throughout has been to give basic
outlines and methods such that none can say,
"Oh ! you can't do that with mine-it won't
fit" or make some similar comment; and
thereby to help all experimentally minded
moving -iron owners rather than a limited few.

For the same reason theoretical requirements
have often been stressed in preference to
dogmatic instructions so that the reader may
adapt the various suggestions to suit his
particular requirements and possibilities.
Lastly, costs throughout are very small and,
in many cases, as good as negligible.
. A. postscript hint for the sceptics-try before

you decry.

On the Long
ALTHOUGH some changes have already

been carried out in the wavelengths of
stations working on channels above

i,000 metres, personally, for the time being, I
listen very rarely to any broadcasts on that
band. With the exception of Daventry,
Zeesen,  Moscow, Luxembourg, Kalundborg,
and sometimes Radio Paris, interference is
very unpleasant.

Warsaw, Motala, and Eiffel Tower are a
"wash out" on most nights, as they mar one
another's piogrammes. The Dane is fairly
clear of Luxembourg, but the latter's spread is
disconcerting.

Undoubtedly between Radio Paris and
Moscow there is a bare separation of 8 kilo-
cycles, and the former is still worried by
Reykjavik. Fortunately, in most instances,

ByWaves Jay Coote
it is possible to receive the long -wave pro-
grammes from medium -wave stations, but
this does not apply to France or Poland.

On May 17 the new io-kilowatt station at
Vadso (Norway) will be formally opened; it
will work on 845 metres (355 kilocycles), or
the last channel in the niedium waveband-in
effect, a wavelength borrowed from other
services. This is the Finmark transmitter
mentioned in the Lucerne Plan. It will relay
the Oslo programmes by landline in the near
future, but in the meantime receives them via
ether from the Jeloy short-wave transmitter,
which is heard nightly on 42.92 metres. Vadso
holds the record as being the most northerly
point of the broadcasting system.

Continued on page 460
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We Have Fun!
says ERNEST H. HILL,
a public-address engineer

installing and operating public-
address apparatus at outdoor func-
tions throughout the country I have

been impressed on many occasions by the
vast amount of interest shown in this work
by radio enthusiasts of all ages.

I am sure that the general opinion is that
the life of a public-address operator consists
of one long holiday spent in the most desirable
parts of the country with the most interesting
apparatus with which to amuse himself in his
spare time.

Interesting? Yes, but certainly not a rest-
ful life. In fact, during the summer months
the operator becomes a species of travelling
showman constantly putting up and taking
down his apparatus in the intervals between
often hectic drives from one town to the next.

Working Throughout the Year
I am speaking, of course, of the life of an

engineer who is constantly engaged on this
work throughout the year and who is there-
fore in a somewhat different position from
a local trader who will probably install his
apparatus once or twice a week.

Referring to his job, a colleague of mine
used to say, " It's a great game if you don't
want to eat or sleep," but it is in all of us, to
grumble about our jobs until we look back
over the past few years and find . that the
humorous incidents easily outnumber the
less pleasant memories-and in this public-
address work is no exception.

I think my first bad moment was at a large
carnival in Essex, at which we had been

Photopress photo]
A car fitted with public-address
gear for political work. Note
that the index letters are "P.A."

troubled during the evening by an
occasional high-tension "splash"
or spark in the 500 -watt amplifier.
Such a thing is not uncommon in
high -voltage apparatus (we were
using 4,000 volts) and, as the
trouble can be very difficult to
trace, we were carrying on and
hoping for the best.

As darkness fell I was gazing
absent-mindedly at the amplifier,
and my thoughts were probably

some little distance from the job
in hand, when the comparative
quiet of the evening gave place to
the most enormous report and
flash of light I have ever experi-
enced.

I was certain, of course, that
the amplifier was no longer with
us, but with returning conscious-
ness I noticed, to my amazement,
that the valves were still glowing
quite happily and that I could
still hear music coming from the
loud -speakers.

No, it was not a magnified ver-
sion of our high-tension "splash,"
but the organisers had decided that
it was dark enough for the fire- Announcing election results through a large public-address
work display and had opened the equipment. Public-address engineers have to be ready for
programme by firing a particularly every emergency
large rocket from within ten feet
of the van in which I was standing.

That such an absurd incident can produce
severe "wind-up" in the case of a seasoned
operator will probably amuse some readers,
but my fellow "P.A." and broadcasting
engineers will bear me out when I say that
the ever-present dread of "letting the show
down" produces its own special brand of
"nerves."

On another occasion a breakdown caused
considerably more amusement when it was
all over than it did at the time. Apparatus
had been installed and tested in good time
for a carnival (again in Essex) and we decided
that, in view of the hot weather, we would

" dress the part" and don white
flannels for the afternoon.

The show opened in a blaze of
sunlight (and white flannels), and
all went well until, without warn-
ing, the loud -speakers made a noise
like the father of all atmospherics,
the noise being accompanied by a
firework display inside the 50o -watt
amplifier.

When "P.A." gear breaks down
on a show it just has to be put
right in the shortest possible space
of time ; so out came the side panel
of the amplifier, the high-tension
transformer (weighing more than
such things should on a hot day),
and the smoothing condensers.

The trouble was quite obvious-
a break in the smoothing choke

Something like public address! Part of the gear used for making
announcements at the R.A,F. Pageant at Hendon

[Philips photo

-and we were running again in fifteen
minutes, but I have never seen white flan-
nel trousers quite so dirty before or since.
We were not able to take as active a part in
carnival day as we had intended.

When testing the apparatus to be used in
connection with a military tattoo I was
asked by the officer in charge to .call some
men working on the far side of the arena.

An Unforgivable Sin
I thought I had worded the announcement

quite well when I said "Hello, fatigue party,
Royal Corps of Si,,Wna Will you please
report to the grandstand?" But, alas, I was
guilty of an unforgivable sin : I had said
"PLEASE" in the Army.

Before giving you my next story I must
admit that I would not have believed' it had
I not been present.

We were announcing results of races, etc.;
at an aquatic sports meeting near Cambridge
and were using large box -type loud -speakers
some 4 ft. square. During the afternoon an
elderly lady asked me : "How does the man
in the box get to know the results so quickly? "
I cannot remember my reply, but I doubt if
I explained as clearly as I might have done.

It must be admitted that luck plays a very
large part in work of this description, and
never more so in my own case than on a very
wet day at an agricultural show in Hunting-
donshire.

Having been completely soaked while installing
the apparatus during the morning, we were lis-

tening to (and broadcasting) what
shoutd have been the opening speech
when we discovered that the
" speech" consisted of an announce-
ment to the effect that the show
was being cancelled in view of the
bad weather conditions.

No more than two seconds later
we were startled by violent spark-
ing from our 2 -kilowatt generator,
which rapidly grew worse-we had
a "dis" between slip -ring and arma-
ture winding.

Now, this could not be repaired
without dismantling the generator,
which would take several hours,
and it could not be done on the
show -ground; so that the can-
cellation order indeed saved our
reputation. 

Incidentally, we finished the
repair at 2 a.m. next day, which,
as my colleague said, would have
been all right if we had not
wanted to eat and sleep
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Many of the components in a modern receiver are
provided with their own screens. Note that there is

good clearance between the coil and its can

SGREENING, by which we mean the plac-
ing' of `sheets of metal. or conducting
surfaces in a receiver in such positions

that they prevent interaction between adjacent
parts, is a subject worthy of careful attention
by every home constructor. The extent to
which it is required, or even desirable, depends
on the particular receiver and the amount of
gain, while in the whole art of radio design
complete screening is one of the most difficult
things to achieve.

If, by some strange gift of nature, we could
see magnetic and electrostatic fields in a
receiver, the work of a designer would be
infinitely easier. As it is, even the most
experienced men must adopt, to some extent,
a " hit-and-miss " method, particularly when,
for commercial reasons of cost, it is desired to
use the minimum of screening.

No Secret of the Difficulties
I am acquainted with many skilled designers,

both in this country and the United States,
and they make no secret of the difficulties they
-encounter along this line.

Screening is adopted for more than one
purpose. First of all it is used to avoid
unwanted interaction between parts, this inter-
action taking the form of both electromagnetic
and electrostatic induction.

Electromagnetic induction is the effect pro-
duced when a coil of wire, or even a straight
wire, produces an electromagnetic field which
interlinks with an adjacent wire or conductor
in such a way as to induce in this second wire
or conductor a voltage. Single wires have
relatively small fields and, provided care is
taken not to bring one wire too close to, and
parallel with, another, comparatively little
trouble is usually experienced in simple sets.

Strong Fields from Coiled Wires
Coiled wires, however, may have very strong

fields, and act on other coils or other wires
over considerable distances, particularly when
the gain in a receiver is high. The shape of
this magnetic field, too, may be quite different
from what is anticipated, due to the positioning
of adjacent conductors. Setting one coil at
right angles to another may not necessarily
give a minimum of coupling between them.

Electrostatic induction can generally be
referred to as a condenser effect. Two
parallel wires close to one another form two
plates of a small condenser, the air between
them being the dielectric, and interaction from
this cause is fairly frequent in wireless sets.

A large coil containing a considerable amount
of wire presents a big surface, and two coils
near to one another may be electrostatically
coupled so as to produce oscillation, although

A Chat on
Screening

By PERCY W. HARRIS, M.INST.RAD.E.

the electromagnetic coupling
is such as to oppose reaction
effects.

If you have ever experiment-
ed with different windings in a
reaction coil you may have
obtained a reaction effect with
a fairly large coil, although
later you may find that the
direction of winding has been
such as to oppose electromagne-
tic reaction.

This is due to the fact that there has been
sufficient capacity coupling between the reac-
tion coil and the main coil to give oscillation,
although it generally happens that you get no
reaction up to a certain point and then sud-
denly the whole set goes into violent oscillation,
with no intermediate stage of usable build-up
without oscillation.

An early use of screening (although by no
means the first) was in the screened coils which
were popularised by the Technical Editor of
this journal some years ago. Previous to the
introduction of screened coils, the actual
position of adjacent coils in a set with one or
two high -frequency stages had to be carefully
arranged, so that the electromagnetic field did
not interact harmfully.

An alternative method was to box each
individual stage. As, however, the bulk of
interaction came from coils, it was found that
if these were carefully screened (which was
easily done in cylindrical cans) the other parts
could be arranged in any convenient fashion
with very little likelihood of interaction.

It must be remembered that at this time we
did not have screen -grid valves and the high -
frequency gain was by no
means as great as to -day.
With increase of efficiency
the screening of other parts
was found to be necessary,
so that a modern high -gain
receiver looks like an iron-
clad with even the valves
themselves screened and
practically no leads showing.

Several different metals
can -be used for screening
with varying degrees of
efficiency. If a set were
being built regardless of
expense, it is probable that
silver would be chosen as
the screening material, as
this has a very high con-
ductivity without any
magnetic effect. The higher
the conductivity the better
the screening for a given
thickness of metal.

Copper comes next and
aluminium not much far-
ther behind. For commer-
cial reasons (cheapness and
ease- of working) iron is
frequently used in these
days, although it is a bad
material'f which to make
screening boxes for coils or
other objects where electro-
magnetic screening occurs.

Simple one- and two -valve
sets do not need any elaborate
screening-even when used in

strange location"

For this reason it is frequently found that
while the main part of a chassis may be of iron
(either sprayed or plated with some less cor-
rodable metal), the coil cans are of aluminium
or copper.

While high -frequency screening naturally
takes our attention first of all, it must not be
forgotten that low -frequency screening may be
extremely important. Electrostatic effects
rarely trouble us in the low -frequency end, but
electromagnetic effect due to large coils may
set up all kinds of difficulties.

An audio -frequency amplifier, in order to
have uniform amplification over the whole
range of frequencies desired, must be not only
very carefully designed, so far as the layout of
parts is concerned, and the proportioning of
them, but the electromagnetic screening must
be most carefully attended to.

Heavy Iron Screening
The heavy losses which may be set up in the

radio -frequency end of the circuit by using iron
for screening the coils are largely dependent
upon the frequencies used, but in the audio -
frequency end of the set, where the frequencies
are low, heavy iron screening, has to be used.

A copper box, which will provide very
effective electromagnetic screening for a radio -
frequency coil, will probably be as transparent
as glass in the low -frequency field of a modern
audio -frequency transformer.

When very high gain and very thorough
screening is required, every little aperture in
the screening box has to be sealed, and one of
the problems is to get the leads out without
getting unwanted fields in !

So far I have not referred to one very
important aspect of screen-
ing --the losses introduced
by it. These may be very
considerable. For example,
let us take a radio -fre-
quency coil and place .it
inside a screening box with
very little space between
the coil and the box
itself.

As the whole of the box
is a conductor, it acts, so
to speak, as a single short-
circuited turn of a step-
down transformer, and for
this reason very heavy
currents may be set up in
the surrounding metal, the
effect of the interacting field
being considerably to reduce
the inductance of the coil in
question.

For the same inductance
a coil must have more turns
if it is screened, and as the
resistance of a coil depends
on the amount of wire,
among other things, the
efficiency goes down accord-
ingly. If the screening
material is poor and of not
too high a conductivity,
then the losses set up in it
may still further detract
from the efficiency.
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Running a Disc Receiver
from the Mains

By KENNETH JOWERS
ALTHOUGH it is better to use a 6 -volt

motor driven by an accumulator, if you
are not using synchronising gear, the

bother of obtaining fully -charged 6 -volt
accumulators tends to make the low -voltage
Motor rather unpopular.

There are, of course, many users without
any mains available, so they have no alterna-
tive to the low -voltage motor but, on the
other hand, a big percentage of users have
some sort of mains supply. There is, no
doubt that these fortunate readers will prefer
to run their disc receiver entirely from the
mains, so as to be independent of fluctuating
accumulators and dry batteries.

Quite a number of reliable motors are
available, suitable for either A.C. or D.C.

A simple method of making a scanning
disc. Full details will be found in the

May issue of TELEVISION, I/.

mains which, with the addition of a variable
and a tapped resistance, will revolve at 750
revolutions per minute for quite long periods.
Two good examples of this type of motor are
the universal models supplied by Peto Scott
or Mervyn for 3os.

These motors can be mounted in the same
way as suggested for the low -voltage motor or,
on the other hand, when buying the motor
you can also obtain a metal chassis designed
to go with it.

The alterations to the original disc receiver
are very few. For controlling the voltage
applied to the 6 -volt motor, I used a 2 -ohm
Igranic resistance. This has to be replaced
by a 150 -ohm variable resistance, which can
be connected and fitted in exactly the same
way as the 2 -ohm type. As this variable

30 TOOTH WHEEL
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Circuit for connecting neon lamp to
A.C. mains

resistance is only intended as a
vernier control, a tapped fixed
resistance must be connected in
series with one side of it and the
supply mains.

This resistance should be adjusted
until the disc revolves somewhere
near 75o revolutions a minute,
and final adjustments made by
means of the variable resistance.

Keeping the motor speed steady
is rather a strain, particularly
after the novelty of seeing the
pictures has worn off. In the early
stages the bother of constantly
adjustinc, the motor speed is
tolerated, but after a while most
readers will look for some gadget
that will keep the motor syn-

chronised for a reasonable length
of time.

This is not such a difficult or
expensive matter as you may
at first imagine. The synchronis-
ing equipment consisting of mag-
netising coils and a 3o -tooth
phonic wheel, etc., which can be
obtained from Peto-Scott and
fitted without the slightest
trouble, providing you have pur-
chased a double -ended motor.
The universal motors I pre-
viously mentioned are supplied
with a spindle at either end.

The disc is fitted to one end
and the synchronising gear to the
other. The synchronising gear
can be fitted very simply, and as
there are only two connections
-you can see these from the
theoretical diagram-it is only a
moment's job to alter your disc
receiver to include this very
important refinement.

Every user of a disc receiver
will be well advised to fit this
gear as it greatly adds to the
entertainment value of the receiver. It is
suitable for every type of disc receiver that
uses a double -ended motor.

After you have fitted the mains motor you
are half way to having an all -mains disc
receiver. The other half is obtaining the
D.C. voltage for exciting the neon lamp. If
your mains set will give x8o to 200 volts at
30 milliamperes or so the job is done for you,
but as it is not always possible to tap this
voltage, the problem is not quite so simple as
it appears on the surface.

The majority of commercial mains sets use
between 200 and 25o volts high tension, and it
is quite a simple matter to include the neon

lamp in the anode circuit of the
power output valve by means of
a Bulgin split anode adaptor.

On the other hand, certain
readers will not be prepared to
tamper in any way with a
commercially -built set, while in
certain types of receiver it will
not be convenient to use a split
anode adaptor. If you are lucky
enough to be on D.C. mains, the
job is practically done for you,
but of that more anon.

It is, as you can see from the

Peto-Scott mains -driven motor, synchronising gear, fixed resistance
and variable resistance for television reception

Wide World photo
A teletision novelty shown in Italy. Speaking on the
phone and watching your correspondent at the other end

of the wire !

theoretical sketch, quite a simple matter to
obtain the neon voltage, even if you are on
A.C. mains. The loud -speaker terminals of
the sound receiver should be connected to the
primary of a I -to -1 ratio output transformer.
One side of the secondary of this transformer
goes to one side of the neon lamp, either
directly or through the synchronising gear
should you be using it. The other side of the
neon lamp is then connected to one side of a
Westinghouse metal rectifier through a 30 -
milliampere smoothing choke.

Mains Unit Without Transformer
This choke is by-passed to earth at both

ends by means of the usual high -capacity
fixed condensers and, in fact, the completed
circuit is a simple mains unit, but without a
mains transformer. The A.C. supply is fed
directly to a rectifier.

Don't forget to include a 2,000 -ohm fixed
resistance in the negative lead, otherwise the
neon lamp will have a bright life, but a short
one.

If you are on D.C. mains, there is no need
for a rectifier. Just connect the full voltage
across the first smoothing condenser, but still
include the fixed resistance.

Some readers will have to be content with
exciting the lamp by means of dry
batteries, but the same circuit as
regards the synchronising gear can
be used, although there will not
be any need for the smoothing
condensers, choke or rectifier.
Simply connect the voltage across
one side of the neon and one
end of the I -to -x transformer.
If you are prepared to adjust the
voltage by hand, there will be -no
need for the fixed resistance,
although it is always advisable to
include this as a precautionary
measure.

The few commercial sets that
do not use sufficient D.C. voltage
have to be coupled by means of
the circuit given on this page.
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Our Tests of New Apparatus

Ferranti electrolytic
condenser

FERRANTI DRY
ELECTROLTYIC
CONDENSERS

THE new Ferranti CE type
electrolytic condensers are

constructed in the usual way, the
condenser units themselves being
wax -impregnated and the whole
assembly housed in a cardboard
container with flexible leads for
the connections.

The sample submitted for test
was an 8+ 8 microfarad condenser
type CE zoo and measured in.
by IN in. by 4 in. long. The
connections to the two condensers
are brought out entirely separately
so that they may be used in two
different parts of the circuit.

Test Results.-The capacities
of the two sections were found to

be 7.6 and 7 microfarads respec-
tively. The leakage current was
slightly above .5 milliampere per
section after the condenser had
been in circuit for some 3o minutes.

The condensers were tested to
55o volts D.C. without any signs
of breakdown, so that the rating
of 500 volts peak appears con-
servative. A test on the insula-
tion resistance between the two
sections gave an infinity. reading.
Makers : Ferranti, Ltd.
Price : 7s. 9d.

ERIE RESISTANCES
VERY small resistors rated to

carry 1 --watt have recently
been introduced by Erie.

These resistors measure only
-1 in. long by 1- in. in diameter
and are suitable for grid leaks,

Erie 1 --watt fixed
resistance

grid stoppers and similar locations
where they have to carry prac-
tically no current.

The resistors are supplied with
the usual wire ends and are
colour coded for resistance value
in the usual way.

Test Iresults.-We found .the
resistances eminently satisfactory
for their purpose. They dissipated
their rated wattage without any
overheating, and will contribute
considerably to the neatness of
any set.
Makers Erie Resistor, Ltd.
Price : Is.

ROLA CLASS -B LOUD-
SPEAKER AND AMPLIFIER
THIS unit consists of a driver
I transformer feeding the

class -B valve which, in turn,
feeds the loud -speaker through a
matched output transformer.

The input to the whole unit is
supplied through a pair of flex
leads, terminating in an adaptor
which is plugged into the last
valve holder of the receiver. The
valve which has just been removed
is then replaced in the socket on
top of the adaptor and two
further leads are connected, one
going to low-tension negative and
the other to high-tension positive.

The connections are thus very
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Rola combined class -B loud-
speaker and amplifier

simple and the whole unit is
mounted on a compressed fibre
baffle is in. square and only
occupies 4% in. depth. The 'corn-
pactness and ease of connection
will appeal to many.

Test Results.-Tone was found
on test to be very pleasant and
quite free from the shrillness which
is often associated with class B
due to incorrect matching. Tone
correction is incorporated in the
unit, but this has obviously been
nicely graded since the upper
register is well maintained and
there is no loss of life or brilliance.

A real punch was obtained from
the unit using a iso-volt high
tension battery, showing that a
large percentage of the watts
developed by the valve were
actually reaching the loud -speaker
instead of being lost on the way.

Sensitivity was of a high order.
Makers : British Rola Company.
Price : z 17s. (without valve).

The 20 -metre Band is Best
DURING the course of the week I have had

several reports from various parts of the
country, including Lanarkshire, Cornwall,
Hampshire, all commenting on the exception-
ally fine transmissions of GAR on the 80 -metre
band. I decided to check these reports up and
listen to the station myself.

The quality and volume were distinctly
better than usual and, in fact, the reproduction
from a moving -coil loud -speaker was very
B.B.C. On looking up 5AR, I find it belongs
to Mr. Ostermeyer, who, as most of you pro-
bably know, was one of the founders
of the R.S.G.B. and is now the
honorary treasurer.

e
Now that the clock has been put

on, the 8o -metre band will have to
be given second place as regards
DX reception. The 20 -metre band
will, in future, be the most inter-

'.esting channel for long-distance
reception, right up until last thing
at night. . Of course, for the past
few weeks the conditions on this
channel have been exceptionally
good right up until 22.00, and at
the moment I can still hear some
of the West Coast Americans up
until midnight.

Of course if you care to get up
in the morning fairly early, the
8o -metre channel is still worth
searching, for the American amateur
stations come in extraordinarily
well until about o6.00.

GzYL, whom I mentioned quite

frequently a little while ago, has been
doing very well recently. With a power of
so watts, G2YL has worked PK4AZ and
PK4BO of Sumatra and PK 'BO of Java,
which is pretty good going for the time of
the year. This station is worth logging on
the so -metre band and many male operators
can pick up a point or two from Miss Corry,
who operates G5YL.

There has been quite a lot of interest lately
in radio in armoured cars and tanks.

[Photopress photo

Adjusting the short-wave transmitter used for a scientific expedition
to Northern Norway

Says
KENNETH JOWERS

During the last week -end the Essex hams
were doing quite a lot with an armoured car at
Southend. G6KV of Laindon put out some
signals which were received very well up to
quite long distances. G6KV's station was
chosen, as this transmitter's 8o -metre signal
is recognised as being exceptionally steady.

I have had a very lengthy letter from Mr.
Clemenson, of West Hampstead, who has been
logging some very interesting stations just
recently. He has received K4SA at R8 on

4o metres, and, what is more, 'he
was able to hear this station at
06.50. One particular morning he
heard W5ATF at R8, W5LY at
R8, and W5AQI at R6.

As well as these stations he
heard six Australians and five
New Zealanders, all within a space
of thirty-five minutes. It was
certainly good going to hear W5
stations at 07.00. In that area
the American stations start coming
in at or.00 and continue on until
o8.00 on the 8o -metre band.

It looks as if the so -metre band
\\ 111 be worth having until midnight,
and after that switching over to
8o metres, as very few readers
send me reports on either the
31- or 50 -metre bands. Mr.
Clemenson tells me that during
the afternoon he hears as many
American stations as he does
Australians on ,20 metres.

All these stations are heard on
a detector and low -frequency
receiver.
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Criticisms by WHITAKER-WILSON

My Broadcasting Diary

[Collins photo

Yohn Henry

Monday
A S H L E Y
/-1. STERNE'S
Table D'Hote one of
the best radio shows
ever. Really funny.
Music nice, too. So
were the lyrics by
A. A . Thomson.
Those two ought to
be retained perma-
nently by the B.B.C.
and made to write
revues. I'll write
reviews of their
revues any time.

Loved the argu-

ment when the des-
sert came on. A girl offered a man an apple,
but be said he remembered what came of
Eve's offering one to Adam. Another man
said that was Adam's fault. You couldn't
expect much of a man who married his own
rib.

Thoroughly agreed with the definition of
caviare. It tastes like new football boots
smell. It does. Well, here's to their next.
Most enjoyable.

Sweeney Todd sent me all goosey. Todd an
odd Tod in some ways, but I liked him. So
that's melodrama? Good broadcasting stuff,
too. Direct; no bunkum about it.

Tuesday
?THINK there must be a strike 011 at the

B.B.C. Can't get a sound out of my set .

Perhaps not. Wonder if that wire ought to
hang loose like that? Never noticed it before.
Well, that's that, and I shan't hear anything
to -night. Annoying. Wanted to hear the
Tudor Singers.

Wednesday

ALI. serene again. I was right about that
wire.

Fancy them doing old Purcell's Coronation
Anthem at the Symphony Concert ! Years
since I heard it.

Albert Sammons in the Delius concerto
satisfied me completely. The concerto
wanders about a bit, but I read a book and
found it mingled itself with what I was reading.
Bad habit, though. Still, there is music in the
world which lets one do ill .ert ,,f thing.

Put the book down
for Holst's Choral
Symphony. Very
beautiful,but thought
it wanted another
rehearsal or two.
Miriam Licette sang
instead of Dorothy
Silk. Not so well as
I have heard her, but
she may have had it
sprung on her at the
last moment.

Thursday

posTm.4 N '
I KNOCK defi-
nitely a good show.
Real comedy lines. Ben W'elden as the
Editor remarkable. Claude Hulbert and
Reginald Purdell as the two reporters abso-
lutely brilliant. So characteristic of both
writers that I thought I knew which lines
were written by Hulbert and *hat by Watt.

"This is a one-way street." "I knmv. I
only want to go one way." If Claude didn't

l"A.W." photo

Claude Hulbert

write that-then I'll be bound it was John.
One fault only. Taken too quickly all

through. That's why they ended up with nine
minutes to spare. In the words of the theme -
song : " Please don't mention it . . . it's been
no trouble at all to listen to it."

Oh, John; oh, Claude ! Get together again.

Friday
rrHE Oxford University Dramatic Society

in Dr. Faustus amazingly good. Say what
you like, cultured voices like their's appeal to
me. And the English I can listen to a classic
of this kind at any time.

Congratulations to Barbara Burnham on a
first-rate adaptation. Not an easy matter to
cut Marlowe successfully. A thorough Gielgud
production.

Saturday
7511E FIRST TWELVE YEARS pleased

me enormously. But, then, look whom
they had in it I

Norman Long made
a good beginning by
singing the first song
he ever broadcast-
as far back as 1922.
Liked his piano -
playing. A real pian-
istic touch. Helena
Millais so good
with her Old I,izzie
character that I was
sorry she wasted time
in preaching sermons
in rhyme. Can't bear
being preached at,
personally.

The Roosters merry
enough. Not quite so

characteristic as usual perhaps. Still, they
only had four minutes. Not too easy to
establish their style in that space of time.

John Henry better than ever I heard
him. Now that he has come back to the
microphone, can't he be asked regularly?
He was very funny. Nearly every line got

[" R.P." photo
Norman Long

a roar from the
audience.

Sorry :Mabel Con-
standuros could not
be there. Liked
Leonard Henry's
clever telegram. Also
Claude Hulbert's. He
said Enid thought it
was to -morrow night
and he thought they'd
done it. Just, like
him. John Watt
imitated his voice
very well.

Tommy Handley
never better, I think.
He nearly made me
blush once, but I
managed to laugh it
off.

Clapham and
Dwyer excellent. So
Cissie has been to a
nudist camp in Ger-
many ? That, of
course, explains her Ashley Sterne
long absence.

I thought Elsie and Doris Waters wouldn't
get from New Cross to St. George's in eighteen
minutes. Elsie told me in the morning they
were going to try it with a fast -driving brother.
However, they were excellent when they did
come. Doris did the "hiccup" Elsie promised
me. Glad they are to be in the Command
Performance. They deserve to be.

The Carlyle Cousins sang unaccompanied
for a few bars. I want them to do a whole
number in three-part harmony without the
piano:

Postscript

THE best week of broadcasting since I
listened. Table D'Hote, Sweeney Todd,

Symphony Concert, Postman's Knock, Dr.
Faustus, and the Saturday vaudeville. You
can't expect more than that in a week. 'Tisn't
reasonable.

Listeners' Letters
EASTERN COUNTIES RECEPTION

To the Editor, ''AMATEUR WIRELESS,"
T READ with interest J. G. ]).'s letter

(roso). I agree with him as to the need for
a local relay for the Eastern Counties, but
cannot admit that listening with a simple set
on the medium waves is impossible.

Fading is the bugbear, especially with the
Regionals, but on the whole reception is
tolerable.

For the listener who wants no trouble at all
a super -het with self-adjusting volume control
is the only solution here. I myself use a four -
valve screen -grid set with two transformer -
coupled low -frequency stages.

H. F. LUSCOM BE.
Lowestoft. [1063

IRISH BELL BROADCASTS
HAVE just read the article by W. Oliver
on "Broadcast Bells and Chimes" in

T El" R I RELESS for April 14. The Madrid
chimes mentioned are broadcast from the
clock tower of the Department of the Interior.

Several interesting bell broadcasts have been
transmitted at various times from the Irish
stations. When, for instance, the Cork station

was opened the famous bells of Shandon
Church were broadcast as a background to
a choir singing the well-known verses which
begin : "The bells of Shandon, that sound so
grand on the pleasant waters of the River Lee."

Another Irish broadcast was of the carillon
at St. Colman's Cathedral, Queenstown, which
brought Dr. Gebruers, the carilloneur, letters
from all over Europe as far as Vienna.

J. C. WILSON.
East Sheen, S.W.14. [ 1064

A REPLY TO " OLD HAND "
MIGHT I suggest that "Old Hand" re -reads

Thermion's story of dud components on
page 261 ? According to Thermion, it is a
true story in which the constructor suspects
the coils and on return from the makers,
tests them in his set. At least, he certainly did
try them in his set for it "still refused to
function."

The "Old Hand" who wrote letter 1,048 is
perhaps not the "Old Hand" referred to by
Thermion. If he is, then one of the stories is
not true.

Harrow, Middlesex.
"NEW READER."

[1065
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FINE
TUNING

In this drawing our artist shows clearly how the coinbinati
are arranged on the Marconiphone 269 portable

UNTIL this season, many readers were
under the impression that a portable
receiver was one which was a com-

promise between good quality and economy
in high-tension current. Far too often we
have heard the expression, "It sounds like
a portable."

Such prejudice against portable receivers is
hard to overcome, but if we were to have more
receivers of the Marconiphone 269 type, we
have no doubt whatsoever that they would
completely supersede the standard type of
battery -operated superhet that needs an
external aerial.

It Can Be Carried Around !
The only point about the Marconiphone 269

that is reminiscent of the older type of portable
is the fact that it can be carried around.
Station -getting, quality and selectivity .are in
every way equal or even better than with the
average battery super -het using an external
aerial.

We were very impressed with the excep-
tionally fine cabinet work, even though it is
always a good feature with Marconiphone sets.
It is of figured and inlaid walnut of very
simple but impressive design. At first sight
it seems far too heavy for a portable receiver,
but actually, this is not so. A clever design
of escutcheon enables the controls to be
grouped together so that their operation is
unusually simple.

In fact we were so interested in the
escutcheon that we have had it drawn and
reproduced in these pages. There
are two knobs, the left-hand
control is firstly for volume and
in the centre of it the on -off
medium -wave, long -wave and
gramophone switch. On the
right-hand side is the tuner and
concentric with it the trimmer.
That's all the controls there are.

The tuning dial is calibrated
in wavelengths and station
names, and covers between 200
and 500 metres and 2,000 and
2,000 metres.

The high-tension battery is of
575 volts, including 9 volts for
grid bias. This is fitted in the
bottom of the cabinet, side by
side with the accumulator. The
high-tension plugs can b2 pushed
in the proper sockets without
any fiddling and, what is more,
when they are pushed in they
stop in.

The anode current of the
entire receiver is very low.
When not tuned to a station
the standing current is 6.5

on controls

Sets of the Season Tested

Marconiphone
269 Portable

A Set that will give you maximum
enjoyment from radio in the

milliamperes. This is
with the full high-
tension voltage. At
average volume the
current is round about
10 milliamperes.

As the battery is
deSigned to give almost
double this output, it
stands to reason that

the receiver will run for a very long while
without requiring a replacement.

We have already mentioned that the quality
is amazingly good. This is due to push-pull
pentode output, specially matched to the
moving -coil loud -speaker. A very good idea
is embodied in the push-pull circuit. The
push-pull valves are marked v and s, and there
are two tappings on the high-tension battery
marked v and s. You plug in the two
corresponding high-tension tappings into these
two sockets. This makes certain that the
anode currents of the two valves are approxi-
mately the same.

Provision has been made for .an external
aerial and earth and a gramophone pick-up,
so that the receiver could actually be used in
place of the standard set, if you do not wish
to erect an unsightly aerial.

After dark, stations can be picked- up at
almost every point of the dial; in fact one
gathers the impression that the receiver is
connected ,to an external aerial. It is only
during the daytime that long-distance stations
cannot be received, but you must not think
from this that you are limited to the local
station in daylight-far from it. We found
that during the morning and the afternoon
we could always rely on eleven or twelve
Continental stations of good strength.

Selectivity is of a very high order and, in
fact, if advantage was taken of the directional
properties of the frame aerial, stations
separated by only a very few kilocycles could
be received.

open air

Note the neat arrangement of combination
controls on this Marconiphone portable

IN A NUTSHELL
Makers : Marconiphone, Ltd.
Model : 269.
Price : £15 15s.
Valve Combination : High -frequency ampli-

fier (Marconi Sat), first detector and
oscillator (Marconi Sz I), single inter-
mediate -frequency stage (Marconi VS2),
second detector (Marconi HL2), push-
pull output (two Marconi PT2's).

Power Supply : Internal combined high-
tension grid -bias battery and low-tension
accumulator.

Type : A super -het portable receiver with
automatic volume control.

This pleasant picture shows you to what good use radio can be put in the
Summer time. The set is a Marconiphone model 269

Automatic volume control is
a standard feature, and not only
is this very useful when listening
to long-distance stations, but
should you wish to use the port-
able in the car, the variations
in volume caused by bridges
and buildings and so on are
almost nullified. For those who
do not wish to go to the expense

' of buying a special car radio
set, this is an ideal alternative.

Provided the ignition system
we s fitted with noise -suppres-
sors this set would work very
well while the car was in
rnotion.

We cannot too highly stress
the fact that this receiver
Should not be considered in the
light of a portable. It ccmbines
the advantages of a fixed receiver
and external aerial with none
of the disadvantages of the
average portable. At fifteen
guineas it is exceptionally good
value for money.
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The Pilot Kit
SERVICE was
founded in 1919

,fee the PILOT
on the carton. It's
a real guarantee.

M PORTANT Miscellaneous Components, Parts, Kits, Finished Receivers or Accessories for Cash, C.O.D. or H.P.P. on our own system of Easy Payments. Send us a list
I of your wants. We sill quote you by return. C.O.D. orders value over 10/- sent carriage and post charges paid (GREAT BRITAIN ONLY.) OVER-
., CUSTHMERS CAN SEND TO US WITH CONFIDENCE. We carry a special export .staff and save all delay. We pay half carriage -packed free. Send full value plus

sufficient for half carriage. Any, surplus refunded immediately. Hire Purchase Terms NOT available to Irish or Overseas customers.

PERMANENT MAGNET MOVING COIL pENT ..QuEsTERBLUE SPOT "STAR "
A

The Speaker with the New
Magnet. i Complete with
extension speaker sockets,
on -off switch and universal
transformer for matching any
output stage.

.

Send
Chaoe CO.D.66
63/10/0. only

Balance in 11 monthly pn -

- ments of 6/6.

NEW W.E. P.M.4A. MICROLODE PERMANENT MAGNET
SPEAKER, complete with, switch -controlled multi -
ratio input transformer. Cash or C.O.D. Canine Paid,

Balance in 7 monthly payments of 519.
NEW BLUE -SPOT 99 P.M. PERMANENT MAGNET
MOVING -COIL SPEAKER. Complete with tapped Input
Transformer. Cash or C.O.D. Carriage Paid, 22[19/6.
Balance in 10 monthly payments of 6/-.
NEW ROLA CLASS B PERMANENT MAGNET MOVING -
COIL SPEAKER AND AM2LIFIER. Complete with valve
and input Transformer. 'Two Models "A" for P.51.213.
P.D.220 and 220 B. fer 240 B. and HP. 2 (state
which when ordering). Cash or C.O.D. Carriage Paid,

23/11,0.
Balance Os 11 monthly payments of 6/6.
TELSEN 8.0.3 KIT, less valveS. Cash or C.O.D. Carriage
Paid, S1/19/6.
Balance in 9 monthly payments of 4/6.
If valves required add 21/19/0 to Cash Price; H P., 12
monthly payments of 7,2.
CELESTION CLASS "B" /TWIT. Stage 9. Complete
Class "B" Unit and P.P.M.9 Moving -cell Speaker,
Excluding Oass " B " Valve. Cash or C.O.D. Carriage
Paid, 22115/0.
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 5/,
ATLAS C.A.25, for Mains, Class B and Q.P.P. four
tappings; 60180, 50/90, 120, 150 25 in/A. Cash or C.O.D.
Carriage Paid, 22/19/6.
Balance in 10 monthly payments of ID-.

Send,

5/9
only
Send

6/ -
only

Send

6/6
only

Send

4/6
only

Send

only
Send

6/ -
only

PILOT CLASS"B"
FOUR KIT

Another PETO-SCOTT triumph -- this
latest Class B Battery 4 Kit at a popular
prise. Seven times the volume of an ordinary
battery set, with outstanding performance
equal to mains receiver. Kits supplied
with detailed 0 Simple to build " instructions
and assembly blueprint. Matched and tested

components. Guaranteed for 12 months by Peto-Scott. KIT "E,".
lees Valves and Cabinet. Cash or COD. Carriage Paid, 23/1010,
or IV- deposit, balance in 12 monthly payments of 9,................

KIT "B." -As Kit "A," KIT "C." -As Kit "A." but
but including 4 matched including 4 matched and tested
and tested Valves. Cash Valves and Pets -Scott Con -
or C.O.D. Carriage Paid, solett Cabinet. Dash or
25/2/6, or 12 monthly C.O.D., Carriage Paid, 1.5115/0. -

payments of 9/6. or 12 monthly payments of 10/6.

econugended PETO-SCOTT WEAKER, if required, add 22/6 to Cash
Prices or 2/- to each monthly payment.

Cash or C.O.D., Carriage Paid£4-7-6
KIT "A" Author's

Kit of
First Specified parts, in-
cluding ready -drilled META-
PLEX Chassis, but less
Valves and Cabinet. Cash or
C.O.D. Carriage Paid, £47776

KIT "B"
As for Kit "A," but 'with
set of Valves only. Cash or
C.O.D. Carriage Paid, 27/1/0.
Or 12 monthly payments of
13/-.

Or yours for

84,
Balance in 11
m'thly. payments

of 8/ -

KIT "C"
As for Kit "A," but with
Valves and Peto-Scott type
PQ Cabinet. Cash or C.O.D.
Carriage Paid, 29/1610.
Or 12 monthly payments cf
161-.

RECOMMENDED PETO-SCOTT PERMANENT MAGNET MOVING -
COIL SPEAKER. Cash or C.O.D. Carriage Paid, 19/9, or add 1/9 to
depo.lt, and each monthly payment.

KIT BITS
You pay the Postman. We pay Post charges
on all orders over 10/-, Great Britain only.

1 Peto-Scott Metaplex Chassis, as specified ...
1 Graham Parish Screened H.F. Choke
2 Telsen Dual -range Screened Coils, Type W349
1 British Radiophone 2 -gang Condenser, .0005

mfd. with S.M. dial Type P.Q.
1Wearite Transformer Type P.P.A.
1 set of 3 Specified Valves ...
t Peto-Scott Penta-quester Cabinet

3 6
4 6

17 0

18 0
13 6

2 13 6
1 15 0

PENTA-QUESTER
WALNUT CABINET

Designed at the special request of " Amateuhr

polished Walnut. With unique 360 -degree
Wireless." In handsome hand-french

Tuning Scale and 2-1 reduction sprockets,
driving chain, scale and speaker Cattle.

Carriage 2:6 extra.
or 7!6 deposit and 5 monthly payments of 6/6, Carriage Paid.

BARGAIN MIDGET SET
HALSON, BEST OF ALL THE MID-
GETS. 4 -valve. All -electric A.C. or
D.C. Mains, 100 to 250 volts. llovintz-
coil Speaker. Single knob
2004550 metres.. Site 10 in. by 7/c in.
by 6 in. deep. Wonderful tone.
Super, -het circuit with Yours foramazing selectivity.
Regional -and powerful
foreign stations re- 1 Ofceived on ready fitted
short aerial. Cash or Balance in 12
C.O.D., Carriage monthly pas. -
Paid, 26. ments of 10;'3.

-LUCERNE RANGER -
(For detailed list of Parts see our

previous advertisement)

KIT
ggir 9 CASH OR C.O.D. 39!

Carriage Paid.
Comprises the Kit of Parts as detailed, YOURS FOR
less Valves, Cabinet and Speaker.
Cash or C.O.D. Carriage Faid,
C1 '19 0.
Balance in 11 m'thly payments of 3 6. DOWN

KIT "B"
'As for Kit "A," but with
Valves only. Cash or C.O.D.
Carriage Paid, 13/10/3.
Balance in 11 monthly pay-
ments of 61d

ASSEMBLED LUCERNE PARTS* If Ready -assembled Lucerne Coils, ILE. Choke, and
L.F. Transformer required with Kit in place of parts (or
same add 5/- to Cash or C.O.D. prices or 6d. to each

inord hly payment.

KIT '6 C "
As for Kit "A," but, with
Valves and Peto-Scott Lu-
cerne Cabinet. Complete
with BA. Cone Speaker.
Cash cr C.O.D. Carriage
Paid, 24/1216.
Balance in 11 monthly Pay-
ments of 89.

Send only /6

-LUCERNE PARTS
Complete kit comprising 2 ready -drilled Formers,
2 Reels of enamelled Wire, G B.A. Terminals, Nuts
and Screws. Exact to specification for Aerial or Grid 6
Coil. Postage d. extra -
2 Complete Ki ts ler both Aerial and Grid Coils, /-. Postage -6C extra

Ready Wound
LUCERNE AERIAL COIL OR

GRID COIL Each
Wound exactly to
'Amateur Wireless'
specification.
Manufactured,
Tested and Guar-
anteed by  Pets -
Scott. Postage 61. Extra

6/6 Per Pair Prsi Free

H. F. CHOKE "WrIdTit:,`,'.'n=
former, ready drilled, complete with terminals, fixing screw and
44 enamelled wire to Amateur Wireless" specification. 4/6

Postage 6d. extra. g

Ready assembled and tested by Peto-Seott, 2/6, postage 85. extra.

L.F. TRANSFORMER PER "I'mcomprising moulded
Bakelite case, ready -drilled and completed with ready -wound
bobbin, '22 pairs of laminations and terminals, to 03 /6
° Amateur Wireless " specification. Postage dd. extra. 4ag/
Ready assembled and tested by Peto-Scott, 5/-, postage 6d. extra.

MAINS L.F. CHOKE Complete Kit of Parts,
exact to " spem

Mation, comprising ready -wound bobbin, laminations, al9
cTamping strips and bolts. Postage extra .01

by PatoSctt Postage extra. 81Ready casouobled, festal and a -manatee/
-

A.C. MAINS TRANSFORMER'F'oe"Kit of
Paris, exact to " A.W." specification, comprising ready -wound
bobbin. with coloured leads, set of laminations, clamping 113/6
strips, liking screw o. Postage free.

by Pato-Scott. &Mace free
'Ready socemblei, tested and guaranteed 16/6

ANY ITEM SUPPLIED SEPARATELY -ORDERS OVER 10;

SENT C.O.D. CARRIAGE AND POST CHARGES PAID
4/MeN, IIMOMEM

I PETC-SCOTT PERMANENT MAGNET VET0-SCOTT CO, LTD. 77 City Road, London, E.c.t I

MOVING -COIL SPEAKER I I West End Shoteroosts: 02 High2r4lro'r7Z :LoCindroAn7V.109.11°617.

POWER AND
Telephone : !Totem tt :3249.

I PENTODE OUT PUT I
Dear Sirs,

me CASIDC.O.D./ILP

I

I

Complete with input
transformer. Send only
2%6; halarm in 5 monthly
psym tots of 4r-. Cash
Cr C.O.D. Carriage Paid,
19/6.

for which I enclose
CASIT/11.P./DEP08IT.
NAME

1101MMMOIMM /

AD
AM., 2S 4 24I

MOW /MN .10. =. W M

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY-CASH-COD.or H.P.
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* "A.W." MAINS
TRANSFORMER

To the Experimenters' Specification, also suitable for
any mains set using up to 4 valves. Kit
of parts ...    13/6

Made up, tested, 5/6and Guaranteed

* LUCERNE COILS
Guaranteed to the Experimenters' Specification 3/OR ALL THE A.W. SETS. 3/-, post 6d. ...

Pairs ... /_
postpost free w/

* "A.W." L.F. CHOKE
Kit of Parts, with wound bobbin ... 6/9
Complete finished, tested, and guaranteed, oin
Part postage and packing 6d. ... eco 7

McDANIEL & CO.
1a EASTERN ROAD, ROMFORD

"ENGINEERS!
LOOK WHAT YOU
HAVE AT YOUR
FINGER TIPS!

Do not let a first-class post slip
ir through your fingers for the

sake of a few letters after your
name. Whatever your experi-

ence, age, or education, you should send to -day for
 ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES." This free 236 -

page Handbook shows the easiest way of preparing for the
A.M.I.C.E., A.M.I.Moch.E., A.M.I.E.E.,A.M.I.A.E.,M atric,
G.P.O., etc., exams. The book also gives details of all
branches of Civil, Mech., Elm., Motor, Aero., Wireless,
and " Talkie " Engineering, and explains the unique ad-
vantages of our Appointments Department. Send for the
valuable Handbook to -day -FREE, and post free.
BRITISH INSTITUTE of ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY,
409 Shakespeare House, 29/31 Oxford Street, London, W.1.

-EASY PAYMENTS,
" There's no place like HOLMES."
The first firm to supply wireless parts on easy payments.
Nine years advertiser in wireless press. Thousands of

satisfied customers.
Monthly

Deposit Payments
TELSEN, latest 3 -valve kit 29/6 4/- 7 of 4/1
Lissen Skyscraper 4 .. 112/6 10/- 11 of 10/3
EX IDE H.T. Accumulator,

120 -volt 6/- 9 of 6/8
BLUE SPOT, 29PM. .. 32/6 4/5 7 of 4/5
ATLAS ELIMINATOR,

5/- 1 I cf0. Hu
EPOCH, 20thC PM. .. 4110 7 of 9'10
W.B. Microlode 42/- 4)7 9 of 4 7

Parts for any Kit Set. Any make of Speaker.
NEW GOODS OBTAINED FOR EVERY ORDER

Send us a list of the parts you require and the payments that
will suit your convenience, and we will send you a definite
quotation. Anything wireless.

H.W.HOLME.S, 29, FOLEY STREET,
Great Portland Street, London, W.1.

'Phone : Museum 1414.

CABINETS
65/- Radi4-Gram 15/..

Cabinet for
NO MIDDLE PROFITS
Finest Rad'a Furniture as

mind% d oo B.B.C.
LIST

FREE pt C )1E7 T
Cabinet (A M.) Works, Bexleyheath, Near London.

1

PUT NEW LIFE INTO
YOUR RADIO SET

Amazing Results -Sensation of Wireless Trade. Use INSTANT.
BRITE, the quick and pleasant way of cleaning corroded
Accumulator Terminals and Spade Connections. Prevents high
resistance, crackling, undercharging. and breakages. No
Smaping-No Mess -No Trouble. Cleans like Magic in a few
seconds. Don't be afraid-INSTANTBRITE-is used by the
Trade. You take no chances with our Money Back Guarantee.
Order to -day -Use to.morrow-l/G per Tin Post Free.
A. INSTANTBRITE, Peebles Works, Palmerston Road, N.W.6.

RADIO SUPPLIES
Send your list of Radio needs for our quotation. Kits, Parts,
Sets, etc. Everything in Radio stocked, prompt delivery.
7 days' approval. Catalogue free. Taylex & Standard Wet

H.T. Replacements stocked.
A. TAYLOR, 9 GROPE ROAD, SALAAM
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Medium-wave Broadcasters

Metres
201.1
203.5
203.5
204.2
206
208.6
209.5
209.9
211.3
214
215
218.2
221.1
222
2216
222.6
224
224.1
225.6

227.1
230.2
231.8

This week we give details of all the important European medium -wave stations.
Next week we shall publish a list of short- and long -ways transmitters.

Austria .5
233.5 1,285 Great Britain 1

235.1 1,276 Norway 0.5
236.8 1,267 Germany 2
238.5 1,258 Spain .6
238.5 1,258 Italy 1.0
240.2 1,249 France 2.0
241.9 1,240 Irish Free State... 1

243.7 1,231 Germany 5
245.5 1,222 Trieste Italy 10

247.3 1,213 Lille PTT France 1.4
249.2 1,204 Prague Strasnice (2) Czechoslovakia 3
251 1,195 Frankfurt - am - Main

and relays Germany 17

253.2 1,185 Kharkov (2) U.S.S.R 35
255.1 1,176 Copenhagen Denmark 10.0
257.1 1,167 Monte Ceneri ...... Switzerland 15

259.1 1,158 Morayska-Ostrava... Czechoslovakia... I I

261.1 1,149 London National ... Great Britain 50
261.1 1,149 West National Great Britain
263.2 1,140 Turin (1) Italy
265.3 1.131 Hoerby Sweden
267.4 1,122 Belfast N. Ireland
267.4 1.122 Nyiregyhaza Hungary
268.5 1,117 Vitus (Paris) France 1.0
269.5 1,113 Kosice Czechoslovakia... 2.5
271.7 1,104 Naples Italy 1.5
271.7 1,104 Madona Latvia 15.0
274 1,095 Madrid EAJ7 Spain 3.0
276.2 1.086 Falun Sweden .5
276.2 1,086 Magyarovar Hungary 1.25
277.2 1,082 Zagreb Yugoslavia 75
278 1,079 Bordeaux PTT France 13

280.9 1,068 Tiraspol U.S.S.R 10
283.3 1,059 Bari Italy 20
285.7 1,050 Scottish National ... Great Britain 50
288.5 1,040 Leningrad (2) U.S.S.R. 100
288.5 1,040 Rennes PTT France 1.3
291 1.031 Heilsberg Germany 60
291 1,031 Parede Portugal 5.0
293.5 1,022 Barcelona (EAJ15) Spain 2 0
296.2 1,013 North National ... Great Britain 50
298.8 1,004 Bratislava Czechoslovakia... 14

301.5 995 Huizen (Hilv. prog ) Holland 20
304.3 986 Genoa Italy 10

304.3 986 Cracow Poland 1.7
307.1 977 West Regional Great Britain 50

Kilo- Station and Call Power
cycles Sign Country (Kw.)

1,492 Bordeaux -Sod -Quest France
1,474 Plymouth Great Britain .3
1,474 Bournemouth Great Britain I

1,469 Pecs Hungary 125
1,456 Fecamp France 200
1,438 Miskolez Hungary 1.25
1,432 Sealers France 1.5
1,429 Newcastle Great Britain 1

1,420 Tampere Finland 1.2
1,402 Sofia Bulgaria 5.0
1,395.4 Radio Lyon France .7
1,375 Basle, Berne Switzerland . .5
1,357 Turin (2) Italy .2
1,351 Dublin (2) Irish Free State... 1.2
1,348 Koenigsberg Germany .5
1,348 Milan Vigentino (2) Italy 7
1,339 Montpellier France .8
1,338.8 Lodz Poland 1.7
1,330 Hanover and other

Hamburg relays... Germany 1.5
I321 Magyarovar Hungary 1.25
1,303 Danzig Germany .5
1,294 Linz and other

Vienna relays ...
Aberdeen
Stavanger
Nurnberg
San Sebastian (EAJ8)
Rome (111)
Juan-les-Pins
Cork
Gleiwitz

50
7

10

6 25

Kilo- Station and Call Pcwer
Metres cycles Sign Country (Kw )
309.9 968 Grenoble PTT France 3.0
312.8 959 Poste Farisien, Paris France 60
315.8 950 Breslau Germany 60
318.8 941 Algiers North Africa 13

318.8 941 Goeteborg Sweden 10

321.9 932 Brussels (2) Belgium 15

325.4 922 Brno Czechoslovakia... 35
328.6 913 Limoges PTT France .. .7
331.9 904 Hamburg Germany . 100
335.2 895 Radio Toulouse France 8
335.2 895 Helsinki Finland 10

338.6 886 Graz Austria 7
342.1 877 London Regional ... Great Britain 50
345.6 868 Poznan Poland 17.0
349.2 859 Strasbourg France 15

350 857 Bergen Norway 1.0
352.9 850 Valencia Spain 3.0
356.7 841 Berlin Germany 100
360.6 832 Moscow (4) U.S.S.R. 100
362.8 827 Radio LL, Paris Franca 1.2
364.5 823 Bucharest Roumania 12
368.6 814 Milan Italy 50
373.1 804 .Scottish Regional ... Great Britain 50
377.4 795 Lwow Poland 21.5
379.7 790 Barcelona (EA11) . Spain 8
382.2 785 Leipzig Germany 120
386.6 776 Toulous PTT , France .7
391.1 767 Midland Regional ... Great Britain 25
395.8 758 Katowice Poland 16

400.5 749 Marseilles PTT - France 2.5
435.4 740 Munich Germany 100
410.4 731 Seville Spain 1.5
410.4 73/ Tallinn Estonia II
410.4 731 Madrid (Espana) -... Spain 1.0
415.5 722 Kiev U.S.S.R. 36
420.8 713 Rome Italy 50
426.1 704 Stockholm Sweden 55
431.7 695 Paris PTT France 7
434.8 690 Fredriksstad Norway 0.7
439.8 682 Belgrade Yugoslavia 2.8
443.1 677 Sottens Switzerland 25
449.1 668 North Regional Great Britain ... 50
455.9 658 Langenberg Germany 60
463 648 Lyons PTT France 15

470.2 638 Prague (I) Czechoslovakia... 120
476.9 629 Trondheim Norway 1.2
476.9 629 Lisbon (tests) Portugal 20.0
483.9 620 Brussels (I) Belgium 15
491.8 610 Florence Italy 20
499.2 601 Sundsvall Sweden 10
499.2 601 Rabat Morocco 6
506.8 592 Vienna Austria 100
514.6 583.2 Riga Latvia IS
514.6 583 Agen France. 0.5
522.6 574 Muhlacker Germany 100
531 565 Athlone Irish Free State... 60
539.6 .556 Beromunster Switzerland 60
549.5 546 Budapest Hungary 120
559,7 536 Wilno Poland 16
569.3 .527 Viipuri Finland 13.0
569.3 527 Ljubljana Yugoslavia 7
578 519 Innsbrueck Austria 0 S
696 431 Oulu Finland 1.2
726 413.5 Boden Sweden .6
748 401 Geneva Switzerland 1.5
743 401 Moscow U.S.S.R. 20.0
765 392 Ostersund Sweden .6
824 364 Smolensk.... ... ... U.S.S.R. 100
840 357 Budapest (II) Hungary 3.0
845 355 Vadso Norway 10.0

NOTE: -The following wavelengths are common to several transmitters: 206 m.
(1,456 kcs.); 207.3 m. (1,447 kcs.); 208.6 m. (1,438 kcs.); 211.3 m. (1,420 kcs.);
218.2 m. (1,375 kcs.); 221.1 m. (1,357 kcs.); 225.6m.214 m. (1,330 kcs.); 228.7 m.
(1,312 kcs.); 235.1 m. ( 1,276 kcs.); 236.8 m. (1,267 kcs.); 251 m. (1,195 kcs.).

Metal -sprayed Baseboards
CONSTRUCTORS in some parts of the

country have experienced difficulty in
obtaining from their local dealers .supplies of
Metaplex for baseboards and chassis. In some
cases they have been told by their local
dealers that Peto-Scott do not supply
through the trade.

Arrangements were made many months
ago, however, for Metaplex to be supplied to.
the trade through the British Radio Gramo-
phone Co., Ltd., and dealers can obtain
supplies through this source without delay.

Attention is drawn to this point because
the successful working of many recent AMATEUR
WIRELESS designs depends in no small degree
on the use of a metallised baseboard or chassis.
Those who do not wish to get their Metaplex
direct from Peto-Scott should insist on their
dealers getting it for them through the whole-
sale distributors.

Penta-quester Blueprints
AFEW of the thousands of free Penta-

quester blueprints that have been sent
to AMATEUR WIRELESS readers during the past
week have a minor error. The connection from
terminal No. 6 on the high -frequency coil
(mounted on the under side of the chassis)
going to the anode of the high -frequency valve
(on the top of the chassis) is numbered 57 on
the underside and 51 on the top side of the
chassis.

This is actually one connection, of course,
and the number on the underside of the chassis
should be altered to 51.

Wire No. 57 is the low-tension negative flex
to the accumulator.

We would also take this opportunity of
again reminding readers that the coupons for
free Penta-quester blueprints published in our
issues of April 14 and 21 must be sent to us by
April 28 at the very latest.
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The Human Ford

TL2 Ford shown at a New York exhibition
" human" by radio gear

WHAT is it that talks and listens, sees
and moves, and yet has no brain ?
The answer is the new Ford roadster

recently demonstrated in the 1934 Ford
exposition in New York. The three big features
in the inventive world-the automobile, radio
and television-:were all combined here. And
we have yet one more sign of the march of
progress.

In Detroit, without a human being aboard,

" We're Fluxite and Solder, When fixing your aerial,
The reliable pair; Be sure not to shirt,-

"SOLDER " your
Famous for Soldering -- ecnneetions- -

Known everywhere ! A good spot of work !
See that Fluxite and Solder are always by
you-in the house-garage-workshop-
anywhere where simple, speedy soldering is

needed.
ALL MECHANICS WILL HAVE

FLUXITE
IT SIMPLIFIES ALL SOLDERING

All Ironmongers sell Fluxite in tins : 4d.,
Sd., 1. 4d., and 2s. 8d. Ask to se.. the
FLUXITE POCKET SOLDERING SET
-complete with full instructions -7s. 6c1.
Ask alsI for our leaflet on HARDENING
STEEL with Fluxite.

FLUXITE LTD., (Dept.326),
Dragar Works, Bermondsey Street, S.E.1

FOR ALL REPAIRS!

which was made

this car has been driven
in the streets .and stopped
and started at traffic
signals.

The demonstration at
the exhibition proved an
absolute magnet to the
public, especially to the
women. "Good morning,
folks, I am glad to see
you," says Ford and
proceeds to look around
and describe various on-
lookers, much to the
amusement of the crowd.

At request he will blow
his horn, light his lamps
and answer questions.
If a watch is held close
to his lamps he will tell
the time, and if a dollar
bill is pressed close to the
glass he will tell the exact
number. Several dollar
bills and' watches were
eagerly handed up to
the handsome demon-
strator.

One young lady from a visiting New York
school was described by Ford and invited to
come up on the stand and have a friendly chat.
Amidst roars of amusement she was asked to
put her face close to the radiator and was
loudly kissed by the Human Ford.

As he was feeling hot, the attendant kindly
opened the ventilators and doors and amidst
much amusement the interesting demonstra-
tion finished. LIONEL MERDLER.

Notes and Jottings
RADIO -RELAY companies in many parts

of the country have been very generous
to the Wireless for the Blind Fund.

The companies are giving free service to blind
persons when the Fund has paid for the
original cost of loud -speaker and installation.

Writing of wireless for the blind reminds us
that Burne- Jones & Co., Ltd., have received
further orders for sets with the special Braille
tuning system. This brings the number of
sets supplied to the surprising figure of 24,00o.

.
Visual tuning in a well -developed state has

been incorporated in the latest product of the
Hayes radio factory-the H.M.V. Super -het
Portable Fluid -light Six. Or, for short,
model 463.

It is a six-valver for A.C. mains, and the
price is 1ii6 16s. A handsome transportable
in a fine-looking walnut cabinet.

Controls are grouped on a single escutcheon,
two combination knobs doing the work of
four controls.

The fluid -light effect is obtained by the
projection of two arrows of light on to the
scale. The maximum length of arrow denotes
maximum accuracy of tuning -in. As each
statiOn comes in the arrows give a visual
indication of signal strength and tuning
accuracy-a very great asset in a set with such
highly selective tuning.

o s
Some long-distance medium -wave working

is reported by Capt. G. P. 011ey. The apparatus
used was a Marconi AD6oI fitted in a Dragon
Moth plane of the 011ey Air Service, Ltd.
Capt. 011ey was in touch with Croydon while
on a flight to the North of Scotland (a distance
of 45o miles) by telegraphy, and 25o miles
by telephony.

mattur Wirdesi.

Strict Privacy Guaranteed
-we deal with you direct

BLUE SPOT
MOVING -COI

STA"
SPEAKER

SENT ON 7 DAYS' TRIAL
Complete with uni-
versal mat eking
transformer. Bend
only 5/- for 7 days'
trial. If approved,
halancettalmontlo
ly payments of OIL
Cash or C.O.D.-Car-
riage Paid, £3/10.0.

BLUE SPOT 29 P.M. MOVING -COIL
SPEAKER. Cash or C.O.D. Carriage
Paid. 61/12/6 or 7 monthly payments
of 5/-.

NV 17111
E

C.
ER -At JFiER

SEND FOR IT ON 7 DAYS' TRIAL
Gives Seven Times the Volume.
Ready Assembled with Class "B"

Valve.
Sind only 5/- for 7
days' trial. if ap-
proved, balance in 11
monthly payments of

Cash or C.O.D. Car-
riage Paid, 22/19/6,
Simply plug-in to your
existing battery set.

W. B. P, M MICR OLODE
MOV NG COIL SPEAKER

SENT ON 7 DAYS' TRIAL
With Switch -controlled multi -ratio input

transformer.
Bend only 5/- for
7 days' trial. If
approved, balance
in 8 monthly pay-
ments of 5/3. Cash
or C.O.D. Carriage
Paid, 121210.
W.,132.11.6. tend
only 2/6. Balance in
8 monthly 1,ey-

Cash or C.O.D. Carriage Paid 11/120ments 9f 4/.3.

ATLAS ELIMINATOR
Send tor it on 7 DAYS' FREE TRIAL
Model C.A.25. Suitable for all
outputs, including, Clam " B "

and Q.P.P.
Bend only 3/6
for 7 days trial.
If approved,
Balance pay-
able inll mon-
thly payments
of 5/6 (are,,sh
in 7 days),
22(19/6. Carr-
iage Paid,

D.C.11, der: Cash or
.0 I). 4 '.rri,t ge Paid 11/19/6

or 4- down and 50 monthly
payments of 4/-.

RLA FEAKER-A PLiFiEl

8'

SENT on 7 DAYS' TRIAL
Complete Class B Amplifying Unit,
with Valve and Rola P.M. Moving -
coil Spent,. Send only 5/- for

' 7 days' trial.
If approved,
balance in 11
monthly pay-
ments of e/6.
Cash or C.O.D.
Carriage Paid,
E4/11/3.

ROLA F.R.6
P.M. Class B

Speaker. Send only 5/-. Balance In 8 monthly payments of 4;9.
Cash or C.O.D., Carriage Paid, 51/14118.

Any items advertised in this journal CASH,
C.O.D., H.P. Send for quotation by return.

New gimes Sales Co
56 LUDGATE HILL, LONDON, E.C.4
Pear sirs

) Please send nr,

(b) I enclose CasidDeposit

NAME

ADDRESS

A.W. 28:04.
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PREPAID ADVERTISEMENTS
Advertisements under this head are charged
THREEPENCE PER WORD, minimum charge
THREE SHILLINGS. DEPOSIT SYSTEM.

s the publishers cannot accept responsibility for the bona
f des of advertisers in this publication, they have introduced
a system of deposit which it is recommended should be
adopted by readers when dealing with persons with whom
they are unacquainted. It is hare explained.

Intending purchasers should forward to the Publishers
the amount of the purchase money of the article advertised.
This will be acknowledged to both the Depositor and the
Vendor, whose names and addresses must necessarily be
given. The deposit is retained until advice is received of
she completion of the purchase, or of the article having
been returned to and accepted by the Vendor. In addition
to the amount of the deposit, a Fee of 6d. for sums of LI
and under, and Is. for amounts in excess of LI, to cover
postage, etc., must be remitted at the same time. In cases
of persons not resident within the United Kingdom, double
f.tes are charged.

The amount of the Deposit and Fee must be remitted by
Postal Order or Registered Letter (Cheques cannot be
rccepted), addressed to
"Amateur Wireless," Advertisement Department,

58/61 Fetter Lane, London, E.C.4.

.-W;ELEVISION APPARATUSe specialise in all com-
Tponents, Discs, Neoni, Lenses, Motors, etc. Illustrated
List Free.-Sanders, 4 Grays Inn Road, London, W.C.1.

EPOCH.-Final clearance of surplus Epoch Loud -speakers
and other articles. Thousands of bargains for callers.

New list, with additions from all departments, on applica-
tion.

EPOCH.-Greatest
bargain ever offered. The famous

11 -in. Super P.M. Speaker. The finest moving -coil
speaker in its class. Brand new, perfect, and guaranteed.
Fitted with Universal transformer, including ten matching
ratios for power, super power, and pentodes, as well as
terminals for Class B. Handles 1/10th to 8 watts. Equally
as good in every way as the standard 11 -in. Super listing
at 45/-. To clear at 20/- each, carriage paid. Similar
Speaker, but energised, 6 volt, 2,500 or 4,000 ohms fields.
List at 37/6; to clear at 18/6. Cabinets 12/6 extra.

EPOCH.-Another
wonderful bargain. The famous Super

Dwarf P.M. The tiny 5 -in. Speaker with the big per-
formance. Multi -ratio or Class B transformer. New and
guaranteed. List price, 23/6; to clear at 11/-, carriage
paid.
EPOCH Radio, Exmouth House, Exmouth Street, E.C.1

(at junction of itosebery Avenue and Farringdon Road).

DADIO AT LESS THAN COST from " THE GOLD -
F% MINE STORES." This week's special "A.W." clearance
offers. Supplies strictly limited. All brand-new goods.
COMPONENTS: lucerne Iron -cored Dual -range Coils,
1/11. "A.W." Lucerne Coils, Aerial or Grid, each 2/4.
Philco 20 hen. chokes 1/9; Lotus Variable Condensers,
.0005, .0003, .0001 mfd., 1/-; Differentials, L.F.
Transformers, 3 : 1, 5 : 1, 1/11. " Duotune "S.M. Eaten-
sers (list 18/6), 2/11. Class 13 Driver and Output Trans-
formers, each, 3/6. Fixed Condensers, 1 soft!., 8(1.;
2 mfd., 1/3; 4 mid., 2/4; .0001, 2, 3 mfd., 3d. each.
Erie 1 -watt Resistances, from 10,000 ohms, 41d. each.
Grid Leaks, 1, 2, 3, 5 megs., 21d. each. MISCELLANE-
OUS : P.M. M.C. Speakers, 12/6. Eliminator Kits (with
Westinghouse rectifiers), 25 ma., A.C., 21/-; D.C., 9/li;
A.C., Class B, 29/6. SPECIAL KITS OFFERS, complete
with diagrams, instructions, and all sundries. Yenta-
Quester (exact to specified values throughout) 49'6, Straight
2-v. Kit, 8/6; 3 -valve, l0/6; S. Wave 3, 12/6; SW. Adaptor,
8/6; Class B Adaptor, 10/6; Class B 3, 18/6; Leader 3, 25/6;
S.G. Ranger, 19/6. Enclose also 3d. stamps now for April
issue of THE RADIO GOLD -MINE "-The Miracle
Medium in Modern Radio. It will save you pounds. The
Greatest Surplus Lists in Radio.-LONDON EAST
CENTRAL TRADING COMPANY (Dept. A.77), 23 Bar-
tholomew Close, E.C.1. (Telephone: NATional 7473.)
All goods cash, C.O.D., or deposit system. Please enclose
sufficient postage extra on above special offers.

El

INFORMATION BUREAU
Will every querist please observe the follow-

ing revised rules ?
Please write concisely, giving essential particulars.
A fee of one shilling, postal order (not statnp3,

a stamped, addressed envelope and the coupon on
this page must accompany all queries.

Not more than two questions should be sent at
any time.

The designing of apparatus or receivers cannot b.:
undertaken.

Slight modifications of a straightforward nature
only can be made to blueprints. For more serious
alterations the minimum charge is 2/6.

Blueprints supplied by us will be charged for in
addition, but of course, readers may send their owe
blueprints for alteration.

Modifications to proprietary receivers and design;
published by contemporary journals cannot to
undertaken. Readers sets and components cannot
be tested by us. Queries cannot be answered by
telephone or personally. Readers ordering him,
prints and requiring technical information in addi-
tiOn should address a separate letter to the Infor-
mation Bureau and should sec that their remit-
tance covers the price of the Blueprint and tht
amount of the query fee.

We do not answer queries in cases Where
the fee is omitted.
Queries should be addressed to the Query Dept.,
'Amateur Wireless," 58/61, Fetter Lane, London,

E.C.4.

El

El El
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MAINS TRANSFORMERS RE-WOUND.-Prompt service,
satisfaction guaranteed: prices on request. - The

Sturdy Electric Co., Wesley Terrace, Dipton, Newcastle -
on -Tyne:

REPAIRS to Loud -speakers, '1 ransformers, and Head-
phones, 4/. each; Blue Spots, 61-. Moving Coils a

speciality. Cones fitted, Eliminators and Sets quoted for.
Satisfaction guaranteed. Prompt service. Inquiries
invited. Terms to trade.-Loud-speaker Repair Service,
5 Balham Grove, London, S.W.12. Battersea 1321.

AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC REF R IGERATORS.-Working
drawings, 1/9, for making reliable home built units.-

" PHOTOPRINTS," 179 The. Albany, Liverpool 3.

BANKRUPT BARGAINS. --List tree with 3v. diagram-
S.T.300 kit, 35:- S.T.400, 45/-; S.T.500, 52/6. Any

kit supplied.' M.C. speakers from 11/-. Eliminators from
10/6. Right prices for Amplion, Lotus, Universal mains
sets. A.C. mains valves S.G., 4/6. Detector, 3/6. Pen-
tode, 4/6. Positively the cheapest for quality parts.-
Butlin, 143b Preston Road, Brighton. Preston 4030.

TELEVISION RECEIVERS. -The " Salter "-" Major "
and " Mirror " complete kits. Supplied direct to con-

structors, now available. Prices from £3 10s. John
Salter (estd. 1896), Member Television Society, Featherglione
Buildings, High Holborn, W.C.

WANTED.-Good Modern Wireless Parts, Sets, Elimina-
tors, Meters, Valves, Speakers, etc. Spot cash waiting,

Send or bring. We pay more than any other dealer. Open
9-8.-University Radio, 142 Drummond Street, Euston
N.W.I.

Postcard Radio
Literature

Here" Observer" reviews the latest booklets and
folders issued by well-known manufacturers. If
''ou want copies of any or all of them FREE 04,
CHARGE, just send a postcard giving the indev
numbers of the catalogues required (shown at
the end of each paragraph) to "Postcard Radio
Literature," AMATEUR WIRELESS, 5861
Fetter Lane. E.C.4. " Observer " will see tilt;
you get all the literature you desire. Pleats
write your name and address in block letters.

Claude Lyons Resistances
THE new Claude Lyons catalogue, "A

Helping Hand to Constructors," will help
you to choose the correct resistance for any
particular job. In addition to details of
resistances, hum adjustors, switches, mains
condensers and transformers, sparking -plug
suppressors, valve holders, microphones and
pick-ups are also dealt with. 158
Mains Equipment
CONSTRUCTORS of A.C. mains receivers
`4.--4 will be interested in the Bryan Savage
range of mains equipment. The transformers
are designed to withstand a test voltage of
30o per dent. over the rated voltage.

The primary tappings are so arranged that
the transformers can be used on all voltages
from. zoo to 25o. The bobbin which carries the
windings is of bakelite. The core is of ferro
silicon, and good size cores they are ! Every
choke and transformer carries a twelve months'
guarantee.

The latest folder, which gives details of
ratings and prices of the standard lines, will be
a great help when choosing new mains gear.

159
Variable Resistances

THE new .Kabi variable resistances have
several interesting features. The resistance

wire is embedded in bakelite, the contact being
made through a sprung sliding arm and a
hair -spring connection to the external soldering
lug. They are rated at 3 watts dissipation,
and can be obtained combined with mains
switches. 16 0

Car Radio
READERS who are interested in car radio

should send for the Motorola catalogue,
which gives details of several notable models.
One of the models is exceptionally small, being
only 71/4 in. by 8 in. by 81/3 in. A five -valve
receiver, loud -speaker, and power supply are
all contained in the metal case. The loud-
speaker is of the energised type; automatic
volume control is another feature. 161
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On the Long Waves
Continued from page 450

More powerful plant is to be given also to
Aalesund, as in that port the station is not
only entrusted with radio programmes, but in
addition with the more important duty of
keeping the Norwegian fishing fleet in Arctic
waters in touch with home affairs.

I cannot believe there are many listeners in
the British Isles able to tune in a Zagreb
broadcast, as the power of the station is com-
paratively low. However, you may succeed
without much difficulty if you choose the night
following the first day in each month, as from
midnight on these occasions the studio gives a
special transmission.

Zagreb, by the way, works
_
on 276.2

metres.
Oberammergau Relay

A week or so ago I mentioned the possibility
of a relay of the Oberammergau Passion Play.
I am pleased to say that from Continental
sources I learn that the matter has been settled
with the German stations, and through
Reichssender Munich as the channel for all
other stations, for the first time in history, an
excerpt of this performance will be broadcast
on Sunday, May 13.

We shall only be getting a sample of this
famous production-the actual play itself lasts
eight hours-but if you tune in to one of the
more powerful European stations, as I under-
stand that several will taking the transmission,
you will also hear the principal actor, Anton
Lang', give a short explanatory address in
English.

SILVER -SOLDERING & BRAZING

"

5 V.
SELF -BLOWING BLOWPIPE p
WORKS FROM ANY
GAS TUBE-ATHOME-
IN THE GARAGE-
OR WORKSHOP

POST FREE

t' EN I N EERS
METAL WORKERS- PLUMBERS
TOOL MAKERS-COPPERSMIDLS-
GARAGE MEN  RADIO WORKERS.

AS SUPPLIED TO 8.4t.6ovr-RAILWAY cwr -
CORPORATiONS -TECHN/CAL insnrimo.s -
LEAOING CAR MFRS CRECCSALATE

SEND FOR ONE NOW/
NO BELLOWS REQUIRED

This wonderful Blowpipe operates on the ordinary House Gas
by small flexible tube, anyone can Silver -solder or Braze with
it. Thousands satisfied. Prices including Blowpipe, Silver.
Bolder, Brazing Wire and instructions 5', 4 in. flame;
7,,R, s in. flame ; 12/6, 9 in. flame peat free. Send for Free List.
A. W. BOARDMAN, 2, Sedley Pl.. London, W.1. Mayfair 1192.

INSTANT DELIVERY !,
MAINS TRANSFORMER
cation ..
Kits exactly to "Experimenters" Specifi- 1 3/6

... ... ... -
Assembled and bench tested ... 15/6Postage 6d. extra.

LUCERNE COILS Tets o,f,LLutciceerrnnee C n l lris
Iff-i orfo'r'

" Lucerne S.G. Ranger," etc., exactly to 2/6
specification Price, each
Ready wound, assembled and laboratory tested 6/6

Postage 6d. extra. per pair
L.F. CHOKES Ohmic Kits for the L.F. Choke

as described by the "Experi-
menters," complete with ready -wound and tested 6/9
bobbin, laminations, etc. ... ...
Completely assembled and bench tested

Postage 6d. extra.
Send to -day for immediate delivery :---,

OHMIC ACCESSORIES
9 MYRON PLACE, CLOCK TOWER, LEWISHAM, S.E.I3

'Phone : Lee Green 3491

8/9

e vyvvE A S Y T E R M Svvv7.,
ii. .Everything radio supplied on convenient 4
io. terms. Send list of requirements-quotation 4

and price lists will be sent by return. For 4
really prompt delivery entrust your order to 4

us. All goods Carriage Paid. 4
10- THE LONDON RADIO SUPPLY CO. A4

11, OAT LANE, NOBLE ST., LONDON, E.C: 4
10.

'Phone, NATional 1977. 4
NAI.A.AAAAAA.A.A.AAAAA.A./.. AAA A I.I. Ki
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FULL-SIZE BLUEPRINTS
CRYSTAL SETS (6d. each)

1931 Crystal Set AW308
Four Station Crystal Set AW427

ONE -VALVE SETS (1s. each)* Easy to Build One AW304
Portable Short-wave One AW354
B.B.C. One-valver AW387
S.W. One-valver for America .. AW429

When
ordering,
please
send

postal
order,
NOT

STAMPS.
Quote the
blueprint
number
shown.

TWO -VALVE SETS (1s. each)
Home Station A.C.2 (D, Pen) .. .. .. AW374
B.B.C. National Two (D, Trans) AW377
Melody Ranger Two (D, Trans) AW388
" A.W." Iron -core Two (D, Trans) .. .. AW395
" A.W." Iron -core Two with Q.P.P. .. .. AW396
Big Power Melody Two, with Lucerne Coils

(SG Trans) .. .. .. .. AW338A
B.B.C. National Two, with Lucerne Coils (D,

Trans) .. .. .. .. .. AW377A
Consolectric Two (D, Pen) A.C. .. .. AW403
Lucerne Minor (Det, Pen) .. .. AW 426
Screen -grid Two (SG Det, Trans) .. WM289
A Two for 7 Metres (I), Trans) .. WM295
New -style Radiogram (D, Trans) .. WM299
A.C. Quality Gem (D, Trans) .. .. WM312

THREE -VALVE SETS (1s. each)
James Push -push Three (SG, D, Q.I'.P.) (1/6) A'W378
Everybody's Home Radiogram (SG, D, Trans) AW381
Our Up -to -the -Minute Three (SG, Wes-

tector, LF, Trans) .. AW384
Class B Three (D, Trans, Class B) AW386
" Up-to-the-minute Three" with Class 13, 1/6 AW384B
A.C. Triodyne (SG, D, Pen) .. AW399
Home -built Coil Three (SG, D, Trans) .. AW404
Fan and Family Three (D, 2LF) AW410
L5. 5s. SG. 3 (SG, D, Trans) .. . AW412
A.C.-D.C. Universal Three (SG. Det, Pen) .. AW414
1934 Ether Searcher (SG, Det, Pen) Baseboard AW417
1934 Ether Searcher (SG, Det, Pen) Chassis .. AW419
Lucerne Ranger (SG, Det, Trans) .. AW422
P.W.H. Mascot (Det, R.C, Trans) .. ..AW337A
Cossor Melody Maker with Lucerne coils .. AW423
Mullard Master Three with Lucerne coils .. AW424
Schoolboy's Three (Det, 2. RC) AW418
Penta-quester (HF, Pen, Det, Pen) .. AW431

.FOUR -VALVE SETS (1s. 6d. each)
" A.C. Melody Ranger " (SG, D, RC, Trans) .. AW380
Home -lover's New All -electric 3 for A.C. mains

(SG, D, Trans) ..
Melody Ranger (SG, D, RC, Trans) with copy

of " A.W." 4d. postage
Signpost Four (SG, D, LF, Class 13)
" A.W." Ideal Four (2SG, D, Pen) ..
2 H.F. Four (2SG, Det, Pen)

FIVE -VALVE SETS (1s. 6d.
The Etherdyne (Super -het)
Super -quality Five (2 HF, D, RC, Trans)
Ideal Home Super (Super -het) ..
Easytune 60 (Super -het)
New Class -B Five (SG, D, LF, Class -B)
Class -B Quadradyne (2 SG, D, LF, Class -B)

AW383

AW375
AW398
AW402
AW421

each)
AW406

.. WM320

.. WM280

.. WM284

.. WM340

.. WM344

, SIX -VALVE SETS (1s. 6d. each)
1934 Century Super (Battery super -het) AW413
1934 A.C. Century Super (Super -het) .. 11W425

SEVEN -VALVE SETS (1s. 6d. each)
Super Senior (Super -het) .. WM256
Seventy-seven Super (A.C. Super -het) .. WM305

PORTABLES (1s. 6d. each)
General-purpose Portable (SG, D, RC, Trans) AW351
Midget lass -B Portable (SG, D, LF, Class -B) AW389
Holiday Portable (SG, 13, LF, Class B) AW393
'Town and Country Four (SG, 13, RC, Trans) WM282
Everybody's Portable (five -valve Super -het) .. W1V1291
Spectrum Portable (SG, Det, QP21) WM357

AMPLIFIERS (Is. each)
Universal Push-pull Amplifier ..
" A.W." Record Player (LF, Push-pull)
Battery -operated Amplifier
" A.W.'s " Push -push Amplifier
Class -B Gramophone Amplifier ..
Universal A.C. Amplifier (3 -valve)
Five Q.P.P. Output Circuits ..

AW300
AW319
AW362

. . AW376
AW391
AW411

.. WM315

MISCELLANEOUS (1s. each)
" A.W." Trickle Charger
Add-on Band-pass Unit ..
Plug-in Short-wave Adaptor ..
Experimenters' D.C. Mains Unit
Experimenters' A.C. Mains Unit

AW352
A'W359
AW382
AW430
AW432

Copies of " Wireless Magazine " and of " Amateur Wireless"
containing descriptions of most of these sets can be obtained at
Is. 3d. and 4d. respectively, post free. Index letters "A.W."
refer to " Amateur Wireless " sets and " W.M." to " Wiale 3
Magazine." Address letters :

AMATEUR WIRELESS BLUEPRINTS DEPT.
56-61 Fetter Lane - London, E.C.4

VA

VA

P02

VA

VA

VA

VA

VA

VA

rA

VA

FA

VAVA

VA

VA

VA

VAVA

THE CUP FINAL
BROADCAST

by Geo. F. Allison

THE TRUTH Amour
THE ANNOUNCERS

by OLIVER BALDWIN

AT HOME WITH
RONALD FRANKAU

A FULL PAGE
PORTRAIT of AMBROSE

WHEN the B.B.C. CLOSES
DOWN

AT THE MIKE WITH
the BOSWELL SISTERS

by John Trent

These are just some of the
splendid contents of Friday's
issue of Radio Pictorial. Don't
forget to get your copy-the
folks at home will enjoy it, too.

RAM
PICTORIAL

EVERY
FRIDAY
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IF your set crackles
and bangs like a
friendly argument
in Chicago

The easiest way to solve
that problem-or any
other radio problem-is
to use a PIFCO Trouble
Tracker. Just get one of
these wonder instruments
on the trail and even the
most complex radio fault
will hold up its hands and
surrender. The PIFCO
Trouble Trackers show
the shortest way to 100",,
radio reception. Ask your
dealer or electrician for
a demonstration of a
PIFCO.

PIFCO " ALL -IN -ONE "
RADIOMETER (above). For
battery sets. Makes any test in a
few seconds. Mottled bakelite case,
Complete with leads. Price 126.

PIFCO DE LUXE " ALL -
IN -ONE " RADIOMETER,
Moving Coil model; 125,000 ohms
resistance. Tests everything. For
electric radio, mains units, or
battery sets. Finished scolded
bakelite, complete with leads and
case. Price £2 2s,

 PIECO ROTAMETER
(right). A radio testing instrument
on entirely new principles. Cne
needle operates on 8 separate
dials. For electric or battery sets.
Amazingly handy and accurate.
No other instrument in the world
like it. In black bakelite, eomplete
teith leads. Price 29'6.

Issued by PIFCO, LTD.,
High St., MANCHESTER,
or 150 Charing Cross Road,

London, W.C.2. 
INSIST ON A PIFCO AND

SAVE TROUBLE.
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Chemistry or Radio- milligrammes or microfarads -accurate
values are indispensable to successful working. That is why it is
so important to equip your set with T.M.C. HYDRA condensers
-they are accurate and remain accurate.
Strict scientific control of every manufacturing process ensures
the accurate rating of every T.M.C. HYDRA condenser, and a
perfect method of sealing prevents penetration of moisture, so
maintaining the high electrical properties of the condenser.
Improve the working of your set with T.M.C. HYDRA condensers
-they are made in all standard capacities with screw terminals

or soldering tags at the same price.
Write to the Sole Sales Distributors

if you have any difficulty in
obtaining supplies.

T.M.0
TAG' BRITISH MADE

HYD RA
CONDENSERS

Price List from
SOLE SALES DISTRIBUTORS FOR

GREAT BRITAIN :

HARWELL LTD
The Sessions House, Clerkenwell Green, Larder), E.C.I

Telephone : Clerkenwell 6905

Made b TELEPHONE MANUFACTURING Co,Ltd.


